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 i 
Abstract 
 This dissertation examines the establishment, occupation, and abandonment of  
Kastro Kallithea, a Hellenistic city in Achaia Phthiotis, Thessaly, through data collected from 
the intensive urban survey of  the site. Kastro Kallithea is an orthogonal grid planned city 
with distinct zones of  activities enclosed within a massive circuit wall running 2 km in 
length. The ancient name of  the site is unknown, although it has been tentatively identified 
by Friedrich Stählin as the ancient polis of  Peuma, known from coins and inscriptions. The 
site was founded in the late fourth century and was occupied into first century B.C.E. There 
is no evidence for earlier habitation, however Iron Age tombs surrounding the base of  the 
hill attests to the occupation of  the surrounding territory. By identifying the use of  space in 
terms of  domestic, civic, economic, and military functions through the distribution of  the 
architecture and artifacts, the layout of  the city at its foundation and the reconfiguration of  
the space throughout the duration of  the city is examined. In addition, this study examines 
the incentives of  urban living in the Hellenistic period and assess to what extent Kastro 
Kallithea fits in with the historical circumstances with respect to urban planning, shifts in 
settlement patterns, and fluctuations in urbanization visible in Thessaly. The urban survey 
allowed us to map and record all surface remains and establish a chronology of  the site, its 
spatial organization, and loci of  activities in order to contextualize the urban center of  
Kastro Kallithea within its historical and geographical regional network.  In light of  the 
paucity of  historical and archaeological research in Thessaly, this study contributes to the 
ongoing dialogue of  survey methodology and interpretation of  surface assemblages, 
particularly in non-ploughzones, and supplements our understanding of  urban organization 
of  Hellenistic cities and settlement patterns in Thessaly and aims to reinstate Thessaly into 
the broader history of  ancient Greece. 
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Chapter 1: Background of Kastro Kallithea  
1.1 Introduction to Kastro Kallithea 
 Looking west into the Almiros plain from the National Road between Athens and 
Larissa, near the ancient site of Halos, one sees a conspicuous hill with a well-preserved wall 
encircling the summit (fig. 1). On this hill is the ancient archaeological site of Kastro 
Kallithea, named after the modern village to its southwest (previously Kislar).1 Kastro 
Kallithea lies in a narrow 7 km wide passage between the Othrys and Narthakion mountain 
ranges on the western extreme of the Almiros Plain in Thessaly; it is approximately 17 km, as 
the crow flies, from Pharsala and 26 km from Almiros in the modern prefectures of Larissa 
and Volos, respectively (fig. 2). In antiquity, the Almiros Plain, known in antiquity as the 
Krokian Plain, was situated in the region of Achaia Phthiotis.2 Located on a high hill, 
approximately 600 m above sea level, in the foothills of the Othrys Mountain, Kastro 
Kallithea has a commanding view of its surrounding landscape. Despite the extant 
archaeological remains visible on the surface, the site had not been systematically studied 
until 2004 when an urban survey was conducted by the University of Alberta, under the 
auspices of the Canadian Institute in Greece, and the 15th Ephorate of Prehistoric and 
Classical Antiquities in Larissa. The urban survey is subject of this dissertation. 
1.2 Geography of Thessaly  
The geography of Thessaly is characterized by flat plains surrounded by mountain 
ranges (fig. 3). Large rivers, such as the Peneios, Enipeus, Aliakmon, and their tributaries 
supply water throughout the plains and facilitate grain production and stock-breeding. The 
two large plains of Larissa and Trikkala were divided politically into four parts, known as 
                                                
1 Since the name of the ancient site is not identified with certainty, we have chosen to adopt the modern 
name so as to avoid biases associated with it being a named site. See below (1.4) for more details on a  
     possible name.  
2    Strabo IX, 433, 435.  
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tetrads: Thessaliotis, Phthiotis, Pelasgiotis, and Hestiaeotis. Tetradic Thessaly is surrounded by 
the perioikoi, literally ‘those living around,’ and includes the territory of Perrhaibia, Achaia 
Phthiotis, and Magnesia. The topography of the perioikoi constitutes the low lying foothills 
of the contiguous mountains of Olympos to the north, Pelion to the east, Pindos to the 
west, and Othrys to the south and served as a buffer zone between the plains and the 
mountains. The perioikoi of Achaia Phthiotis and Magnesia contain the small plains of 
Almiros and Volos, respectively. The soil of the Almiros Plain is less fertile, while the plain 
of Volos lacks the hydrology of the Thessalian plains, and therefore, these smaller plains 
were less productive agriculturally. The perioikoi were independent ethne, who became 
subjugated by the ethne of tetradic Thessaly at some point in the Archaic or Early Classical 
period. Although, Thessaly is often considered a single uniform region, each region had 
individualized cultural and economic structures, while simultaneously beving intertwined 
politically. 
When Achaia Phthiotis was subjugated, it came under the political governance of 
Pharsalos, located in neighboring Phthiotis. Achaia Phthiotis comprised of the Almiros plain 
and the foothills of the Othrys Mountains. In the Classical-Hellenistic period, the region had 
numerous poleis including: Phthiotic Thebes, Halos, Larisa Kremaste, Antron, and Ekkarra, 
on the coast and the inland cities of Peuma, Kypaira, Melitaia, Philadon, Proerna, Phylake 
and Thaumakoi (fig. 2). Numerous smaller settlements or villages were interspersed 
throughout the territory.3 Access from the southern part of the plain to the inland sites was 
through the natural passageways between mountain ranges; one such route passes by Kastro 
Kallithea, thus making the site strategically important in trade routes and networks of 
communication.  
                                                
3  Décourt et al. 2004, 686-687.  
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1.3 The topography and preservation of Kastro Kallithea 
 The ancient remains at Kastro Kallithea have been well-preserved and are 
concentrated on the summit of the hill. The massive fortification walls are located two thirds 
of the way up the hill and encircle the upper part of the hill including two summits and the 
intermediary saddle; the total enclosed area is 34 ha.4 The upper slopes of the hill are suitable 
for habitation. The average gradient for the upper part of the hill was 18°, although in some 
parts the slope is much steeper and required terracing; some terrace walls are still extant. The 
lower slopes, outside of the enceinte, are much steeper, with gradients up to 45-57°. The 
west slope has a moderate gradient and was probably the main route into the city in 
antiquity. There are two summits; the western peak is slightly higher at 618 m above sea level 
and was fortified, whereas, the eastern summit was less pronounced and integrated into the 
city plan. The saddle provides a relatively flat open terrain, sheltered by the adjacent 
acropoleis.  
Limited activity has taken place on the hill since antiquity, thereby preserving the 
ancient remains. The chronology of the city, deduced from the ceramics, small finds, and 
style of masonry, confirms its occupation in the Late Classical-Hellenistic period. During his 
travels, Strabo makes reference to the city of Melitaia but does not mention the existence of 
Kastro Kallithea, which suggests that it was not occupied or, at least, was not a major center 
in the Roman period.5 Limited re-occupation of the site appears to have occurred in the 
Byzantine period, although the specific location and extent of this Byzantine settlement is 
unknown.6 Since antiquity, though, the site has been left untouched. No modern 
construction has occurred, nor has it been cultivated. It is, however, used for herding cattle, 
                                                
4  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 97. 
5 Stählin 1938, 1399-1405. 
6 Evidence of combed ware and the mortar repair in the back wall of Acropolis Gate I suggests Byzantine 
activity. A Byzantine capital was also found at the base of the hill.  
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sheep, and goats and for hunting small animals and birds. During World War II and the 
Greek Civil War, Kastro Kallithea was used as a lookout post but did not see any specific 
military activity.7 Since the destruction or abandonment of Kastro Kallithea in antiquity, the 
site has been left relatively undisturbed.  
The hill is a limestone outcrop and was quarried for its bluish grey limestone that 
used in the construction of the city. The substantial bedrock outcrops suggests that they 
were visible in antiquity and were part of the ancient landscape. The site is densely covered 
with Quercus coccifera (Kermes Oak) commonly referred to as pournari, a prickly oak bush, as 
well as wild clematis, wild pear, and grasses.8 The vegetation, in particular the heavy covering 
of pournari, hinders the visibility of the site9 and has damaged sub-surface deposits and 
foundations. Water is easily accessible at Kastro Kallithea with six springs located on the 
slopes of the hill. Small gateways in the enceinte provide direct access to some of these 
springs.10 In addition, two wells and a cistern have also been located on site: one on the 
fortified acropolis and two in the saddle. The level of preservation and visible surface 
remains made the site a viable candidate for an intensive urban survey.  
1.4 Ancient identification: the issue of the name Peuma (?) 
 The ancient name of Kastro Kallithea is unknown. Early travelers identified the site 
as Koroneia.11 F. Stählin rejected this identification and suggested that the site was the 
ancient polis of Peuma (τό Πεύµα). His designation was based on topographic details from 
inscriptions and the ancient archaeological remains, and has since been supported by other 
                                                
7 Based on correspondence with the people from the villages of Narthaki and Kallithea.  
8 Tzaifalias et al. 2006a, 97. 
9 See below for further discussion on issues of visibility ch. 2 and 5. 
10 Stählin 1967, 165; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 96. 
11  Stählin 1938, 1399.  
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scholars.12 Known from inscriptions and a series of coins, Peuma was located in Achaia 
Phthiotis and was distinguished as a polis as early as the early third century B.C.E. Peuma 
continues to call itself a polis in the second century B.C.E. A second century B.C.E. 
inscription, found in Larissa, records that the polis of Peumata honored a Larissean.13 Two 
other inscriptions reference to the city-ethnic Πευµἀτιος.14 The earliest inscriptions, dating 
to the third century, refer to Peuma as a polis and record the arbitration process. Based on 
all the inscriptions, the city was occupied from the late fourth to second century B.C.E. The 
city must have been abandoned sometime in the Late Hellenistic period as it is not attested 
in the Roman period.  
The two inscriptions found at Delphi provide important information regarding the 
location of Peuma. These inscriptions, dating to 270-260 B.C.E., refer to two territorial 
disputes between Peuma and its neighboring states: 1) Melitaia and Chalai15 and, 2) Pereia 
and Phylladon.16 In both cases, Peuma lost. In the latter dispute, Melitaia is recorded as 
present and was perhaps acting as an advocate for the small states, but was not officially part 
of the dispute. The first part of the third century was a period of expansion for the poleis of 
both Peuma and Melitaia. Melitaia was particularly active and was entangled in other disputes 
with their northern and southern neighbors including Narthakion, Xyniai, and Pereia.17 Out 
of concern for the territorial expansion of Peuma, Melitaia may have become involved to 
protect its borders, reinforce its control of these small settlements, and squash Peuma’s 
westward territorial ambitions. Despite its loss in the territorial disputes, Peuma continued to 
                                                
12  Stählin 1914, 97; Stählin 1967, 165; Stählin 1938, 1399-1405; Kirsten 1940, 885-892; Décourt 1990, 87; 
Helly 2001, 244. 
13  IG IX² 519 1; Décourt 1995, 145-147 no. 131. 
14  Décourt et al. 2004, 715-716; Arvanitopoulos 1907, 451; Décourt 1995, 131; IG VIII, 3287.  
15  Ager 1996, no 30. 
16 Ager 1996, no 31. 
17  Ager 1996, 99-103, no. 32, 76, 79, 154, 156 (Melitaia), 55 (Xyniai), 56 (Pereia). 
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exist and is attested as a polis into the second century B.C.E.  
Peuma struck bronze coins from 302-286 B.C.E (fig. 4). On the obverse, is the head 
of a nymph or a man. On the reverse, is the monogram ΑΧ, sometimes with a helmet, with 
ΠΕΥΜΑΤΙΩΝ in the outer field.18 The ΑΧ monogram has been interpreted as the marking 
of the mintmaster19 or as an indicator of an Achaian Coinage League, which minted coins for 
the cities of Halos, Larissa Kremaste, and Phthiotic Thebes.20 Presumably after 286 B.C.E., 
Peuma stopped minting its own coins and the Achaian Coinage League seems to have been 
defunct. A few Peuma coins have been found at Kastro Kallithea, although this cannot be 
used to confirm the identity of the site. Stählin’s designation of Kastro Kallithea as ancient 
Peuma seems plausible, however, until there is definitive evidence or confirmation from the 
site, we will continue to use its modern name.  
1.5 Archaeological research in Achaia Phthiotis  
 The Greek landscape was rediscovered by early travelers, who, armed with a copy of 
the ancient texts, explored Greece reconstructing the past by correlating known sites in the 
sources with the visible ancient remains. De Dreux and Brown, who visited Larissa in 1669, 
and Bjornstahl, who visited Volos, Larisa, Kalambaka and Ambelakia in 1779, were among 
the few early travelers to visit Thessaly.21 The 19th century brought increased interest in the 
region by both foreign explorers and Greeks. These travelers recorded topographic 
indicators, archaeological remains, local histories and reconstructed distances and routes 
through the landscape and between sites. A few of these travellers, such as Leake, Ussing, 
                                                
18  Rogers 1932, 11, no. 442-443; SNG 1982, 198. AX monogram has also been suggested as being a reference 
to Achilles, Trojan War hero, who was from Phthia, which is thought to be neighboring Pharsalos. 
19 Furtwängler 1990, 223-224 fn. 104; Reinders 2004b, 193-194. Reinders (1988; 2004b, 193) following 
Furtwängler (1990, 223-224) suggest that the monogram should be read XA and were the initials of the 
mintmaster.  
20   Gardner 1883; Reinders 1988, 166; Reinders 2003a, 7; Reinders 2003b, 141; Reinders 2004b, 193-194. 
21  Reinders 1988, 30-33. 
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and Georgadis, include references to the remains at Kastro Kallithea in their accounts. 
Leake, in 1809, describes the physical remains of the fortifications at Kastro Kallithea but his 
brief observations were made at a distance and he never visited the site. 22 In 1857, Ussing 
visited Kastro Kallithea,23 and although no investigations were carried out, he documented 
some of the ancient remains, including the remains of a stone temple, located part way up 
the east slope outside of the lower enceinte.24 The remains of Kastro Kallithea were known, 
but due to its remote location, it was overlooked and not explored further.  
In the early 20th century, the German scholar F. Stählin conducted the most 
extensive and thorough archaeological exploration of Thessaly. Stählin’s work combined an 
assessment of the archaeological remains with the topographic details in order to identify 
ancient Thessalian sites recorded in the literary and epigraphic sources. His travels and 
observations were published in his seminal work Das Hellenische Thessalien, which today 
continues to be the most succinct and reliable account of the ancient remains of Thessaly.25 
At Kastro Kallithea, Stählin was the first to systematically map the archaeological remains. 
He mapped (fig. 5) and measured the entire lower enceinte including 38 towers and two 
main gates, the general course of the diateichisma, and the acropolis wall. He noted the large 
buildings in the saddle, which he associated with public function and designated the saddle 
as the agora. On the eastern part of the hill, he mentioned polygonal stone foundations, 
which he described as houses, but did not plot these structures. Outside of the city wall, 
Stählin visited the remains of a rectangular building, located 400 m from the left bank of the 
Enipeus River, which he described as a temple. It was built of a different limestone than the 
buildings on the hill. Although he did not visit it, he reiterated the presence of a stone 
                                                
22 Leake 1835, 331, 469. 
23 Ussing 1857, 113-114; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 92. 
24  Ussing 1857, 114; also described by Georgadis 1894, 216.  
25  Stählin 1967.  
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temple on the east slope.26  
 The intensification of agriculture in Greece in the 1950s and the use of the deep 
plough led to the discovery, as well as destruction, of many sites. Rescue excavations and 
documentation of ancient sites uncovered by agriculture have been conducted in the 
territory surrounding Kastro Kallithea. Further archaeological investigation of the area has 
been limited. In 1964, D. Theocharis, investigated four Iron Age tholos tombs scattered 
around the base of the hill27 but no work was carried on the hill.  
A topographic survey of the Enipeus Valley was conducted by J.C. Décourt. The 
project was an extensive survey, conducted primarily from a vehicle, which recorded 
archaeological sites in the landscape. By plotting the sites diachronically, the landscape of the 
Enipeus Valley is filled in and populated by small to large settlements. Sites were studied in 
detail and included a brief description of Kastro Kallithea (Peuma).28 Based on the results 
from the Enipeus survey, Decourt reconstructed settlement hierarchies, networks, and 
proposed hypothetical territorial boundaries for the main settlements in the Valley.29 
Décourt's study of the Enipeus Valley is of great value for understanding the distribution of 
settlements, their chronology, and reconstructing networks and interaction between sites in 
the valley. Additional research has been carried out by F. Cantarelli related to ancient trade 
and transportation routes in the region of Achaia Phthiotis.30  
Archaeological investigations at ancient Halos began in 1976 and focused on the 
investigation of the city. In the 1990s, the University of Groningen, under the direction of 
H.R. Reinders, and the 13th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities in Volos 
                                                
26   Stählin 1967, 164-167; Stählin 1938, 1399-1405.  
27 Theocharis 1964, 261-262. 
28 Décourt 1990, 87. 
29  Décourt 1990; Décourt 1994, 201-206. 
30   Cantarelli, 1992; 1995; 2001.   
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conducted an intensive survey of the city and territory of ancient Halos. The surface survey 
comprised the Almiros and Sourpi Plains and included a geological survey, environmental 
survey, an architectural survey of city of New Halos, and regional survey of the territory. The 
survey traced diachronic habitation of Halian territory from the prehistoric to the modern 
period.31 Within the town of New Halos, eight houses and the SE Gate have been excavated 
and provide regional comparanda for ceramic assemblages.32 The survey and excavations at 
New Halos have contributed to understanding settlement patterns and land-use in the 
countryside as well as domestic architecture and economies of the Hellenistic city and its 
territory.  
As part of the Halos survey, a series of forts or settlements established throughout 
the territory of Halos and Kastro Kallithea were studied by G. Wieberdink. His study 
included the examination of the architecture and ceramics from the sites. These towers and 
forts, dating to the Hellenistic period, were strategically placed and visually interconnected to 
guard the passage through the foothills of the Othrys, connecting the inland and coastal 
regions. The construction of this defensive network is contemporaneous with the 
establishment of the cities of New Halos and Kastro Kallithea.33 For his M.A. these, C.M. 
Chykerda, used analytical tools of GIS to confirm the interconnectedness of the forts 
reiterating their defensive function.34 Both studies emphasize the close relationship between 
Kastro Kallithea and neighboring Halos.  
In the neighboring perioikic region of ancient Magnesia, Wisse carried out an 
extensive survey and plotted sites based on toponyms, literary sources, and exploration of 
the landscape. Poorly understoond from the literary sources, Wisse reconstructed a picture 
                                                
31  Haagsma et al. 1993, 147-164; Reinders et al. 1997, 85-143; Reinders et al. 2000, 83-93; Reinders 2004a.   
32  Reinders 1988; Reinders and Prummel 2003; Haagsma 2010.  
33  Wieberdink, 1990.  
34  Chykerda 2009. 
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of early state formation in Magnesia through an examination of the distribution of sites, 
surface remains, and geographic features.35 Excavation and rescue work has been carried out 
throughout Thessaly with particular emphasis on the major centers including Larissa, Pherae, 
Demetrias, and Pharsalos. Regional and localized archaeological studies within Achaia 
Phthiotis and neighboring areas of Thessaly have contributed to the history of the region, 
which, with a few exceptions, is silent in the literary sources.   
1.6 Current fieldwork at Kastro Kallithea 
No systematic exploration of Kastro Kallithea had been conducted since the 
investigations by Stählin. The level of preservation on the surface and the absence of 
modern construction or cultivation, made it viable candidate for an archaeological survey. 
And so, in 2004, the University of Alberta, under the auspices of the Canadian Institute in 
Greece, and the 15th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities in Larissa began an 
intensive survey project under the direction of M.J. Haagsma, A. Tziafalias, S. Karapanou 
and S. Gouglas. The Kastro Kallithea project was conceived of as an urban survey in order 
to record all visible archaeological remains within the fortification walls and assess the role 
of this site within its environment. In 2004-2006 and 2009, an intensive urban survey was 
conducted, including GIS mapping of the topography, an architectural survey, and field 
walking survey.36 During the survey in 2004-2006, I supervised the architectural survey and 
in 2009, was the supervisor for the archaeological survey. Due to the high level of 
preservation on the surface, the surface material provides a diachronic picture of the 
occupation and abandonment of this urban center that dates from the late fourth to first 
century B.C.E. Preliminary reports have presented our findinds on the architectural remains 
                                                
35  Wisse 1990, 1-17.  
36   Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 91-135.  
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at Kastro Kallithea.37 
The urban survey at Kastro Kallithea was the beginning of systemic explorations at 
the site. Excavations by the Ephoreia began in 2007 in Buildings 5 and 7 in the south part of 
the saddle and in Building 1, a stoa building in 2008. The Canadian team is currently 
excavating Building 10, a possible house, on the east slope. I am involved in the current field 
work as Field Director. Neither the excavations nor a study of the excavated ceramics has 
been completed, and therefore, only the survey material will not be included in my analysis.  
1.7 Organization of dissertation  
The urban survey at Kastro Kallithea provided an opportunity to explore the entire 
cityscape and investigate the foundation, occupation, and abandonment of this urban center. 
My dissertation, based primarily on the archaeological remains collected from the Kastro 
Kallithea survey, demonstrates the potential of surface investigation for reconstructing a 
diachronic view of the habitation of the site. In order to provide a holistic investigation of 
Kastro Kallithea, it is necessary to assess the methodology of our research, provide a 
historical, economic, and cultural framework for the site, describe and analysis the 
distribution of the surface material in order to reconstruct the occupation of the city and 
contextualize it within its local and regional environment. To do so, my dissertation is 
broken down into six chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to Kastro Kallithea, its 
immediate environment, and the historiography of research at the site and in the region.  
 Over the past 40 years, survey methodology has evolved and its value to 
archaeological research has been well established. Chapter 2 summarizes the theoretical and 
practical development of survey methodology, with particular emphasis placed on urban 
surveys in the Mediterranean relevant for comparison with Kastro Kallithea. A critique of 
                                                
37  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 91-135; Tziafalias et al. 2006b, 225-231. Tziafalias et al. 2005, 62-63.  
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the methodological variables and validity of urban surveys are discussed. The second part of 
this chapter, outlines the survey methodology used at Kastro Kallithea. As site-specific 
characteristic and topography dictate methodological practices, our procedures, while 
following conventions, were modified to accommodate the local environment and logistics. 
In establishing our methodology, the intensity of the survey, sampling and collection 
strategies, and site variables were taken into consideration. The survey consisted of three 
parts: 1) a topographical survey, 2) an architectural survey, and 3) an archaeological survey 
(field walking). A few test trenches were excavated in select locations to assess and clarify the 
chronology of the site. As surface survey assemblages are laden with interpretative 
complexities, a specific methodological framework for the classification and analysis of 
survey artifacts is described in chapter 2.  
Kastro Kallithea is located within the archaeologically under-explored region of 
Thessaly. In order to contextualize Kastro Kallithea within its physical, historical, and socio-
economic context, a regional study of Thessaly is presented in chapter 3. The geography of 
Thessaly differs from other regions of Greece, as the flat plains permitted large-scale 
agricultural production and stock-breeding. The resources of the regions and its geographic 
position between Macedonia and southern Greece solidified its role in the history of Greece 
and Macedonia. Drawing on epigraphic, literary, and archaeological sources, a historical and 
socio-economic narrative of the region is presented. Although Thessaly never became a 
dominant player in the political sphere, during the Hellenistic period, Thessaly followed 
similar trends in urban layout, settlement patterns, economics, and demographics to oter 
parts of the Greek world, while exhibiting regional preferences and commonalities. Six cities 
of Phthiotis, Achaia Phthiotis, and Magnesia exemplify these patterns and are described in 
detail. Chapter 3, therefore, presents the physical and historic background setting, in which 
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to situate Kastro Kallithea.  
Chapter 4 describes the architectural and archaeological remains from the survey. 
The first part of this chapter summarizes all on-site architectural remains including a 
description of individual buildings, features, building phases, and the overall spatial 
organization of the site. An examination of the architecture includes aspects of construction 
techniques, material, and comparanda of building types. The second half of chapter 4 is 
devoted to the analysis of the archaeological finds collected in the survey units. The artifacts 
are comprised of two categories: 1) ceramics and 2) small finds, such as ground stone tools, 
weaving equipment, metal objects, and coins. The ceramics comprise the largest group of 
material and provide fundamental information for analyzing and determining the chronology 
and function of the site. Over 4000 pottery sherds were collected in the survey. For many of 
the sherds, shapes cannot be assigned with certainty, however, general function can be 
elucidated through correlations between fabric types and function. Approximately 450 
diagnostic ceramics and small finds have been classified by their forms and/or function. 
Catalogues of all the artifacts discussed in chapter 4 are included as appendices A and B. 
Chapter 4, therefore, provides detailed qualitative descriptions of this data, which will be 
used for the analysis and interpretation in chapter 5.  
Chapter 5 is the spatial and functional analysis of the survey data, which is used to 
interpret artifact scatters and the spatial organization of the city. Surface assemblages are 
susceptible to decomposition, breakage, and movement through exposure and post-
depositional processes. Site formation and post-depositional processes are assessed and the 
impact of these processes on the distribution and representativeness of the finds are 
analyzed statistically through regression and z-scores analysis. A series of maps, which plot 
the distribution of artifacts, illustrate patterns in the data that correlate with functional 
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activity, spatial associations, and chronological changes. By plotting the surface assemblages 
by function, it is possible to distinguish concentrations of habitation associated with 
specialized activity throughout the site. The identification of domestic, civic, industrial, 
religious, and military sectors facilitates the interpretation of how the urban space was 
planned, demarcated, and reconfigured throughout the occupation of the city.  
Having analyzed the surface assemblages and identified specialized zones of activity 
at Kastro Kallithea, chapter 6 summarizes the survey results and contextualizes the site 
within its historical and regional framework. The foundation of Kastro Kallithea in the late 
fourth century can be contextualized within a regional pattern of urbanization. The layout 
and duration of occupation follows regional and global trends and enriches our 
understanding of the occupation of Achaia Phthiotis by linking archaeological data with 
historical and textual sources. As little is known historically about Kastro Kallithea and the 
region of Achaia Phthiotis, the urban survey at Kastro Kallithea contributes not only to our 
understanding of the founding, occupation and abandonment of this Hellenistic city but of 
its regional importance within this under-explored region of Greece.  
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Chapter 2 Survey Methodology 
2.1 Intensive regional and urban surveys 
Surface survey has established itself as a valuable tool and integral part of 
archaeological fieldwork. Over the past 40 years, the “new wave” of intensive surveys38 has 
made valuable contributions to the development and reception of surveys in Mediterranean 
archaeology; the increasing number of surveys attests to this widespread acceptance.39 
Although surveys differ in scope and breadth around the world, the basic underlying 
principle of surface surveys is to document surface remains and their context within a 
defined area of study over time.  
Communities reached a high level of urbanism in antiquity and consequently, the 
polis played a dominant role in ancient societies as the demographic, political, economic, and 
social hub of a given region. The city was laid out and organized according to the nature of 
its urban activities, and its spatial complexity can be deduced from patterns emerging in the 
architecture and artifacts. For many years, the polis has dominated the study of ancient 
societies, particularly in Greece, where the city-state culture is epitomized as the ideal form 
of social and political organization.40 With the advent of regional surveys in the 1970s and 
1980s, the orientation of research shifted to rural landscapes and the forgotten territories of 
this city-state culture began to receive attention. These surveys aimed to repopulate the 
archaeological landscape in an attempt to understand habitation, land-use, and interaction 
across the countryside. These initial survey projects integrated the study of landscape and 
territory with urban centers and moved away from a dependency on historical sources.41 
Practical factors, including the inaccessibility of sites, modern construction, disturbances 
                                                
38   Cherry 1983, 375–416; Cherry 1994, 91-112. 
39   Alcock 2002; Alcock et al. 1994.  
40   Hansen 2006, 102-105.   
41  Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 57; Stewart 2007, 23, 36.  
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from previous excavations or illegal activity, the overwhelming quantity of material, and the 
lack of facilities and resources, reduce the feasibility of conducting urban surveys as part of, 
or independent from, regional surveys.42  
In regional studies, the focus has been on understanding settlement patterns and 
human activities throughout the landscape from a diachronic perspective. Regional studies 
identify and record tiers of habitation and land-use through the identification of ‘sites.’ The 
definition of a site, however, differs with each project but may be loosely described as a 
concentration of material that represents the remains of human activity.  
In many surveys, ‘sites’ are defined by their size and classified into four types. Small 
sites (0-0.3 ha) are associated with isolated specialized activity or small-scale habitation and 
are usually interpreted as farmsteads.43 These sites have dominated the discussion of survey 
methodology and the interpretation of results as their functions are often difficult to 
identify.44 Medium sites (0.3-1 ha) may have had a variety of functions, whereas, large sites 
(1-5 ha) are typically considered to be large estates or villages. A distinction is made between 
large sites and major sites (5-10+ ha), the latter identified as nucleated settlements, such as 
towns or cities.45 Their identification as ‘urban’ is complex, but their size infers this 
designation, whether a polis or a non-polis urban settlement.46 The presence of architecture 
and diagnostic finds, are often considered to be prerequisites for classifying a ‘site’, 
particularly at large or major sites.47 The term urban center is used in lieu of polis in order to 
avoid chronological anachronisms, issues of identification, and potential political 
                                                
42  Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 57; MacGillivray et al. 1984, 129-159; Williams 1983, 194-205; Williams 1984, 
174-186; Martens 2005, 229-254; Lolos et al. 2007; Tziafalias et al. 2006a. 
43  Jameson et al. 1994, 417; Stewart 2007, 174. For discussion on the criteria for the identification of 
farmsteads see Osborne 1992; contra identification of sites see Davis et al. 2007.  
44  Stewart 2007, 174-175. 
45  Stewart 2007, 174; Jameson et al. 1994, 417; Hansen and Nielsen 2004, 70-71. 
46  Criteria for the identification of a site as ‘urban’ or a city has been much debated. Childe 1950, 9-15; 
Osborne 2005, 1-16; Vink 2005, 111-142.   
47 Cherry et al. 1991, 28. 
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associations.48  
Urban centers, whose existence is already known, may be intentionally incorporated 
into the regional survey,49 others are discovered during the survey,50 whereas, some are 
deliberately excluded from the survey for practical reasons mentioned above or because of 
the research goals and questions.51 Despite their tendency to yield detailed chronologic 
information and confirm patterns in the rural data, urban centers, are discussed less 
frequently, and in less detail, in part, because they often relate to historical sources and their 
examination continues to be considered more within the domain of excavation.52 The 
function of these sites has been taken for granted and described as towns or cities and 
studies neglect to elaborate or provide a more nuanced understanding of the inner workings 
of the urban space. Major sites, when incorporated into regional surveys, are considered a 
single component within the region and are often surveyed at the same resolution to 
eliminate issues of comparability of data and slow down progress.53 With the greater 
acceptance of intensive surveys as a legitimate tool for understanding settlement hierarchies 
and rural landscapes, a more integrated approach to exploring the connection between urban 
centers and large sites with the surrounding territory has now emerged.  
2.2 Urban excavations versus urban surveys 
Cities have traditionally been the subject of excavation. Excavations are typically 
conducted on a relatively small-scale, focusing on a particular building, monument, or 
section of a site. Securely dated stratified deposits provide detailed data on the stratigraphy, 
chronology, and function of the structures. These excavations, however, represent only a 
                                                
48  Hansen and Nielsen 2004, 70-71.  
49  Alcock 1991, 424 (Phlius); Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 60-68 (Haliartos, Thespiae); Bintliff 1992a, 23-28 
(Hyettos); Whitelaw and Davis 1991, 265-285 (Koressos).  
50  Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 57, 60-61 (Askra). 
51  Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 57. 
52   Stewart 2007, 174; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 69-70.  
53   Alcock 1991, 440; Lolos et al. 2007, 267-296.  
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small isolated area within the urban center, are time consuming, and labor intensive. On the 
other hand, urban surveys, using a fraction of the resources and time, yield greater surface 
coverage, reveal general patterns in the data, and the interpretation of these patterns leads to 
a general overview of the use and spatial organization of a site from a diachronic 
perspective.54 With the emergence of survey as an archaeological tool, many urban centers, 
previously investigated through excavation, have become the subject of survey 
investigation.55 These urban centers are sometimes included as part of regional surveys in 
order to acquire a more complete picture of all aspects of the territory and how they relate to 
each other. Survey has also been used in its own right as an investigative tool for urban 
center. While not mutually exclusive, excavations and surveys differ drastically in terms of 
the research questions asked and methodology employed.  
Since urban survey is relatively new and, thus far, employed in a multitude of ways 
and to different extents by different archaeologists, there is as yet no standardized 
methodological strategy. Many urban surveys have experimented with method through trial 
and error to achieve increasingly reliable, representative, and meaningful results.56 A brief 
overview of the variety of approaches to urban survey, both as a part of larger regional 
surveys and as an independent investigations, is required before turning to a description of 
the methods used at Kastro Kallithea and an evaluation of our own approach. 
 
                                                
54    MacGillivray et al. 1984, 129-159. The 1984 survey at Palaikastro demonstrates the validity of survey for   
acquiring a broader perspective of the settlement in which excavations can only provide a fraction of the 
information.  
 
55   For example see MacGillivray et al. 1984 (Palaikstro); Alcock 1991 (Phlius); Lolos et al. 2007 (Sikyon). 
56   Martens 2005, 229; Alcock 1991, 440-442; Lolos et al. (2007) proposes the methodology used for the 
Sikyon survey may serve as a  ‘blue print’ for methodology of urban surveys. Further assessment of this 
methodology and its full results needs to be explored to determine if it is transferable. Final publication is not 
yet published.  
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2.3 Methodological considerations of regional surveys 
 Methodologically, regional and urban surveys differ in survey design and 
implementation based on the nature of the survey area and the overall research questions. 
Surface remains are an amalgamation of multiple phases of occupation and represent a 
palimpsest of human activity; recognition of this state of affairs leads to interpretative 
questions about representativeness of the recovered sample and questions about what kind 
of data are missing or obscured.57 Clusters of surface artifacts and ecofacts are interpreted as 
locations of human activity and are designated as ‘sites’. The identification of a ‘site’ is 
fundamental to regional surveys, although its definition in terms of its criteria for 
classification is still debated.58 Alternative terminology, such as find spots, POSI (‘Places of 
Special Interest’) or LOCA (‘localized cultural anomaly’), has replaced the term ‘site’.59 
Although pedogenic processes may have created POSI or LOCA, the preoccupation with 
the definition of ‘site’ can be roughly defined as indicators of human activity.60 A definition 
of what constitutes a ‘site’, for example, its density threshold needs to be explicitly stated in 
the survey methodology.61 The identification of loci of human activity is fundamental to 
regional surveys but is complicated by the widespread general scatter of cultural material 
across the landscape.  
It is, therefore, necessary to quantify the material in the landscape in order to identify 
between on-site and off-site scatters.62 In some areas of central Greece, dense ‘carpets’ of 
cultural material litter the landscape and constitute the background noise, also referred to as 
“off-site scatters”; scatters that do not meet the determined density threshold are not 
                                                
57  Chapman 1999, 69-70.  
58  Hope-Simpson 1983, 45-47; Cherry et al. 1991, 20-21.  
59   Wells and Runnels 1996, 16-18; Davis et al. 1997, 401-402; Given and Knapp 2003, 34-35; Tartaron et al. 
2006, 485-486; Lolos et al. 2007, 268; Bintliff et al. 2007, 15. 
60   Lolos et al. 2007, 268. 
61   Stewart 2007, 29-31.  
62   Gallant 1986, 409-411. 
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classified as ‘sites’. Many sites exhibit a ‘halo’, which constitutes a ring of artifacts around the 
‘site’ that tapers off farther away from the core area. In Boeotia, these halos have been 
identified as the product of manuring as part of agricultural practices.63 Manuring may not be 
exclusively the cause of these halos and alternative explanations have been proposed.64 Each 
survey, therefore, needs to define quantitatively and qualitatively what constitutes the 
background noise and the density threshold. By identifying ‘off-site’ scatters, fluctuations, 
concentrations, and discreteness of sherd density can be explored as culturally significant.65 
To distinguish these complexities and the range of activity in the surface record, different 
investigative strategies are required.  
2.4 Methodological considerations of urban surveys 
 Urban centers are not “discrete concentrations of cultural material,” but rather they 
are an amalgamation of individual entities within a defined space and potentially span 
chronological phases.66 Neither the background noise nor the principles of distinguishing 
activities are relevant because urban sites are essentially ‘siteless’. The surface material must 
be viewed as a unified assemblage representing the complex urban relationships and not as 
clusters of isolated activities.67 Urban survey design, therefore, must consider the urban site 
holistically. 
The sheer abundance of material found at large sites in the Mediterranean raises 
questions concerning sampling and collection strategies, as total collection of the surface 
material is not possible for practical as well as ethical reasons. The intensity of the survey and 
sampling strategy, however, must allow for good statistical representation of the surface 
                                                
63   Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 131; Bintliff 1985, 201-202; Snodgrass 1987, 113-117; Bintliff and Snodgrass 
1988b, 507-508.  
64   Alcock et al. 1994 142-145.  
Clicker counts are routinely used to quantify regional background noise. Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 134; 
Cherry et al. 1991, 21.  
66   Lolos et al. 2007, 268. 
67   Lolos et al. 2007, 268. 
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record while taking into account costs of time and personnel.68 The reliability and 
representativeness of research methods is dependent on the nature of the site and local 
variables. Factors, such as land-use, modern construction, preservation of surface remains, 
geomorphological processes, and density of vegetation, all influence the research goals and 
results. Potential biases, for example, ‘walker’s effect’ and ‘field effect’ must be recorded and 
accounted for in the analysis and interpretation of the results.69 All these factors, such as 
intensity, collection strategies, site sampling, and local variables, affect the survey design. It is 
because of these complicating factors that there is no standardized approach, which in turn, 
unfortunately, may reduce the comparability of survey data.  
2.5 Overview of urban surveys  
By their very nature urban surveys are more holistic in their approach than traditional 
excavation. The main objectives of urban surveys are typically to delineate the boundaries of 
the site, record standing and surface remains, establish a chronological development, and 
decipher the functional and spatial organization of the site.70 Surveys of cities vary in breadth 
and intensity depending on the research questions and the type and quality of evidence 
available.  
2.5.1 Architectural urban surveys 
Most surveys record, measure, describe, and map the architectural remains; this 
procedure may be part of the field walking or an independent component.71 Some early 
urban surveys restricted their investigation to the recording and mapping of extant 
architectural remains, either on the surface or subsurface through geophysical techniques. 
                                                
68   Read 1986, 477-478.  
69   Shennan 1985, 35; Cherry et al. 1991. 
70   MacGillivray et al. 1984, 129; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 68; Lolos et al. 2007, 268; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 
97-98; Tziafalias et al. 2006b, 225-231. 
71   Alcock 1991, 433-440; Cherry et al. 1991; Martens 2005, 229-231; Tziafalias et al. 2006a. 
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These architectural urban surveys provide information on physical structures and the spatial 
organization. A case in point is Palaikastro on Crete, where limited excavations undertaken 
in 1904-1906 of a small area of a Late Minoan town yielded many important finds and 
chronological sequence, but neither the extent of the settlement nor the internal 
organization, such as streets and structures, had been fully explored. In 1983, a survey of the 
town was conducted, which focused on mapping the architecture, including subsurface 
structures using magnetometry.72 Surface collection was excluded because of the previously 
known ceramic assemblages from secure, stratified deposits on the site. Nevertheless, rough 
estimates of sherd density across the site were assigned to broad descriptive categories. 
Sherd densities appear to correlate with areas of high or low activity based on the spatial 
arrangement of the architecture. No functional analysis of the artifacts was undertaken but 
the survey team acquired a better understanding of the overall plan of the entire settlement.73  
 Similarly at Goritsa in Thessaly, an architectural survey of this city and select parts of 
the surrounding area was conducted from 1970-1981. Despite its well-preserved, extant 
surface remains, Goritsa had not been previously investigated or mapped. The goal of the 
extensive architectural survey was to provide information on the overall habitation of the site 
and produce a detailed city plan highlighting the grid plan and fortification.74 No systematic 
collection of the finds was undertaken, however, artifacts were collected during the cleaning 
of the walls of specific structures. These artifacts, mainly ceramics, may relate to associated 
activities and date the occupation from the late fourth to mid-third century B.C.E.75 The 
architecture provides insight into the organization and function of Goritsa, which is further 
supplemented by the artifacts.  
                                                
72  MacGillivray et al. 1984, 130, 135. 
73  MacGillivray et al. 1984, 134. 
74  Bakhuizen 1992, 36-40  
75  Vermeulen Windsant 1992, 247-254; Te Reile 1992, 263.  
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At Stymphalos in the Peloponnese, Williams noted the regular alignment of walls in 
the fields and suggested the existence of an orthogonal planned city. The goal at Stymphalos, 
therefore, was to map visible remains on the surface and incorporated a geophysical survey 
to illuminate details of the city plan. The survey results confirmed the layout of buildings 
within city blocks organized along a grid plan and, as a result, enhanced our knowledge of 
city planning.76  
As the above examples demonstrate, architectural surveys can recover the 
organization of these urban sites and document otherwise unknown features. The results of 
these topographical and geophysical surveys often, though not always, serve as a precursor 
to intensive surveys or excavations, which often guide the methodology and pinpoint areas 
of interest for later exploration.77 Although these architectural surveys document important 
aspects of the site, a more integrated and intensive approach can yield a more 
comprehensive and detailed functional and chronological analysis of the urban center. 
2.5.2. Field walking 
The second component of surveys is the documentation and possible collection of 
surface artifacts through field walking. The intensity of field walking depends greatly on the 
size of the area to be surveyed, the terrain, visibility, resources, personnel, and time. Urban 
or major sites are usually surveyed at a higher level of intensity than rural sites because of 
their size and richness of the remains within the defined space. A higher resolution or level 
of intensity may be implemented when these sites are not part of regional surveys. Some 
projects have chosen to maintain the same resolution for all sites, urban and rural, but have 
                                                
76   Williams 1983, 194-205; Williams 1984, 169-186; Williams 1985, 215-224. 
 
77   MacGillvray et al. 1984; Williams 1983, 1984, and 1985; Lolos et al. 2007, 270. This is often seen in a    
negative light suggesting that survey cannot stand on its own, however, survey and excavations are not in 
opposition but should be seen as complementary methods see Stewart 2007, 36.  
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intensified sampling or collection strategies in the urban area in order to gain a more refined 
chronology and functional analysis of the material, while maintaining comparability.78 The 
quantification and collection of the surface remains provide stratified and statistical data for 
analysis and interpretation.79 The strategies and sampling size differ between units and some 
surveys, for example, architectural surveys typically collect limited or no surface finds.80 
Surface collection, however, often enhances our knowledge of the study area. Most survey 
projects, regional or urban, count the total number of artifact within a unit or tract, using 
mechanical handheld clickers, to provide a quantitative assessment of the overall sherd 
density and differenitates loci of activities from background noise.81 
Various sampling and collection strategies have been implemented as part of survey 
procedures. Traditonally, diagnostic or feature sherds have been the focus of collection. A 
general trend towards a more representative sample of all pottery types, diagnostic and non-
diagnostic, is emerging as common practice. Collection samples include ‘grab’ samples of 
diagnostic finds,82 sample transects,83 middle field samples,84 total collection of select areas85 
and ‘chronotype’ samples,86 or combinations of the above strategies. While grab samples, in 
                                                
78   Alcock 1991, 440. 
79   Stewart 2007, 36.  
80   MacGillivray et al. 1984, 134; Roller 1987, 217; Bakhuizen 1992, 41. 
81   This practice was originally implemented by Boeotia Survey Project has now become common practice on 
most Mediterranean surveys see Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 123-161. 
 
82    van Andel and Runnels 1987, 37; Davis et al. 1997, 401; Jameson et al. 1994, 225-227; Alcock 1991, 442;     
Wright et al. 1990, 604.  
83 Jameson et al. 1994, 226. 
84   Alcock 1991, 442. 
85   Marten 2005, 235-240; Lolos et al. 2007, 278-279. At Methana, all pottery was collected and recorded but 
non-diagnostic pieces were described and subsequently discarded see Mee and Forbes 1997, 35-36.  
86   This method created for the Sydney Cyprus Survey Project (SCSP) and adopted for the Eastern Korinthia 
Archaeological Survey (EKAS) and the Australian Paliochora-Kythera Archaeological Survey (APKAS) 
permits a limited amount of material to be collected from the survey and argues for more representative 
sample, in particular coarse wares which are typically overlooked. A chronotype, a system of categorization, 
is identified on the basis of surface treatment, form, fabric, function and temporal range. The chronotype 
system advocates for the assignment of simple dates permitting greater standardization and comparability 
within and across projects. This system is flexible and allows for quick designations of material to 
chronotypes thus breaking down the material through a series of hierarchical dimensions. As a result, only 
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which diagnostic or feature sherds are collected, have been prevalent in the past, there is an 
inherent bias, in this strategy related both to the collector and to the assemblage. The 
visibility of diagnostic sherds, particularly black glazed or other decorated sherds, increases 
the probability of overrepresentation of certain categories of objects. The surveyor’s 
experience and affinity, for picking up certain types of artifacts, whether intentional or 
unconscious, contributes to the biases of the sample. In order to account for these biases, 
non-diagnostic material is collected at various levels of intensity through central units, total 
collection, and chronotypes. These collection strategies are not without their drawbacks, but 
help provide an unbiased sample of all categories of pottery shapes and fabrics. Total 
collection is the best method to counter these collection biases, however, the potential 
quantities to be collected may force alternative sampling to be adopted, which may lead to 
questions of the representativeness of the sample.87 Practical considerations, such as time, 
storage, or permits, must also be factored when devising collection methods. 
Visibility is a key variable in the quantification and collection of surface material. 
Vegetation is often considered synonymous with issues of visibility but there are numerous 
other factors that impact the visibility including: ground coverage, contrast of archaeological 
material against the soil (‘field effect’), lighting, intervals between rainfalls, and human error, 
such as the ‘walkers effect’.88 Methodological practices attempt to account for and reduce the 
impact of factor related to visibility. Surveyors estimate ground visibility as a percentage, on 
                                                                                                                                            
one artifact of each form, fabric, decoration and period need to be collected by each walker and thus 
eliminating excessive redundant material. See Meyer 2003, 14-16; Gregory 2004, 15-36; Tartaron et al. 2006, 
475. One drawback of this system is that no indication of the ratios of occurrence of the chronotypes on 
site is recorded; this type of information is useful in ascribing function. 
 
87  Lolos et al. 2007, 278-281.  
88  The issue of visibility is thoroughly addressed in; Shennan 1985; Cherry et al. 1991, 39-45; Schon 2000, 109; 
Terrenato 2004, 60-71; Thompson 2004, 65-85; Bintliff, Howard and Snodgrass 2007, 21-23.  
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a scale, or in ‘classes.’89 These visibility groups are then used in the analysis of sherd densities 
to determine the representativeness of the scatter per unit or tract. Attempts have been 
proposed to correct for issues of visibility in relation to artifact densities and include 
overlaying site visibility maps onto sherd density and site distribution maps.  Mathematical 
corrections have been applied to account for the differential visibility of the surface of the 
landscape and its impact on the sherd densities.90 In contrast, as Schon demonstrates, one 
flaw in using these multipliers lies in the assumed linear proportionality between the 
identification of sherd densities and visibility.91 Although counts may be increased, their 
proportional ratio remains the same. In other words, correcting for the visibility factor is 
complex because the correlation between artifact recovery and visibility is unpredictable.92 
2.6 Survey of urban sites as part of regional survey 
 Outlined below is a summary of the field methods used at select urban surveys in the 
Mediterranean. They are arranged chronologically according to when the survey was 
conducted in order to trace the development of survey practices including the integration 
and abandonment of procedures and how particular methods, for example, the size of the 
survey units has been tested and is now generally accepted practices. The following is by no 
means a complete survey of all urban centers in the Mediterranean basin. Rather, it 
represents a sample of urban surveys, both part of and independent of regional studies, that 
has influenced the survey methodology at Kastro Kallithea and that exhibits current, 
accepted survey practices and trends. Large sites or urban centers are often included in the 
regional survey, whether these sites were known prior to the survey or were discovered as 
                                                
89  On the Boeotia project, visibility was recorded on a scale from 1 to 10 see Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 131; 
Bintliff et al. 2007, 21; at Methana, Mee and Forbes (1997, 34) measured visibility using a percentile scale 
similar to Kastro Kallithea see below 2.8.5; on Keos, visibility was measured using a qualitative scale see 
Cherry et al. 1991, 39; at Sikyon, Lolos et al. (2007, 279) used five classes of clarity 1-5; at Sagalassos 
90  Bintliff 2000, 204; Bintliff et al. 2000, 116-123; Martens 2005, 235.  
91  Schon 2000, 109-110.  
92  Barton et al. 2002, 167-168; Bevan and Conolly 2002-2004, 127-128.  
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part of the investigation. This summary begins with the survey of urban centers that were 
integrated in regional survey and then turns to projects designed specifically for surveying 
the urban environment.  
The Boeotia Survey project, a large-scale intensive regional survey, was fundamental 
in establishing the methodology of surveying urban centers. Three urban sites within the 
Boeotia survey area, Askra, Haliartos, and Thespiae, all of different sizes (11 ha, 30 ha and 
over 100 ha respectively) were surveyed at the same resolution. Rectangular town ‘tracts,’ 
measuring 50 x 60 m, were laid out in order to provide more refined spatial control of the 
distribution.  Spaced at 15 m intervals, four surveyors, with an estimated view-shed of 5 m, 
walked in linear paths counting the sherd density. Collection of all diagnostic sherds was 
taken for the entire 15 m wide strip.93  
In 1990 and 1991, Bintliff conducted methodological experiments at the small city of 
Hyettos as part of the Boeotia Survey project. The resolution of the survey was increased 
compared to the other Boeotian cities, by dividing the area into 20 x 20 m units, starting at 
the acropolis and extending outwards slightly beyond the boundaries of the city; this was 
done in order to clarify, test, and confirm the city boundaries.94 Using clickers, individual 
field walkers counted all artifacts within a 1m wide strip along the unit edge and across the 
middle; these strips comprise a sample of one tenth of the unit. Next, surveyors collected a 
representative sample of surface material from each unit. Although on-the-spot assessments 
were continuously made by specialists to ensure the representativeness of the sample and to 
discard non-diagnostic finds,95 these samples emphasize the potential biases of the individual 
field walker. The implications of this new procedure may be that only a small portion of the 
                                                
93  Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 133; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988a, 58-59.  
94  Originally estimated at 16 ha, the city of Hyettos is now estimated to have been 20 ha at its greatest extent 
see Bintliff 1992a, 25. 
95   Bintliff 1992a, 25; Bintliff 2000, 4. 
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unit needs to be surveyed in order to acquire a representative sample. If this is the case, it 
would increase the ground coverage and speed of a survey, while maintaining accurate 
representative results. A full assessment of the validity and benefits of these methodological 
experiments, however, must await full publication of the findings of Hyettos and the other 
Boeotian cities.  
The polis of Koressos was the only city on the island to be included in the survey area 
of the Northern Keos project. The boundaries of the territory of Koressos are not 
definitively defined and the survey area may have included part of the territory of the 
neighboring polis, Ioulis.96 For the rural off-site survey, field walkers, spaced an average of 20 
m apart in various shaped transects, counted sherds using clickers; the clicker count from 
only one team member was used as a proxy for overall sherd density.97 Rural sites, identified 
by their sherd density threshols, were investigated in a two-step procedure. First transects 
were laid out across the site. From the center, total collection of a circular sample of 5 m² 
was conducted at intervals of a set distance (5-10 m apart) to provide an unbiased sample, in 
contrast to the second stage of collection, which included a grab sample of all diagnostic 
finds recorded by quadrant. The designation of chronological periods was a primary purpose 
of the grab sample.98 A different survey procedure was used for the survey of Koressos, 
known from ancient literary and epigraphic sources as one of the four polities on the 
island.99 The architectural remains were mapped and measured. Regular transects, 25 x 50 m, 
were laid out across the urban center. All pottery was counted by clickers and recorded for 
                                                
96  Cherry et al. 1991, 16; Whitelaw 2000, 234 contra to Cherry et al. 1991, 16. 
 
97  Cherry et al. 1991, 20, 22-27. All clicker counts were compared to ensure uniformity but only one recorded 
as the representative count. 
98   Cherry et al. 1991, 29-30. 
99   Cherry et al. 1991, 235-244; Whitelaw and Davis 1991, 274. 
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each transect but collection of diagnostic sherds was taken in every second transect.100 The 
high resolution of Koressos provided tighter spatial control and the potential of a more 
refined chronology, although the sampling strategy has an inherent bias as the practice of 
collecting non-diagnostic sherds from central unit samples at the rural sites was not 
implemented within the urban center.  
At Phlius, in order to maintain comparability with the rest of the survey, the urban 
center was surveyed in a similar way to the rest of the tracts of the Nemea Valley Survey 
Project.101  Irregular tracts of less than 1 ha were laid out across the 120 ha site. Field walkers 
were spaced 15 m apart and surveyed in linear rows noting the quantity of artifacts viewed at 
100 m intervals. Next, in multiple passes across the site, each walker collected a grab sample 
of all diagnostic material. Within a 10 m² area in the center of the tract, all artifacts were 
collected providing an unbiased sample.102  
2.6.2 Survey of urban sites  
 The main variables in urban surveys are intensity/resolution, site coverage, collection 
strategies, and sample size. While the general principles and method are similar, surveys that 
focus strictly on the urban space tend to be conducted at a higher resolution. Methodological 
experiments have determined that the resolution of a 20 x 20 m grid unit exhibits detailed 
chronological and spatial differentiation across the site, while remaining efficient in respect 
to time, labor intensity, and cost.  
In southwest Turkey, the large urban site of Sagalassos, measuring 31.5 ha, displays 
many parallels to Kastro Kallithea with regard to the steepness of the hill and its undisturbed 
and uncultivated landscape. The research design of the concurrent urban and suburban 
                                                
100 Whitelaw and Davis 1991, 274.  
101 Alcock 1991, 440; for description of the NVAP survey methodology see Cherry et al. 1988, 159-176; Wright 
et al. 1990, 604-608.  
102 Alcock 1991, 440-444.  
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surveys at Sagalassos required the implementation of different strategies.103 In the first three 
years of the survey, methodological experiments tested the resolution of the units and the 
intensity of the artifact collection.104 A consensus on the methods was reached in 2001 and 
these strategies were implemented in the following years. The 20 x 20 m grid, with five 
people spaced 4 m apart, was surveyed in ten 2 m transects comprising of two passes across 
the unit in different directions. The spacing between people and the practice of multiple 
passes increases ground coverage without significantly increasing the time expended. Sherd 
densities were counted and diagnostic finds were collected. This method provided reliable 
chronological data and the detection of foci of activity while maintaining efficiency.  
The Roman town of Potentia, known from literary sources, was surveyed from 2000 
onwards and integrated multiple venues of inquiry including aerial photography, geophysical 
research, field walking, topographic mapping, a geomorphological study, and re-examination 
of previously excavated material.105 The intensive survey included the urban and part of 
extra-mural area. Units of 40 x 40 m were laid out and surveyed with a 3 or 4-person team in 
an allotted 20 minute period. In 2003, 19 x 19 m units were laid out over a freshly ploughed 
field but only two people surveyed the unit in order to maintain comparability with the other 
units. The surface collection was comprised of the collection of grab samples and was a 
small but homogenous sample in terms of types and distribution.106  
The city of Sikyon in the Peloponnese is estimated to have occupied approximately 
                                                
103  Martens 2005, 230.  
104 Initially in 1999, the site was laid out in 50 x 50 m units with a sampling strategy implemented for both 
counting the sherd density and sherd collection; only 8% and 32% of each unit were covered using these 
strategies. The coarse resolution, although not unreliable in its result, did not provide sufficient 
chronological or spatial differentiation. In response, in 2000, 10x10 m units were walked by five surveyors 
spaced 2 m apart and all pottery was collected. This method, while thorough, was slow and time consuming. 
The sherd densities were not great enough to produce ample datable sherds or distinguish function. In 2001, 
a new survey strategy was established which balances the two extremes of the 1999 and 2000 campaign 
strategies. For more details see Martens 2005, 235-240.  
105  Vermeulen and Verhoeven 2004, 57-82; Vermeulen and Verhoeven 2006, 395-410. Vermeulen 2008, 233-
235.  
106  Vermeulen 2008, 235.  
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250 ha at its greatest extent. Based on the topography, the survey area was divided into an 
upper and lower plateau with a further subdivision of the latter. Tracts followed the land 
divisions of modern fields but for tighter spatial control, a rigid grid of 20 x 20 m squares 
was imposed on the area.107 Five-person teams, spaced 4 m apart, counted the sherd and tile 
density of each unit. To avoid collection bias toward particular pottery, total collection of all 
ceramics were taken for every fifth square. This total collection method was modified in 
squares of high density, where instead cross sampling was used; this entailed collection of 
material from two lanes crisscrossing the middle of the unit. The collection strategy 
implemented at Sikyon provided a sample of diagnostic and non-diagnostic sherds. The non-
diagnostic pottery is seldom represented in other collection strategies but has provided 
important indicators of distribution and function.108  
As illustrated by the various methodological tools and strategies used in the above 
mentioned urban surveys, no ‘cookbook’ strategy can be applied universally to all surveys.109 
Each site is unique and a standardized method for survey design would negate the 
importance of molding the methodology to the individual features and topography of a site. 
Analogous factors and variables, which distort data, need to be acknowledged and contribute 
to decisions of methodology. An attempt to increase the comparability of urban and regional 
surveys must be made in order to use survey results as a viable archaeological tool for 
understanding the site as well as linking it to its wider regional and global context.110  
2.7 Urban survey at Kastro Kallithea  
A strategy of urban survey was designed for the investigation of Kastro Kallithea in 
                                                
107  Depending on the terrain and shape of the field, some units are not quite 20 x 20 m although this is a 
minority. Lolos et al. 2007, 275-277. 
108  Lolos et al. 2007, 274-281.  
109  Cherry 1983, 393; Alcock 1991, 424; Mattingly 2000, 5; Martens 2005, 229, 231. 
110  Alcock and Cherry, 2004, 1-12.  
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2004. Prior to our investigations, limited archaeological exploration was conducted by F. 
Stählin, who recorded the topography, traced the fortifications, observed building 
foundations, and mapped his results.111 Our work at Kastro Kallithea is intended to 
implement a theoretically sound methodology and test its reliability and comparability of 
practices in order to draw comparisons between Kastro Kallithea and other urban centers. 
On the basis of the excellent surface preservation, the absence of later construction or 
excavation, and the dearth of literary sources, Kastro Kallithea is an exemplar for the validity 
of studying large urban sites through survey. It allows us to examine archaeological remains 
with less risk of historical bias yet still enables us to contextualize the site. The directors 
concluded that an urban survey would be the most productive and useful archaeological tool 
for fulfilling the primary aim of the project: to systematically record all visible archaeological 
evidence from the site and place Kastro Kallithea within its wider geographical and political 
context.112 An intensive survey would provide sufficient data to illuminate a broad picture of 
the site, its spatial organization, architecture, chronology, and boundaries and extrapolate its 
role within the region. Our methodology adapts standard established survey practices to site-
specific realities at Kastro Kallithea. Intensity of survey, collection methods, and calculation 
of visibility were devised to maintain spatial control and extract stratified and statistical data, 
for the interpretation of the chronology and spatial evolution of Kastro Kallithea.  
2.8 Field methodology at Kastro Kallithea  
In 2004-2006, archaeological investigation at Kastro Kallithea was limited to an on-
site intensive survey within the walls of the city. Additional survey work on select areas was 
conducted in 2009. Our survey was multifaceted in its approach consisting of three major 
components for gathering evidence: 1) GIS mapping of the topography, 2) an architectural 
                                                
111  Stählin 1967, 164-167, fig. 18; Stählin 1938, 1399-1405.  
112  Tziafalias et al. 2006a. 97-98.  
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survey, and 3) an archaeological survey (field walking). During each three-week season, the 
team, ranging from 13 to 25 people, was divided into three to four survey groups. In 2009, a 
four-person team conducted two weeks of field walking (archaeological survey). During the 
survey, the same supervisors managed students and volunteers, who rotated weekly between 
survey components. This procedure maintained a consistency of collection as levels of 
experience and practice differed between surveyors and teams.113  
In 2004-2006, two to three workmen from the 15th Ephorate of Prehistoric and 
Classical Antiquities in Larisa, under the direction of S. Karapanou, were employed to 
remove large quantities of brush across the site and to cleaned wall foundations in order to 
increase the visibility of the structures. In September 2007, S. Karapanou carried out 
excavations in Buildings 5 and 7 in the saddle and in 2008 began excavations in Building 1. 
While excavation can provide important information, particularly with regard to the 
ceramics, only a preliminary study of the ceramics has been undertaken, and therefore, 
comparisons between the survey and excavated material are limited.  
2.8.1 Boundaries  
As stated above, the goal of the project was to provide intensive coverage of the 
urban center of Kastro Kallithea. The fortification walls define the boundaries of the city. In 
2004-2006, all units surveyed were located within the boundaries of the city walls. In 2009, 
select units, lying partly or completely outside the walls, were included and surveyed (fig. 
                                                
113 The supervisors remained consistent for the entire season and for multiple seasons. S. Gouglas taught the 
GIS module. The mapping of the architecture was supervised by S. Gouglas and M. Haagsma and 
conducted by L. Radloff, T. Ellenberger, H. Simpson, D. Laurie, and T. Kopestonsky. A. Fleming 
supervised the archaeological module in 2004 and 2005. In 2006, C.M. Chykerda supervised this module. 
From 2004 to 2006, L. Surtees supervised the architectural module. M. Haagsma and L. Surtees supervised 
the excavation of the test trenches in 2006. In 2009, L. Surtees was in charge of the archaeological survey. 
Numerous students returned as volunteers and later became supervisors on the project helping to maintain 
a consistency in personnel.  
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6).114 Units overlying the two city gates and beyond were intentionally chosen in order to 
observe if any material could be found to distinguish the route of the ancient approach, 
particularly on the eastern slopes.115 In addition, by surveying adjacent areas, on either side of 
the wall, it is possible to evaluate correlations between sherd density and types of material 
found inside and outside of the city. If concentrations of material are recorded outside the 
wall, it might represent the movement of artifacts through post-depositional processes (see 
Ch. 5) or cultural activity. Apart from these select areas immediately below the walls, the 
lower slopes of the hill have not been surveyed. With the exception of four tholoi investigated 
by Theocharis in the 1960s, which were plotted on the map for reference (fig. 7) in addition 
to the new one discovered by our team, the territory surrounding the hill has not been 
surveyed. The survey at Kastro Kallithea, therefore, is strictly an urban survey focusing on 
the area within the city’s fortifications walls.  
2.8.2 Geographic information system  
Geographic Information System was used as a practical and analytical tool at Kastro 
Kallithea. There were three main purposes for employing the GIS module: 1) mapping the 
elevation and topography of the site; 2) laying the grid for the archaeological survey; and 3) 
plotting the architectural remains using GIS software.  
Initially, the topography and elevation of the site was mapped using a total station. 
The natural terrain is illustrated as contours on the site map (fig. 8). Next, a north-south grid 
imposed on the site, relating to the National Greek geographical grid, was laid out using the 
total station. Plastic flags were placed at the corners of the grid units to define the grid and 
                                                
114  Four units, M39, N38, J80, K80, were completely outside of the walled area. The other units AB47, AB48, 
AB49, N39, O38, O39, P38 span the wall and include areas inside and outside of the enceinte.  
115  The modern road, bulldozed in 2006, replaced a footpath, which probably followed the ancient approach at  
least for 50-100 m south of Gate I.  
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also provided landmarks so field walkers could determine the parameters of each unit. Units 
were labeled with letters, starting in the south with AB moving north with AA, then A-S, and 
numbers, 38-80, marks the west-east direction (fig. 9). Finally, GIS and related software was 
used to facilitate data input, storage, manipulation, and visual output of all the spatial 
information gathered.116 
2.8.3 Architectural survey 
The preservation of the architectural remains at Kastro Kallithea is quite good; the 
absence of later construction or use of the site has safeguarded the fortification walls and 
internal structures. No geophysical investigations, therefore, were carried out as it was 
deemed redundant in light of the extant surface remains. The documentation of all extant 
architectural features preserved in situ and visible was a major component of the survey. The 
architectural survey documented and analyzed the architecture on a macro- (plotting) and 
micro-level (drawing).  
The first part of the architectural survey, the macro-analysis, consisted of the 
mapping and recording of all visible features within the city walls, including the walls 
themselves. The team surveyed the entire site for architectural remains and plotted their 
location using the total station. Only the area at the northern extent of the site, north of the 
saddle, has not been mapped due to its dense, tall vegetation and inaccessibility.117 Across the 
entire site, dense growth of pournari (Kermes Oak/Quercus coccifera) hinders the visibility 
of the stones. While mapping, localized clearing of some of the brush was required to clarify 
the existence and extent of the architectural features. Despite the overgrowth, traces of many 
                                                
116  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 101-102; Allen et al. 1990; Lock and Stančič 1995.  
117  The density and height of the vegetation obstructs sight lines for plotting the remains and the treacherous 
terrain reduced our ability to accurately trace the architectural features in this area.  
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walls were mapped. In other select areas, for example, in the saddle, laborious clearing of the 
vegetation facilitated both components of the architectural survey. Bedrock outcrops were 
also mapped and are identified separately (on the map in blue and grey fig. 10). Rubble and 
fallen architectural blocks formed yet another obstacle in identifying the architectural 
remains but could not be systematically recorded. In particular areas, such as the acropolis 
fortification wall and the diateichisma, rubble covers extant walls, which meant continuous 
stretches of wall could not be recorded despite their probable existence.  
The presence of architectural blocks strewn across the site meant that strict 
guidelines for the identification of walls needed to be outlined. The main criterion was the 
presence of three consecutive in situ stones. This rule was strictly adhered to in order to 
remain consistent in our methodology. All identifiable in situ walls were recorded; the length 
of wall stretches as well as the interior and exterior face of the walls was mapped where 
applicable. The entire lower enceinte is visible with the exception of a few short stretches 
along the southern part of the circuit and small sections where only one face of the wall 
could be securely identified. Mapping of the fortification circuit firmly established the 
boundaries of our site and our survey area.  
After three years of mapping the architectural remains, we had completed a detailed 
plan of the site detailing the internal spatial organization of the city (fig. 11). We were able to 
enhance Stählin’s plan with the addition of a few towers and gates that he did not record and 
a detailed plan of individual structures within the walls. Streets were identified based on the 
alignment of the buildings and low walls that line either side of the street. Some streets 
appear to extend across the entire site indicating that the plan of the city was designed, if not 
laid out, as a whole. Uniform city blocks, some with visible plans of buildings, attest to this 
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image of a comprehensive and planned city.118 Further clarification on the plans and interior 
organizations of these structures may only be possible with excavation. In some areas, such 
as the southwest slope, scattered walls have been found but the plans are incomplete and 
difficult to decipher. Based on the plan of the site, general statements can be proposed about 
the spatial organization of Kastro Kallithea and areas set aside for specialized activities can 
be identified (see ch. 4).  
In conjunction with the mapping of the city, a microanalysis of the architecture was 
conducted. This module consisted of a detailed architectural assessment of well-preserved or 
unique architectural features including plans. Structures of varying functions, from multiple 
areas across the site, were chosen for this study in order to acquire a broad understanding of 
the construction of all types of buildings across the site and possibly from different phases 
of occupation.  
Initially, the pournari was cut back or removed from some buildings improving 
visibility of individual stones. In 2004, permit restrictions did not allow clearing of any walls, 
and therefore, buildings (Acropolis Gate I and II, City Gate I and Building 1) and sections of 
the acropolis wall faces were drawn and described based on visible stones at that time. In 
2005 and 2006, however, extensive clearing of walls were conducted prior to their 
documentation. Due to logistical and permit constraints, no stones or rubble, only 
vegetation, were removed. Wall clearing, consisting of scraping back topsoil, enabled 
partially visible stones to be delineated and the full extent of the walls to the traced. Cleaning 
the walls assisted in the identification internal walls and provided more detailed plans to come 
to light. Any artifacts found while cleaning were collected and recorded by building and in 
                                                
118  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 126.  
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association with a particular wall; the majority of these surface finds were rooftiles, although 
some diagnostic finds were uncovered.119 
 After the walls were cleaned, architectural descriptions were made of selected 
buildings. This included observations on the building material, type of masonry, construction 
technique, dimensions, and other details of structure.120 Plans were drawn of these buildings; 
all in situ stones were measured and drawn.121 Variation in construction techniques may 
potentially indicate different building phases within the structure and/or in comparison to 
others buildings on the site. In order to ensure sufficient detail, all of the architectural 
drawings were made on a 1:20 scale, with the exception of Building 1, which due to its large 
size was drawn on a 1:100 scale. On the acropolis, plans were made of Acropolis Gate I and 
sections of the southeast acropolis wall. Along the fortifications, City Gate I and City Gate 
II, select towers (Tower 5) and stretches of the diateichisma have been drawn. Within the 
lower enceinte, plans of Buildings 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11 have been drawn.122  
 The macro-analysis of the architectural survey provides an extensive plan of the 
extant architecture across the entire site of Kastro Kallithea. The detailed microanalysis of 
the architecture offers information on their construction and a comprehensive analysis of 
the architectural styles and organization of the individual structures. The two analyses of the 
architecture are integrated into the plan and strengthens our understanding of the urban 
architecture in relation to each other and as a whole. 
                                                
119  See Surtees' field notebooks on the architectural survey for correlations between find locations and specific 
walls. 
120  These observations were conducted in the field and, for example, include the number of courses, form of 
stones, measurements, length of walls, width of walls, and height of walls. Individual students made 
observations in their personal field notebooks, which are part of the Kastro Kallithea archive. Additional 
notes were taken in the supervisor's notebook, see Surtees' Kastro Kallithea notebooks 2004-2006. 
121  The drawing of Building 1 included some stones that had shifted slightly but still remained in line with the 
wall. It was decided to include these blocks in the drawn, although they were identified on the plan as 
shifted blocks.  
122  Plans of Buildings 5-7 were drawn as part of the excavation.  
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The archaeological survey consisted of the systematic collection of surface finds 
(sherds, coins, etc.) through field walking. Our methodology for the surface survey is 
modeled after established field survey practices from intensive regional and urban survey. 123 
By adapting current practices and applying them to another site (that is our site), we are able 
to assess the validity of the methodology through a practical analysis of the archaeological 
evidence and determine if current methods are feasible, practical, adaptable, and transferable.  
2.8.4 Resolution of survey 
 An intensive 20 x 20 m grid imposed on the terrain allowed for a tight control of the 
spatial distribution of materials (fig. 6). The size of the units meant that the terrain was 
relatively uniform within each unit. Total coverage of the site was not possible, due to time, 
personnel constraints, and research goals. A total of 265 units were surveyed across the 34 
ha site; this sample accounts for approximately one third of the total site area. The selection 
of units was not chosen at random as we wanted to ensure that units were representative of 
the entire site. An attempt was made to survey all sectors, in spite of visibility, architectural 
remains, or density of surface finds. Large areas of contiguous units were surveyed to 
determine if variations existed within or between sectors. Units with substantial architectural 
remains were favored in order to potentially draw functional correlations between artifact 
distributions and architecture. Areas with no visible architectural remains were intentionally 
selected to test variations in sherd density in relation to preservation of architecture. A 
sample of surveyed units, we believe, is characteristic of the surface assemblage across the 
site.  
The field survey team consisted of four surveyors, who surveyed each unit in the 
                                                
123  Alcock 1991; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988b; Jameson et al. 1994; Mee and   
Forbes 1997, 33-41; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 99. 
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following four methods of evaluation: 1) unit evaluation, 2) clicker counts, 3) grab samples, 
and 4) central unit sample.124 These four methods complement each other to provide 
comparable data and each step was intended to draw particular information from the 
material. Immediately below, I will discuss in detail the rationale and the procedures for each 
stage in the sampling and collection method.  
2.8.5 Unit evaluation 
 The initial state of field walking required the team of surveyors to walk across the 
entire unit and document the terrain, visibility, vegetation, slope, level of destruction, 
drainage, and soil characteristics. The above mentioned features were noted on a unit form  
in the field, with additional comments documented in each surveyor’s individual field 
notebooks.125 Sketches of each unit were drawn. These provide an illustrated overview of the 
unit, which can be used to compare the conditions of the units. Notes concerning the 
weather, lightening conditions, time of day, and amount of time to survey each unit were 
also recorded on the survey unit forms.  
Emphasis was placed on quantifying two variables, slope and visibility, because of 
their potential impact on the distribution and composition of the surface assemblages, and 
will be assessed in relation to our analysis of the surface assemblage in chapter 5. Surface 
visibility was measured on a scale of 100; the percentage indicates the amount of surface area 
visible. Vegetation was the primary factor for skewing the surface visibility, although other 
features, such as rubble, architectural blocks, bedrock outcrops, and cow dung were also 
considered. The gradient of the hill varied across the site and within individual survey units. 
                                                
124  Archaeological survey modules guidelines in notebooks; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 100-101. 
 
125  The majority of the observations from the survey are derived from the unit forms and the field notebook     
of the supervisor. However, student’s notebooks were consulted as they often included personal 
observations. 
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In each surveyed unit, surveyors estimated the angle and direction of the slope. To assess the 
accuracy of the estimated slope angle, the slope was calculated from the corner elevation, 
recorded with the total station, and taking into consideration the direction of the slope. 
Some notable discrepancies were observed, and therefore, calculated angle was deemed as 
the a more accurate measurement and consequently, it was used for this analysis.126 The 
variation in the slope may be a contributing factor in the distribution of the surface material 
as a result of geomorphologic and post-depositional processes.  
2.8.6 Collection strategies (clicker counts, grab samples and central unit samples) 
 As discussed above, the optimal collection strategies are still debated. Total 
collection was not implemented as a result of practical considerations, such as limited storage 
space as well as ethical reasons. The sampling strategies for collection closely followed other 
on-site surveys, in particular Phlius.127 In order to maintain spatial control of the artifacts, 
and collect a representative sample of all types of artifacts, we practiced three sample 
collection strategies in each unit: 1) clicker counts, 2) grab sample, and 3) central unit sample.  
2.8.7 Clicker counts 
 After the first season, our methodology was refined and modified based on 
observations drawn from our preliminary results and local variables. Clicker counts were 
added to record the overall sherd density within the unit. In 2005, clicker counts were 
acquired for all previously surveyed units and this practice was followed in subsequent 
seasons.128 Four field walkers were spaced 5 m apart. Line walking was determined to be 
                                                
126 For some units the estimated and calculated slopes were the same, however, in some units, they differed 
dramatically. Factors, for example, variation in personnel, visibility of the ground and slope, and recording 
error, contributed to the discrepancies.  
127  Alcock 1991, 440-445. 
128  The 2004 clicker counts were corrected. During the resurvey, no additional finds were collected, although a   
few stray finds were picked up.  
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ineffective because of non-uniformity of terrain and the quantity of the surface material.129 
Instead, material for the entire unit was counted with each surveyor responsible for 
approximately 5 m tracts across the unit. In order to avoid overlap or double counts, 
continual communication and a systematic pattern was diligently practiced. All artifacts 
visible on the surface and larger than 1 cm² were counted using clickers. These total counts 
are a representative sample of the artifact density across the site.  
2.8.9 Grab samples 
Next, grab samples (GS) were taken. Again, field walkers, spaced systematically, 
traversed the unit collecting all diagnostic sherds and small finds in the unit.130 In each unit, 
the grab sample consisted of three sweeps in different directions to ensure that a 
representative diagnostic sample was collected. Typically, the terrain and the lighting 
conditions dictated the direction of the sweeps. As vegetation decreases lateral visibility, one 
sweep typically moved uphill in order to increase the possibility of seeing artifacts partially 
covered by vegetation. Another sweep was conducted with the sun to our backs to reduce 
skewing from lighting conditions. The third sweep was made in the opposite direction from 
the above two sweeps.131 With each sweep, field walkers changed position by 5 m so that 
they were not covering the same tract of land multiple times. By switching the positions of 
walkers and by conducting three sweeps, we were able to attain intensive coverage, while 
                                                
129  Bintliff and Snodgrass (1985, 133) argue that each field walker has a range of vision up to 5 m. Cherry et al. 
(1991, 20, 39-40) following Read (1986, 481) argue that a smaller visual range is an optimal estimate. 
Martens (2005, 241) suggests that 2 m intervals between walkers results in double counts of finds. Also see 
Terrenato and Ammerman, 1996, 91-109; Terrenato 2000, 69-70; Given and Knapp 2003, 12, 54-56.  
130  The collection of non-diagnostic material as part of this sample is the result of the experience of the 
students and volunteers for identifying material. There was a tendency to err on the side of caution by 
collection any questionable sherds. In 2004 and 2005, tiles were collected but this practice ceased in 
following years due to the high volume of tiles. Rooftiles were only collected as part of the central unit 
sample. 
131  In some areas, particularly the steep densely covered slopes outside of the East and West Gate, only two 
sweeps were conducted for safety and efficiency reasons. By only doing two sweeps we do not feel as 
though this hindered our results as these areas already had very low, that is 5-10%, visibility and were 
densely covered with rubble and vegetation. 
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accounting for and reducing some human biases and natural variables without significantly 
increasing time devoted to each unit. The objective of grab samples is to provide a 
representative sample of datable material from all periods. Inherent in this practice is the bias 
of the surveyors for collecting easily or more recognizable finds, which can result in 
overlooking less noticeable sherds. By shifting the position of the surveyors, it reduced this 
bias and increased the representativeness of the collection sample. In other words, this 
sample is a selection of the surface material and cannot be considered to be representative of 
the whole assemblage.  
2.8.10 Central unit sample 
The central unit sample, (C), is the final collection method taken from the field and 
followed the grab sample.132 The collection samples were bagged separately in order to 
maintain spatial control of the distribution. A circle, with a 1 m radius, located roughly in the 
center of the unit, was drawn133 and all material within this circle was collected. Surveyors 
were low to the ground and used small garden rakes in order sort through the undergrowth 
and gather all material. The goal of the central unit sample was to provide an unbiased 
sample of all shape and fabric types. The collection of non-diagnostic sherds provides a 
more holistic representation of all ceramic types.134  
2.8.11 Test trench excavations 
The survey at Kastro Kallithea was not designed simply to be a precursor to 
excavation. At the onset of the project, survey was the primary goal. After two years of 
survey, though, the project incorporated seven small test trenches because the preliminary 
                                                
132  In 2004, the central unit sample was originally collected before the grab sample, although the order of 
collection was reversed in the following seasons. 
133  The center of the unit is relative and was determined as the point at which all walkers meet from the 
corners of the unit.  
134  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 101. 
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results did not reveal definitive phases of occupation, particularly in relation to the 
architecture. Test trenches, therefore, were dug to elucidate the stratigraphy and clarify the 
chronological phases.  
Material from the test trench excavations is incorporated into the general discussion 
of the survey material when it is relevant for providing secure deposits for dating, testing our 
survey results, and verifying correlations between the material and architecture. Comparison 
of surface and subsurface assemblages draws on the theoretical assumption of a correlation 
between the two. Multiple variables, for example, post-depositional processes may skew the 
distribution of finds and therefore, finds on the surface may not be a direct reflection of the  
subsurface assemblages.135 The material from the test trenches has been studied separately 
and is incorporated only to supplement the survey data in terms of function and chronology 
(ch. 5), but will not be included in the detailed analysis of chapter 4.  
A brief explanation of the excavation methods used in the test trenches is included 
here to provide a complete picture of the methodology. The location of the seven select test 
trenches were chosen to answer specific research questions related to stratigraphy and 
function and were placed across the site: two in Acropolis Building 1, one in Building 2 and 
another two in Building 4, and one in each Building 8 and 10. These 1 x 1 m test trenches 
were excavated and recorded stratigraphically, according to ‘spits’ and layers.136 Most of the 
test trenches provide neither a deep deposit, with the exception of Building 10, nor a clear 
stratigraphic sequence. The data from test trenches is discussed in chapter 5.  
2.9 Evaluation of data 
The methodology employed at Kastro Kallithea is not without its faults and we must 
                                                
135  Millett 2000a, 218-219. 
136  Each spit (an arbitrary pass of 10 cm) was given a find number and artifacts are recorded according to that 
find number.  
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make a brief assessment of the methodology of field practices and data collection. The 
evaluation of the methodology and data is an essential step in refining practices and 
establishing the validity of the data and its interpretation. During the survey, we documented 
all relevant data concerning the preservation of the material, site formation, and human 
shortcomings in order to provide a picture of the survey conditions. By acknowledging and 
accounting for biases, either natural or human, a complete record of the survey data is 
documented and can be used to assess the validity of the results. Below is a summary of the 
local variables, site-specific advantages and distorting factors that may influence the survey 
data. The adaptability of the survey methodology to local environments and the possibility of 
the transferal of methodology among sites, and thus increasing comparability of survey 
projects, are assessed using Kastro Kallithea as an example. A full interpretative and 
statistical analysis of post-depositional processes, slope, visibility, and their impact on the 
distribution and composition of the surface assemblage is addressed in chapter 5. 
2.9.1 Local variables 
Kastro Kallithea is an anomaly amongst many surveys in the Mediterranean for three 
reasons: 1) judging from the surface finds, it is a predominantly single period site, 2) the 
undisturbed nature of the site, and 3) its location on a hilltop. These three factors play a 
significant role in data collection, the preservation of the site, its surface record, and the 
interpretation of data.  
First, based on the surface remains and ceramics from the test trenches, the 
predominant period of occupation dates to the Hellenistic period. Later Byzantine material 
has been recovered, however, it is minimal and the location and extent of this occupation is 
unknown. The main period of occupation dates to the Hellenistic period. The issue of an 
accurate depiction of ll periods in the surface data, which plagues other sites is therefore, 
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irrelevant at Kastro Kallithea.137 Although mainly a single period site, close attention is paid 
to anomalies in the ceramic material or building constructions, as they may indicate 
chronological phases within the period and an attempt is made to create a refined 
chronology.   
Second, the uncultivated and uninhabited hilltop of Kastro Kallithea has been an 
important factor in the preservation of the archaeological surface remains. With the 
exception of a small, modern hilltop shrine on the upper west slope and the datum point on 
the acropolis erected by the Greek Army, the site is devoid of modern construction. As 
registered public forested land, the hill has been used as a grazing site for animals and 
hunting small birds and animals. Luncheon meat cans and rubber soles attest to the modern 
use of the site for pastoralism. The local practice of burning the site, approximately every ten 
years in order to maintain control of the persistent and abundant pournari last occurred in 
2001. Consequently the pournari has been allowed to grow unimpeded and has significantly 
reduced surface visibility. Illegal digging or looting has occurred in isolated areas. A few 
robbers’ trenches were identified in 2004 and more have been dug in recent years. Less 
destructive and malicious is the casual collecting of surface finds, in particular coins, by local 
villagers over the years. Although the extent of this activity cannot be quantified, it has 
occurred regularly, and thus, has altered the surface record. 
 Finally, the setting of the survey at Kastro Kallithea, located exclusively on a hilltop, 
is unlike many surveys in the Mediterranean. Although irregular terrain and hilltops are 
common features and obstacles of surveys, the majority of surveys have been carried out on 
                                                
137  In most surveys, the earlier prehistoric periods are likely to have been underrepresented due to depth of the   
deposit, the quality of the ceramics, and overlooking of wares. For further discussion see Bintliff et al. 1999, 
139-168; Schon 2000, 107-111; Bintliff et al. 2000, 116-123; Bintliff et al. 2007, 17-18. 
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cultivated land, where assemblages have been brought to the surface through deep 
ploughing. In these fields, the soil is ploughed at roughly the same depth, thus turning up a 
relatively consistent quantity of soil and with it, artifacts. The density of the surface finds, 
therefore, mirrors to some extent, the subsurface material and may include evidence of 
multiple periods of habitation. Much of the discussion on survey methodology and analysis 
of surface assemblages has focused on creating an interpretative framework for plough-
zones assemblages with identification, background noise, sample size, etc., dominating the 
discussion; as a result an interpretative framework for an analysis of the artifacts has largely 
been overlooked.138 While studies of plough-zone assemblages have developed theoretical 
and methodological discussion, non-plough-zone assemblages must be considered from a 
different perspective using alternative tools of interpretation.  
At Kastro Kallithea, the surface assemblage is the result of depositional and post-
depositional and geomorphological processes. Soil erosion must be considered as the 
primary cause for subsurface assemblages to be exposed. The rate of movement of soil, and 
possibly artifacts, is dependent on aspects of the topography, including slope and vegetation. 
Geomorphological processes tend to be gradual, and therefore, finds may have been 
exposed on the surface for extended periods, potentially causing abrasion and breakage. A 
few studies and experiments have been carried out on the impact and influence of 
geomorphological on the distribution of surface assemblages.139 
Kastro Kallithea has undoubtedly witnesses some level of soil creep, however, the 
dense vegetation may have hindered large-scale downslope movement of soil debris.140 Based 
on our analysis and comparisons to other sites, the level of erosion may not be extensive, 
                                                
138 For discussion on ploughsoil assemblages see Haselgrove et al. 1985; Schofield 1991, Francovich et al. 2000.  
139 Rick 1976; Wainwright 1992, 1994; Poesen et al. 1995; James et al. 1994; Floras and Sgouras 1999. 
140 James et al. 1994, 412; 395-416; Poesen et al. 1995, 342-345; Rick 1976, 134. 
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particularly in terms of movement of artifacts, although it has altered the geopedology of the 
hillside. The extent of post-depositional process impacted the surface assemblages, in terms 
of distribution and composition, will be evaluated and discussed in chapter 5.  
In the survey at Kastro Kallithea, the unit evaluation stage of the archaeological survey 
was intended to record all relevant information related to the current ground surface and 
variables that may contribute to the representativeness of the surface assemblages. Not all 
variables can be quantified or corrected, however the documentation provides qualitative 
data and provides and image of the state of the hillside at the time of its survey. A full 
analysis of these potentially distorting factor and variables is assessed in chapter 5.  
2.9.2 Evaluation of data collection 
  Artifact assemblages consist of material collected in grab samples, central unit 
samples, as part of architectural cleaning, and stray finds.141 The material from the 
archaeological survey constitutes the primary body of material for this study, although the 
other finds will also be incorporated in the analysis and where relevant. The quantity of 
surface finds, on average, was not particularly dense and this was a consideration when 
choosing the methodology. This may also provide insight into the processes, through which 
the material was exposed. Survey assemblages are fragmentary samples of the archaeological 
surface record. The sherd density, derived from clicker counts, ranges from zero to 512 
sherds per unit. A combination of sampling strategies was used in an attempt to acquire a 
statistically representative and stratified sample of the archaeological surface remains, while 
simultaneously, attempting to counterbalance the inherent biases of these strategies.142 
Through diagnostic sherds, broad dates are assigned and may potentially lend themselves to 
                                                
141 We avoided picking up stray finds after 2005 to preserve the composition of the archaeological survey 
results. If the finds were chronologically diagnostic or if the area was not part of a surveyed unit, they were 
collected.  
142 Stewart 2007, 24-25; Read 1986, 477-478. 
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a more refined chronology. Simultaneously, these sherds are classified according to vessel 
shape, which can be assigned functional designations. By mapping the distribution of these 
sherds, patterns of functional and spatial organization emerge. The central unit sample was 
meant to be an unbiased representation of the total pottery assemblage. In many of the units 
at Kastro Kallithea, the quantity of finds collected in the central unit sample was minimal, 
and were primarily small non-diagnostic sherds. A larger radius may increase the collected 
sample, however, may not provide additional information, as the majority of the central 
sample were body sherds. The central unit sample, however, provides an overview of fabric 
types and exhibits the uniformity of the assemblage. Because the central unit sample entailed 
a high-resolution collection, diagnostic finds not picked up in the grab sample sweeps 
demonstrates ‘field walker effects.’ Other strategies, such as total collection, also provide 
unbiased samples, however, at Kastro Kallithea, the quantity and quality of material would 
not likely have dramatically increased the returns gained to account for the time commitment 
and necessary storage facilities, which are quite limited at Kastro Kallithea. Through an 
analysis of fabrics and their corresponding forms, the presence of non-diagnostic sherds may 
also illuminate functional variation on the site. In some units, no material was found in either 
the grab sample or central unit sample; these units tend to have low sherd density suggesting 
absence or limited activity. Through a combination of the two collection samples and the 
sherd density counts, a good representation of the surface material appears to have been 
recorded. 
  Additionally, our strategies attempted to account for the biases in the collection 
process, due to visibility, experience of the surveyors, lightening etc., and correct for 
potentially under- or overrepresented categories of material.143 Some sherds, for example, 
                                                
143 Issue of under-representation Bintliff, Howard, and Snodgrass 1999, 139-168; Bintliff 2000, 5. 
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fine wares, particularly black glazed wares, are more easily identifiable and recognizable 
against the background and to an inexperienced surveyor.144 Other fabrics, like coarse wares, 
are more durable, and because of their size, are more visible. Comments on types of material 
in the survey units are recorded in the daily narratives of the individual surveyors. A detailed 
assessment of the distorting factors and an attempt to correct these variables will be 
discussed in chapter 5. 
2.10 Analytical framework of survey material  
Over 4000 pottery sherds have been collected in the survey. The assemblage at 
Kastro Kallithea is fragmentary and worn resulting in difficulties in the identification of 
forms and chronology. Only approximately 10-15% of the pottery sherds have identifiable 
shapes. Although limitations of surface assemblages exist, the various data that can be 
derived from artifact samples include: general chronology, fabrics, size and form of vessels, 
function, and production techniques. In addition, the spatial and function distribution of the 
artifacts allows for the re-creation of activities and interpretation of the organization of the 
urban center. Kastro Kallithea was built, occupied, and abandoned during the Hellenistic 
period. The urban center may serve as a model of how the political, economic, and cultural 
events of the Hellenistic period are translated and manifested in the material culture. In 
other words, it shows how a society reacts and adapts to the changing social and political 
climate. The analysis of the material from Kastro Kallithea, therefore, is not used simply to 
identify and date the ceramic assemblage, it is also used to address larger questions 
concerning its role within the local and regional context.  
Before any of this information can be interpreted, however, it needs to classified. 
Below I will outline the initial aims of my classificatory system for Kastro Kallithea and then 
                                                
144 Rutter 1983, 138. 
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highlight categories in the analysis, including fabrics, vessels forms, production, small finds, 
and dating. Chapter 4 is devoted to a detailed description of the ceramics and small finds. An 
analysis of the spatial distribution of finds and interpretation of the findings in terms of what 
they can tell us about the political, economic, and social practices and events at Kastro 
Kallithea will be discussed in chapter 5 and 6.  
2.10.1 Purpose of the study  
Classificatory systems are designed as a way of sorting material for a specific 
purpose. The purpose plays a role in the creation and implementation of the typology.145 In 
studying the survey artifacts from Kastro Kallithea, the primary aim is to determine the 
function of these vessels in order to correlate their function and their spatial distribution. 
This includes drawing correlations between architecture and finds in order to determine if 
general patterns of functional activities, such as domestic, public, cultic, or military, can be 
assigned to particular sectors. The typology for Kastro Kallithea was created with the 
intention of drawing functional correlations between artifacts and architecture, and 
therefore, was designed to sort sherds by shapes and wares according to use. As a result, a 
correlation between certain fabrics and shapes of vessels was observed. It may be possible to 
assign functional categories to a greater portion of the surface material based on fabric.146 
For example, based on our assemblage, a hard, fine, micaeceous medium coarse light fabric 
was used predominantly for transport amphorae, and therefore, other non-diagnostic sherds 
of this fabric may be tentatively classified as transport amphorae. The difficulty in functional 
categories is that many vessels were utilitarian and could have been used in multiple ways in 
                                                
145 Adams and Adams 1991, 157-168. Every typology has its own specific purpose, which must be explicitly 
expressed. Other information may be extracted from the typology but the primary aim of the typology plays 
a role in how the classification is carried out. 
 
146 A similar study, including petrology, is being carried out by C. Beestman-Kruyshaar and N. Pieters, for their 
Ph.D. dissertations at the University of Amsterdam, on the ceramics collected in the excavations at Halos 
and survey of the Zakythos Archaeology Project respectively.  
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numerous settings. A closer examination of the fabric and shape of the sherds, ceramic 
assemblage from particular areas and correlations with the architecture can provide a more 
nuanced interpretation of function. The function of small finds is typically less ambiguous. 
These too have been grouped according to function, leading to the identification of areas of 
concentrated activities. By classifying the pottery and small finds by function, we are able to 
extract meaning from the artifacts by viewing them as part of a cultural system, which 
enables us to interpret their contexts within the site. 
An ancillary purpose of the typology is comparative. Standardized ceramic shapes 
have been established in Hellenistic ceramic assemblages, but they exhibit a high degree of 
regionalism. The limited archaeological investigation in Thessaly, particularly in Achaia 
Phthiotis, results in the underrepresentation of regional variation. By classifying and 
comparing ceramic assemblages, distinct shapes and styles were observed that may reflect 
regional or local variations and preferences. In doing so, cultural, economic, and social 
practices may be correlated or deduced from the presence, absence, or adaptation of forms.  
Thus, the functional typology at Kastro Kallithea allows us to potentially correlate 
the abandonment, continuation, or flourishing of particular forms, styles and decoration with 
social, economic, religious practices. Additionally, by comparing these with other sites, we 
may deduce whether these are local, regional, or Panhellenic trends and begin to understand 
the cultural and social reaction to historical events as manifested in the material culture. 
2.10.2 Fabrics  
The ceramics from each unit were sorted into fabrics and each fabric group was 
counted and weighed; a total pottery weight was also taken. Within each ware group, sherds 
were sorted into shapes when possible. An examination of the fabric is particularly 
informative with survey ceramics, which, due to their fragmentary state, are often difficult to 
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classify according to traditional typologies. Fabric analysis opens up various lines of inquiry 
on the production, function, and provenance of the ceramics. Although the ceramic 
assemblage from Kastro Kallithea displays a great degree of homogeneity, variations in the 
fabric do occur. The ceramic assemblage has been divided into the following fabric groups: 
fine, medium coarse, coarse, and other with further subdivisions of medium coarse (orange, 
red, and light) and other (grey ware and miscellaneous) An analysis of the fabric was 
undertaken using a 40 x-magnifying microscope and examined two aspects: 1) characteristics 
of firing, which include fabric color (using Munsell Soil Chart), feel, hardness, appearance, 
and surface treatment, and 2) the size, shape, frequency and level of sorting of inclusions.147 
For the inclusions, the size, frequency, sorting, and shape of the inclusions were measured 
using standardized charts.148 Based on this analysis, the make-up of the fabrics appears to be 
relatively consistent within their fabric groupings. As mentioned above, the relationship 
between shapes and fabrics was investigated. Descriptions of fabric grouping will be 
described in more detail in chapter 4.  
2.10.3 Shape classification 
The purpose of the classificatory framework was to identify function through the 
designation of vessel shapes. Hellenistic assemblages are readily recognizable but often 
difficult to date and maintain a uniformity of shapes, while simultaneously displaying distinct 
regional variation. The absence of complete profiles negates the possibility of tracing and 
refining the chronological development of the pottery. Diagnostic or datable sherds were 
drawn, photographed, described and entered in the database (see ch. 4 for details). 
Approximately 10% of the ceramics were assigned to functional categories, which 
                                                
147 The use of the term temper requires clarification. Temper refers to all inclusions, including voids, in the 
fabric. The temper is studied by the texture, which includes a break down of the fabric into frequency, size, 
sorting and rounding. Orton et al. 1993, 70-71. 
148 Sanders et al. 2008, 58-62; Orton et al. 1993, 70-71, table A, 236-238.  
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were broken down as follows: tableware (glazed, unglazed and moldmade), ‘common wares’ 
(open and closed vessels), storage wares, cooking vessels, vessels for oil.149 As the 
designations of local and imported fabrics are still tentative, all material will be considered 
together. Although general designations of functions have been assigned, many household 
wares are ambiguous in function.150 A bowl might have been used for a number of activities 
and in various contexts. Multi-purpose vessels, therefore, were classified as common wares 
and subdivided into open and closed shapes. The majority of the assemblage is utilitarian in 
function but their contextual assemblage may clarify their use.  
2.10.4 Production 
The medium coarse orange ware is assumed to be the local fabric as it was the most 
common fabric used, accounting for 81% of the sherds collected. The most common vessels 
of this fabric are common utilitarian vessels. A few medium coarse orange sherds was 
decorated with black glaze and may represent local imitations of tablewares, as the majority 
of the fine and black glazed wares were made of a light pink or yellow fabric. The contrast 
between the fabrics suggest the latter were likely imported from either a neighboring 
Thessalian site or from further a field. It is, however, too difficult to differentiate between 
local and imported wares without a petrographic study so all the fabrics will be considered 
together.  
Unfortunately, it is not possible at this stage to come to any definitive conclusions 
about the occurrence or location of pottery production at Kastro Kallithea. No evidence of 
pottery production, such as kilns, wasters or pottery equipment, has been found at the site 
nor has a clay source been identified. Since an abundance of water is required during the 
production of pottery, it is possible that the pottery workshops were located outside of the 
                                                
149 Functional categories follow the organization of plain ware vessels by Rotroff 2006, 69-223.  
150  Rotroff 1997, 6.  
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walls in the vicinity of the springs or close to the Enipeus River, which may also be a 
potential source for clay resources. It seems likely that at least limited scale pottery 
manufacturing occurred at Kastro Kallithea based on the proximity and abundance of local 
resources, the population, and demand for goods.  
2.10.5 Small finds 
 The majority of the artifacts from the survey are ceramics, although 135 small finds 
were also collected in the survey sample. Small finds are categorized according to function 
and include: architectural elements, buildings material, weaving equipment, ground stone 
tools, metal objects, industrial waste/metallurgy, and coins. Variations of objects within 
these categories will be identified and explored. Coins are particularly useful in dating and 
may help to refine the chronology of particular areas within the city. For the analysis of the 
distribution of finds, the small finds will be included in the study of the individual survey 
units as a whole as they may provide additional insight into associated function and dating.  
2.10.6 Dating  
Evidence for dating comes from the survey coins and ceramic assemblage. The 
ceramics and finds from the survey at Kastro Kallithea indicate a predominantly single 
period occupation of the site dating to the Hellenistic period.151 Hellenistic ceramics, 
however, are notoriously difficult to date. Broad chronological phases can be assigned, and 
some diagnostic artifacts, for example, tablewares and moldmade bowls, have more refined 
chronological sequences. Longevity of use may extend beyond these chronological phases, 
thus creating difficulties for comparisons.152 Chronological periods are defined as follows: 
Late Classical/Early Hellenistic (mid-fourth to mid-third century), Early Hellenistic (ca. 323-
                                                
151  This period is being identified as late fourth century to mid/late second century B.C.E. 
 
152  The classical kantharos shape continues in use and is found in clearly Hellenistic context see Rotroff 1997, 
11, 83. 
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250 B.C.E.), Early/Middle Hellenistic (third century), Middle Hellenistic (ca. 250-200/175 
B.C.E); Middle/Late Hellenistic (mid-third to first century), Late Hellenistic (ca. 175-50 
B.C.E.).  
2.11 Conclusion 
The methodology at Kastro Kallithea was designed to provide a statistically sound 
representation of the archaeological remains on the surface. The procedures followed in the 
recording of survey conditions and collection strategies are established practices that may be 
transferable to other sites but requires flexibility in adapting them to site-specific realities. 
The survey units and collection strategies provide a sample of the surface record, which 
coupled with the mapping of the architecture, illuminates how the urban space was 
organized and used. The study of the artifactual assemblages complements this picture and 
through an examination of shapes and fabric, it is possible to identify chronological and 
functional variation and loci of activities across the city. Through an examination of the 
artifactual assemblages, a detailed analysis of the individual artifacts (ch. 4) will be conducted 
in conjunction with an analysis of their distribution across the site (ch. 5).  The decision to 
investigate Kastro Kallithea as an urban survey project not only facilitated research 
questions, it also demonstrates the ability to acquire an overview of activity and habitation 
across the entire site from a diachronic perspective. 
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Chapter 3 Regional study of Thessaly 
 Thessaly is an under-explored yet historically and archaeologically rich region of 
Greece. Considered peripheral to the city-state culture of southern Greece, modern 
scholarship has had limited academic engagement with Thessaly, particularly in the later 
periods. Recent scholarship and archaeological investigations have challenged models of 
traditional socio-economic and religious organization of the city-state and reiterated the 
importance of regional studies. Thessaly’s diverse landscape, central location, abundant 
resources (agricultural land, stockbreeding, and harbors), religious and administrative 
participation in the Delphic Amphiktyony, and internal politics contributed to its 
individualized socio-economic and political development and defined its integral role in 
Greek and Macedonian history.  
 Modern scholarship has been selective in its engagement with the region of Thessaly, 
in part because as an ethnos it has often been considered to be ‘peripheral’ or ‘backwards’ in 
comparison to the polis culture of southern Greece. However, Morgan argues that poleis and 
ethne were not contrasting state forms but rather they were ‘tiers of identity’ through which 
communities could identify with each other and should not be set up in opposition to each 
other.153 An ethnos is a social extra-familial identity chosen and constructed based on 
assumed cultural or physical characteristics for the advantage of its membership. Ethne may 
contain multiple ethnic identities, tribes, and poleis. Thus, there are multiple 'tiers of identity' 
to which a person or group can identify and belong, which may be interrelated on a socio-
economic or political level.154 Within Thessaly, therefore, multiple ethne and poleis co-existed 
within the Thessalian koinon. Each of these socio-political identities is complementary rather 
than contradictory and study of them provides a more nuanced understanding of the 
                                                
153  Morgan 2003, 1; see also McInerney 1999, 19-22. 
154  Morgan 2003, 10-16; McInerney 1999, 24-25.  
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plurality of identities within a community and their inter- and intra-regional communication.  
 By examining the regional context of Kastro Kallithea, it is possible to place it within 
a larger framework to contextualize this urban center and its population within its immediate 
environment of Achaia Phthiotis, Thessaly, and the wider Greek world. This chapter, 
therefore, consists of a regional study of Thessaly and focuses on the geography, historical 
events, organization of politics, establishment and organization of urban centers, economy, 
and demography. The primary focus is the Hellenistic period, however, some of these 
institutions, relationships, and traditions are rooted in earlier periods, and therefore, I will 
address earlier traditions whenever relevant.  
 The first part of this chapter (3.1-3.3) contextualizes Kastro Kallithea within its 
physical and historical environment while the latter part (sections 3.4-3.9) places it within the 
socio-economic networks of its immediate environs. The first section of this chapter 
describes the physical geography of Thessaly. The vast topography, environmental diversity, 
and abundance of land and water resources contributed to the spatial organization of people 
within the landscape and their historic development. Our literary sources that regard 
Thessaly are fragmentary and often contradictory. Therefore, part two summarizes and 
assesses the value of the main sources for the reconstruction of the historical narrative, 
which will be described in part three. This narrative will trace the history of Thessaly from its 
early occupation through to the beginning of the Roman period, with an emphasis on the 
fourth through second centuries B.C.E. By no means is this section intended to provide an 
exhaustive summary of the history and politics of the region, but rather to contextualize it 
within its historical environment and to highlight the key players. Narratives of individual 
cities and sub-regions, particularly Achaia Phthiotis, are intertwined in the larger narrative. 
The literature is silent on many aspects of Thessaly and it is difficult to assess how the 
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political changes occurring in the Hellenistic period altered social dynamics and population. 
Part four will investigate aspects of urban planning and the internal organization of space, 
with particular emphasis placed on Thessalian cities. The complexities of Thessalian 
administration and economy, in terms of taxation, agriculture, animal husbandry and trade 
will be explored in part five. This chapter will conclude by addressing how the historical and 
economic climate influence and altered the demography of Thessaly.  
3.1 Geography and topography of Thessaly   
 The boundaries of Thessaly are well defined geographically. The interior topography 
consists of flat plains and rolling hills surrounded and defined by mountain ranges: Pindos to 
the west, Othrys to the south, Pelion to the east, and Olympus and Ossa to the north and 
northeast. The mountain ranges serve as a buffer zone between Thessaly and its neighbors. 
Two large plains, Trikkala in the west and Larisa in the east, comprise the heart of Thessaly. 
In antiquity, the plains were organized into four geographic and political, subdivisions 
known as tetrads: Hestiaiotis, Thessaliotis and Phthiotis comprise the western plain and the 
eastern plain is Pelasgiotis (fig. 3).155 In a strict sense, Thessaly proper is comprised of these 
plains.156 Thessaly, in the broad sense, however, incorporates the intermediary low-lying 
mountain ranges, known in antiquity as the perioikoi. The perioikoi, literally those who “lived 
around,” were independent ethne: Perrhaebia to the north, Achaia Phthiotis to the south, 
and Magnesia to the east. Sometime in the late Archaic or early Classical period, they were 
incorporated into tetradic Thessaly.157 Within the southern perioikoi of Achaia Phthiotis and 
Magnesia are two additional small plains, the Almiros, known in antiquity as the Krokian 
                                                
155 Arist. Frag. 497.  
156 Graninger 2011, 9. The convention in modern scholarship in addressing the political topography of Thessaly 
is to distinguish between tetradic Thessaly and the perioikoic Thessaly.  
157 Graninger 2011, 14. Other ethne, the Dolopians, Malians, Ainians, and Oitaians in the Spercheios Valley, 
were incorporated into tetradic Thessaly periodically see Graninger 2011, 19-23.  
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Plain, and Volos, respectively.158 The Almiros and Volos Plains had direct access to coastal 
harbors in the Pagasitic Gulf. The tetrad of Pelasgiotis connects with the plain of Volos and 
had access to the sea, unlike the other tetrads, which were landlocked. The importance of the 
Pagasitic Gulf is evident by the numerous ports established along the coast in antiquity 
including: Iolkos, Pagasai, Demetrias, Phthiotic Thebes (Pyrasos), and Halos.159  
 Thessaly’s geographic location, nestled in the central region of the Greek mainland, 
was strategically important for access both by land and sea. By land, mountain ranges 
restricted passage and accessibility. Thessaly could be traversed via the Tempe Pass in the 
north and two southward routes into the Spercheios Valley; both routes skirted the Othrys 
mountains, either to the west via Domokos (ancient Thaumakos) to Lamia or along the 
coast through the Almiros Plain.160 The sea route, known from antiquity and early modern 
travelers, navigates between Boeotia and Euboea through the narrow passage at Chalkis to 
the Malian Gulf and through the Straits of Trikeri to the Pagastic Gulf (fig. 12).161 Connected 
by limited land and sea routes to Macedonia in the north and central Greece to the south, 
Thessaly’s geographic position secured its role within the politics of the Greek world.  
 The Thessalian plains were well-watered by many rivers, such as the Aliakmon, 
Peneios, and Enipeus, which originate in the Pindos and Othyrs mountains, respectively. 
These rivers and their tributaries criss-cross the landscape and support extensive habitation, 
small-scale agriculture, and stockbreeding.162 Small tributary rivers transport additional water 
throughout the region, although during the summer months, many of these tributaries are 
dry. In antiquity, there were three lakes in Thessaly: Lake Boibeis and Lake Nessonis in the 
                                                
158 Reinders 1988, 17; Reinders 2003a, 23-24.  
159 Port towns of the Pagasitic Gulf were noted by Herodotos 7.173, Xen. Hell. 5.4.56 and Strabo 9.5.14-15 as 
cited in Reinder 2003a, 17-22.  
160 Reinders 1988, 18; Graninger 2010, 309.  
161 Reinders 2003a, 22-29.  
162 Graninger 2011, 9; Reinders 1988, 17.   
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plain of Larissa and Lake Xyniai located north of Lamia. They have been drained in recent 
years for increased agriculture.163   
 The climate and vegetation differ considerably among and within the regions, caused 
partly by the mountain ranges. The winters are cold and wet with snow, while in the 
summer, hot temperatures peak in the plains.164 Precipitation varies between the plains and 
upland areas and even within the plains. The upper or western plain receives more consistent 
precipitation than the lower, eastern plain of Larissa, which is drier and has greater variability 
of precipitation; these variations are reflected in crop yield. The plains of tetradic Thessaly 
are fertile and conducive to cereal cultivation. Cereals were exported from Thessaly to other 
regions of the Greek and later the Roman world.165 Because of the soil and climate, olives 
and vines were cultivated as cash crops, primarily in the coastal regions in the plains of Volos 
and Almiros.166 Animal husbandry was practiced extensively and the region was famous for 
its horse-rearing and cavalry.167 Herding of sheep, goats, and cattle are attested in antiquity 
and continue to be extensively practiced today.168 Apart from agriculture and stock-breeding, 
Thessaly did not exploit its moderate supply of other natural resources, such as extenisve 
copper sources in the Othrys.169  
 Since antiquity, Thessaly has suffered extensive deforestation.170 The forested land 
was not exploited for timber though, probably because of the long distances to be traversed 
to the coast.171 There is evidence for copper mining in the Othrys Mountains in the Early 
                                                
163 Reinders 1988, 17; Reinders 2003a, 17-19; for further details on the climate, vegetation and geology of 
Thessaly, see Phillipson 1950. 
164 Philippson 1950, 181; Reinders 1988, 19-20.   
165 Garnsey et al. 1984, 33-34. 
166 Westlake 1969, 3-4; Wisse 1990, 7.  
167 Westlake 1969, 4; Alexander’s horse Bucephalos was bred in Thessaly and sold for 12 talents. Plut. Alex. 6.  
168 Westlake 1969, 4-6; Halstead 1990, 62-69; Chang 1994, 354; Haagsma 2010, 82-84.  
169 Papastamataki and Dimitriou, 1987.  
170 Woldring 2003, 147-174; Halstead 1987; 79-80.  
171 Westlake 1969, 7; Xen. Hell. mentions Jason of Pherae’s ambition of acquiring timber from Macedonia for 
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Bronze Age. A hiatus in copper mining occurred from the Bronze Age until the Hellenistic 
period, when the copper mines were reopened and exploited.172 Evidence for copper mines 
in the Othrys Mountains has been identified at numerous sites in Achaia Phthiotis.173 These 
mines were exploited and used for the production of coinage.174  
 The geography of the perioikic region of Achaia Phthiotis, where Kastro Kallithea is 
located, differs from the plains. It constitutes part of the Almiros Plain, known in antiquity 
as the Krokian Plain,175 and the foothills of the Othrys mountains. The Othrys serves as the 
southern border while the lower Narthakion mountain range separates Achaia Phthiotis and 
Phthiotis. Three major rivers, the Cholerrema, Xerias, and the Amphrysos, run through the 
south and southeast part of the plain.176 The Enipeus River runs through the northwest part 
of Achaia Phthiotis, skirting the site of Kastro Kallithea by approximately 500m on the 
southern and eastern sides and then turns to extend into the plain of Phthiotis. Topographic 
features, such as the rivers and mountain range acts as natural boundaries within the 
landscape, however, these boundaries are often flexible and can be easily traversed as 
attested by communication and interaction between regions.177 The Almiros Plain has 
pockets of arable land and pastoral lands in the low foothills of the Othrys.  
3.2 Sources  
 With regard to Thessaly or the Thessalians, the ancient literary sources are relatively 
silent. No historical narrative of Thessaly exists, and texts specifically related to the 
Thessalians, for example, the Aristotlean Constitution of the Thessalians, are very fragmentary 
                                                                                                                                            
his naval projects. 
172 Papadimitriou 2006, 98-113; Stos and Gale 2006, 299; Reinders 2004b, 197-198. 
173 Papastamataki and Dimitriou 1987. 
174 Papastamataki et al. 1994. 243-248.  
175 Strabo 9.433, 435. 
176 Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 93-94. 
177 Décourt 1990; Cantarelli 1995; 2001; Tziafalias et al. 2006a. 
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and may be anachronisms of later thoughts, dialogue, and opinions.178 Because of their 
historical perception and biases, these sources must be used with caution when 
reconstructing historical events and social constructs. A number of authors, such as 
Herodotos, Thucydides, and Xenophon, wrote about contemporary events; however, they 
mention the Thessalians only in passing or tangentially to the main purpose of their 
accounts.179 The literature provides references to Thessalian involvement in battles, political 
alliances, historical events, and the rise and fall of major political leaders, but seldom do they 
provide insight into the social and economic history of Thessaly. When they do, there is 
often an emphasis on the Thessalian affinity for feasting, drinking, and horses. This provides 
a biased opinion of Thessalian culture.  
 In their accounts, ancient authors often refer to “the Thessalians” in toto as a single 
ethne rather than identifying specific regions, cities, or individual players. It is, therefore, 
difficult to assess which of the regional ethne were included in term “Thessalians” or 
whether the ancient authors made any distinction between the ethne.180 Even amongst the 
tetradic Thessalians, it is often uncertain who was responsible for ‘Thessalian’ policies, 
actions, and events relayed to us in the literary sources. Identifying political and social 
hierarchies and allegiances within the koinon becomes problematic. Despite these gaps in our 
sources, the surviving accounts demonstrate how Thessaly and its perioikoi were integral in 
the history in the Greek world; they provide insight into aspects of regional politics, 
economy, or social structure, and describe the historical framework within which Thessaly 
developed.  
                                                
178 Arist. Frag. 497-498; Herodes 6, 9-10, 16-18. The latter is an text/inscription attributed to Herodes Atticus 
concerning civil strife in an unnamed city, probably Larissa, which sought aid from the Macedonian King 
Archaeleus ca. 400 B.C.E.  
179 Even in Xenophon’s Hell. (6.1-19) account of Jason of Pherae, the rise of Jason is fitted into the larger 
account of the rise of Macedon.  
180 Graninger 2010, 308-309. 
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 The earliest reference to the region comes from the “Catalogue of the Ships” in the 
Iliad, where Homer lists legendary Thessalian heroes, such as Achilles, Protesilaus, and 
Philocetes, who brought contingents from the region to Troy.181 This description provides 
insight into the spatial and political organization of the Thessalian landscape into kingdoms 
(fig. 13). The term ‘Θεσσάλοι’ was not used by Homer, rather he referred to the heroes at 
Troy as the Achaeans, Danaans, and Argives. Drews argues that all three names originally 
refer to Thessalians.182 The Argives originated from Pelasgic Argos in Thessaly and have a 
prominent role in the mythological and heroic tradition. At some point during the 
transmission of the poem into writing, Pelasgic Argos was forgotten and the association was 
transferred to Peloponnesian Argos, which was concurrently rising to prominence.183 Later 
in his ‘history’, Thucydides emphasizes the multitude of tribes and the absence of a united 
front prior to the Trojan War. He explains that the Hellenes, a term Homer used initially in 
connection with Achilles and his followers from Phthiotis, was later adopted as a term for all 
Greeks.184   
 With reference to Thessaly, Herodotos recounts historical events of the sixth and 
fifth centuries B.C.E., when Thessaly was competing for hegemony and had close ties to the 
Peisistratids in Athens.185 In Book VII, we learn about the internal strife amongst the 
Thessalian families, before their medizing during the Persian Wars.186 This issue of internal 
civil strife is a perpetual problem noted by the authors throughout the fifth and fourth 
                                                
181  Hom. Iliad 2.680-750. 
182  Drews 1979, 115.  
183  Drews 1979, 111-135. Drew argument is a revival of a discussion by Geddes from the late nineteenth 
century, which was built on by Cauer.  
184  Thuc. 1.12.2.  
185  Hdt. 5.94.1 
186  Westlake 1936, 12-24. Ephoros lists the people, who medized early including some of the perioikic tribes, 
and those who medized after the Tempe pass was breached including the Phthiotic Achaeans, Lokrians, 
Boeotians and Thessalians. Westlake (1936, 23) argues that the Aleuadae did not have longstanding Persian 
relations and medized only after the Greeks abandoned them.  
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centuries. The fifth century historian, Thucydides makes the occasional reference to Thessaly 
in relation to the careers of prominent political leaders or historical events. For example, we 
learn of the establishment of an Athenian-Thessalian alliance in 462 B.C.E., the desertion of 
Athens by the Thessalian cavalry at the Battle of Tanagra,187 the expulsion of Orestes from 
Pharsalos and his unsuccessful coup with Athenian aid,188 and Brasidas’ passage through 
Thessaly.189 These references provide limited information about the external relations, 
foreign policy, internal structure of the koinon, and military prowess, particularly the cavalry, 
but provide little understanding of the internal dynamics of the political situation in 
Thessaly.  
 From the fourth century B.C.E. onwards, Thessaly makes more of an appearance in 
the literary sources, although primarily because it was entangled in political developments of 
other cities, first with Theban hegemony and later with the rise of Macedon. Multiple 
accounts by different authors are at times contradictory, however, they can clarify or confirm 
details and provide a different historical perspective.  
 In the Hellenika, Xenophon provides a detailed account of the political and historical 
circumstances in Thessaly through his narrative about the tyrant Jason of Pherae.190 
Xenophon’s inclusion and lengthy description of Jason’s personality and diplomatic prowess 
may reflect his own personal interest in Jason, rather than any deep-seeded interest in 
Thessaly.191 Diodoros also documented Jason’s rise to power, however, in contrast to 
Xenophon, he emphasizes his aggrandizing activities in a negative light.192 Diodoros also 
describes the turbulent years of Alexander of Pherae’s tyranny, his conflicts with the revived 
                                                
187  Thuc. 1.10.7; Westlake 1936, 24.  
188  Thuc. 1.3.1; Dio. 14.82.6.  
189  Thuc. 4.78.  
190  Xen. Hell. 6.1.  
191  Westlake 1969, 238.  
192  Dio. 15.54 
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Thessalian League, recurring civil strife, inter-polity alliances, and the rise of Philip II.  
 The Thessalians are highlighted in the speeches of Demosthenes and Isocrates for 
their submission to Philip II.193 Demosthenes chastises the Thessalians for their lack of 
opposition to Philip’s rule. His sentiments, however, may reflect an Athenian, or perhaps 
even Pherean mentality, rather than general Thessalian opinion, as there is no evidence of 
resistance to Philip.194 Later Greek and Roman historians, such as Polybios, Plutarch, and 
Livy, include references to Thessalians whenever relevant to greater historical events. 
Polybios provides information on the Hellenistic struggles of the Macedonian kings and the 
rise of Rome. Livy, following Polybios’ account, describes Roman activities in Thessaly and 
Greece. Through his biographies of individual historical figures, such as Pelopidas, 
Demetrios, and Flaminius,195 Plutarch describes their accomplishments in Thessaly including 
military endeavors, alliances, the founding of cities, and the re-organization of the Thessalian 
League. Grounded in the politics, these histories emphasize and re-iterate the structural 
instability of the Thessalian League and perpetual civil strife amongst its leading aristocrats. 
Consequently, we learn little from the literary sources regarding how individual cities and 
ethne functioned administratively, socially, or economically. Archaeological investigations, 
on both the small- and large-scale, supplement and elaborate on the development and 
history of this important region (see below).  
 Numerous inscriptions have been found throughout Thessaly.196 These epigraphic 
sources yield evidence of political leaders, and allies,197 the political reorganization of the 
                                                
193  Dem., 18.63, 18.29; Isocrates 5.20.  
194  Sprawski 2003, 55-57. 
195  Plut. Pelop. 26.  
196  See IG II² Thessalie; Décourt 1995. 
197  IG II² 116 a treaty between the Thessalians and the Athenians in 361/360 B.C.E. and provides information 
on the reorganization of the League; IG II² 43 refers to the Athenian confederacy in which Jason of Pherae 
may have been a member. See Woodhead 1957, 367-373.   
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Thessalian League,198 onomastic tradition,199 composition of populations,200 the landscape 
and settlement patterns through land disputes,201 and religious customs and burial 
practices.202 Combined with other sources, inscriptions offer a more complete picture of 
people, economy, demography of Thessaly (see below).203  
As the literature on Thessaly is fragmentary, archaeological investigations have 
supplemented our understanding of the history, organization, and culture of the region.  
Until recently, limited systematic excavation and survey work was conducted in the region, 
particularly for the Classical and Hellenistic periods. Stählin’s seminal work Das Hellenische 
Thessalien, continues to be the most succinct and reliable account of the ancient remains of 
Thessaly today.204 However, a revived interest in archaeological investigation has 
complemented, challenged, and clarified past research in the region. Rescue and large-scale 
excavations have provided much archaeological data on a number of settlements, which will 
be discussed in more detail below.  
3.3 History of Thessaly  
 Thessaly’s role within the Greek world was complex and fluctuated throughout 
history. While within the cultural realm of the Greek world, as attested to by the patronage 
of poets Simonides and Anacreon and sophist Georgias within Thessalian elite circles, the 
Thessalians are often portrayed by ancient authors as primitive, eccentric, preoccupied with 
                                                
198  IG II² 175 records the titles of officials, which illustrates a remodeling of the Thessalian constitutions ca. 
360s B.C.E. 
199 Hornblower and Matthews 2000; Hatzopoulos 2000.  
200 Décourt 1995; names of foreigners on grave stelae help to understand the composition of the population 
and demographics.  
201 See Ager 1996.  
202  Many well-preserved stele have been found throughout Thessaly, most notably the painted grave stele from 
Demetrias which provide many details about individuals. von Graeve 1976, 145-156; Wolters 1979, 81-110; 
Wolters 1994, 277-298. 
203  Décourt 1995. 
204  Stählin 1967.  
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horses, feastings, and prone to civil strife.205 However, the Thessalians played a role in 
shaping historical events and were integrated into Greek and Macedonian politics, 
particularly during the Hellenistic period. In this section, I will summarize the history of 
Thessaly from the Archaic to Late Hellenistic period, with emphasis on events occurring in 
Achaia Phthiotis in the Hellenistic period.  
3.3.1 Early history of Thessaly and the migration of the Θεσσάλοι 
 The early history of Thessaly is poorly known. Classical authors recount the early 
migration of the Θεσσάλοι tribe from southern Epiros across the Pindos Mountains and 
into the plains. They originally settled in the plain of Thessaliotis to which they gave their 
name.206 The migration of the Θεσσάλοι displaced the original inhabitants, the penestai, who 
were subjugated and bound to loose agricultural serfdom.207 This early migration was 
probably used to legitimize the domination of the Θεσσάλοι over the penestai and later 
possibly the neighboring perioikoi.208 In the second century B.C.E., the sanctuary of Athena 
Itonia at Philia, was intentionally chosen by the League as a federal cult because of its 
location near the mythic migratory route of the Θεσσάλοι, which legitimized Thessalian 
authority.209  
 The archaeology shows dispersed occupation of the plains loosely configured around 
aristocratic landholdings, many of which would later develop into cities (fig. 14).210 The early 
formation of a Thessalian League or regional koinon is difficult to reconstruct as the evidence 
is fragmentary, contradictory, and basic details continue to be a contested amongst modern 
                                                
205  Archibald 2000; Graninger 2010, 306-307. The ancient sources appear to be more concerned about the 
aristocratic and luxurious lifestyle of the Thessalians than the political workings of the state, for example see 
Theopompus FGrH115, F49, F162 for a description of feasts: Plato. Meno. 70a-b; Isocrates, Antidosis 155-
156; Citias Frag 31 (Diels-Kranz. VS 6) as cited in Martin 1985, 60. 
206  Hdt 7.176.4; Thuc. 1.12.3 
207  Westlake 1969, 22-23, 27-28; Graninger 2011, 9-10. 
208  Graninger 2011, 10; Westlake 1969, 22. 
209 Graninger 2011, 44.  
210 Helly 2006, 197-198.  
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scholars. The League that eventually emerged was a loose regional structure based on an 
aristocratic system. The main purpose of the early League was likely to act as a united front 
in external affairs and to raise an army of its dependents.211  
3.3.2 Formation of the Thessalian League 
 The precise date for the political and administrative organization of the territory is 
unknown, although it probably dates to the sixth century B.C.E.212 The Constitution of the 
Thessalians by the Aristotlean circle provides the clearest understanding of the structure and 
organization of the League, but must be used with caution as this document dates to the 
fourth century and may reflect the contemporaneous structure or mythical histry rather than 
the reality of the sixth century B.C.E. The legendary figure of Aleuas the Red is attributed 
with the division of the plains into four administrative units called tetrads known as 
Hestiaeotis, Thessaliotis, Phthiotis, and Pelasgiotis (fig. 3, 14).213 The tetrads were further 
subdivided into kleroi, land divisions, which each were required to supply a specified number 
of cavalry and hoplites in times of conflict.214  
 A central elected office, identified as the basileus or tagos, had executive authority to 
raise an army and was an elected position filled only in times of crisis.215 Neither the tenure 
of the office nor its specific duties can be clearly ascertained from the textual evidence.216 By 
                                                
211 Helly (1995. 170-175) summarized the scholarship on the nature of this organization; Graninger 2010, 307.   
212 FGrHist 601a F 1; Helly 1995, 170-175; Graninger 2011, 10. Knowledge of the tetrads is recorded by 
Hellanicus of Mytilene.   
213 Aristotle Frag. 497; Westlake 1969, 25-26; Helly (1995) argues that tetrarch is “ruler of the four parts” and 
not each individual tetrad and that the tetrarch was a position of central authority. The individual tetrachs 
may be a fourth century addition to the administration associate with Philip, see also Sprawski 1999, 15-23.  
214 Arist. Frag. 498; each kleros was required to supply 80 hoplites and 40 cavalry in times of war.  
215 Helly (1995, 39-68) argues that originally the leader of the Thessalian League was called basileus. Both 
Herodotos (5.63) and Thucydides use the term basileus. Xenophon (Hell. 6.1.19) was the first to use the 
term tagos with regard to the position. Jason of Pherae is clearest example of a historical figure holding this 
office. It is unclear, however, whether the basileus, tagos, and archon were all the same office at various points 
or represents different administrative roles. Helly (1995. 170-175) argues that the title tagos was only 
adopted in the fourth century B.C.E. and that it originally was the title of a local administrator. Also see 
Sprawski 2003, 61-63.  
216 In times of war, a long tenure in the office of tagos may have been acceptable as exemplified by the 27 year 
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the time of Xenophon in the fourth century B.C.E., the office had acquired the authority to 
collect tribute or taxes from the perioikoi.217 A general assembly or council, comprised of 
aristocrats from each of the tetrads, may have presided over the affairs and foreign policy of 
the League, however, no direct evidence of its existence survives.218 The early formation and 
function of the League is difficult to decipher, since much of the information comes from 
fourth century sources, and its organization and the nomenclature of its offices and 
personnel appear to change over time.219  
 By the late Archaic period, a central regional government with the authority to raise 
military resources and issue decrees existed in Thessaly. Cities were independent entities 
governed by aristocratic oligarchies, who derived their wealth from their landholdings. Their 
large estates were worked by the penestai, who were a subordinate group that fell under the 
direct authority of individual estates and, like the helots of Sparta, revolted regularly.220 The 
aristocratic families wielded considerable power for generations and formed dynasteia within 
specific city politics; the Aleuadai were based in Larissa, the Echekratidae in Pharsalos, and 
the Skopads in Krannon.221 Cities continued to mint their own coinage in addition to coinage 
of the Thessalian koinon.222 The league or koinon did not interfere in the local administration 
of the Thessalian cities, but the interests of the cities or the aristocrats who ruled them often 
conflicted with that of the koinon, which led to internal stasis.  
 
                                                                                                                                            
term of Daochos during the Peloponnesian War (see IG IX² 242, 274). Typically the term of office was 
shorter. Sordi (1958) and Helly (1995) argue that the tagos had a religious as well as military purpose. 
217  Xen. Hell. 6.1.19; Wade-Grey 1924, 44, 60; Xen.  attributes the Tribute List to the aristocrat Skopas the 
Blue. 
218  Graninger 2011, 11; Beck 1997, 119-134.  
219  IG II, 175; IG II 116; SEG 34, 558  
220  The origins of the penestai and their subjugation to the Thessalians is uncertain. See Ducat 1994; Graninger 
2011, 12.  
221  Westlake 1969, 30. 
222  Helly 1995, 229-230; Martin 1985, 161. 
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3.3.3 The perioikoi 
 The political relationship and formal status between tetradic Thessaly and its perioikoi 
is complex and fluctuated over time.223 In the Archaic period, the perioikoi were equal 
members of the Delphic Amphiktiony alongside the Thessalians hieromnemones and other 
ethne. Their politics often followed a parallel trajectory to the Thessalians, which led to close 
relations between the ethne. The individual perioikoi were organized as regional cultural 
and/or political identities, which they maintained regardless of their relationship with the 
Thessalians.224  Sprawski has argued that prior to the fourth century B.C.E., the perioikoi were 
considered allies (σύµµαχοι) not subjects (‘υπήκοοι) of the Thessalian koinon.225 At some 
point over the course of the Archaic and Classical period, the perioikoi of Perrhaebia, 
Magnesia, and Achaia Phthiotis became subordinate to the Thessalians. Individual regions 
were brought under the administrative domain of the large cities: Pharsalos controlled 
Achaia Phthiotis, Larisa dominated the Perrhaebia and Magnesia was subject to Pherae.226 
Ethne of the Spercheios Valley were periodically dependents of the Thessalians, but their 
relationship appears to differ from the perioikoi.227 The nature of these relationships 
fluctuated over time and may have been implemented differently in each area.228   
3.3.4 Thessaly in the sixth and fifth centuries 
 The sixth century B.C.E. was the heyday for the Thessalian koinon. Thessaly 
dominated the politics of northern/central Greece and rivaled Spartan hegemony. During 
                                                
223  Sprawski 2006, 131. 
224  Graninger 2011, 14-16; 116-119; Sprawski 2009, 136.  
225  Sprawski 2006, 131-136; Graninger 2011, 16.  
226  Thuc. 2.101.2 (Magnesia), 4.78.6 (Perrhaebia), 8.3.1 (Achaia Phthiotis); Arist. Pol. 1269b7-9; Sprawski 2009, 
131; Graninger 2011, 15. This relationship does not seem to have occurred with the perioikoi of the 
Sperecheios Valley.  
227  Graninger 2011, 14-19. 
228  Graninger (2011, 14) argues that the perioikoi of Perrhaebia, Magnesia and Achaia Phthiotis may be 
considered a unified group in the ancient literary sources of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.E. see Xen. 
Hell. 6.1.19; Strabo 9.5.19, Arist. Pol. 1269b7-9. 
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this time, the Thessalians played a pivotal role in the creation and administration of the 
Amphiktyonic Council and were set traditionally at the head of the list of hieromnemones.229 
The Aleuads of Larissa forged a close allegiance with the Argeads of Macedon; a relationship 
that was repeatedly drawn on throughout history.230 Allied with Athens, the Thessalians also 
maintained close relation with the Peisistratids. The Thessalians came to the aid of the 
Peisistratids, sheltered Hippias, son of Peisistratos, during his exile, and even offered him the 
Magnesian town of Iolkos.231 However, with the expulsion of the Peisistratids, Athenian-
Thessalian relations waned. Conflicts with neighboring states of Phokis and Boeotia 
weakened the Thessalian koinon and diminished their territorial control. Regionally, the 
League continued to have significant influence over the Amphiktyonic Council and their 
neighbors, but it no longer rivaled other Greek poleis as hegemon.232  
 The decline of the Thessalian League began in the aftermath of the Persian Wars; 
Thessaly had medized and the Persians, wintering in Thessaly, ravaged the territory.233 The 
medizing of the Thessalians may exemplify the internal conflicts and differing agendas 
among the leading Thessalian families. The Aleuads of Larissa, following their Macedonian 
allies, were convinced of the benefits of subjugation to the Persians, however, other 
Thessalians, along with other Greeks at Tempe, attempted to resist Persians advancement. 
The retreat of the Greeks left the Thessalians with no alternative but to surrender to the 
                                                
229  Westlake 1969, 29; Scholten 2003, 135-137, 139; Graninger 2011, 12, 119. See Graninger 2011, 115-132.  
230  Graninger 2010, 310.  
231  Hdt. 5.94.1; The offer of Ilokos to Hippias is often citied as evidence that Magnesia was subordinate to 
Thessalian koinon at this time 
232  Westlake 1969, 29; Graninger 2011, 12, 123-124. The influence of the Thessalians in the Amphiktyony 
declined over time. By 290 B.C.E., Delphi was under Aetolian rule, Macedonian Thessaly did not send 
hieromnemones to Delphi. It is not until the second century B.C.E. with the re-establishment of the 
Thessalian League that representative from Thessaly are found at Delphi. After the third Macedonian War, 
the Amphiktyony reverted to its pre-fourth century membership see Graninger 2011, 116-133.  
233  Westlake 1936.  
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Persians.234 As medizers, the Thessalians and others were unable to participate in the 
celebrations commemorating the Greek victory over the Persians, which became the basis 
for the ideology of the rising Athenian and Spartan powers.235 In the fifth century B.C.E., 
Thessaly turned inwards and stopped any aspirations of territorial expansion, meanwhile the 
Athenians and Spartans became increasingly interested in Thessaly and Macedonia.   
3.3.5 Early Macedonian relations 
 Close relations continued to develop between the Thessalians, or perhaps more likely 
the Aleuads, and the Macedonians. Thucydides recounts the Spartan Brasidas’ passage 
through Thessaly, which was assisted by Thessalian elites, including Niconidas of Larissa, a 
friend of the Macedonian king Perdiccas.236 These “Thessalians,” may in fact be Larisseans, 
who were working against the pro-Athenian policy of the Thessalian koinon. They did so on 
behalf of their Macedonian allies, who were trying to thwart Athenian activities in the north 
by making an alliance with the Spartans.237 As relations disintegrated, Perdiccas utilized this 
same network of co-operation between ‘friends’ to obstruct passage for the Spartan 
reinforcements.238  
 Strong ties between the Argeads and the Aleuads must have created friction amongst 
the other Thessalians. Internal strife and conflicting agendas weakened the cohesion of the 
Thessalian koinon. As authority shifted to individual poleis and their ruling aristocracy, social 
unrest grew amongst the people. Animosity towards the aristocrats is exemplified in the 
                                                
234  Westlake 1936, 12-24. Graninger 2010, 310; Ephoros lists the people who medized early including some of 
the perioikoi tribes and after the Tempe pass was breached; the Phthiotic Achaeans, Lokrians, Boeotians and 
Thessalians were listed in the latter. Westlake (1936, 23) argues against an established relationship between 
the Aleuads and Persians.  
235 Graninger (2011, 68-70) argues that after the Second Macedonian War, the Thessalians consciously drew 
heavily on Persian analogies in creating their ideology as liberators from Macedonian rule; this ideology is 
exhibited in the new federal cult of Zeus Eleutherios at Larissa.  
236 Thuc. 4.78. 
237 Thuc. 4.78; Graninger 2010, 310-311.  
238 Thuc. 4.132; Graninger 2010, 310-311; Sprawski 2005, 31.  
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expulsion of Orestes of the Echkratidae family from Pharsalos in 457 B.C.E.239 Class 
struggles and civil war plagued the cities of Pharsalos, Pherae and possibly Larissa, and 
perpetual inter-polity rivalries continued to play out in the forum of the League, thus 
rendering it dysfunctional on a local, regional, and international scale.240  
3.3.6 The tyrants of Pherae 
 In the fourth century B.C.E., Thessaly re-emerged on the political stage with the rise 
of its tyrants. During the Peloponnesian War, Lycophron of Pherae, a non-aristocrat, had 
increased his personal wealth and stabilized the local economy through the trade of grain.241 
With his newly acquired wealth, Lycophron realized his political aspiration of becoming tagos 
of the Thessalian League. He began to expand his territory and by around 400 B.C.E., he 
had annexed Achaia Phthiotis.242  
 Growing concern over Pheraean domination and their Spartan allies forced the 
Larissaeans to seek help from their Macedonian allies. According to the problematic treatise 
conventionally attributed to Herodes Atticus, an unnamed city, probably Larissa, sought 
assistance from King Archaleus, who intervened in support of the Larissean oligarchy, which 
had been challenged internally. In return, he was awarded with the Perrhaebia territory, 
which was under the jurisdiction of the Larisseans, established a Macedonian garrison in 
Larissa, and took number of hostages.243 In light of similar political struggles amongst the 
aristocracy in other cities, the Larisseans may have called on their northern allies in order to 
consolidate their authority in Larissa and secure their role in the League. A reciprocal 
                                                
239 Thuc. 1.10.7; 1.111.1. Exiled in Athens, Orestes raised support and attempted an unsuccessful coup with 
Athenian aid in Thuc. 1.3.1; Dio. 14.82.6. 
240 Westlake 1969, 47-66; Graninger 2010, 311.  
241 Westlake 1969, 48-49.  
242 Xen.  Hell. 2.3.4; Westlake 1969, 54; Martin 1985, xiii.  
243 Herodes 6, 9-10, 16-18; Westlake 1969, 56; Graninger 2010, 311-312.The exchange of hostages may explain 
the presence, if not involvement, of a Larissean hostage in the assassination of King Archaleaus at 
Macedonian court in 399 B.C.E. Aristotle. Pol. 1311b11. 
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arrangement was established in the late 390s, when the Macedonian King Amyntas III 
sought aid and shelter amongst the Larisseans, who succeeded in restoring him to power in 
391 B.C.E.244 Thus, the traditional Argead-Aleuad relationship was solidified.245  
 The power of Pherae continued to grow throughout the first quarter of the fourth 
century B.C.E., however, exactly how this played out amongst the Thessalian cities is 
unknown. During this period, Pherae must have established alliances and subjugated other 
Thessalian cities. By 370, Jason of Pherae emerged in the historical sources as the dominant 
power in Thessaly when he consolidated his power amongst the Thessalians. Initially 
Pharsalos, represented by citizen Polydamos, resisted an alliance with Pherae. Having 
appealed to the Spartans, who were unable to assist, the Pharsalians had no other choice 
than to ally with Jason. Jason of Pherae revived the Thessalian League, re-established the 
tageia, was elected tagos,246 and shifted power away from the poleis back to a central 
authority. In the aftermath of the Battle of Leuktra in 371 B.C.E.,247 Jason’s popularity rose 
and his diplomatic skills were recognized both within Thessaly and abroad. Jason entered 
into alliances with Amyntas III of Macedon as well as Alketas, King of Molossi.248 Jason’s 
ambitions of a naval fleet probably instigated his northern alliance with Macedon to secure 
access to timber.249 As part of his alliance with Amyntas, Jason may have ceded part of the 
northern Perrhaebia,250 a curious concession considering the weak political position of the 
Macedonian king. Sprawski suggests that this may have been an intentional ploy by Jason to 
                                                
244 Dio. 14.92.3. 
245 Graninger 2011, 312; Sprawski 2005, 32.  
246 Xen. Hell. 6.1 
247 Jason did not partake in the battle but was involved in the peace negotiations. Diodoros mentions his 
involvement prior to the battle while Xen.  more likely states that Jason was invited after the battle. Xen.  
also states that Jason manipulated both sides in order to secure his diplomatic role between them.  
248 Dio. 15.60.2.  
249 Xen. Hell. 6.1.11 
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realign Thessalo-Macedonian relations away from a strictly Argead-Aleuad alliance.251 
Nevertheless, his growing power and aggrandizement raised concern amongst Thessalian 
aristocrats and led to his assassination in 370 B.C.E.252  
3.3.7 Shifting alliance: the Thebans and Macedonians 
 Plans of a unified Thessaly died with Jason. The succession of Jason’s brothers, 
Polydoros and Polyphron, was short-lived. Polydoros was killed under mysterious 
circumstances on his way to Larissa. Polyphron attempted to consolidate his power by 
suppressing his rivals, many of whom were Larisseans and took their exile in Macedon.253 
After only ten months, Polyphron was killed by his nephew Alexander. Polyphron’s death 
marked the beginning of the tyranny of Alexander of Pherae. Uprisings in Larissa and 
Pharsalos challenged Alexander’s election as tagos. He counter-attacked by installing garrisons 
in these cities, and the Thessalian League was not strong enough to resist Alexander’s 
mercenary army. In 369 B.C.E., the Aleuadae appealed to King Alexander III of Macedon to 
intervene on their behalf and remove the Pheraean garrisons in Larissa and Krannon. He 
removed them, only to replace them with Macedonian garrisons.254 This act tends to be 
viewed in modern scholarship as a break of allegiance, however, Sprawski argues the Aleuads 
themselves may not have contested the Macedonian presence in the city.255 Nevertheless, 
having been spurred by their Macedonian allies, the ‘Thessalians’ turned to the Thebans, 
who under the leadership of Pelopidas, intervened against both Pherae and Macedon.256 
Contestation of the throne in Macedon weakened King Alexander’s position in the south, 
                                                
251 Sprawski 1999, 98-99.   
252 Xen. Hell. 6.4.31-32; Dio. 15.60.   
253 Sprawski 2005, 33.  
254 Dio. 16.61.4-5; Griffith 1970, 72.  
255 Westlake 1969, 129-130; Martin 1985, 86-87; Sprawski 2005, 34-35. Sprawski notes that in Diodoros 
(16.67.3-4) and Plutarch (Pelop. 26.1-2), it was the Thessalians, not specifically the Larisseans, who 
summoned help from the Thebans.  
256 Dio. 16.61.4-5, 16.67.3-4; Plut. Pelop. 26.1-2.  
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and Pelopidas entered into an alliance with him. To secure the alliance, Pelopidas took thirty 
boys, including Philip II, as hostage to Thebes.257 Then the Thebans turned their attention to 
Pherae. Under pressure of the Thebans, Alexander of Pherae was forced to renounce his 
claim of leadership of the League. After his defeat in 364 B.C.E. at the Battle of 
Kynoskephalae, the Pheraean tyrant was forced into an alliance with the Thebans, who 
subsequently dominated Thessalian politics until the end of the 360s. Pheraean territory was 
reduced to Pherae, Pagasae and southern Magnesia. Achaia Phthiotis and Magnesia were not 
restored to the Thessalian League, but were allied with the Boeotian League.258  
 In 361 B.C.E., the Athenians made an alliance with the Thessalians, probably out of 
growing concern for Theban hegemony in the area. An inscription records the breaking of a 
previous Athenian alliance with Pherae.259 It documents the restructuring of the League, 
which constituted a reorganization and decentralization of power. Authority was dispersed 
amongst local magistrates, called polemarchs, and the title of tagos was replaced with archon.260 
The change in title may have been an intentional ploy to disassociate the office from the 
Pherean tyrants.  
3.3.8 The rise of Philip II 
 External intervention continued to dictate Thessalian politics in the following years, 
especially with the emergence of Philip II of Macedon. Having lost their power, the 
Pheraeans had allied themselves with the Phokians, the sworn enemies of the Thessalians. 
Once again drawing on traditional alliances, the Aleuads appealed to the Macedonian King 
                                                
257 Plut. Pelop. 26; Westlake 1969, 131-138. 
258  Xen. Hell. 4.3.3; Westlake 1969, 130-136, 147-152. 
259  IG II² 116; The Athenians break of alliance with Pherae may be related to Alexander’s piratical tactics at 
Piraeus. Alexander had turned to piracy to pay for his mercenary army.  
260  IG II² 116; on piracy of Alexander see Westlake 1969, 153-154, Dio. 15.95.1-3. 
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Philip II in 353 B.C.E., who came to their aid.261 Having suffered initial losses, Philip 
defeated Onomarchos and the Phokians in the Battle of Pagasae/Krokian Plain in 352 
B.C.E. Philip fulfilled his promises to the Thessalians to expel the tyrants, remove Pherean 
garrisons, and restore the Amphiktyony.262 A power vacuum permitted Philip’s rise to power 
to go unchallenged, and shortly thereafter Philip was elected as archon of the Thessalian 
League.263 In 349 B.C.E., Demosthenes portrays Philip as overstepping his boundaries by 
fortifying Magnesia, collecting harbor and market taxes, and occupying the port of Pagasae. 
It is probable that, as archon, he was within his legal rights and that these allegations 
represent Pheraean and Athenian anti-Philip sentiments, rather than a general Thessalian 
opinion.264  
 At the end of the Third Sacred War in 346 B.C.E., the Phokians were defeated and 
Philip was awarded Phokis’ votes on the Amphitkyony at Delphi and was also chosen to 
preside over the Pythian games that year.265 Under the archonship of Philip, many changes 
were implemented in the regional political organization of Thessaly, including the 
establishment of tetrarchs, who were appointed by Philip II and managed the administrative 
offices in each of the tetrads.266 However, the Thessalian cities remained relatively 
independent in terms of local politics, administration, and economics. For example, cities 
                                                
261  Graninger 2010, 314.  
262 Sprawski 2003, 59-60.  
263 The date of Philip’s archonship is uncertain and much debated. Sordi (1958) believes Philip became archon 
in 352 B.C.E., however, Griffith (1970, 73-76) dates it a little later perhaps as early as 349 B.C.E. based on 
Demosthenes First Olynthaic or in 346 B.C.E. from a reference of Isocrates to Philip’s archonship. He may 
have been archon as early as 352 B.C.E., although 344-342 B.C.E. are generally the accepted dates see 
Griffith 1979, 220. Sprawski (2003, 60-64) doubts that Philip was formally elected to the position of archon 
and that it was a fabrication to legitimize his actions. Whether or not he had officially been elected as 
archon by the mid-fourth century, he had established himself as a power and it is unlikely that the 
Thessalians were going to oppose him. 
264 Sprawski 2003, 54-58; Graninger 2010, 314-315.  
265 Dio. 16.69.8.  
266 Graninger 2010, 315; Sprawski 2003, 55-56. Demosthenes (6.22) alleged that Philip imposed a decadarchia, a 
Rule of Ten, on the Thessalian cities, however, this institution is unknown. For a description of the 
enigmatic institution see Hammond and Griffith. 1979, 527-533.  
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continued to mint their own coinage.267 Philip promoted local popular leaders to positions of 
power and transferred authority to non-traditional leaders, for example, Agathocles, a 
penestes, was placed in charge of the Perrhaebia.268 In doing so, Philip introduced a new group 
of players into the political sphere. This shift in power dynamics must have increased 
tensions amongst the long-standing ruling aristocrats. Those who lost their power and were 
exiles from Trikka, Pharcadon, Larissa, and Halos, did not look favorably on Philip’s rule. 
To maintain diplomacy, however, Philip re-established relations with aristocratic families, 
such as Simus, Daochos, Cineas and Thrasydaeus.269  
 Philip relied on less formal means to solidify his control in Thessaly by forging new 
alliances while nurturing traditional Argead-Aleuad affairs. He married two Thessalian 
women: Philinna of Larissa and Nikesipolis of Pherae. These marriages continued to link 
Thessaly and Macedonia in the following generation through the subsequent marriage of 
Thessalonike, daughter of Nikesipolis, to Kassander. Philip Arrhidaios was the son of 
Philinna.270 Familial relations enabled Philip to increase his power through diplomatic 
venues.  
 Under Macedonian control, Thessaly experienced stability and the end of civil strife. 
However, Macedonian domination did not go uncontested.  For example, in 347/346 
B.C.E., Old Halos, a city in Achaia Phthiotis, was besieged by the Macedonian Parmenion. 
Halos appealed to its ally Athens, who, fearing the expansionist activities of Philip, sent an 
embassy to Pella. During the negotiations, Athens changed its position, abandoned Halos, 
and Parmenion destroyed the city. Halian territory was given to the city of Pharsalos, which 
                                                
267 Martin (1985, 153-165) has shown that Philip did not suppress local mints. Rogers (1932, 10-11) argued that 
city-coinage ceased and was replaced by the circulation of Macedonian currency. 
268 Theopompos Frag. 81; Graninger 2010, 316.  
269 Dem. 18.48; Sprawski 2003, 57; Griffith 1970, 70.  
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had pro-Macedonian political leanings and was considered, at that time, to be the first city of 
Thessaly.271   
 Philip continued to be intricately involved in Thessalian politics and to recognize the 
importance of maintaining good relations with Thessaly. As council to the king, Thessalians 
may have played a role in solidifying and shaping Philip’s ideological propaganda and 
expansionist ambitions. Philip also recognized the strategic value of Thessaly in terms of 
agricultural resources, taxation, trade, extensive military reserves,272 role in the 
Amphiktyony,273 and geographic location. Later Thessaly proved to be crucial for Philip and 
his successors in order to continue their territorial expansion into the rest of Greece.  
3.3.9 The reign of Alexander 
 In the aftermath of Philip’s death, a series of uprisings occurred throughout 
Thessaly. These exemplify and emphasize the dueling dichotomies within Thessaly in terms 
of political strategies. Alexander was able to quell the revolts easily, maintain Macedonian 
control, and succeeded his father as elected archon of the Thessalian League. To help 
legitimize this role, he drew on genealogical connections with the Aleuads, claiming Herakles 
as their common descendant. Alexander also drew on his mother Olympia’s ancestry, a 
Molossian princess, which connected him to Pharsalos through the lineage of Neoptolemus, 
son of Achilles.274 The skillful use of genealogy justified and later solidified his role as archon 
of Thessaly.  
 Having established his authority in Thessaly and Greece, Alexander turned his 
attention to the eastern expansion of his empire. As Alexander set out on his eastern 
campaign, a number of Thessalian cavalry and hoplites joined his army. The Thessalian 
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cavalry played a decisive role in the victories at Issos, Granicus, and Gaugaumela.275  
Nevertheless, back in Thessaly, increasing resistance to Macedonian authority may have led 
to revolts in Thessaly and the Perrhaebia.276 The cause for this dissent is unclear, although it 
may be associated with heavy taxation, a struggling economy, and escalating hostilities 
between pro-Macedonian leaders and returning aristocratic exiles as part of Alexander’s 
Exile Decree.277  
3.3.10 The Diadochoi  
 Civil unrest came to a head with news of Alexander’s death in 323 B.C.E. The Greek 
world was turned upside-down, as there was no single successor to quell security concerns or 
uprisings. Anti-Macedonian sentiment directed at Antipater was on the rise throughout 
Thessaly and the rest of Greece.278 In Thessaly, Antipater assumed the role as head of the 
League, rather than being officially elected, and continued to collect taxes. None of this 
money, however, was re-invested for Thessalian affairs, and Antipater’s demands on the 
Thessalian cavalry raised anti-Macedonian sentiments.279 In the Lamian War of 323 B.C.E., 
the Thessalians, with the exception of Pelinna,280 defected from Antipater and joined Athens 
and Aetolia. The previously pro-Macedonian city of Pharsalos, led by their leader Menon of 
Pharsalos, was the center of the rebellion and Pharsalian participation influenced the regions 
of Achaia Phthiotis,281 Malis, and Lamia to revolt.282 After suffering initial setbacks,283 
Antipater triumphed at Krannon in 322 B.C.E. as victor of the Lamian War. The 
                                                
275 Arrian 1.14.3 (Granicus), 2.8.9, 2.9.1, 1.11.2-3 (Issos) 
276 Aes. 3.167. 
277 Martin 1985, 159. Graninger 2010, 317. The consequences and reaction of Alexander’s Exile Decree is 
unclear however, it is likely to have caused friction amongst opposing Thessalians. However, the loss of 
land by the Thessalians may not have been as great as in Athens.   
278 Westlake 1969, 229-231. 
279 Martin 1985, 133-134.  
280 Westlake 1969, 231. Dio. 18.2.1  
281 Blum 1992, 224; Phthiotic Thebes was the only Thessalian city to maintain relations with Macedon and did 
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Thessalians, along with the other Greek cities, initially refused peace negotiations, however, 
Antipater’s destruction of their cities, including Pharsalos, forced the Thessalians to 
surrender. With the Greeks following suit and surrendering, the League of Corinth was 
dissolved.284 Seizing the opportunity of its weakened state, the Aetolians first invaded 
Thessaly in 321 B.C.E. and many Thessalian cities joined their cause. Soon afterwards, 
Akarnanian raids in Aetolia forced the Aetolians to withdraw, thus leaving the Thessalians to 
defend themselves. The Macedonian general Polyperchon quickly quelled the rebellion, 
killing Menon, and with him any hopes of independence. Thessaly once again was brought 
under Macedonian rule.285 The ravages of war had taken their toll on Thessaly, in terms of 
political leadership, economy, and spirit, and left Thessaly subordinate to Macedon.286 
 During the next century and a half, the Thessalians were fully integrated into the 
Macedonian kingdom and their history cannot be separated from that of Macedon. Although 
anti-Macedonian factions probably continued to exist, challenges to Macedonian territorial 
claims came from external powers, not from within Thessaly. The devastated territory and its 
population continued to be drawn into and suffer the consequences of perpetual warfare. As 
an integral part of the Macedonian territory in terms of natural and military resources and its 
location, Thessaly was a target of challenges to Macedonian dominance by the Epirotes, 
Aetolians, Celts, and later the Romans.  
3.3.11 Demetrios I Poliorketes in Thessaly 
 At the beginning of his reign, Kassander, following similar policies to Philip, 
established political alliances with prominent elite Thessalians through familial ties. He 
married Thessalonike, the daughter of Philip II and Nikesipolis of Pherae. His rule in 
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Thessaly, however, was solidified primarily through military engagement; he garrisoned 
strategic cities and used Thessalian cavalry in his subsequent military expeditions.287 In 307 
B.C.E., Kassander’ rule was threatened by the return of Demetrios I Poliorketes, son of 
Antigonos Monopththalmos, whose mission was to ‘liberate’ the Greek cities. Demetrios 
Poliorketes re-founded the Corinthian League and traveled north to confront Kassander in 
Thessaly. Along the way, he liberated Greek cities of Achaia Phthiotis including Larisa 
Kremaste, Antron, and Pteleon.288 Kassander and Demetrios met in the Almiros Plain in 
302/301 B.C.E. Kassander was camped in the north, having established garrisons at 
Phthiotic Thebes and Pherae. The encounter ended in a standoff and Kassander and 
Demetrios formed a peace treaty stipulating that the Greek cities would retain their 
autonomy. The treaty was not ratified by Antigonos, and consequently Kassander proceeded 
to reacquire those cities lost to Demetrios.289 Before returning to Asia, Demetrios may have 
commissioned the construction of New Halos and possibly Kastro Kallithea to protect his 
control of the southern passage to Greece (see below).  
 The death of Kassander in 297 B.C.E. ushered in the joint rule of his sons, Antipater 
and Alexander. Since their position was weak, they sought to establish alliances with external 
powers, such as Pyrrhus, the king of Epiros.290 Alexander had also reached out to Demetrios, 
who in 294 B.C.E. assassinated the king en route to Larissa, took the throne, and ‘liberated’ 
the Greek cities. Thessaly continued to be targeted and its boundaries were perpetually 
shifting through alliances, military conquest, and invasion. In 292/1 B.C.E., Pyrrhus 
threatened to invade Thessalian territory, but with the advance of Demetrios, he was forced 
                                                
287 Dio. 20.110.2 
288 Dio. 20.110.2; Reinders 1988, 168. 
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to retreat. To protect his investments in Thessaly, Demetrios bolstered border security and 
stationed 10,000 infantry and 1,000 cavalry along the Thessalo-Epirote border.291  Demetrios 
Poliorketes invested in protecting Thessalian territories by establishing new cities and 
liberating old ones.  
 Demetrios is known for organizing or re-founding cities and leagues, such as the city 
of Demetrias and the Corinthian League. Around 290 B.C.E., Demetrios founded the port 
city of Demetrias on the Pagasitic Gulf in Magnesia as a new Macedonian capital.  The 
Macedonians wanted a naval base and commercial harbor more centrally located than 
Macedon. The establishment of the new capital was a synoikism of multiple villages292 and 
brought economic prosperity to these communities, as well as an influx of new imports and 
foreign populations (see below).293  
It is possible that in Achaia Phthiotis, Demetrios also established an Achaian 
Coinage League, known only from the monogram AX on a number of coins from the 
Achaian cities of Halos, Phthiotic Thebes, Peuma, and Larisa Kremaste.294 Demetrios’ 
activities in Achaia Phthiotis coincide roughly with the date of the coinage, ca. 302-286 
B.CE.295 The role or function of the League is uncertain, although it may have been involved 
                                                
291 Errington 1990, 220-221. 
292 Stählin 1967, 47, 51, 53-54, 56, 62. Strabo (9.5.15) lists Rhizus, Nelia, Ormenious, Pagasae, Boebe, Sepias, 
Iolkos and Olizon. Other cities which were not part of the initial synoikism joined Demetrias at a later date; 
this includes the cities of Homolion, Kasthanaea, Aiole, Koroke and the Apollo oracle and Spalanthra and 
the temple of Artemis Soteria.  
293  Batziou-Efstathiou 2002, 41-42.  
294  Reinders 1988, 166; Reinders 2003a, 7; Reinders 2003b, 141; Gardner 1883, xxix-xxx. Rogers (1932) argues 
the quantity of coinage of Thessalian cities dated to 302-286 B.C.E. may indicate a certain degree of 
independence in line with the policies of Demetrios. Based on a reference of a territorial dispute between 
Halos and Phthiotic Thebes (Ager 1996, no 153) in the second century B.C.E., Habicht (1972 as cited in 
Reinders 1988, 166) suggests that the temple devoted to Artemis Panachaia at Halos may provide more 
evidence for the Achaian League. Furtwängler (1990, 223-224 fn. 104 as cited in Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 226 
fn. 4) and Reinders (2004b, 192) suggests that the monogram may be XA and not AX and may represent 
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in the establishment of new towns, for example, New Halos.296 The Achaian Coinage League 
may have been simply a co-operative mint identified by the AX. It appears that at the 
beginning of the third century, Achaia Phthiotis experienced some degree of independence, 
albeit short-lived, and celebrated it through the establishment of a new mint.297 Achaia 
Phthiotis appears to have been an important territory for Demetrios, perhaps because of its 
inland resources, coastal harbors, military resources, and southern location linking it to 
Greece. His demise, in addition, to increasing financial and military constraint may have 
caused this mint to cease production around 286 B.C.E.  
 Demetrios Poliorketes’ reign was short-lived and he lost his rule to Lysimachos in 
288/287 B.C.E. The following years were wrought with confusion, especially after 
Lysimachos’ death in 281 B.C.E.  The Galatian invasion of 279 B.C.E. resulted in the death 
of King Ptolemy Keraunos and led to anarchy throughout the kingdom. The fortifications of 
the Thessalian cities protected against the invaders, who were finally expelled by Antigonos 
Gonatas in 276 B.C.E.298 The reign of Antigonos Gonatas, from 277/276 to 234 B.C.E., 
brought stability and prosperity in a period of recovery.299  
3.3.12 Expansion and rise of the Aetolian League 
 The Aetolian League was the growing threat from the west. By 290 B.C.E., the 
Aetolian League controlled the Delphic Amphiktyony. The Thessalians had always played an 
influential role in the Amphktyony, however, with Delphi in the hands of the Aetolians, 
Macedonia, and consequently Thessaly, withdrew from the Amphiktyony. After 277 B.C.E., 
no Thessalian hiernomones were sent to Delphi until the second century B.C.E.300  
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 The growing power of the Aetolians and the encroachment of the Epirotes led 
Antigonos Gonatas to establish a peace treaty with the Aetolians. In exchange for not 
interfering in the Aetolian League, Macedon would continue to control Macedon and 
Thessaly, while the Aetolians controlled the southern borders.301 Pyrrhus continued to 
challenge Macedonian control of the region militarily and ideologically. The latter is 
exemplified in 274 B.C.E., when Pyrrhus, having won a decisive battle, dedicated the spoils 
of war to the Temple of Athena Itonia in Pelasgiotis between Larissa and Pherae, a 
Thessalian cult. This dedication attests to the importance of ideological propaganda in 
challenging Macedonian authority, especially in Thessaly.302 The death of Pyrrhus in 272 
B.C.E. marked the end of Epirote expansionist program. Macedon was weakened militarily 
and was not capable of resisting the eastward expansion of the Aetolian League,303 which by 
265 B.C.E. had extended its borders to southern Thessaly and western Achaia Phthiotis, 
including the city of Melitaia.304 
 The stability of the Aetolians, in contrast to the Macedonians and Epirotes, attracted 
cities, especially in the border regions, to join the League.305 Grainger argues that the 
Aetolians gradually and peacefully extended their influence through the territorial acquisition 
and eventually through the leadership of the Amphiktyony. They implemented a policy of 
integration, which included the immediate participation of populations within the political 
and administrative structure of the Aetolian League. As a result of the perceived equality, 
there were very few uprisings within the League itself.306  
                                                
301 Grainger 1995, 325.  
302 Graniger 2011, 53-54; this was a tactic that the Macedonians also used on multiple occasions. 
303 Grainger 1995, 317, 319-32; Walsh 1993, 39.  
304 Grainger 1995, 317; Aetolia had integrated Herakleia, an independent city, into its League in 280 B.C.E. 
Additionally by 280 B.C.E., Dolopia, one of the Thessalian perioikoi and consequently Macedonian territory, 
joined the Aetolian League. 
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 In the second half of the third century B.C.E., the eastward expansion of the 
Aetolian League began to encroach on Thessalian territory and by 221 B.C.E., Aetolia 
possessed all of Achaia Phthiotis.307  Representatives from the Achaian cities were sent to 
Delphi as heiromnemones on behalf of the Aetolians.308 In the following years, however, 
territorial possession vacillated between the two powers. During the Social War, the 
Aetolians lost some of their Achaian territory in the east but maintained the city of Melitaia 
and probably the surrounding territory, including Pereia, Phylladon, Carandae, and 
Thaumakos.309 The Aetolians continued to assert territorial claims of their lost cities by 
sending hiermnemones from these cities to the Amphiktyony. In doing so, the Aetolians 
maintained control of the Amphiktyony, perpetuated hostility against the Macedonians, and 
reasserted their territorial rights through the claims of Thessalian exiles living in Aetolia.310  
 The Aetolian threat culminated during the reign of Demetrios II, son of Antigonos 
Gonatas, who fought against an Aetolian-Achaean alliance in 239/238 B.C.E.311 Demetrios 
II lost the territory of Achaia Phthiotis in 235/233 B.C.E. to the Aetolians and was unable to 
recover it.312 Upon the death of Demetrios II in 229 B.C.E., the Aetolian League expanded 
into the Macedonian territory of Achaia Phthiotis, including the port of Phthiotic Thebes, 
and as far as the tetrads of Thessaliotis and Hestiaiotis.313 Demetrios II’s successor, 
Antigonos III Doson, quelled the initial Thessalian revolts and recaptured the Thessalian 
plains in 229/228 B.C.E., but not Achaia Phthiotis. His reign was dominated by the 
                                                                                                                                            
votes and annexation of land, for example, with Phokis, but is cautious as similar situation do not show 
parallel circumstances in votes. McInerney (1999, 245.) mentions that the Aetolians had 2 votes in 278 
B.C.E. but increased to 9 votes in 259 B.C.E.; he attributes the increase in votes to land acquisition.  
307 van Antwerp Fine 1932, 143.  
308 Delphic inscriptions mention two Pharsalians, a Gomphian, two Limnaeans, two Cyphaerans, two Phthiotic 
Thebans, two Thaumacians, and two Melitaeans. See van Antwerp Fine 1932, 143-145; Walsh 1993, 40-41.  
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perpetual threat of the Aetolian League.314  
3.3.13 Macedon and Rome  
 In 221 B.C.E., Philip V’s ascent to the throne was not met with any internal 
opposition, but he was embroiled immediately in conflict with both the Aetolians and the 
Romans.315 To strengthen his position, Philip V allied himself with the Achaeans, 
Thessalians, Epirotes, Akarnanians, Boeotians, and Phokians. Philip V and his allies fought 
against the Aetolians, Spartans and Elians in the Social War in 220-217 B.C.E.316 He was 
successful in the re-acquisition of Pharsalos in 217 B.C.E.317 and much of Achaia Phthiotis, 
including Echinus, Larissa Kremaste, Kyphaera, and Xyniae by 210 B.C.E.318 Phthiotic 
Thebes, an Aetolian stronghold, was captured in 217 B.C.E. by Philip; he sacked the city, 
enslaved the population, repopulated the site with Macedonians, and changed its name to 
Philipou.319  
Immediately following the Social War, Philip V was engrossed in the Macedonian 
Wars. The First Macedonian War, 215-205 B.C.E, was provoked by Philip V’s treaty with 
Hannibal, which Rome saw as a military threat. The Second Macedonian War, 200-197 
B.C.E, was fought against the Romans, led by Titus Quintus Flamininus and Rome’s ally, 
Aetolia. Tensions between the Macedonians and Aetolians mounted over territorial claim of 
the cities of Pharsalos and the Achaian cities of Phthiotic Thebes, Larissa Kremaste, and 
Echnius.320 After his defeat at the Battle of Kynoscephalae, near Skotoussa, in 197 B.C.E,321 
                                                
314 Justin 28.3.14; van Antwerp Fine (1932, 146) has argued in detail that by 228 B.C.E, Thessaly proper, 
including Gomphi and Limnaea, were recovered from Aetolian control by Antigonos Doson; Walsh 1993, 
39; Graninger 2010, 320-321. 
315 Batziou-Efstathiou 2002, 12.  
316 Derow 2003, 58. 
317 Walsh 1993, 39-40; Polyb. 9.45. 
318 Polyb. 9.41-9.42.4. 
319 Polyb. 5. 99-100; Dio. 26.9.  
320 Livy 32.33. 33 and Plut. Flam 8.5, 9 recounts that Philip V was willing to concede the cites of Larisa 
Kremaste and Pharsalos but refused to relinquish control of Phthiotic Thebes; Walsh 1993, 35-37. 
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Philip V was forced to relinquish some of his territory. Tetradic Thessaly, Perrhaebia, 
Magnesia, and Achaia Phthiotis were declared freed. Tribute and garrisons were abolished, 
and the walls of Demetrias were demolished. The Romans gave possession of Phthiotic 
Thebes to the Aetolians because of their historic relationship with the Aetolians, who had 
sheltered the Thebans in the Aetolian city of Thronion and preserved their civic identity 
after Philip V destroyed their city.322 The territorial distribution by the Romans, in particular 
the contested Achaian cities, 323 led to hostility in Aetolian-Roman relations. This rift led to 
an alliance between Antiochos and the Aetolians in 191 B.C.E., which the Romans defeated. 
Roman hegemony was solidified in the Mediterranean.324 Meanwhile, Philip had allied 
himself with Rome, and as a result of good relations, was able to recover Demetrias, some 
Magnesian territory, Perrhaebia, part of Achaia Phthiotis, and western Thessaly. However, in 
185 B.C.E., after these territories appealed to Rome, they were liberated and subsequently 
integrated into the newly formed Thessalian League.325   
3.3.14 Revival of the Thessalian League 
 The Roman Flaminius was involved in restructuring the politics and administration 
in Thessaly. He revived and reorganized the Thessalian League. The personnel of the League 
now consisted of a strategos, an elected leader, who held a one-year term, and archons, who 
served as municipal administrators.326 Larissa was established as the new capital of the 
League. Flamininius played an important role in the formation and consolidation of the new 
League and its ideology, including the establishment of two federal cults to Athena Itonia at 
                                                                                                                                            
321 Polyb. 18.19-27. 
322 Polyb. 18.38.1; Polyb. 5.99-100, Livy 28.7.11-12; Walsh 1993, 43-45. 
323 Walsh 1993, 37, 45.  
324 Walsh 1993, 35, 45-46. 
325 Graninger 2010, 323. 
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Philia and Zeus Eleutherios at Larissa.327 He returned power to the aristocrats.328 Eastern 
Achaia Phthiotis, with the exception of Phthiotic Thebes, was quickly integrated into the 
revived Thessalian League in 196 B.C.E. Achaia Phthiotis and the other perioikoi probably 
did not play a major role in the newly founded League and no strategos is known to have 
come from the region. The Macedonian king Perseus, son of Philip V, who ruled from 179-
168 B.C.E., continued to have southern territorial ambitions but was subsequently defeated 
by the Romans. The early second century B.C.E. is marked by relative peace and prosperity 
of Thessaly and Achaia Phthiotis as the pro-Roman Thessalian League continued to grow in 
size, wealth, and power.329 Thessaly, after being subordinate for centuries, had finally 
returned to its former glory. 
*** 
 During the Hellenistic period, Thessaly was not a major power, but rather was a 
pawn in the struggle of others, particularly for and against the Macedonians. The Thessalian 
League experienced brief periods of resurgence, however, it was never able to sustain its 
authority, as internal civil strife plagued the League. Unlike Perrhaebia and Magnesia, the 
perioikoi of Achaia Phthiotis had a tetradic orientation and its southern location and harbors 
made it coveted by internal and external powers. At the beginning of the third century 
B.C.E., the Achaian cities may have joined together to form the short-lived Achaia Coinage 
League. Throughout much of its history, the cities were intertwined in territorial disputes 
between the Macedonians, Aetolians, and later the Romans. At the beginning of the second 
century, with the intervention of the Romans, parts of Achaia Phthiotis were independent 
again and rejoined the Thessalians in the newly configured Thessalian League. The flip-
                                                
327 Graninger 2011, 43-86.  
328 Derow 2003, 63, 65.  
329 Reinders 1988, 173; Graninger 2010, 323; Graninger 2011, 28.  
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flopping of territory claims and the introduction of external political powers in Thessaly 
characterize this turbulent period history.  
3.4 Hellenistic Thessaly on the ground 
 From the mid-fourth to mid-second centuries B.C.E., external powers dictated the 
politics of Thessaly. This situation raises several questions. To what extent did these 
foreigners influence the lives of the population? Under whose jurisdiction were the social, 
economic, or political institutions and to what extent were they involved in daily 
administration? What were the socio-economic impacts of foreign rule? During this period, 
political instability led to urban migration in Thessaly and in other parts of the Hellenistic 
world. This phenomenon altered the landscape with the construction of new cities and the 
fortifying of old cities, but also had repercussions on the economic and social structure of 
society. The following sections explore the urban environment in terms of foundation, 
planning, administration, economics, and demographics within the fluctuating political 
sphere of the Hellenistic world. As a regional study, emphasis is placed on the cities of 
Phthiotic Thebes, Halos, Goritsa, Demetrias, Phthiotic Eretria, and Pharsalos in southern 
Thessaly (fig. 2), but the study seeks to contextualize them within the region and the greater 
Greek world.  
3.5 Founding of the Thessalian Cities  
In the late fourth to early third century B.C.E., Thessaly witnessed a surge of 
urbanism. Nucleated settlements with heavy fortifications protected the population, 
however, the financial burden of fortifying a city was great. Some wealthy cities, such as 
Rhodes, were able to fund their own building projects, but for most cities, the building costs 
were so great that royal patronage was required.330 The practice of founding new cities 
                                                
330  Loots et al. (2000, 614) discuss the financial aid given by Hellenistic monarchs to a number of cities in Asia 
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followed the policies of the early monarchs, and Thessaly appears to have received 
considerable attention from Kassander and particularly the Antigonids.331 There were three 
types of urban foundations: 1) fortifying and expanding older cities, 2) synoikism of villages 
either in new locations or at old expanded towns, and 3) new foundations.  
Pharsalos and Phthitoic Eretria were long-standing, inland cities located in the tetrad 
of Phthiotis. Pharsalos’ strategic location on the southeastern extreme of the western plain 
of Thessaly and its prominent role in history brought it into numerous conflicts.332 
Occupation at Pharsalos dates back to prehistory and is thought to be Phthia, the birthplace 
of legendary hero Achilles.333 Originally, the polis of Pharsalos was concentrated on the 
acropolis. It gradually started to spread down the slopes of the hill into the plain and in the 
second half of the fourth century B.C.E., a fortification wall was built around an extended 
inhabited area, which was organized in a grid system (fig. 16).334 Pharsalos was entwined in 
the territorial disputes between the Aetolians and Macedonians. There is evidence of violent 
damage dating to the third century, which may be related to its destruction by Philip V.335 In 
the Late Roman and Byzantine period, the city was reoccupied, albeit on a reduced scale; 
only the acropolis and the upper city were re-inhabited.336  
Similar to Pharsalos, Phthiotic Eretria’s location along the Pharsalos-Pherae and 
Skotoussa-Phthiotic Thebes routes and near to prominent Hellenistic battles sites337 brought 
                                                                                                                                            
Minor to build their fortifications including: Herakleia on the Latmos, Ephesos, Miletos, and possibly 
Sagalassos. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 132; Tziafalias et al. 2006b, 226-227.  
331  Reinder 1988, 183. Demetrios was involved in the relocation of the city at Sikyon in the Corinthia, which 
was renamed Demetrias. See Plut. Dem. Pol. 25.2; Dio. 20.102.2; Kassander refounded the cities of Poteidia 
and Thebes and established new cities of Thessalonike, named after his Thessalian wife, and Kassandreia, 
see Shipley 2000, 114.   
332  Westlake 1969, 12-13; Décourt et al. 2004, 702; Strabo 9.5.3, 10.1.10; Polyb. 5.9.3, Plut. Brut. 6. 
333  Westlake 1969, 11-12.  
334  Stählin 1967, 139-141. Stählin 1967, 139; Κατακοτα and Τουϕεξης 1994, 198. 
335  Livy 32.33 
336  Lippold 1936, 75-78; Κατακοτα and Τουϕεξης 1994, 192.  
337  Blum 1992, 166. 
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instability to the city and countryside.338 Habitation dates to the sixth century B.C.E., but the 
settlement was not fortified until the late fourth or early third century B.C.E. when it became 
an independent center. It was at this time that the town grew to encompass an area of 6 ha 
divided into a fortified lower city and a separate fortified acropolis (fig. 17). Habitation 
spread down the slopes of the hill within the lower walls. There is some evidence of suburbs 
or extramural habitation to the east. 339 The walls of Phthiotic Eretria were destroyed by 
Philip V in 217 B.C.E.340 Its destruction may have been prompted by Aetolian presence in 
the area or at the site. The city may have been occupied by the Aetolians;341 a grave stele 
attests to at least one Aetolian living at Eretria.342 The walls of the town were destroyed, but 
the population did not relocate far away. The people reoccupied the town and its immediate 
surroundings and continued to worship in the extramural sanctuary into the Imperial period. 
Eretria continued to be occupied until the second century C.E.343  
The towns of Phthiotic Thebes and Demetrias were established as synoikisms and 
both acquired harbors. Both cities were established as synoikisms of small villages and towns 
that were economically stagnant.344 Phthiotic Thebes is located at the northern edge of the 
Almiros plain on a hill with three summits.345 The city was occupied from the prehistoric 
through the Byzantine period, although the majority of the visible physical remains date to 
the fourth century or later.346 In the second half of the fourth century B.C.E., the city 
underwent a synoikism with the towns of Pyrasos and Phylake and expanded physically and 
                                                
338  Blum 1992, 166, 211-212. 
339  Blum 1981, 10-11, 76; Blum 1992, 226; Leake 1835, 212. 
340  Livy 32.13; Blum 1981, 172. 
341  Blum 1992, 225-227.  
342  A funerary stele from the third to second century B.C.E. identified the deceased as an Aetolian named 
Sosandros. Décourt 1995, 138 no. 126.  
343  Blum 1981, 131.  
344  Hourmouziadis et al. 1982, 40.  
345  Stählin 1906, 6; Stählin 1967, 171-172. 
346 Décourt et al. 2004, 717-718; Grohmann 1934, 1591.  
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demographically.347 This synoikism is exhibited in the amalgamation of iconography on their 
new fourth century coinage.348 Habitation extended down the slopes of the hill and parts of a 
grid plan have been revealed (fig. 18).349 Considerable investment was made in some of the 
public buildings, particularly the numerous sanctuaries. With the acquisition of the harbor of 
Pyrasos, Phthiotic Thebes controlled the trade of Achaia Phthiotis and flourished 
economically. In the late third century B.C.E., the city came under the control of the 
Aetolians and was used as an Aetolian base for maundering and piracy.350 Philip V sacked the 
city in 217 B.C.E., sold its population into slavery, and renamed the city Philipou.351 With the 
liberation of Thessaly by the Romans, Thebes became a contested territory between the 
Aetolians and Macedonians.352 Unlike many cities of the second century, Phthiotic Thebes 
did not retract but was revitalized as a thriving port throughout the Roman period.   
 The city of Demetrias is situated on the Bay of Volos. In 290 B.C.E., the King of 
Macedon, Demetrios Poliorketes, founded the city and named it Demetrias after himself.353 
Its strategic location permitted Demetrios to establish a more central naval base stronghold 
port that also served as the second Macedonian capital after Pella.354 Founded as a synoikism, 
Demetrias brought together thirteen small Magnesian settlements and two harbors for 
security as well as economic prosperity.355 As a Macedonian royal capital, it was a royal 
residence and an administrative center (fig. 19). In the Hellenistic period, Demetrias reached 
                                                
347 Stählin 1967, 174; Décourt et al. 2004, 717. 
348 Coins integrated imagery from each of the towns: Demeter represents Pyrassos, the legendary figure of 
Protesilaos, son of the mythical founder of Phylake marks its incorporation, and the name Thebes is written 
on the reverse; Rogers 1932, 174-175 fig. 306-308; Gardner 1883, 50 no. 1 and 2. 
349 Stählin 1906, 6. 
350 Polyb. 5.99-100.  
351 Polyb. 5. 99-100; Dio. 26.9; Pliny 32.33. 
352 Walsh 1993, 45-46. 
353 Marzolff 1994, 60. 
354 Strabo 9.5.15; Marzolff 1980, 24. 
355 Stählin 1967, 47, 51, 53-54, 56, 62. Strabo (9.5.15) lists Rhizus, Nelia, Ormenious, Pagasae, Boebe, Sepias, 
Iolkos and Olizon. Other cities were incorporated at a later date including: Homolion, Kasthanaea, Aiole, 
Koroke and the Apollo oracle and Spalanthra and the temple of Artemis Soteria.  
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its height as a dominant polis and main Thessalian port. The city experienced multiple 
periods of growth and an influx of foreign populations.356 At the beginning of the second 
century, its walls were razed by the Romans.357 The city was restored briefly to Macedon 
before it was declared liberated in 185 B.C.E. and joined the Thessalian League.358 Despite 
the first century B.C.E. decline of the harbor and retraction of parts of the urban space, the 
city continued to be inhabited until the 17th century C.E.359  
Although perhaps not technically a synoikism, the re-founding of the classical city of 
Old Halos, reunited the population of the old city in a new location.360 New Halos used the 
iconography of Old Halos on its coinage, thereby maintaining the polis identity of Old 
Halos.361 New Halos was located 2 km inland in the plain at the base of the foothills of the 
Othrys mountains. The city was founded around 302 B.C.E. after the standoff in the 
Almiros Plain between Kassander and Demetrios.362 Reinders argues that Demetrios 
commissioned the city of New Halos to protect the pass to Thermopylae, the liberated 
Achaian cities to the south, and access to the Malian Gulf.363 The city’s strategic location and 
its strong military character strengthen the probability of involvement by a prominent leader, 
however, the urban layout implies civilian habitation and not strictly a military function (fig. 
                                                
356 Stählin 1967, 74. 
357 Polyb. 18.46. 
358 Graninger 2010, 323. 
359  Stählin 1934, 96; Marzolff 1994, 65-66. 
360  Reinders 1988, 182; the possibility of synoikism is dependent on the addition of ‘syn’ to Strabo’s text 
(9.5.8).  
361  Reinders 1988, 182.  
362  Reinders 1988, 169. Halos must have been founded after the standoff in the Krokian plain otherwise 
Diodoros would have mentioned it along with the other minor towns. 
363  Reinders 1988, 170; Prummel 2003b, 182. In contrast to Reinders, Marzolff believes that Kassandros 
founded Halos based on the quantity of Kassandros coins found at the site. Reinders argues that since 
Kassander already controlled the northern part of the Almiros Plain and had garrisons stationed at Phthiotic 
Thebes, there was no benefit for Kassander to invest in the construction of a nearby city. If Demetrios did 
commission the city, it is possible that part of his army remained behind to help with the construction and 
guard its territory from Kassander. 
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20).364 Around 265 B.C.E., the lower city was abandoned, probably after an earthquake, and 
only the southeast gate was re-occupied as a farmstead or agricultural estate.365 Taxation, 
economic reliance on pastoralism, limited control over agricultural resources, and the 
subsequent lack of investment in the urban center by its inhabitants may have caused the city 
of New Halos to fail.366 The majority of the population dispersed throughout the territory 
after 265 B.C.E, however, they continued to identify with the town as a political and social 
entity even in the absence of a functioning urban center.367  
Goritsa was another town with a strong defensive character, which was probably 
funded by a monarch. The site of Goritsa occupies a hill promontory along the Bay of Volos 
across from Demetrias. The ancient name of the city is unknown,368 but the site is associated 
with Philip II’s plans to fortify Magnesia.369 Philip’s involvement would account for the 
expenditure for state-of-the-art fortifications.370 The foundation of the city dates to the mid-
fourth century B.C.E., although the walls were likely not completed until after Philip’s 
death.371 While defense was a priority, Goritsa was a civilian town, and not exclusively a 
military outpost or garrison (fig. 21).372 The population may have been partly military, 
especially at its foundation, however, the extensive urban plan and housing facilities suggest 
                                                
364 Reinders 1988, 187; Reinders 2003b, 240, 244-246. Shipley (2000, 91) and Shipley and Hansen (2006, 55) 
emphasize the military character of the city, particularly the layout. Reinders (2003b, 244-246) argues that 
the majority of the inhabitants were likely to be civilian based on the material from the houses and the large 
size of the city  
365 Reinders 2003a, 32-33; personal communication with H.R. Reinders June 2009. 
366 Haagsma 2010, 249-259. 
367 Reinders 1988, 175; Ager 1996, no.153. Regional sanctuaries, particularly in the earlier periods, tended to 
play a political as well as religious function and served as meeting places for a dispersed population see 
Morgan 2003, 107-163.  
368 Bakhuizen 1992, 213-226, 313-316; Shipley (2000, 91) suggests it may be ancient Orminion founded by 
Demetrios I to guard the bay.  
369 Dem.. 1.22. 
370 Oude Kotte 1992, 141-144.  
371 Bakhuizen (1992, 226, 313) assigns a date from the last quarter of the fourth century to the mid-third 
century B.C.E. based on pottery finds and coins. Oude Kotte (1992, 140-142) dates the fortifications to the 
late fourth century based on advancements in defensive elements integrated into the walls at Goritsa.  
372 Bakhuizen 1992; Shipley and Hansen 2006, 55.  
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that at least part of the population was drawn from the countryside. Its decline is likely 
related to the construction of Demetrias, which dominated the area. Habitation at Goritsa 
was relatively short-lived and Bakhuizen suggests that the site was not inhabited after the 
mid-third century.373  
3.6 Urban development  
 The six cities of Phthiotis, Achaia Phthiotis, and Magnesia all experienced an urban 
migration in the late fourth to early third century B.C.E. with the construction of new towns 
or the expansion and fortifying of old cities. By the Hellenistic period, standardized practices 
of Greek urban planning were established and consisted of a grid layout organized with 
formalized spaces for civic and religious institutions. Circuit walls enclosing planned urban 
spaces. Adaptability to the local setting was practiced while maintaining a sense of regularity. 
The use of grid planning in the East demonstrates the adoption of a Greek-style urban 
environment.374 Defensive systems took into account advances in poliorcetics through their 
choice of masonry, quantity, and spacing of towers and attests to the growing concern for 
safety behind fortification walls.  
3.6.1 Fortifications 
Many cities were built on hilltops and utilized the natural terrain to reinforce their 
fortifications. Phthiotic Thebes, Phthiotic Eretria, Pharsalos, and Goritsa were all built on 
rocky outcrops with a clear view of the surrounding territory. On the other hand, New Halos 
was located in the flat plain, but used natural boundaries to protect the site on three sides: 
the spurs of the Othrys on the west, the salt marsh and the sea to the east, and the 
                                                
373 Bakhuizen 1992, 226. The absence of moldmade bowls is presented as evidence for a mid-third century 
abandonment of the site.  
374 Shipley 2000, 91-92. 
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Amphrysos River on the north. Thus, the position of New Halos utilized the topography to 
its advantage to reinforce and protect its position in the plain.  
Towers were set up along the circuit walls to serve as bases from which to defend 
the walls against invaders. With the development of siege warfare, towers become an 
increasingly integral part of the defensive system. More towers were added to the circuit and 
the height of the towers increases to accommodate multiple storeys for artillery chambers.375  
At New Halos, Phthiotic Thebes, and Demetrias, towers were spaced at roughly regular 
intervals of 40 m, 50 m and 60 m intervals.376 While the spacing of the towers is related to 
defensive strategies, variations in the topography required their spacing to be altered to 
protect vulnerabilities in the circuit. At Goritsa, irregular intervals between towers and the 
addition of the ridge fortification along the north circuit reinforced weak points along the 
wall.377 Towers protected the circuit and gates, as these access points required extra 
monitoring. Movement within the city, particularly in reference to thoroughfares, was also a 
security concern. A disconnection between the fortifications and grid avoided direct access 
between the outside and inside of the city. This technique was used at Goritsa and at Kastro 
Kallithea.378 
Thessalian cities incorporated the following defensive elements: a lower enceinte 
with multiple towers, limited and controlled access, a separate fortified acropolis, proteichisma 
or diateichisma. The circuit walls in some cases are integrated into one another, suggesting 
contemporaneous building, or in other cases may have been built during separate phases of 
construction.379 Diateichisma were internal walls that served as an additional barrier of 
                                                
375 Oude Kotte 1992, 141-144; Winter 1971.  
376 Reinders 1988, 72 (Halos); Oude Kotte 1992, 144 (Phthiotic Thebes); Marzolff 1994, 60 (Demetrias).  
Towers were also spaced at intervals of 40 m at Proerna.    
377 Bakhuizen 1992, 96, 156, 161-162. 
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protection and divided the urban space into regions. They were sometimes built in 
conjunction with the main fortifications, but were often later additions associated with the 
expansion of the urban area, for example, at Demetrias.380 Diateichisma were common 
features of fortifications at Thessalian cities including: Melitaia, Phthiotic Thebes, Pelinna, 
Atrax, Demetrias, Phthiotic Eretria, Larissa Kremaste, Kastro Kallithea, and Pherae.381 At 
Pharsalos, the diateichisma separated the upper and lower parts the city and had a 
proteichisma on the acropolis.382 A proteichisma and the Great Battery were constructed to 
reinforce and guard the promontory at Goritsa.383   
As the high points of the city, acropoleis were often reserved for military use, places 
of refuge, or for religious worship.384 At Phthiotic Thebes and Pharsalos, the acropoleis were 
fortified with cyclopean walls dating to the Archaic period.385 At Phthiotic Thebes, there was 
a temple to Athena Polias, which was rebuilt in the fifth and fourth centuries.386 As part of 
the amalgamation of multiple villages, Demetrias had two acropoleis: the old acropolis of 
Pagasai with a temple and a fortified acropolis with a battery.387 At Phthiotic Eretria, the 
acropolis was fortified with an upper and lower wall, dividing the space into two parts. The 
lower part of the acropolis has no visible remains and may have been reserved as a place of 
refuge.388 The acropolis wall, or at least part of it may have been built contemporaneous with 
the outer fortifications, which led Blum to suggest that the acropolis was built as a garrison, 
perhaps occupied by the Aetolians.389 The acropoleis at Goritsa and Halos had a strong 
                                                
380 Sokolicek 2009, 29, 63, 83; Marzolff 1994, 61. 
381 Sokolicek 2009, 49-58, 77, 83, 90, 91, 100, 113,114. 
382 Stählin 1967, 139-141; Κατακοτα and Τουϕεξης 1994. 192.  
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military character. Only a cistern was found on the acropolis at Goritsa and points to its use 
as a stronghold.390 The 12th century C.E. Byzantine fort lies on top of the Hellenistic remains 
at Halos, however, there was probably a battery and served as an outpost.391 Each of these 
cities had a strong military character to its fortification.  
3.6.2 Fortification networks 
In addition to urban circuit walls, rural fortification networks may have been set up 
in order to delineate territory or serve as outposts and signaling towers.392 The construction 
of these networks coincided with the urbanization of the territory and may also be in 
response to the defensive vulnerability of the city and countryside. In Phokis, a system of 
fortifications was constructed throughout the territory in the late fourth century B.C.E. The 
Phokians constructed a defensive system with fortified sites that were spaced approximately 
5 km apart and served as refuges for the dispersed population in the countryside.393 In 
Corinthia, towers delineated the territory, guarded passes, and served as a defensive system 
of communication between sites.394 Towers throughout the Sikyonian territory overlooked or 
were connected with roadways as a means of controlling traffic through the countryside.395 
One such network is present in Achaia Phthiotis. There is a series of towers linking the 
territory of Halos and Kastro Kallithea (fig. 22); these towers guarded the passage between 
the coast and inland plains.396 An analysis of these towers has demonstrated the 
interconnectedness of the system and the strategic placement of outposts based on lines of 
sight and viewsheds between sites.397 Mirroring the rest of Greece, the increased number of 
                                                
390 Bakhuizen 1992, 156, 162.  
391 Reinders 2003a, 31. 
392 Shipley and Hansen, 2006. 56.  
393 McInerney 1999, 109-114, 340-354 (Appendix III). 
394 Caraher et al. 2010, 385-415.  
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rural towers attests to increased necessity of outposts as a means of defense and 
communication in the fourth century B.C.E. in Achaia Phthiotis.  
3.6.3 Urban layout 
The urban layouts of these cities are similar and follow established models and 
practices. The lower part of the city usually comprised the main area of occupation. The 
smallest of these cities was Phthiotic Eretria with a fortified area of only 6 ha.398 Larger are 
the lower cities of Phthiotic Thebes and Halos, which enclose an area of 40 ha.399 Goritsa is 
slightly smaller with an area of 32 ha, similar to Kastro Kallithea.400 The largest city, 
Demetrias, comprised an urban area of 440 ha.401 The entire enclosed area, however, may 
not have been built on with sections left vacant for security, future development, or refuge. 
At Demetrias only a possible 90 ha of 440 ha may have been inhabited. Similarly 17.5 ha of 
the 32 ha of urban space at Goritsa were built on. 402 Nevertheless, vacant space was 
incorporated into the plan of the city and did not disrupt the grid system.  
The urban space was organized into an oblique or rectangular grid plan with 
standard dimensions of housing blocks, divided of space into sectors or nemeses, and 
integrated public buildings into the layout.403 Variations existed regarding the alignment of 
the fortifications with the grid, the size of the city blocks, and the use of multiple modules 
for housing blocks.404 Within the grid, the space was apportioned into city blocks and then 
further subdivided into house plots. The dimensions of the city blocks at Halos, Goritsa, and 
Demetrias are consistent in width yet differ in length. At Goritsa, the blocks had a standard 
width of 32 m but the length was dictated by the terrain and ranged from 16-157 m; on 
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average the blocks have a standard length of 94 m, 126 m or 157 m.405 At Halos, the width of 
the blocks was approximately 30 m, with a length of 80 m, 180 m, or 210 m.406 The blocks at 
Demetrias are consistent and measure 100.5m x 50.5m (fig. 23).407 Shipley and Hansen draw 
a connection between the elongated blocks and the military character of the cities. They 
suggest that the narrow long blocks were used “maximizing the number of defenders who 
could be housed in a given fortified area.”408 Only small sections of the grid at Phthiotic 
Eretria, Phthiotic Thebes, and Pharsalos have been uncovered and it is therefore not 
possible to reconstruct the dimensions of the grid. Different modules for blocks resulted in 
variation in the size and number of houses per block.  
The urban space was organized and manipulated to accommodate civic and religious 
institutions. Wealthy benefactors played a considerable role in shaping the physical 
development and beautification of the city. Monarchical politics contributed to reinvention 
and physical monumentalizing of civic institutions.409 Patronage, royal or private, provided 
the funds for urban embellishments. For example, soldiers returning from Alexander’s 
campaigns in the East contributed to public works in the gymnasium at Pherae.410 An 
inscription from Larissa records the names of contributors for renovations to the 
gymnasium, which includes Philip V along with many wealthy Larisseans.411 In contrast to 
the Classical period, public display of wealth in the Hellenistic period was a way for private 
citizens to rise to prominence through civic investment.412  
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Agoras were formalized during this period by delineating the open area with stoas or 
monumental buildings. As part of new constructions or as renovations, these monumental 
structures defined the agoras at Athens, Priene, Demetrias, possibly Halos, Pharsalos, Kastro 
Kallithea, and Phthiotic Thebes.413 The open or enlarged space of the agora was integrated 
into the grid and was often connected to main traffic arteries. Even in short-lived cities, such 
as Kassope, Goritsa, and Phthiotic Eretria, the permanent physical forms of these 
institutions had not yet materialized but the space for these public institutions was 
designated and awaited construction. The commercial and civic functions of the agora in 
some cities were divided into two separate or contiguous spaces, for example, at Priene, 
Pergamon, Ephesos, Demetrias,414 and possibly Kastro Kallithea. Sielhorst argues that with 
this formalization of the agora, there was a shift from a functional space to one of display 
with an emphasis on civic identity.415  
Remains of few public structures have been identified because of the poor 
preservation, although land allocated for public or civic use can be identified, for example, at 
Demetrias.416 Many of the civic institutions, such as the prytaneion or bouleterion, are known 
from literature and permanent structures specifically for these institutions become 
increasingly common. The plans of these buildings are generic, and therefore, are difficult to 
assign to particular institutions. Some socio-political institutions are recognizable structures, 
such as theaters, and the construction of many theaters in old and new cities reiterated the 
importance of this institution.417 A number of stone theaters have been discovered in 
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Thessaly including at Larissa, Pherae, Demetrias, and Phthiotic Thebes. The construction of 
these monumental civic buildings implies the prosperity of the city or its citizens.  
3.7 Administration and economy of Hellenistic Thessaly 
By the mid-fourth century, Thessaly and its perioikoi were incorporated into the 
political sphere of Macedon. The Thessalian League continued to exist and Philip II and 
later Alexander were both elected as archon of the League. Despite this role, the 
Macedonian kings interfered little in the daily administration and local economy of either the 
League or individual cities. At the beginning of his archonship, Philip established a new 
administrative system, the decadaria, rule of ten, yet little is known about how the system was 
implemented or functioned. Officials known as tetrarchs were established in each of the tetrads 
of Thessaly and reported back to the king, although, details of their jurisdiction are otherwise 
unknown.418 Despite the change in the overarching regional political system, the propertied 
elites continued to dominate local politics and through patronage, they increased their 
political and social power.419  
Foreign affairs were under the jurisdiction of the king. Individual cities no longer had 
the authority to engage in military conflicts without royal involvement. The absence of a 
standing army resulted in the establishment of diplomacy for resolving inter-polity conflict. 
In the Hellenistic period, the institution of arbitration became a formal judicial institution, in 
which citizens or states resolved conflict peacefully through third party arbitration, which 
could include individuals, states, monarchs and later the Roman Senate as the judge.420 The 
arbitration process and verdict were recorded in inscriptions; Thessalian cities were involved 
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in numerous territorial disputes.421 Through the king’s participation in arbitration, he 
validated the institution and promoted stability through the exploitation of traditional or new 
modified institutions.422  
3.7.1 Economy: coinage 
An established institution in cities was the mint. Cities minted their own coins, which 
were symbols of their civic identity and local mythical history. The introduction of royal 
coinage promoted royal authority and was used as a propagandistic tool. Royal and local 
coinage circulated concurrently. The quantity and prominence of royal coinage have been 
cited as evidence of the suppression of local economies.423 On the other hand, as Martin 
points out, many local mints may have ceased to exist because of the economic hardship of 
procuring resources and paying mint personnel rather than the royal stoppage of the mints. 
Local mints continued to function in some cities, for example, at Larissa, although on a 
diminished scale of production. Cities reduced their production to a single bronze type and 
kept local coins in circulation longer.424 The influx of Macedonian coins into circulation in 
Thessaly reduced the need for local currency, especially in a struggling economy.425  
Although coins do have causal associations with notions of ‘sovereignty’, Martin 
argues that financial, rather than ideological circumstances dictated their production, notably 
during the reigns of Philip and Alexander. Later in the Hellenistic period, coinage does 
acquire a more propagandistic element with the Diadochoi drawing on them as symbols of 
legitimacy. By incorporating ideological or genealogical associations, including the 
posthumous circulation of Philip and Alexander coins, new royal coinage was used to 
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legitimatize authority and link the Successors with royal Macedonian lineage, which was 
particularly important in discontiguous parts of the empire.426 Along these same lines, 
individual cities could also utilize coinage as a symbol of self-assertion and independence. A 
city’s ability to mint coins was associated with a level of autonomy. Cities reacquiring 
independence, if financially capable, may have resurrected defunct or established new mints 
to produce their own coinage, for example, Achaian Coinage League.427  
The availability and cost of raw metal raises questions about the monetization of the 
Hellenistic economy as it may have increased financial burden. There is little doubt that 
bartering continued to be practiced between or amongst neighbors or communities for 
small-scale exchange of subsistence items. Large-scale transactions, involving transportation 
of goods to a central or regional market would have been monetized as evident by the spread 
of bronze city coinage.428 Local or royal coinage was used in commercial transactions, 
although a standardized weight, based on the Attic-standard coinage, became the common 
currency amongst foreign merchants during the Hellenistic period.429  
The Hellenistic monarchs utilized coinage for the payment of troops and to fund 
their military campaigns, which subsequently brought in more money from the spoils of 
war.430 Booty was a major incentive for men to join the mercenary army. Thousands of 
Thessalian troops and cavalry, returning from Alexander’s eastern campaigns, received over 
two thousand talents collectively, in addition to regular pay.431 Much of this ‘booty’ was 
funneled into the local economy and public works.432 This influx of currency provided an 
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economic boost to Thessaly, which may have suffered financially in agricultural losses 
(drought) and heavy taxation by the kings.433  
Taxes were most commonly collected in the form of currency. The Thessalian 
League had collected taxes from its members, including the perioikoi, to fund Thessalian 
affairs. As archon of the Thessalian League, Philip II continued to collect taxes, however, he 
diverted funds from Thessaly for his own affairs.434 Funding for Alexander’s campaigns and 
the mercenary armies of the Successors was derived primarily from taxation and harbor 
dues.435 Maintaining a standing mercenary army came at great cost to the kings, who in times 
of financial hardship increased taxes or borrowed from temple treasuries.436 Davies argues 
that the rate of taxation was quite high and similar to modern levels; this would have put 
considerable financial constraints on individual cities or hindered the building of city 
financial reserve.437 Heavy taxation on market goods and ports became a burden for local 
economies, and in Thessaly, years of taxation by the Macedonian kings with little re-
investment in the region had significant economic repercussions. City reserves had been 
depleted, and in years of difficult harvest, they suffered significant economic setbacks.438 
 3.7.2 Economy: land-use and ownership 
Agriculture and animal husbandry were the basis of economic activity in the Classical 
and Hellenistic world. Cereal cultivation, particularly wheat and barley, dominated arable 
lands, while arboriculture capitalized on marginal lands or shallow soils, often through 
terracing.439 The diversification of cultivation strategies, such as oleoculture and arboriculture, 
safeguarded against bad harvests. Olive cultivation was an economically important agro-
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business.440 There is considerable risk in agriculture (see below), and therefore, many 
households may have had house plot gardens and incorporated pastoral activity on a small-
scale to supplement their subsistence-based economy and/or to sell at markets.441  
Cereal cultivation was practiced at varying levels of intensity depending on land 
tenure, draught animal and human labor, number of dependents, and time. In order to 
achieve a level of subsistence, a single family’s land-holdings would range from 5-10 ha with 
traction animals.442 In the Classical period, small ‘sites’ scattered in the landscape have been 
interpreted as private farmsteads, either for permanent or seasonal habitation.443 Regional 
surveys record a shift in the Hellenistic period, exhibiting a decline in the number of small 
‘sites’ in favor of nucleated residences, which appear to be large agricultural estates, or 
villages and cities.444 The causalities of war and economic instability may have led people to 
abandon their land, which permitted the elites to increase their landholdings, wealthy, and 
establish agricultural estates.445 The establishment of large rural sites indicates a shift in rural 
residence patterns and land-ownership.  
 3.7.3 Economy: cereal cultivation in Thessaly  
While other industries and commercial enterprises existed in Thessaly, agriculture 
and stock-breeding was the basis of the economy. In tetradic Thessaly, the vast plains are 
suitable for the cultivation of grains and had potential to produce high yields. Climatic 
conditions differed between the two plains, as did productivity levels, however, both plains 
had the potential to yield a surplus for sale in local and foreign markets. In good years, 
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Thessaly was a major grain producer for export, however, shortages in production were 
equally possible and common.446 
Precarious harvests had significant economic repercussions and grain shortages are 
recorded in the literary and epigraphic sources. In the fourth century B.C.E., Pharsalos 
fluctuated between surplus and deficit in crop yields, which led to municipal instability, 
financial constraints, and finally intervention by a wealthy citizen, Polydamos, who was able 
to fund and stabilized the city politics and economy.447 An inscription from Cyrene records 
the export of grain supplies as a result of a sitodeia, a grain shortage, to numerous Greek cities, 
including Thessalian cities.448 The inscription, dating to the early 320s, records that the cities 
of Larissa, Atrax, Meliboeia, and Oetaei received a total of 109,900 medimnoi.449 Larissa 
received 50,000 measures of grain. This quantity was equivalent to supplies sent to Argos 
and Corinth and suggests that the population of Larissa was comparable in size.450 Such a 
large shipment implies crop failure, perhaps due to drought, rather than low crop yields. 
Other Thessalian cities must have suffered from this drought, but there is no record of them 
importing goods.451  The recurrence of grain shortages is referred to by the establishment of 
the office of ex-seitotamias, a treasurer in charge of the grain fund, in two inscriptions found 
near Larissa.452 The establishment of an office dedicated to grain procurement suggests the 
need for such a provisionary fund.  
Although climate contributed to poor harvests, perpetual battles, many of which 
were fought on Thessalian soil, also had disastrous repercussions on agricultural production. 
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The Lamian War devastated the countryside and made a successful harvest unlikely.453 
Throughout the third century B.C.E., hostilities between the Macedonians, Aetolians, and 
Romans came to the foreground in Thessaly. Sporadic food crises are attested in Magnesia, 
Larissa and Gonnos in Perrhaebia during the Hellenistic period.454  
On the contrary, there is plenty of evidence of bumper crops in Thessaly, which 
contributed to its reputation as a grain producer. During the Peloponnesian War, Lycophron 
of Pherae made his fortune exporting grain.455 Inscriptions record that Thessaly was the 
exporter of grain to cities of Thebes, Kos, Athens, and Rome. In the middle of the third 
century B.C.E., a decree by the Koan and Thessalian koinon was made honoring the 
Thessalian poleis that had sent grain to the island.456  Although Thessalian surplus likely 
supplied Roman troops and garrisons in Greece in the second century B.C.E., Thessaly was 
not a regular source of grain for Rome.457 An inscription dating to 151/150 B.C.E., records 
one instance when Thessaly supplied of grain to the city of Rome. The state of the harvest 
throughout the Empire must have been particularly dire for Rome to draw on Thessalian 
supplies.458 A total of 80,625 medimnoi, approximately 6% of Rome’s total need, were secured 
for shipment from Thessaly.459 The inscription provides details on the origins of the supply, 
transportation of the supply, timetable for delivery, strict penalties for late delivery, and 
choice of harbors.460  The delivery of the previous year’s surplus and the projected yield of 
the harvest suggest that Thessaly was capable, in good years, of producing a significant 
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surplus for sale on local and international markets.461 On the other hand, such a large 
overstock of agricultural produce from the previous year suggests underdeveloped 
redistributive networks or commercial centers462 and/or a reduced population in Thessaly.  
 3.7.4 Economy: animal husbandry 
Animal husbandry refers to either pastoralism or transhumance and both practices 
are poorly represented in the ancient literary and archaeological sources. Transhumance, the 
long-distance migration of flocks between mountain pastures (summer) and the plains 
(winter) has dominated the discussion by drawing on ethnographic parallels.463 Different 
models of traditional societies, such as the Sarakatsani and Vlachs in northern Greece, have 
been proposed as a model for ancient transhumance. Halstead cautions against projecting 
these ethnographic models of specialized transhumance back into antiquity because the 
environmental and economic circumstances required for these specialized activities did not 
exist in antiquity.464 Forbes emphasizes that herds may travel long distances at certain times 
of the year, however, as they are still associated with a primarily sedentary population, and so 
this model is not traditional transhumance. The issue of transhumance versus long-distance 
pastoralism in antiquity may simply be a matter of semantics465 as long-distance extensive 
pastoralism may have occurred in combination with agricultural cultivation or as a 
specialized pastoralism associated with a sedentary economy.466   
Agro-pastoralism or mixed farming was practiced on a household level to 
supplement its subsistence from agriculture, and similar methods were used for profit by 
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wealthy estates.467 Domesticated animals provided meat, secondary products, such as milk 
and wool, and manure, which could be used by the household or sold for as cash.468 Animal 
husbandry was not a subsistence activity because other products, like grain, were necessary 
for caloric intake. Pastoral strategies, including size, labor force, access to markets, and 
distances traversed, differed between household livestock and estate-based herds based on 
the availability of land for grazing.469 Access to land or the ability to pay rental fees for 
pastures emphasizes that large-scale animal husbandry was for profit and was concentrated 
in the hands of the wealthy. While the organization and accessibility of grazing is unclear, 
inscriptions record grants of epinomia, grazing rights, suggesting that pastures were coveted, 
protected, and subject to disputes.470 Grazing exploited fallow or cultivated land, on which 
animals fed off of agricultural residue and fertilized the soil.471 This symbiotic relationship, 
which may have taken on numerous variations, supplemented household subsistence and 
suggests that agro-pastoral activities (mixed farming) occurred throughout the Greek 
countryside.  
Agricultural and pastoral strategies varied based on resources and organization of 
land. As much of the countryside of Thessaly has not been surveyed, it is difficult to 
reconstruct specific settlement patterns and agro-pastoral strategies in the countryside. The 
general model for land-use shows that, by the Hellenistic period, urban-dwellers commuted 
to their fields, and while patterns of rural residency may have changed and been replaced 
with large estates, the exploitation of the land may not have changed drastically.472 The 
surplus produced on the agricultural estates, which were worked by tenants, penestai, or slaves, 
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was the basis for the wealth of the Thessalian aristocracy.473 Land-use models may have 
varied between and even within the tetrads and the perioikoi because of variations in the 
quality of the soil, availability of water, and division of land and labor force. 
 3.7.5 Economy: agro-pastoralism at Halos 
Cereal cultivation is well attested in the fertile plains of tetradic Thessaly. Yet at Halos 
in perioikoi of Magnesia, a different picture emerges. The territory of Halos was surveyed by 
the University of Groningen, under the direction of H.R. Reinders in the 1990s, and the 
results of the survey are still preliminary.474 The territory of Halos had limited arable land 
with soils characterized as ‘moderate to low fertility.’475 Based on calculations of the possible 
yields, the productivity of the soil falls short of basic subsistence requirement for an urban 
population of the town. In addition, the scarcity of rural sites contemporaneous with the polis 
of New Halos suggests that the countryside was not extensively used for cultivation.476 
Therefore, alternative land-use practices, such as oleoculture and pastoralism, were probably 
required to generate cash needed to purchase grain. Evidence for olive cultivation is limited 
but does appear to have been practiced within the city.477  
Pastoralism may have been an alternative subsistence strategy. Reinders and 
Prummel argue for the practice of short-distance seasonal migration of herds between the 
low Othrys Mountains and the Almiros Plain.478 Mixed farming would not have met the 
needs of the city, and therefore, specialized pastoralism may have been practiced for 
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exchange or to generate cash.479 The houses at Halos yielded large quantities of textile 
equipment, which Haagsma equates with a possible textile industry, perhaps in addition to or 
as a result of specialized pastoralism.480 At Halos, the specific environment required the 
population to exploit multiple contiguous and complementary subsistence strategies. 
Consequently, a single model cannot be applied uniformly to all the inhabitants or to the 
region as a whole.  
In tetradic Thessaly, cereal was cultivated on a large-scale, however, animal husbandry, 
were probably practiced side-by-side. In more marginal areas, either in the plains or the 
perioikoi, the lack of arable land may have led to alternative subsistence strategies, such as 
short-distance or specialized pastoralism. A formal or informal symbiotic relationship may 
have existed between or amongst the coast, plains, and mountains areas, in terms of the 
production and trade of specialized products exclusive to the each region.481  
 3.8 Trade  
Trade was a prevalent component of the Hellenistic economy and the harbors along 
the Pagasitic Gulf connected Thessaly with the greater Hellenistic world. The establishment 
of a Hellenistic koine, a common language of modified Attic Greek, led to greater contact 
and strengthened the cosmopolitan world.482 The quantity and widespread distribution of 
ceramics and their commodities, for example, Rhodian amphorae, attests to long-distance 
trade networks.483 Coins from numerous cities, including Larissa, Histiaea, Rhodes, Chalkis, 
Meliboaea, and Oetaei, attest to the thriving status of Phthiotic Thebes as a regional and 
international port.484 Trade allowed merchants to seek opportunities in foreign lands as 
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attested by the presence of foreign cults in port towns such as Delos, Rhodes, and 
Demetrias.485 Craftsmen, artists, and poets also traveled to new lands, to acquire a different 
clientele.486 The Attic influences in the grave stelae and art of Thessalian towns, such as 
Demetrias, Phthiotic Thebes, and Phthiotic Eretria, suggest an influx of itinerant Athenian 
craftsmen to the area.487 Travel became part of the culture and the exploration of lands 
developed into a tourism industry.488  
 The economic inter-reliance on agricultural and animal products may have created a 
reciprocal system of exchange and trade between inland and coastal cities of Thessaly. The 
urban centers served as distribution and trade centers. With the establishment of cities, 
alternative trade routes may have been set up at strategic points in the countryside in order 
to exploit various markets.489 Commercial centers brought additional prosperity to the 
monarchs through collection of market and harbor taxes, and thus, the establishment of new 
systems of redistribution exploited these untapped markets. Shifting borders and foreign 
interaction may have extended the trade network beyond traditional inland-coastal routes to 
overland networks. The expansion of the Aetolian League opened up a new western market 
for Thessalian goods and vice versa, which led to greater prosperity of the region.490 The 
turbulent political situation may have equally led to the disintegration of trade networks 
particularly, as hostilities amongst powers escalated. As the economy changes and adapted to 
political circumstances, so too did demographic patterns in the landscape. 
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 3.9 Demographics 
The general impression of Hellenistic Greece is one of change.491 The population 
suffered from the political turmoil, locally and globally, causing a movement of people 
through military enlistment, migration, exile, depopulation, and shifts in settlement 
patterns.492 Political turmoil in fourth century had led to the exile of thousands of men. 
According to Diodoros, 20,000 men were present at Olympia, in 324 B.C.E., to hear 
Alexander’s Exile Decree, which granted their return.493 Such a huge influx of people, many 
of whom were political exiles, must have created conflicts with new leaders and put immense 
social and economic strain on cities and the land. Many of the exiles were of the hoplite class 
and proceeded to join the mercenary armies.494 The prospect of booty and land in colonized 
territories encouraged men to seek employment in the mercenary armies of the diadochoi, 
which had economic and demographic repercussions back home.495  
Extended military campaigns depleted available manpower and had reduced the 
output of agricultural production, creating economic hardship.496 Although demography is 
difficult to reconstruct as much of the evidence is ephemeral, few literary sources emphasize 
the notion of a declining and depopulated Greece.497 A second century B.C.E. inscription 
records two letters between Philip V and the city of Larissa concerning a population 
shortage caused by war.498 The resolution to the depleting population was to grant 
citizenship to 200 Thessalians, mainly from Krannon and Gytron, but also Greeks living in 
Larissa. Other Thessalian cities of Phalanna and Pharsalos experienced population shortages 
                                                
491 The theme of change is emphasized and re-iterated by Shipley 2000.  
492 Shipley 2000, 116; Shipley 2002, 190-192.  
493 Dio. 8.18 
494 Shipley 2000, 56-57. 
495 Shipley 2000, 57; Baker 2003, 377-378.  
496 Shipley 2000, 84. Shipley uses Ephesos as an example of the economic hardships the elite suffered as a result 
of the military conflicts.  
497 Polyb. 36.17.5-6; Strabo 8.8.1, 14.5.2; Dio. 34.25.1 
498 IG IX² 517; Habicht 2006, 67-75; Graninger 2010, 321-322 
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in the third century B.C.E. and enrolled mass number of citizens.499 The large demand for 
mercenaries for the diadochoi resulted in the depletion of manpower in the countryside.500 
Although not without its risk, enlistment brought the prospect of income, booty, and land 
for retirement, which for some of these men were more attractive than the opportunities at 
home.501 Military enlistment, therefore, depleted the population and resulted in socio-
economic hardships back home.  
It is difficult to assess population numbers as the evidence is limited on the ground. 
Regional surveys across Greece have demonstrated a general decline in the number of sites 
in the countryside in the Hellenistic period, although variations to this pattern exist on local 
and regional levels.502 The decline of the number of rural sites has been linked with a general 
depopulation in the Hellenistic period.503 Stewart, however, argues against the thinning of 
rural sites as evidence for depopulation, suggesting rather that it provides evidence of the 
decline of rural residences and changes in land ownership.504 Surveys in the Peloponnese, for 
example, exhibit an increase in site size, which may suggest a shift in land ownership, 
different habitation patterns, and/or new strategies of land exploitation and land-use.505 
Changes in the countryside, therefore, may not provide clues into population decline of a 
given city or region, but does highlight potential relocation, movement of people, and shifts 
in the socio-economic structures and may have instigated urban migration for protection.  
Throughout the Hellenistic world, there was a shift in habitation towards nucleation 
with the rise in the number of cities or fortified towns being constructed, particularly in the 
                                                
499 Graninger 2010, 322; IG IX² 1228 (Phalanna); IG IX² 234 (Pharsalos). 
500 Osborne 1987, 196.  
501 Shipley 2000, 56-57; Baker 2003, 376.  
502 Alcock 1994; Stewart 2007, 81-136; Shipley 2000, 29-31.  
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eastern part of the empire in an effort to ‘Hellenize’ these regions.506 The less urbanized 
regions of Thessaly and Macedonia witnessed the construction or fortifying of cities in the 
late fourth century (see 3.5). The population of these Thessalian cities was, at least in part, 
derived from the surrounding countryside. Cities, financed by the monarch or at strategic 
locations, may have also have included a garrison or retired military personnel in their 
populations in order to protect their investment as the loyalty of a town could easily 
fluctuate.507 Soldiers may have been incorporated into the urban population, although it is 
unknown to what extent or how they were interacted with the civilian population.508 Based 
on the large size of these cities, it is unlikely that the population was strictly military and 
must have included civilians. The size and population of these towns are based on the 
organization of the housing blocks. Three new Thessalian towns, Goritsa, Halos, and 
Demetrias were all planned cities with an estimated population of 2,700-3,600, 8,000-9,000, 
and 25,000 people, respectively.509 The late fourth century city of Priene had a population of 
6,000510 whereas, Delos had 25,000 people by mid-second century B.C.E.511 and by the 
second century C.E., Pergamon had grown to an estimated population of 150,000.512 Some 
of these cities could accommodate large populations, although it is unclear if the entire urban 
space was occupied simultaneously and these population estimates may reflect their potential 
population.513 These cities, particularly the port cities, flourished and grew in the Hellenistic 
                                                
506 Alcock 1994; Reinders 1988, 194.  
507 Haagsma 2010, 115-166; Billows 1995, 73.  
508 Haagsma 2010, 117.  
509 Bakhuizen (1992, 171, 225) made this estimate is based on the reconstruction of 450 units at Goritsa, 
although he also proposed a more modest estimate 2280-3040 people based on 380 units; for Halos, see 
Reinders 1988, 193 (Halos); for Demetrias, see Marzolff 1994, 61; Reinders (1988, 193) estimates 16,000-
20,000 people.  
510 Tomlinson 1992, 92. 
511 Bruneau et al. 1996, 38. A new residential zone had to be created to the north to accommodate the growing 
population.  
512 Gates 2011, 291. 
513 Forsén and Forsén 1997, 176.  
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period and continued to do so into the Roman period as people flocked to the urban center 
in search for employment opportunities and prospect of economic growth.   
Trade brought economic prosperity but also contact with foreign places as well as an 
influx of foreigners from Macedon, Sicily, Syria, Phoenicia, and Asia Minor.514 Foreign non-
citizens became part of the fabric of the polis and were involved in and asserted influence 
over political, economic, and social institutions.515 Foreign cults to Sarapis, Isis, Anubis, 
Osiris and Atargatis were established at Demetrias alongside Greek cults.516 Grave stelae also 
demonstrate the influx of foreigners as approximately 40 percent of the inscriptions were 
dedicated by people from elsewhere: soldiers and mercenaries from Akarnania and Crete, 
merchants from Syria, Sicily, Epirus, and Phoenicia, and people from Thrace, Illyria, Euboea, 
Boeotia, Lesbos, Samos, Kalymnos, Ephesos, Halikarnassos, Egypt, Cyrenaica, Tyre, and 
Sidon.517 The presence of foreigners, particularly merchants, shows the dominant role 
Demetrias played in commercial trade in the third century B.C.E.  A similar influx of foreign 
cults appears at other major ports like at Delos.518 Immigration and emigration beyond local 
or regional borders became increasingly common in the Hellenistic period, a trend that 
altered the demography of the city and countryside.  
Although it is impossible to reconstruct, with any precision, the demographics of the 
Hellenistic cities, the evidence suggests an increase in the movement of people locally, 
regionally, and internationally. The catalysts for this transferal of people were predominantly 
political and economic. The population was declining. There was an influx of foreigners and 
people sought economic prospects in urban environments. The extraneous campaigns of the 
                                                
514 Stählin 1967, 74. 
515 Reger 2003, 345. 
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kings led to increased demand for mercenaries, which depleted the citizen populations. A 
shift in habitation patterns and possibly land ownership occurs in the countryside with the 
urban migration in hopes of economic affluence and security, and possibly a declining rural 
popualation. Ports and cities were venues of cultural interaction and cosmopolitan 
populations. The demographics of the Hellenistic world changed.  
 3.10 Summary 
This regional study of Thessaly highlights its often peripheral yet integral 
involvement in the historical narrative of Greece and its poleis culture and similarities 
regarding spatial organization of cities and its cultural embodiment. The history of Thessaly 
is a narrative of internal and external conflict. The power of the Thessalian League waned 
with the rising ambitions and personal agendas of individual leaders and prominent cities. 
This civil strife culminated in the rise of the tyrants of Pherae, and the League’s inability to 
counter their rule, led to Philip II’s solicited intervention. In doing so, Thessaly introduced 
external rule and succumbed to Macedonian dominance for the next 150 years. The 
abundant resources of Thessaly and its geographic location were coveted by the 
Macedonians and other external powers, particularly the Aetolians. Territorial control of 
Achaia Phthiotis and parts of Thessaly fluctuated between the Aetolians and Macedonians. 
Many of these conflicts occurred on Thessalian soil, devastated the landscape, and created a 
concern for safety, which resulted in the gravitation to nucleated settlements or urban 
centers. The Macedonian monarchs were influential in the establishment and embellishment 
of new cities. Shifts in the economy meant that urban environments brought economic 
opportunities. An examination of the physical remains of the cities shows a definitive 
concern with defensive networks of the city and countryside. The urban space follow 
standard practices with consideration of the embodiment of Greekness through zoning and 
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the designation of monumental public space, while maintaining regional preferences and 
commonalities. Having examined the regional environment of Thessaly, an investigation of 
the physical remains at Kastro Kallithea will follow in chapter 4 to determine to what extent 
it conforms to or deviates from regional or broader Greek trends.  
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Chapter 4: Description of Architecture and Artifacts from Kastro Kallithea 
4.1 Description of architecture  
As part of the urban survey, all extant in situ architectural features within the circuit 
wall were mapped. Rubble and architectural blocks litter the hillside and are out of context. 
A minimum of three in situ blocks in a row, therefore, was established as the criterion for 
blocks to be identified as a wall. All walls fitting this criterion were recorded regardless of 
whether only an isolated section or a whole building was preserved. North of the saddle, 
dense tall forest-like pournari did not permit us to record the architectural remains, but 
observations made during surface reconnaissance show that this area was not devoid of 
structures and was likely integrated into the city plan. Consequently, the map of the 
architectural remains (fig. 24) illustrates the widespread extensive building activity and 
indicates that the entire area enclosed by the fortification wall was occupied.  
To identify construction techniques, masonry styles, interior plans, and building 
phases, an intensive micro-analysis of well-preserved structures was conducted as a 
component of the architectural survey. This analysis especially supplemented and refined our 
understanding of Buildings 1-7, 10-11, City Gates I and II, Acropolis Gates I and II, as well 
as the city as a whole. The architectural survey reveals a predetermined planning effort for 
the layout with buildings aligned according to a grid plan and the demarcation of spaces for 
domestic, civic, economic, military, and religious or sacred functions. In order to reconstruct 
a comprehensive picture of the individual buildings, their relationships with each other and 
their integration into the plan of the city, we examined the physical organization of the 
architecture and individual structures. Following a discussion of the building material, this 
chapter presents descriptions of buildings, organized spatially. It examines the defensive 
structures, which delineate the boundaries of the city and then will explore the interior urban 
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space, first through the city plan as a whole and the individual structures within the plan. The 
level of preservation at Kastro Kallithea has permitted the exploration not only the layout of 
the city, but also specifics on design and planning considerations and construction methods 
used.  
4.2 Building materials 
Bedrock is exposed on the surface across the site. Exposed bedrock was documented 
in 66% of survey units. Bedrock outcrops are exposed at varying levels and heights, and 
therefore, would have been a significant feature of the ancient cityscape/landscape. Some 
outcrops are large and prominent whereas in other locations, the bedrock appears to have 
been shaved down, perhaps in an effort to level the terrain. Leveled bedrock may have been 
used as foundations for buildings or may represent ancient quarrying activity. However, it is 
uncertain to what extent, if any, the bedrock was used in the construction of buildings or 
used as terrace walls. Although the use and significance is unknown at present, large 
outcrops were visually part of the landscape, and therefore, were plotted and are marked in 
blue and grey on the plan (fig. 10).   
The majority of the buildings was built of local stone. Bluish-grey limestone, similar 
to the exposed bedrock, was utilized in the construction of the buildings and suggests that all 
the building material was quarried directly from the hillside.519 Local stone eliminated the 
need for transportation and quarrying costs and was a cost-effective strategy, especially 
considering the availability of local stone. Numerous places on the hill were appropriate for 
quarrying, however, no evidence, such as slots or wedge holes, has been found on site to 
confirm quarrying activity.520 Other types of stones, such as andesite and white limestone, 
                                                
519 Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 104. Evidence of quarrying directly from the hillside on which a site is built comes  
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were only used to accent architectural elements, like doorjambs and thresholds in a few 
select buildings. These stones must have been imported from elsewhere for specialized use.  
4.3 Fortifications 
From across the plain, one can see the fortification wall crowning the summit of 
Kastro Kallithea. Early travelers noted the lower enceinte, however, few visited the site while 
through passing this region.521 Stählin’s thorough examination of the defensive features and 
the topography at Kastro Kallithea has served as the background for our investigations. His 
investigations produced a very accurate plan of the site; only a few discrepancies exist 
between Stählin’s plan and our findings. To avoid confusion, we have continued to use 
Stählin’s numbering for the towers (fig. 5 and 25), although we have constructed a 
completely new map of the walls and topography.522  
4.3.1 The lower enceinte 
The lower enceinte is located two thirds of the way up the hillside and follows the 
topography of the hill. The bean-shaped circuit wall encircles the upper slopes including the 
two summits and the intermediary saddle. The total enclosed space was 34 ha. The walls 
functioned as the boundaries of the urban space and our survey. The lower slopes and 
surrounding plains were probably part of the chora, however, the survey did not explore the 
area outside of the walls. The lower enceinte is 2.4 km in length and is reinforced with 
approximately 39 towers spaced at irregular intervals (fig. 25). Two gates, on the east and 
west, provide access to the city, while at least four postern gates functioned as secondary 
access points.  
The lower enceinte is well-preserved and, with the exception of small gaps, the full 
                                                
521  Leake 1835, 331, 469; Ussing 1839, 113-114; Georgadis 1894, 216.  
522  Stählin (1938, 1399-1405) recorded a total of 43 towers on the site whereas we have found 49 towers. An 
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extent of the circuit’s perimeter is traceable. Both faces of the west, north, and east walls are 
extant for most of the circuit. A short section, approximately 200m long, in the middle of 
the northern curtain is only preserved along the exterior face of the wall (fig. 25). In contrast, 
the majority of the southern curtain wall is damaged, with only one façade preserved and 
short stretches are non-existent.  
Up to five courses are preserved at some spots along the enceinte. Along the east 
slope, the enceinte is preserved up to 2.5-3 m high on the exterior face (fig. 26).523 The 
interior face of the wall is visible, on average from one to three courses of stones. At many 
locations along the enceinte, the walls are preserved up to the level of the parodos. Above the 
parodos, the upper courses of the walls may have been built of stone or more commonly of 
mudbrick.524  
The walls of the lower enceinte are double-scale construction with a rubble fill and 
have an average width of 2.6 m. The outer facades were constructed of isodomic trapezoidal 
masonry and display emplekton technique.525 Worked blocks, either rectangular or trapezoidal, 
were laid out in a header and stretcher construction with headers spaced at regular 3 m 
intervals.526 In between the outer and inner faces of the walls, interior buttresses or cross 
walls reinforced the walls and made them shock resistant.527 The sides of the blocks were 
hewn to fit tightly together, whereas the exterior faces of the blocks were roughly finished 
with bossing, broached, or left with ‘quarry marks.’528 Drafted corners with Randschlag, a 
customary technique of the mid-fourth century B.C.E.,529 were reserved for the exterior 
angles of towers and gates (fig. 27). This construction style is consistent throughout the 
                                                
523  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 103.  
524  Winter 1971, 140-141; Lawrence, 1979, 368-369; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 104.  
525  Scranton 1941, 18-19; Tziafalias et al. 2006a. 103. 
526  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 103. Some intervals are slightly larger at 3.5m.  
527  Lawrence 1979, 237; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 103. 
528  Tziafalias et al. 2006, 103. 
529  Scranton 1941, 21; Lawrence 1979, 242.   
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circuit. The consistency in construction style and the bonding of the towers and gates to the 
enceinte confirms a single, contemporaneous construction phase.  
4.3.2 Towers 
Our survey confirmed Stählin’s trace of the lower enceinte, however, three 
inconsistencies were noted with regard to the towers. Stählin identified 38 towers (fig. 5). 
Along the south section, Stählin’s Towers 25 and 28 could not be identified because of 
extensive damage to the wall. Although we were unable to confirm their location, we have 
tentatively included these towers on our map (fig. 25). The accuracy of other elements of 
Stählin’s map suggests that the absence of these towers is the result of poor preservation, 
rather than a mistake in documentation.530 During the survey, we identified another tower, 
Tower 13a, located along the northern curtain wall between Tower 13 and 14 (fig. 25), which 
had not been recorded by Stählin.531 The towers are placed at irregular intervals ranging from 
39-156.4 m, however, many of the towers, particularly on the west and northwest, are 
regularly spaced 59 m apart.532 Overall, there were at least 37, if not 39, towers along the 
lower enceinte.   
Contemporaneous fortification walls comparable in size to Kastro Kallithea have 
fewer towers. For instance, the 2.5 km enceinte at Priene was punctuated by 30 towers533 and 
only 20 towers defended the 1.9 km circuit at Halieis.534 At Goritsa, 24 towers are set at 
approximately 60m intervals along the 2.5 km long wall.535 At Halos and Demetrias, the ratio 
of towers to length of circuit wall, 4km and 8.2 km with 70 and 90 towers respectively, is 
                                                
530  Stählin 1938; Stählin 1967, 165-167.   
531  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 102.  
532  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 104.  
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similar to Kastro Kallithea with 39 towers along 2.4 km.536 The large number of towers along 
the enceinte implies a concern with defensive strategies and the desire to incorporate new 
technological development in their construction and arrangement. The placement of the 
towers was strategic, that is to protect vulnerable points in the circuit, such as topographic 
variations and access points. At Kastro Kallithea, towers were spaced closely together on the 
west, where the terrain becomes less steep near the main entrance of the city. Gates were not 
reinforced with adjacent or flanking towers, however, they were placed within close range of 
the gate. The organization of the defensive features, therefore, was adapted for site-specific 
topographic realities.  
With the exception of two square corner towers (Towers 1 and 15), all towers were 
rectangular with an average width of 6.70 m. Towers 26 and 27, along the southeastern 
curtain wall, were larger with a width of 9.14 m.537 The towers project out 2.25 m from the 
wall and have an average length of 4.85 m including the width of the enceinte. Tower 5 (fig. 
28) provides a rough interior plan of the tower, which was probably the standard internal 
organization for other towers. The base of the tower was divided into compartments which 
were filled with rubble and earth; this created a solid base upon which an upper storey was 
built. The superstructure would have consisted of a minimum of one storey above the 
parodos.  
In the second half of the fourth century B.C.E., new developments were emerging in 
the art of poliorcetics, which had implications for the use of towers. The configuration and 
height of the towers was adopted to accommodate the introduction of siege engines.538 
                                                
536  Reinders 1988, 72, 81, 192, table 12 
537  Chykerda 2009, 69-70. The exact dimensions of Tower 27 cannot be determined, as the tower is partially  
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Towers began to contain two or more chambers for artillery machines.539 A. Oude Kotte 
argues that the height of the new form of tower can be estimated to be twice its width. 
Therefore, according to Oude Kotte’s calculations, the towers at Kastro Kallithea can be 
reconstructed to an estimated height of 13 m high.540 There is no evidence of stairs against 
the wall interior leading up to the towers or parodos.541  
4.3.3 City gates 
The city was accessible through two gates on the east and west of lower enceinte. 
The gates used the same emplekton masonry of large hewn rectangular and trapezoidal blocks 
with drafted Randschlag corners (fig. 27). The gates were also integrated into the enceinte, and 
therefore, all components of the lower enceinte were built contemporaneously.  
4.3.4 City Gate I 
On the west slope, access to the city is by way of a road leading from the modern 
village of Kallithea; this road probably follows a route similar to the ancient one and 
connects to Gate I on the south side (fig. 25).542 Gate I overlooks the Enipeus Valley to the 
north and the Narthakion Mountains to the northeast.  Identified as a courtyard gate, Gate I 
is monumental in size and construction. Courtyard gates gained popularity during the late 
fourth century/early third century B.C.E. and were commonly used as the primary entrance 
of a city.543  
Gate I is oriented north-south, while the walls follow the topography in a north-
northeast direction (fig. 29). The walls of the enceinte maintain their width of 2.60 m and 
adjoin with the exterior walls of the courtyard gate. Gate I is 7.35 m in length and has an 
                                                
539  Oude Kotte 1992, 143; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 105. 
540  Oude Kotte 1992, 143.  
541  Reinders 1988, 77; Lawrence 1979, 345; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 105.  
542  Stählin 1924, 165; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 97.  
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interior width of approximately 5.70 m wide.544 Interior spur walls, measuring 3.60 m (A), 
3.45 m (B) and 3.36 m (C), divide the gate into two compartments (fig. 29), which are similar 
in depth measuring 3.58 m in the north and 3.45 m in the south. Double doors would have 
been set between each of the spur walls to limit access and restrict movement through the 
gate. An andesite threshold stone was found in the northern chamber, however, it was not in 
situ.545 Up to five courses of stones have been preserve in the Gate I (fig. 27), although on 
average only 2-3 courses of the walls are extant.546  
4.3.5 City Gate II  
On the eastern side of the hill, Gate II overlooks the Almiros Plain and the Pagastic 
Gulf. The eastern slopes are steeper and more difficult to access, particularly for wheeled 
traffic. Gate II is accessible via a footpath leading up from the plains on the southeast. 
Integrated into to circuit, Gate II is a so-called lateral or overlap gate (fig. 30). Commonly 
used as secondary entrances, lateral gates have been found at a number of sites in the region, 
such as at Phthiotic Thebes and Goritsa.547  The steep terrain on the east and the use of the 
lateral gate implies that Gate II was used as a secondary access point to Kastro Kallithea.  
The lateral style gate consists of a break in the curtain wall, which opens up and 
continues to run parallel to each other, overlapping for 3.40 m.548 The inner wall is a 
continuation of the enceinte from the south and maintains its width of 2.70-2.78 m. The 
outer wall coming from the north, on the other hand, tapers from a width of 2.78 m, where 
the gate begins to overlap to a width 1.10 m at the most southern end. Four to five courses 
of the inner wall of Gate II are preserved to a height of 3 m. The width of the gate was 
                                                
544  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 106. The measurements are approximate because some of the blocks have shifted or 
are no longer in situ.  
545  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 106.  
546  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 106.  
547  Winter 1971, 208, 215; Lawrence 1979, 332; Bakhuizen 1992, 148.  
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approximately 3.1 m (fig. 29). A door was presumably located on the interior northern end, 
but there is no evidence for a threshold. Although no longer visible today, Stählin did record 
two grooves in the wall at the north end, in to which the leaves of the double door were 
fitted.549  
Similar to Gate I, no towers immediately flank the entrance into the city at Gate II. 
Towers 15, a corner tower that projects outward, in conjunction with Tower 16, guard the 
northeastern approach to the city, and Towers 17, 18, and 19 are positioned closely together 
to guard the southern approach.550 Although not immediately flanking the gate, the towers 
were strategically positioned to protect the weak points of the defensive circuit.  
4.3.6 Postern gates 
The two city gates were the main access points into the city. Auxiliary entrances were 
observed along the circuit wall in the form of postern gates. For security purposes, these 
posterns were located immediately adjacent to towers. In his investigations, Stählin noted 
three posterns between Towers 9 and 10, Tower 24 and 25, and Tower 29 and 30 (fig. 29).551 
Our investigations have confirmed the presence of postern gates by Tower 10 and Tower 
30, labeled Postern II and IV respectively (fig. 31); no evidence of a postern was found near 
Tower 24, although the enceinte has suffered extensive damage. Two additional, previously 
unknown, postern gates were found on the northern slope: Postern I, to the east of Tower 7, 
and, Postern III, to the west of Tower 13A. The latter is the best preserved of the postern 
gates. It is a simple opening, 1.17 m wide, in the existing enceinte552 and was built of large 
                                                
549 Stählin 1938, 1403; no holes were visible either by Lawrence (1979, 499) or initially in our survey (Tziafalias 
et al. 2006a, 108). We have since been able to identity these holes. Parallels to these holes have been found 
at Phyle and Thasos, see Lawrence 1979, 261.  
550  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 108. 
551  Stählin 1938, 1402-1403.  
552  Lawrence 1979, 340. Later in the Hellenistic period, posterns usually exhibited a bending in the wall or 
additional architectural features. The simplicity of our posterns suggests a fourth or third century date.  
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ashlar blocks in a simple post and lintel construction.553 The original height of the gate 
cannot be reconstructed, however, the lintel stone is 1 m above the current ground level. 
Postern III clearly aligns with a north-south street, as do the other postern gates, which 
indicates that they were positioned in reference to the streets plan and were part of the 
original design and construction of the city (fig. 31).554 The concentration of posterns along 
the north curtain may be explained by the presence of fresh water springs at the base of the 
north slope. The northern orientation may also indicate that these fields or pastures were 
cultivated or used by the urban dwellers. It seems likely that the primary purposes of these 
postern gates were practical rather than defensive in nature. These postern gates provided 
direct access to water and to the nearby fields. 
4.4 Diateichisma 
An internal fortification wall, the diateichisma, extends from the middle of the enceinte 
on the north and south, following the topography up the slopes to abut the fortification 
walls of the western acropolis (fig. 25). The diateichisma divided the city internally into two 
parts and was an additional line of defense.555 Stählin plotted the diateichisma and its 
associated towers in his plan, but his allocation is tentative (fig. 5). Due to the large quantity 
of rubble and architectural blocks covering the gound surface, we were able to detect only 
short stretches of this internal wall, and therefore, only a provisional line of the diateichisma 
is identified. It is probable that the course of the diateichisma is preserved under the rubble. 
The course of the diateichisma is curved following the topography. The construction, similar 
to the outer fortifications, uses large isodomic rectangular and trapezoidal worked blocks. 
                                                
553  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 109. 
554  Lawrence (1979, 338) notes that postern gates are usually located at the end of streets to provide easy 
access.  
555  Sokolicek 2009, 64.   
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The width of the wall, where preserved, measures 2.50 m.556 At the summit, the diateichisma 
abuts the acropolis wall, suggesting that the two defensive systems were not 
contemporaneous constructions. In contrast, at the bottom of the slope, where the 
diateichisma meets the enceinte, Towers 44 and 49 are integrated into the construction of 
the outer enceinte, indicating that these two lines of defense were probably built as part of a 
single contemporaneous defensive system.  
4.4.1 Diateichisma towers  
Stählin observed four towers (Towers 39, 41-43) associated with the diateichisma.557 
In our investigations, an additional six towers were identified for a total of ten towers along 
the internal walls: Towers 41-44 along Diateichisma I (south) and Towers 39, 45-49 along 
Diateichisma II (north) (fig. 25). Towers 41-43, along Diateichisma I, are poorly preserved 
and are all oriented to the west. At the intersection of Diateichisma I and the enceinte lies 
Tower 44, the only circular tower on the site. It has a diameter of 7.93 m and is located on 
the eastern side of the diateichisma, partly overlying the foundations of the enceinte. 
Six towers were placed along Diateichisma II. At the northern end is Tower 39, 
which was not bonded to the acropolis fortifications. This rectangular tower, measuring 3.79 
N-S x 5.44 m E-W, projects out on either side of Diateichisma II. The other towers face to 
the west. Tower 49, a square tower, measuring 5.08 N-S x 6.18 m E-W, is located at its 
junction with the enceinte and lacks a clear orientation.  
The internal fortifications divide the urban space into two unequal sections: the 
eastern section of the city is larger in area and is extensively built up, whereas, buildings in 
the western section appear to be more dispersed (fig 25). The diateichisma had a clear 
                                                
556  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 110. Measurements for the width of the diateichisma were taken between Towers 46  
and 47 and just north of Tower 44.  
557  Stählin 1938, 1402.  
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defensive purpose as a secondary line of defense. The military function is further 
substantiated by the spacing and orientation of towers along the internal walls.558 The 
westward orientation of the diateichisma and its towers implies vulnerability of the west 
slope and the need for additional protection of the eastern sector of the city. As the walls are 
poorly preserved, it is not possible to identify thoroughfares or access points in the walls, 
which would have been in the form of simple wall opening and not as posterns.559 Access 
points to allow traffic between the two sectors were probably aligned with the streets and 
would have coincided with towers for protection, however, their location and construction 
style remains unclear.   
4.5 Acropolis walls  
The eastern acropolis was integrated into the city plan whereas the western summit 
of Kastro Kallithea is fortified. The western acropolis has an oval circuit wall enclosing an 
area of 0.5 ha (fig. 32).560 Gates on the west and east side provide access to the acropolis. 
The entire curtain wall can be traced around the acropolis, with the exception of small 
stretches. The acropolis wall is built in polygonal masonry with flat rectangular hewn or 
partially worked blocks laid out in irregular courses (fig. 33). The walls are double scale with 
a rubble fill and internal buttresses. One section along the northeast is a triple scale 
construction. On average, the width of the acropolis wall is approximately 2 m. However, a 
10.5 m stretch of wall along the southwest widens to 2.90 m and the wall broadens to 3.20 m 
by Acropolis Gate II. It is unclear why the wall widens at these locations but it may perhaps 
represent the reinforcing of the wall or a repair job. In the southwest curtain, a 
compartment, approximately 1.4m wide and 1m deep, was built into the wall (fig. 34). Two 
                                                
558  Sokolicek 2009, 65.  
559  Sokolicek 2009, 63. 
560  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 111. 
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large flat slabs of limestone, measuring 1.55 x 0.55 m, cover the top of the compartment. Its 
function is unknown.561  
Variations were observed in the masonry and quality of workmanship of the 
acropolis wall. The exterior face is of a higher quality than the interior face. In a section 
along the southeast, small, irregular limestone blocks were laid on top of larger worked 
blocks and may represent repair work or variation in the quality and skill of the workmen.562 
In the vicinity of Acropolis Gate I, the masonry is of a better quality, comprised of medium 
to large hewn blocks. Its prominent location near the main entrance may have warranted this 
intentional exhibition of high quality construction. It has been suggested, based on stylistic 
similarities with the fortification wall at Gonnos, the acropolis wall is earlier in date than the 
rest of the city,563 however, stylistic comparanda for dating walls are tentative and must be 
used with caution.  
4.5.1 Acropolis Gate I 
Both acropolis gates are well-preserved. In the west, Acropolis Gate I is a courtyard 
style gate, measuring roughly 5.51 N-S x 13.90 m E-W (fig. 32). The walls of the gate are 
double scale, with an approximate width of 0.70 m. The gate projects 4 m west of the 
acropolis wall. Visible blocks were probably part of the superstructure and not foundation 
stones. Acropolis Gate I may not have been part of the original construction of the acropolis 
as the gate was built into the existing wall.564 An earlier version of the gate may have existed, 
which was later replaced with the existing, more monumental structure. The drafted front 
corners of the gate may relate to an expansion or renovation phase of the gates, which 
probably dates to the mid-fourth century B.C.E. or later (fig. 35). An expansion and 
                                                
561  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 112. 
562  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 112. 
563  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 114; Stählin 1924, taf. 1; Winter 1971.  
564  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 113. 
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monumentalizing of Acropolis Gate I may have been carried out in conjunction with the 
lower enceinte based on similar stylistic features and masonry. An additional building phase 
is visible in the back wall of Acropolis Gate I, where mortar and tile were used for repair 
work and probably date to the Byzantine period.565 There appears to be multiple 
construction phases of the western acropolis gate, however, the style of the masonry cannot 
indicate a more precise date for its construction or renovations.  
4.5.2 Acropolis Gate II  
On the east, Acropolis Gate II is a tower gate, which was built into the acropolis wall 
(fig. 32). The gate consists of two parts: a gateway and Tower 40. The gate entrance is 3.20 
m long and 1.73 m wide. It is lined with large limestone blocks with an in situ lintel stone. 
Tower 40, located on the east side of the gate, projects 4.40 m from the acropolis walls and 
is a large 7.03 m wide tower. The style of masonry is more similar to the enceinte than the 
acropolis wall and its interjection rather than integration into the acropolis circuit suggests 
Acropolis Gate II may be a later addition, contemporaneous with the lower enceinte.566  
The city was heavily fortified with three lines of defense against outside invaders: the 
lower enceinte, the diateichisma, and the acropolis wall. The acropolis walls were built 
separate, probably of an earlier date, from the lower enceinte and diateichisma. Stylistically 
the acropolis appears to be earlier and the acropolis walls were not bonded to the 
diateichisma, therefore indicating two separate phases of construction. In contrast, the joints 
of the diateichisma and the lower enceinte were bonded together. Features along the lower 
enceinte were also integrated into the construction of wall, implying contemporaneous 
construction. Though the walls were primarily defensive in function, their monumental 
construction also projected a symbolic ideological statement. The substantial and impressive 
                                                
565  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 113. 
566  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 114.  
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fortification system demonstrates a collective agenda, as well as significant wealth and 
organization for its construction.  
4.6 The acropolis 
On the acropolis, the flat terrain is interspersed with bedrock outcrops protruding on 
the surface. The bedrock must have been a visible aspect of the landscape in antiquity. 
Acropolis Gates I and II are roughly oriented with the street plan. The foundations of only 
three buildings are preserved on the acropolis (fig. 32). It is not possible to determine with 
any certainty if the buildings were aligned with the grid of the lower city. The acropolis may 
have been conceptualized as a separate entity from the rest of the city, and/or that the 
buildings on the acropolis were constructed prior to the laying out of the rest of the city.  
4.6.1 Acropolis Building 1 
Immediately east of Acropolis Gate I lies the partially preserved Acropolis Building 
1. It is a semi-circular double scale wall built of medium-sized, elongated, worked blocks. 
The building was presumably either a circular building or it extended to the west to create an 
apsidal form. Test trenches on either side of the wall revealed only a single course of the wall 
and therefore, the stones on the surface must have been the foundations of the structure. 
The form of the building is uncommon, although parallels may be found scattered in the 
lower city and in the agora.  
4.6.2 Acropolis Building 2  
In the middle of the acropolis, Acropolis Building 2, recorded by Stählin, is described 
as a small megaron-style building.567 Our investigations have identified its rectangular plan, 
measuring ca. 6.55 N-S x 5.44 m E-W, and oriented to the east. The interior walls create a 
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tripartite layout, reminiscent of a religious structure.568 Immediately adjacent to the interior 
face of the acropolis wall and west of Acropolis Building 2, is a circular hole, approximately 
2 m in diameter. The interior wall of the hole was lined with small irregular stones. It is 
probably a well or cistern.569  
The function of the acropolis and its buildings is difficult to determine based on the 
architecture. In general, acropoleis were used as military outposts, as places of refuge, and as 
religious sanctuaries. Availability of water from the cistern was an important element. The 
terrain was not densely built on and may have been reserved, at least in part, for protection 
as a safe haven. One of the three buildings may have a religious function, and therefore, the 
open space may have been reserved for gatherings. The acropolis wall and fortified gates 
suggest some element of defense and the addition or expansion of the gates may have 
bolstered security, but may also simultanteoulsy have been symbolic. It is impossible to 
identify a single function of this space and it may have acquired different functions over the 
duration of its occupation. The separation of the acropolis by a wall suggests that it was 
considered to be a separate entity from the rest of the city, regardless of its date of 
construction.  
4.7 Inside the walls of the city 
On his final plan of Kastro Kallithea, Stählin documented five structures within the 
walls (fig. 5). His plans and descriptions provide the dimensions of these buildings but lack 
detail in their layout. He remarked on the presence of other walls, which he categorized as 
house walls, but he did not draw individual buildings.570 Our investigations have identified 
the remains of many structures visible on the surface and figure 24 presents all the extant 
                                                
568  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 115.  
569  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 114-115.  
570  Stählin 1938; earlier versions of Stählin’s plan (1967, 166) did not include as many structures as in the 1938   
publication.  
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architecture within the city. The spatial organization of the urban area shows extensive 
occupation across the city. The general layout can be reconstructed, as can many individual 
buildings, which will be discussed in detail below.  
4.7.1 City plan 
Within the fortification, the urban space was laid out in an orthogonal grid plan. 
Long stretches of streets and complete housing blocks can be easily traced on the eastern 
side of the city (fig. 36). West of the diateichisma, the grid is less obvious but it does appear 
to be present in the northwest. Despite the rough terrain, the grid stretches across the site 
implying that the city was conceived of and laid out as a single entity. Figure 36 illustrates a 
possible reconstruction of the continuation of the grid across the site.   
The grid system consists of a series of N-S running streets and E-W running 
avenues, which are labeled on the plan using alphabetic letters (fig. 9). Nine streets have been 
plotted with certainty. The width of the streets varies from 3.62-3.97 m. One street can be 
traced from the north fortification wall across the hill and part way down the southern 
slope.571 As there are no visible structures on the lower south slope, the continuity of the 
street could not be completely traced, although it would presumably connect with the 
fortification wall. The avenues were wider, ranging from 5.86-5.94 m in width, and extend E-
W across the site (fig. 36). Five avenues have been plotted on the plan.572  
The street system crosses the hillside, providing access to all parts of the city. 
Thoroughfares are aligned with posterns along the lower enceinte (fig. 31) and streets D, E, 
and I end at postern gates. Avenues D and B begin just north of Gates I and II, respectively, 
and cross the site. There was no direct access from either of the principle gates to the center 
                                                
571  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 126.  
572  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 126. 
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of the city, nor were the city gates directly connected.573 An avenue might have led from the 
agora to Acropolis Gate II connecting a civic center of the city with a main artery.  
All the buildings were oriented according to the grid, with the exception of two 
buildings. Both buildings are located in the vicinity of a city gate, have a similar plan, and 
were positioned at a 45° angle to the grid (fig. 11 highlighted in yellow). The presence of two 
similar buildings at a similar angle is curious. Their location and orientation suggests an 
association with the city gates, perhaps in a military capacity as guardhouses.574  
Six circular structures (fig. 11) have been identified scattered across the eastern sector 
of the site, which do not appear to relate to the grid. The plan of only one of these structures 
is relatively complete. These circular buildings are similar in size and construction to Building 
3 (see below).575 Two of the structures are located in the middle of an avenue, blocking the 
thoroughfare, and may indicate that these avenues had gone out of use by the time at least 
some of these buildings were constructed.  
4.8 Housing blocks 
The grid divides the city into a series of city blocks (fig. 37). These blocks, 
demarcated by streets and avenues, are 45 N-S x 38.5 m E-W. In comparison with 
neighboring sites, the housing blocks at Kastro Kallithea are relatively small.576 The housing 
blocks at neighboring Thessalian sites were similar in width but were notably longer. For 
example, the dimensions of the blocks at Goritsa, Halos, and Demetrias are 94/136/157 x 
32 m, 187.5/220 x 31.5 m, and 100.5 x 50.5 m, respectively. The dimensions of the city 
blocks at Priene are similar to Kastro Kallithea measuring 47.10 N-S x 35.30 m E-W.577 
                                                
573  Winter (2006, 35) notes that it was common for one of the main gates to be connected to the agora for 
practical reasons.  
574  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 108. 
575  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 122. 
576  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 126.   
577  Hoepfner and Schwandner 1994, 198. 
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Based on the dimensions of the houses, an estimated six house plots would have existed per 
block. Variations in house size may have resulted in fewer houses per block.   
Three buildings, Buildings 8, 9, and 10 (fig. 38), have relatively complete exterior and 
interior plans and have been identified as houses. Building 8 (fig. 39) on the northeast slope, 
appears to be a four-roomed courtyard house measuring 15 N-S x 17.6 m E-W. The building 
was entered on the east side via a narrow alleyway.578 The alley entrance is similar to the 
location of the entrance in houses at neighboring Pharsalos.579 Similarly, Building 9 (fig. 40), 
on the upper northeast slope, was entered through an E-W alleyway located on the north 
side of the building. This building was 16.46 N-S x 21.13 m E-W and had an internal 
configuration consisting of an open area surrounded by four rooms; the open area is 
probably a courtyard.580 A third possible house, Building 10, situated in the housing block 
east of Building 8, was studied extensively and its plan drawn in detail. 
4.8.1 Building 10 
Building 10 lies in the southwest corner of a housing block. The exterior dimensions 
are 14 N-S x 18.35 m E-W (fig. 41). Four, possibly five, rooms surround Area 1, presumably 
a courtyard. From the entrance off the east alley, one entered into the courtyard, which is 
connected to Room 3, a narrow space open on the south side. The surrounding rooms, with 
the exception of Room 5, were accessible from Room 3. Room 2, in the northeast corner, is 
a large room with a 1 m wide off-centered doorway. Painted blue wall plaster, found on a 
wall in a test trench, points to an element of display in this room. Room 2 was probably a 
public room of the house, perhaps an andron. Located on the north were two small rooms, 
Rooms 4 and 5. Room 5 was only accessible through Room 4 or unit C (fig. 41). The 
                                                
578  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 127.  
579  Personal communication with S. Karapanou, who supervised the excavations of these houses. 
580  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 130.  
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western side of Building 10 is covered by dense rubble and no internal wall can be identified, 
although at least one wall probably divided this large space. Based on the architectural 
configuration, we hypothesize that this was a pastas-style house.581  
The exterior walls are single scale built of large rectangular worked blocks laid out in 
a series of tightly fit stretcher blocks. In contrast, the interior walls are predominately rubble 
walls built of small- to medium-sized unworked blocks. A test trench in the southwest 
corner of Room 2 has revealed that the lower foundations of Wall I (fig. 41) were small 
unworked blocks capped with medium worked stones. A similar wall construction is found 
in the profile of Wall D. The worked stones visible on the surface, therefore, may have been 
used as capping stones on which the superstructure, probably of mudbrick, was built.  
4.9 The saddle: the agora  
The terrain in the saddle, nestled between the two acropoleis, is flat and occupies an 
area of 2,892 m², which extends over at least two city blocks (fig. 36)582 Low street walls and 
monumental architecture define the north, west, and south boundaries of the block, whereas 
the eastern side of the block was not demarcated. Four well-preserved structures, Buildings 
1-4, were concentrated on the west side of the block. Building 1 extends lengthwise into the 
second block and modified the grid (fig. 42).583  The wall lining the western edge of the block 
suggests that access to these structures and interior space was intentionally restricted or 
limited; access was only through a passage between Buildings 1 and 4 or possibly on the 
south side by Building 2 (fig. 42). There was an inward orientation of all the buildings and 
interior open space. The enlarged block and its organization in the saddle are reminiscent of 
                                                
581  Excavations in Building 10 have revealed a much more complex configuration than is visible on the surface 
and may be a peristyle house. Excavations are ongoing and the interpretation of this structure is beyond the 
scope of this study.  
582  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 115.  
583  Modification of the grid through an enlargement of a block can be found at other sites e.g. Priene and 
Goritsa. At Priene, civic institutions and buildings, including stoas, occupied a space of two and a half city 
blocks. See Rumscheid 1998, 78-79 (Priene); Boersma 1992, 171-196 (Goritsa).  
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an agora.  
4.9.1 Building 1 
Building 1 defines the northern edge of the block. The long narrow building, 
measuring ca. 15 N-S x 51.26 m E-W, has been identified as a stoa (fig. 43). Building 1 was 
constructed of large hewn rectangular blocks laid out in tight regular courses in a header and 
stretcher construction. The exterior corners were drafted with Randschlag and the quality of 
the craftsmanship is similar to the enceinte and gates.584 The exterior northern wall served as 
a retaining wall, since the terrain drops dramatically to the north (fig. 44). Four courses of 
masonry on the north wall, preserved to a height of approximately 2m, are extant.585  
The plan of Building 1 (fig. 43) was drawn in 2004 and was based on the visible 
stones at that time. Subsequent investigations conducted by the 15th Ephorate of Prehistoric 
and Classical Antiquities in Larissa have revealed a more detailed plan of Building 1. A stone 
column base with a diameter of 0.4 m was found during the survey (fig. 45) and excavations 
have confirmed its in situ location and the presence of a colonnade of unfluted sandstone 
columns running the interior length of the building.586 The entrance to the stoa was through 
a forecourt on the south side or through a small alley between Buildings 1 and 4 (fig. 42). A 
low wall in front (south) of stoa delineated the forecourt to this structure, which may have 
been used for gatherings.587 Stoas, like Building 1, were multifunctional buildings that by the 
Hellenistic period were conventionally used to define boundaries and monumentalize public 
                                                
584  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 116-117. 
585  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 116.  
586  Haagsma et al. 2011, 200-201; Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 117-118.  
587  It was initially proposed (Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 118) that the south wall was the exterior wall from which 
the building would be entered. An additional entrance was also suggested on the western side of the 
building where there is a break in the street wall. This entrance has been confirmed by the excavations and 
would have been an access point into the forecourt of Building 1. In accordance with architectural 
conventions for stoas buildings, we proposed that the southern wall held a colonnade in addition to a 
colonnade on the middle wall to support the roof, however, evidence of a colonnade has only been found 
for the inner wall.  
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spaces.588   
4.9.2 Building 2  
Demarcating the southern boundary of the block is Building 2, a large rectangular 
building measuring 16.92 N-S x 14.42 m E-W (fig. 46). Building 2 is built of large 
rectangular, polygonal and orthostatic blocks laid out in regular courses.589 The interior plan 
consists of three rooms. Room 3, a long narrow room at the back of the building runs the 
length of the building. Rooms 1 and 2 were rectangular rooms in front of the building. The 
interior wall between these rooms does not appear to be bonded to the exterior wall. It may 
represent a modification to the original interior layout, however, further investigation is 
required to confirm this relationship. Room 2 is the smaller of the rooms and provides 
access to Room 1. The western room, Room 1, is large, roughly square in shape and could 
accommodate gatherings of people.590 The building is oriented inwards towards the agora 
with a monumental entrance, consisting of three flat, white, limestone threshold stones, 
approximately 4 m wide, on the northeast. 
 Surface cleaning revealed soil discoloration, pieces of burnt mudbrick and rooftiles 
and confirm a mudbrick superstructure and tiled roof of Building 2. Traces of burning, fired 
mudbricks, and rooftile collapse document the destruction of Buildings 2, after which it 
went out of use. From the plan, the function of Building 2 cannot be determined, however, 
its size, large monumental entrance, open space, heavy foundations, and location emphasize 
a civic or public function.  
4.9.3 Building 3 
Building 3 has an uncommon plan (fig. 47). It is roughly oval, measuring 9.30 N-S x 
                                                
588  Coulton 1976; Sielhorst 2011.  
589  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 119.  
590  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 119-120.  
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6.78 m E-W. No interior divisions are visible. The narrow double scale walls, 0.5 m wide, 
were built of small, unworked polygonal stones. The style of masonry is more similar to 
Building 4 than Buildings 1 and 2.591 The entrance was likely on the east side of the building, 
where an in situ orthostate block may mark the entrance. The entrance was small for a public 
building, approximately 1m wide. Circular or oval buildings were not common and its 
existence in the public space is noteworthy. At Goritsa, a circular structure was also found.592 
A similar shaped building found in the agora at Thasos has been identified as a heroon.593  
4.9.4 Building 4 
To the north of Building 3 and immediately south of Building 1 lies Building 4 (fig. 
48). Building 4 is two-roomed building with a forecourt or courtyard in the northeast that 
opens onto the agora. The interior space for Rooms 2 and 3 are small and square in shape. 
Room 3 has an off-centered doorway.594 Its function is unknown, but its location within the 
agora again suggests a public use.  
4.9.5 Construction style and building phases 
Upon closer examination, at least two building phases can be observed in the agora. 
First, Buildings 1 and 2 used isodomic emplekton masonry in contrast to the irregular, small, 
unworked masonry of Buildings 3 and 4. Second, the exterior walls of Buildings 1 and 2 
were bonded with the street walls. This suggests a contemporaneous construction as well as 
a conscious plan for laying out the city. Buildings 3 and 4 are independent structures and 
abut the street wall (fig. 49). Lastly the spatial relationship between Buildings 1 and 4 
confirms that Building 1 was physically built around Building 4. It is likely that Buildings 3 
and 4 were earlier constructions still in use at the time of the formal establishment and 
                                                
591  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 121. 
592  Boersma 1992, 230.  
593  Marc 1996, 105-113; Haagsma et al. 2011, 200. 
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monumentalizing of the agora with the construction of Buildings 1 and 2.595  
Based on its location, the organization of space, types and construction of buildings, 
the identification of this double city block as the agora, initially proposed by Stählin, has 
been confirmed.596 The presence of two stele bases further substantiates its civic nature. The 
western half of the agora served the civic functions and institutions, whereas, the eastern half 
may have been used as the open market for buying and selling goods. The division of the 
civic and market activities of the agora is a common element of Hellenistic cities. The 
physical spaces were distinct, although not necessary detached spaces.597 
4.10 The southern saddle: the sanctuary 
South of the agora, separated by an avenue, is a series of structures and complexes 
including Buildings 5-7 (fig. 50). These buildings were initially identified in the survey and, in 
2007 and 2008, were excavated by the Larissa Ephoreia. The plans of these buildings were 
drawn after the buildings were excavated.  
4.10.1 Building 5 
The northern structure, Building 5, is a square complex or enclosure, measuring 
29.91 N-S x 28.91 m E-W. It consists of a rectangular courtyard with a small square building 
to the west (fig. 51). This building is divided into two rooms with the entrance on the east. 
To the east of the entrance is an altar comprised of vertical limestone slabs. Based on its 
eastern orientation and the presence of an altar, Building 5 has been identified as a sanctuary 
complex with a small shrine and a single auxiliary room to the north598 In front of the 
entrance, a rectangular marble block with three breast-like protrusions was found (fig. 52). 
Similar blocks with one to five breast-like protrusions have been found in religious and 
                                                
595  Haagsma et al. 2011, 200. 
596   Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 118; Stählin 1967, 166; Stählin 1938, 1402. 
597   Hoepfner and Schwandner 1994, 198-199. 
598  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 124.  
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domestic contexts in Phthiotic Eretria, Pharsalos, Larisa, Phthiotic Thebes, and Pherae; one 
of the latter block was dedicated to the Thessalian goddess Enodia.599 Other deities may also 
be associated with these dedicatory blocks.600  
4.10.2 Building 6 
Building 6 lies immediately to the south of Building 5 (fig. 50). In order to 
accommodate the sloped terrain, a joint retaining wall connects Buildings 5 and 6. Building 6 
formed a large rectangular courtyard, 19.63 N-S x 14.15 m E-W, with at least 13 rooms on 
the south and west sides. The side rooms may have been used as workshops for the 
sanctuary. A subterranean cistern, cut into the bedrock, previously noted by Stählin,601 was 
located in the center of the courtyard. The cistern is square with part of the vaulted roof still 
visible.602 The courtyard is a large open area, which may have been used to accommodate 
large religious or public gatherings associated with the adjoining sanctuary to the north.  
4.10.3 Building 7 
 Further to the southeast is Building 7. It is a large rectangular building measuring 
9.86 N-S x 20.30 m E-W and has a minimum of five rooms.603 Its function cannot be 
determined.  
4.11 Western sector 
 Architectural remains are scattered across the western slopes, with distinct 
concentrations of visible walls in close proximity to fortifications (fig. 53). It is difficult to 
determine function based on the plans or alignment of these structures. Only a few buildings 
have complete exterior plans and only the architecture of Building 11 has been studied in 
                                                
599  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 124. 
600  Haagsma et al. 2011, 202; Χρυσοστόμου 1998, 61-63. 
601  Stählin 1938.  
602  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 124.  
603  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 125. 
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detail. Large open areas with no architectural remains may have been intentionally left vacant 
and may be reserved for special uses, such as for refuge in times of conflict.  
4.11.1 Building 11 
 Building 11 is located immediately east of Gate I, along Avenue D, which extends up 
the hill from City Gate I (fig. 53). The building is aligned with the grid and provides evidence 
for the extension and use of the grid in the western sector. The construction of the walls 
combines double and single scale masonry, with elongated worked rectangular blocks at the 
exterior corners and partially worked blocks for the rest of the walls. The interior 
arrangement is more problematic as only small sections of two walls are extant. One of these 
walls is a single scale, curved rubble wall. It may not be a wall, but rather, represents some 
sort of feature. The interior space was somehow divided, but the interior layout does not 
provide any indication of function.  
4.12 Building phases at Kastro Kallithea  
 Despite the uniformity of the plan, multiple phases of construction have been 
identified in the architectural remains. Seven distinct phases were observed based on 
differences in construction style, masonry, layout, and spatial relationships to other buildings. 
Based on the architecture, it is not possible to determine the duration of and between each 
phase. The periods between construction phases were likely to have been relatively short. 
Specific dates cannot be assigned as each phase is relative to the other buildings on the site.  
Phase 1 is represented by the construction of the acropolis fortification walls and 
appears to be the earliest in date. Stylistic comparisons have been made to the fortification 
wall at Gonnos and Soros, which date to the Classical period.604 The acropolis wall differs 
stylistically from the lower enceinte and other buildings. The buildings on the acropolis may 
                                                
604  Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 114.  
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date to Phase 3 rather than to this initial construction. Buildings 3 and 4, located in the 
saddle, represent the second phase of construction.605 The small rubble foundations are in 
stark contrast to other buildings in the agora. The street wall of the agora runs parallel, but 
was not integrated into Buildings 3 and 4 and Building 1 was built around Building 4 to 
accommodate the pre-existing structure. Buildings 3 and 4 represent activity in the city prior 
to laying out of the grid plan. The chronological gap between Phases 1 and 2 and Phases 2 
and 3 is unclear. Phase 1 probably dates to the Classical period, followed by Phase 2, which 
probably dates to the Classical/Late Classical period; it is unclear if there was any overlap 
between these two phases. Phase 3 is the main building phase of the city and dates to the late 
fourth/early third century B.C.E. Phase 2 It is during Phase 3 that the city was developed, 
including the delineation of public, private, military, and religious structures. The city plan 
and fortification walls were laid out in reference to each other as evidenced by the alignment 
of the streets and posterns. The housing blocks were laid out and some, if not all, of the 
houses were planned and constructed. The walls of Buildings 1 and 2 were joined with the 
street walls and, therefore, the formal delineation of the public space and its buildings were 
constructed simultaneously.  
Building Phase 4 is associated with the restructuring and reorganization of the urban 
space after a fire destroyed Building 2. It may be that the entire agora went out of use at this 
time and the focus of occupation shifted elsewhere. Phase 5 may be a renovation phase, 
associated with Phase 4. The reuse of building material has been observed in Building 10 and 
possibly other buildings. A large, white, limestone threshold stone was reused in the upper 
walls of Building 10. The stone is similar to the threshold stones of Building 2 and may 
suggest the reuse or pillaging of stone from public buildings after they went out of use. It is, 
                                                
605  We initially thought that Buildings 3 and 4 were of a later date, however, test trenches have altered our  
understanding of the building phases. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 118; Haagsma et al. 2011, 199-200 
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however, not possible to determine the original location of the re-used blocks or the date at 
which the original structures were vacated. The reuse of the blocks could be part of a later 
phase of renovations that cannot be identified on the surface. Phase 6 is a tentative 
designation and is associated with the placement of two circular structures in the middle of 
an avenue. These structures would have blocked traffic and implies that these avenues were 
defunct at the time of construction.  As these structures have not been studied nor are they 
datable, their construction has been tentatively designated to a distinct building phase. The 
final building phase, Phase 7, is much later in date and can be assigned to the Byzantine 
period. A mortar and tile repair job in the back wall of Acropolis Gate I is the only evidence 
of construction assigned to this phase. Other Byzantine material has been found and attests 
to some, albeit limited, occupation.  
This summary provides an overview of the general buildings phases deduced from 
the architecture. Refinement to these phases is only possible with future excavations. Phase 
3, the main construction phase, witnessed the construction of the fortifications, the grid 
plan, monumental public edifices and private houses and dates to the Early Hellenistic 
period.  
4.13 Description of ceramics and small finds  
As part of the archaeological survey, surface artifacts were collected in order to 
acquire data on chronology of occupation and use of space across the site. As discussed in 
chapter 2, direct correlations cannot be drawn between surface assemblages and nearby 
structures because of the affects of post-depositional processes, which may alter the 
distribution of finds (see ch. 5). Nevertheless, an examination of the artifact assemblage can 
provide extensive information on a various aspects of the distribution of artifacts. This 
section consists of an analysis of the ceramics and small finds.  
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Over 4000 pottery sherds were collected in the survey. Every sherd was washed, 
processed, sorted and weighed in fabric groups, and whenever possible, classified according 
to shape and chronology. A little more than 300 ceramics were identified as diagnostic and 
classified into shape category. An examination of the fabric, forms, decoration, and 
chronology of non-diagnostic and diagnostic sherds provides an overview of the ceramics 
and the occupation at Kastro Kallithea. An additional 135 small finds were collected and 
grouped by artifact type. Specific characteristics of each group of artifacts will be described 
below. A diachronic overview of Kastro Kallithea, in terms of its foundation and 
occupation, can be deduced from a detailed analysis of the ceramics and small finds. The 
presence or absence of specific ceramics illuminates our understanding of activities carried 
out on the site. Through an analysis of the functional and chronological distribution (see ch. 
5), it is possible to reconstruct how the site was demarcated according to fucntion and what 
types of activities occurred across the site throughout the duration of its occupation.  
4.14 Fabrics 
As the ceramic assemblage is fragmentary and the identification of specific vessels 
forms difficult, an analysis of the fabric was conducted to determine a more nuanced picture 
of the assemblage. Through an microscopic examination of the fabric, it is possible to 
identify variations in the clay composition, which may relate to different workshops, clay 
sources, recipes, production, and firing techniques, and even local versus imported wares. A 
fabric analysis may provide insight into the production as well as the function of the 
ceramics. Ceramics collected in each survey unit, whether diagnostic or non-diagnostic, were 
examined for fabrics. The quantities and weights of fabric groups highlight the composition 
of the overall assemblage. In the following section, all sherds were classified into four broad 
wares groups (fine, medium coarse (orange, red, light), coarse, and other) based on color, 
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feel of the surface, surface treatment, and inclusions (fig. 54). A more refined analysis of the 
clay composition was conducted for all diagnostic sherds. Using a hand-held microscope at 
40 x magnification, the broad fabric categories were subdivided based on color, hardness, 
appearance, feel, frequency, size, shape, and sorting of inclusions of the fabric.606 This study 
was carried out to determine if correlations could be drawn between fabric types and vessel 
forms.   
4.14.1 Fine wares  
Fine ware amounts to 10% of the survey pottery. The fine ware is mainly pink, 
pinkish yellow, or grey (2.5YR to 5YR with some 7.5YR to 10YR). A few sherds are similar 
to medium coarse orange ware in color, 5YR 6/6 and 5YR 7/6 reddish yellow, but of a finer 
fabric. The fabric is predominantly soft with a greasy or powdery feel. Fine ware has 
imperceptible to fine rounded or sub-rounded inclusions. The frequency of the inclusions is 
rare (<1 to 1%). The white, black, and grey inclusions consist of less than 1% and are usually 
rounded. The sorting of the clay is good to very good. Moldmade and decorated glazed 
wares are included in this category. Vessels made of fine ware are cups, kantharoi, skyphoi, 
jugs, amphorae, bowls, plates, fishplates, lamps, unguentaria and pyxides. With a few 
exceptions of customary oil or toiletry vessels, for example, unguentaria and pyxides, fien 
wares are traditional vessels were used as drinking paraphernalia and for eating. The quantity, 
quality, and distribution of this fine ware may provide some indication on the presence of 
luxury goods in particular areas, and perhaps on the site as a whole. 
4.14.2 Medium coarse wares  
Medium coarse wares comprise approximately 81% of the survey material. This 
fabric has been subdivided into groups based on likenesses of surface color (orange, red, and 
                                                
606  Descriptions for the fabric followed the classificatory system established for the Corinth excavations see 
Sanders et al. 2008, 58-62. 
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light). These color categories are further apportioned based on similarities visible in the 
matrix of the fabric. Parallels exist between these categories both in the composition of the 
fabric and the types of vessels. The use of medium coarse ware was prolific. There are only a 
few vessels shapes that were not made of this fabric and these consist mainly of tablewares 
and toiletry vessels, such as bolsal, moldmade bowls, fish-plates, pyxis, lamp, lekanis, and 
unguentarium. The repertoire of medium coarse wares consists mainly of common wares 
and cooking vessels. Some vessels, for example, jars, kraters, chytra, lopas, pottery stands, 
transport amphorae, thymiaterion, beehive, and stopper, were only made in this ware (fig. 
55). Some very thin or finely crafted medium coarse wares, usually glazed, may indicate a 
local imitation of imported wares or the specialized production for a particular function.607  
Medium coarse orange 
Medium coarse orange ware is the common in our assemblage and constitutes 53% 
of the overall pottery collected. The frequency and quantity of the pottery as well as the 
types of shapes, primarily common wares, suggests that this medium coarse orange fabric 
may be a local fabric. This fabric is orange in color 5YR 6/6 to 7/6 reddish yellow. The 
color of the core varies, however it is usually 5YR 7/1 grey when it differs from the surface 
color. The surface is powdery or smooth; the latter sometimes has a harsh or abrasive feel. 
The powdery feel may be related to poor preservation and exposure.608 The inclusions are 
fine to medium in size and are rare (1%) to frequent (5%) in occurrence. Medium-sized 
inclusions are most common. Typically, inclusions are brown, grey, and white sub-rounded 
to rounded in shape. The sorting of the inclusions was fair to good. Some of the ceramics 
                                                
607 This may be the case with a small votive bowl (AB47 C1) that is made of this medium coarse fabric, which 
was not the traditional fabric used for votive bowls. 
608  Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003, 82. Exposure to the elements may alter the surface matrix of the pottery and 
therefore it is necessary to examine the interior section of the sherd for inclusions and not rely strictly on 
the roughness and hardness of the surface. 
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are well made and have the appearance and feel of fine ware. This fabric is micaeceous 
although it is more perceptible, without the use of a microscope, on well-sorted fine sherds. 
Only a few medium coarse sherds display signs of surface treatment, which is usually a slip 
or black or red glaze. All common, cooking, and storage vessels were made of medium 
coarse orange with a large number of jugs, jars, lekanai, bowls, and cooking pots represented. 
It is mainly drinking vessels, fish-plates, and toiletries that were not made of this fabric.  
Medium coarse red 
Medium coarse red ware is similar in composition and texture to medium coarse 
orange, but has a red color mainly 2.5YR 5/6 to 5/8 red or 2.5YR 6/6 to 6/8 light red. Only 
approximately 9% of the assemblage was made of this fabric. Medium coarse red is a hard 
dense fabric. In general, this fabric is harsh smooth or smooth to the touch. Some sherds 
have a powdery, almost greasy feel. Inclusions are fine to medium-sized and are sub-rounded 
and rounded in shape. White, grey, black, brown, and some orange inclusions are common 
and have a frequency rate of rare (1%) to few (3%). On average, the sorting of the inclusions 
is fair. One subgroup of the fabric is noteworthy as it is a fine, well-fired, hard, well-sorted, 
micaeceous fabric. It is smooth to greasy to the touch while maintaining an abrasive feel. 
The vessels associated with this fabric are transport amphorae and tablewares, and may 
indicate a non-local fabric. Medium coarse red wares, in general, were used for the 
production of cooking, storage and common ware vessels, although the occasional drinking 
cup or ritual vessel (thymiaterion) was also made of this fabric.  
Medium coarse light  
A third type is medium coarse light ware. Approximately 19% of the overall pottery 
assemblage is comprised of this fabric. The variation of the hue of the clay vary from yellow, 
white, pink, and grey 5YR 7/4 pink to 7/8 reddish yellow and 7.5YR 6/4 light brown to 7/4 
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pink with a few 10YR 8/4 very pale brown. Surface treatment is rare on this fabric. A 
notable characteristic is its similarities in appearance to fine ware, while maintaining an 
abrasive yet smooth or powdery feel on the surface. The frequency of white, grey, black, and 
orange, fine to medium-sized inclusions was rare (1%) to few (3%). The fabric is particularly 
micaeceous, although it may be more visible because of its contrast to the light colored 
fabric. The sorting of the inclusions was good to very good and probably contributed to the 
fine appearance of the fabric. A more limited repertoire of vessels exists in this fabric 
assemblage. Some cooking vessels and common wares are present. Storage vessels are 
present and there is an preference of this fabric for transport amphorae. Medium coarse light 
is also used for a few shapes of tablewares, specifically bowls and plates.  
4.14.3 Coarse ware 
The most distinguishable fabric group, coarse ware, comprises 7% of the pottery 
from the survey. Variations in the color of the fabric were recorded and range from 2.5YR 
to 7.5YR with the majority classified as 5YR. Within this group, sherds have been subdivided 
based on color (orange, brown, brownish orange, and red) and subtleties in the clay 
composition. The main characteristic is the harsh, rough feel with many large to very large 
common (10%) or abundant (20%) inclusions visible on the surface and in the matrix. The 
surface is commonly cracked or pitted, which may be related to the quality of firing. 
Although typically no surface treatment is detectable, some artifacts, for example, A46 GS4, 
were smoothened to create a finished exterior surface. A few coarse sherds have incised 
decoration on the body of the vessel (see 4.22.1). Coarse fabric was used in the production 
of storage and common wares, such as pithoi, storage jars, amphorae, kraters, mortars, and 
lekanai. This ware was probably locally produced.  
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4.14.4 Other wares 
Two ‘other’ fabrics comprise a small quantity (2%) of the total assemblage. The 
largest subcategory is grey ware. This fabric group can be further subdivided into medium 
coarse grey and fine grey; it is distinguished from other medium coarse and fine fabrics by its 
color and the hardness of the fabric. The color of the clay for the majority of the sherds is 
either 7.5YR 5/2 brown to 7.5YR 5/6 strong brown or 10YR 5/2 greyish brown to 10YR 
5/3 brown. This fabric is very hard, well fired, and dense with a smooth or greasy feel on the 
surface. These medium coarse grey sherds have the appearance of fine ware. The frequency 
of the white, black, and orange inclusions was rare (1%), although few (3%) inclusions were 
also visible. The repertoire of grey ware vessels includes: jugs, bowls, plates, strainer, lekanai, 
unguentarium, lekythos, and a pyxis lid. It is noteworthy that most of the vessels were used 
as tablewares or for toiletries. Grey ware comprises a small percentage of the overall 
assemblage and is of a high quality production. This fabric is probably imported. Similar grey 
ware was found at Pharsalos and Kastro Kallithea but appears only occasionally at Halos; 
this may reflect a chronological gap or local connections with or between pottery production 
centers.  
The other wares are a miscellaneous group of fabrics. Some are medium coarse with 
a brownish color, which distinguishes it from the other fabrics. Sherds identified as others 
may in fact be similar in fabric to other groups but was classified differently based on surface 
color or treatment. 
4.15 Shape classification   
Hellenistic pottery assemblages are comprised of the continuity Classical vessels, 
Hellenistic variations of older forms, and the introduction of new shapes. New shapes often 
replace previous forms but may also continue to be used simultaneously. Hellenistic 
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ceramics, in comparison to other time periods, have been understudied and it is, therefore, 
difficult to compare typologies as local and regional styles and forms are quite pronounced. 
The fragmentary state and absence of complete profiles of the ceramics from Kastro 
Kallithea does not permit the classification of many sherds, and those that can be are 
grouped in broad categories. Further amplifying the problems of comparative studies is the 
consistency in form of plain wares, which comprise the majority of the assemblage. Plain 
wares display minute changes to their general forms, which cannot be associated with any 
typological or chronological development.  
Diagnostic sherds have been categorized according to their general shape and 
organized accordingly in this section from fine to coarse fabric. The forms were divided into 
general functional groups and are as follows: tablewares, ‘common wares’ (open and closed 
vessels), vessels for oil, cooking vessels, and storage vessels. Common wares are multi-
functional plain vessels used in a variety of contexts. The term/classification ‘open’ or 
‘closed’ vessels’ refers specifically to common wares that cannot be assigned to a single, 
isolated functional category. The shape of the mouth, however, does narrow down the 
possible uses for these vessels. Similarities in form amongst some common wares exclude 
their designations to a specific vessel type, but can generally be classified as open or closed. 
This section and its appendix (appx. A) include only classifiable diagnostic sherds. The pie 
chart (fig. 56) illustrates the breakdown of ceramics by shape classifications.  
The following section describes general characteristics of each type of vessel and 
includes stylistic subcategories of forms, when applicable. All sherds belonging to a vessel 
type are considered together regardless of fabric or decoration. See appendix A for detailed 
descriptions of individual sherds.  
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4.15.1 Tablewares   
 Tablewares refer to vessels used in the consumption of food and drink and often 
exhibit an element of luxury or display. Tablewares comprise 20% of the diagnostic 
assemblage. Tablewares were made of fine fabric and were often decorated with black glaze. 
Four diagnostic sherds and another nine body sherds were made of fine fabric with red 
glaze. A total of eight tableware vessels were made of medium coarse fabric; half of which 
are glazed. Drinking vessels are the predominant shape for tablewares.   
Glazed tableware 
Kantharos (19) 
The predominant form of drinking vessels was the kantharos. It is a cup with two 
high vertical handles and a distinct base. Numerous varieties of kantharoi exist and a distinct 
development in their form changes over time. The Classical kantharos continued to circulate 
along side a distinctly Hellenistic kantharos form. The Hellenistic form of a kantharos is 
simplified shape with a less elaborate base. The angle or beveling of the cup walls, which 
distinguishes its form, becomes less pronounced. It is difficult to distinguish subcategories of 
kantharoi, such as cup- or bowl-kantharos because of their fragmentary preservation. All the 
kantharoi were made of fine fabric, most commonly light orange or pink in color, with traces 
of lustrous high quality black glaze. Eleven of the kantharoi have been assigned a date. The 
dating and quantity of kantharoi can be broken down as follows: Late Classical (2), Late 
Classical/Early Hellenistic (3), Early Hellenistic (2), Early/Middle Hellenistic (3), and Middle 
Hellenistic (1).  
Base fragments present extensive information on the form and chronology of the 
kantharoi. The first type has a stemmed base with a concave exterior and underside. There 
are three stemmed bases in our assemblage. From the stem of G46 GS3, the wall flares 
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outwards depicting the contour of the vessel shape. There is a slight ridge or scraped groove 
at the transition point between the stem and body. This style of base dates to the Late 
Classical/Early Hellenistic period and has stylistic carryovers to the Classical kantharos. The 
second type of base is a flaring ring base with a rounded or upturned rounded edge. There is 
a groove on the resting surface. A nipple is located in the center of the underside on the 
exterior. The interior is concave and displays evidence of the pottery wheel. The base of I73 
GS6 displays characteristics of a Corinthian type skyphos. 
Five body sherds have been identified as kantharoi based on the flaring wall and 
beveling or curvature of the walls. The walls are 0.3-0.5 cm thick. NE slope stray find 7 is 
the lower part of the body and shows the internal transition of the wall to the upper body; 
this form dates to the Late Classical period based on its form, high quality glaze, and traces 
of red figure decoration. Two kantharos handle have been found: 1) a vertical band handle, 
which would have extended above the rim; and 2) a pinched ivy knob (AA48 GS1) a plastic 
decoration attached to the top of the handle.  
Bolsal (2) 
Bolsal is a variation of a cup. It is a broad shallow cup with short vertical sides. 
Horizontal handles are attached below the rim.609 Two bolsal fragments have been identified. 
H46 GS5 is a flaring ring base with a rounded edge. The inside of the base is concave with a 
convex exterior. A groove exists on the resting surface. The other fragment, L71 GS11, is a 
rectangular shaped, horizontal band handle belonging to either a bolsal or a skyphos. Both 
sherds date to the Late Classical/Early Hellenistic.  
Skyphos (2) 
A skyphos is a two-handled, deep cup used for drinking. A rim fragment of a 
                                                
609  Sparkes 1991, 80. 
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skyphos, K74 GS5, has flaring walls and an outturning rim. The lip is convex. The walls are 
0.5 cm thick and are treated with a black glaze. A body sherd, H73 GS1, is decorated with 
parallel horizontal grooves and has indented decoration. It belongs to either a possible 
skyphos or kylix.  
Plate (5) 
Plates were used for serving and eating food. The base of these plates is similar and 
constitutes a flaring ring base with a concave interior and concave exterior. Two of the 
bases, C63 GS9 and K69 GS7, have a flattened edge with a groove on the bottom surface. 
The base diameter of the three fragments is 8, 11, and 15 cm with a wall thickness of 0.5-0.6 
cm. One body sherd of a plate was identified. It has spreading low walls 0.5 cm thick. Rim 
fragments display two types: 1) a straight rim with a thickened lip and spreading walls 0.3 cm 
thick, and 2) a rolled rim, 0.6 cm thick. N41 GS19 has West Slope decoration and dates to 
the third century B.C.E.  
Fish-plate (4) 
A fish-plate is a low broad vessel with an overhanging rim. Its distinctive feature is 
the central depression in the floor of the vessel; this depression may have been used for 
sauce or seasonings.610 The foot of a fish-plate is low, broad, flaring ring base. The diameter 
of the base ranges from 8-17 cm. The interior depression is approximately 4-5 cm in 
diameter and is surrounded by a shallow groove. The upper part of H74 GS9 displays low 
spreading walls. No rim fragments were found in the survey.  
Bowl (15) 
Glazed bowls are common tablewares that were made in a variety of sizes and with 
different depths. These bowls were made of fine fabric and were decorated predominantly 
                                                
610  Rotroff 1997, 146-147; Sparkes 1991, 81.  
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with black glaze, although two red glazed sherds were also found. One fine grey ware 
without any decoration is also included under this category. The majority of the bowl sherds 
are identified as base fragments and represent flat, raised flat, and ring base types. There are 
three varieties of ring bases: 1) flaring ring base with straight edge, 2) flaring ring base with 
rounded or rounded tapered edge, and 3) flaring ring base with flattened edge and slightly 
flaring walls. The diameter of the bases ranges from 5-13 cm. The walls of the bowls are thin 
and measure 0.3-0.5 cm thick. Only one glazed bowl rim was found. It is a strong incurving 
rim with a rounded lip. It has a diameter of 13 cm.  
4.16 Unglazed tableware 
The majority of the tablewares were glazed, however, a few vessel types designed 
specifically for eating and drinking were also made in unglazed fine or medium coarse fabric. 
The form remains consistent. Even though they were undecorated, the function of the 
unglazed wares was the same. It is possible that unglazed vessels were used in less formal 
setting, perhaps for daily use, but it is not possible to discount their use for feasting or at 
dining parties.  
Cup (2) 
Two unglazed cups have been identified. R41 GS9, is a vertical ring handle. The 
other fragment, G57 GS11, is a flaring wall with an outturning rim, 6 cm in diameter. The lip 
thickens on the exterior. The cup has 0.4 cm thick walls. Both sherds were made in medium 
coarse orange ware.  
Plate (4)  
The form of the unglazed plates is similar to their glazed counterparts. Two bases are 
made of medium coarse light fabric while fine fabric (grey and orange) was used to produce 
the rims fragments of two other plates. The form of the base is a flaring ring bases with a 
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rounded edge and a concaved interior. The diameter is 13 cm with a wall thickness of 0.5 
cm. The same two types of rims are present in the unglazed assemblage, 1) a straight rim, 
and 2) rolled rim. The diameters were 9 cm and 5 cm, respectively.  
4.17 Moldmade bowl (7) 
One of the most distinct types of pottery from the Hellenistic period is the 
moldmade bowl. These bowls are hemispherical bowls without a foot or handles. The 
surface of the bowl is decorated in relief that was made using a mold. Moldmade bowls 
replaced kantharoi as the primary drinking vessel in the late third to mid-first century B.C.E. 
and are important tools for dating pottery assemblages and the identification of function.611 
In the survey, four sherds were collected but they are all small, fragmentary body sherds. The 
walls are 0.3 cm thick and made of very fine fabric. Two motifs can be identified: 1) 
guilloche pattern in band, and 2) a Homeric scene with unidentifiable figures. The guilloche 
pattern dates to the Middle to Late Hellenistic period.612 The Homeric bowl dates to 240-220 
B.C.E.613  
4.18 Common ware  
The ceramics in these categories are plain wares, which have diverse functions and 
were used in a variety of contexts. It is, therefore, not possible to assign a single function to 
these utilitarian vessels. Within the category of common wares are two subcategories: closed 
and open vessels. With a few exceptions, common wares were made of medium coarse 
fabric and because of the consistency in fabric and the large quantity, it may infer that these 
vessels were a local production made of local clay, however, this cannot be confirmed 
without petrological analysis. The division between closed and open vessels refines their use 
                                                
611  Rotroff 1982, 1.  
612  Rotroff 1982, 15-16. 
613  Rotroff 1982, 19; Αραχωβἰτη and Δουλγἐρη-Ιντζεςἰλογλου 2000, 70-81. 
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in possible activities, although context remains particularly relevant for defining the use of 
common wares.  
Common ware: closed vessels 
Closed vessels account for approximately 27% of the diagnostic assemblage. 
Utilitarian in function, they could be employed for holding goods (short-term storage) and 
storing or pouring liquids. They were made primarily of medium coarse fabric.  
Jug (64) 
Jugs are the most common closed mouth vessels in the assemblage. They were used 
for drawing, storing, and pouring of liquids. Jugs were often left plain or undecorated in 
order for the liquid to evaporate through thier porous walls in order to maintain a cool 
temperature.614 The forms of the jugs changed over time and new shapes were introduced in 
the Hellenistic period. No complete profiles can be reconstructed, and consequently, it is 
difficult to draw parallels with typologies from other sites. There are only a few examples in 
which it is possible to classify these closed jugs to a specific vessel type, such as hydria or 
amphora. Within the category ‘jugs’, distinguishing features of the rims have led to the 
identification of six forms of jugs (see below). The majority of the vessels were made of 
medium coarse orange fabric; six vessels made of fine fabric, of which four were decorated 
with black or red glaze. Two medium coarse orange jugs also had black glaze. The black 
glazed and fine ware jugs were likely used as tablewares, although this does not exclude the 
possibility that plain ware jugs were also used in dining activities.  
Jugs have flat base, raised flat base, and ring base with a diameter of 6.4-13 cm. H71 
GS15 has a small base diameter of 3.5 cm, and should, therefore, probably be classified as a 
small juglet. Jugs had a single vertical band handle attached to the lip and are segmented in 
                                                
614  Rotroff 2006, 69. 
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shape and oval in section. Triple band handles and twisted rope handles are represented in 
the assemblage. Within the assemblage, 41 jug rims have been classified into the following 
six types of forms.  
Type 1 – Carinated rim (4) 
This type of jug is characterized by a carinated outer rim. The walls are slightly 
flaring or flaring with an outturning rim. The lip is often rounded and thickened on the 
outside. H71 GS4 has a lip with a flattened top and a thickened lip on the outside. The walls 
have a thickness of 0.6-1.1 cm and a rim diameter of 6-13 cm. One variation of this type of 
carinated jug, B64A GS1, has an incurving carinated rim and a vertical twisted ring handle is 
attached to the lip. This handle arches above with a plastic rotelle at the rim. Parallels of the 
rotelle handle can be found at Pharsalos and date to the late third to early second century 
B.C.E.615  
Type 2 Collared lip (9) 
The characteristic trait of this group is the collared lip. The walls of the jugs are 
flaring or spreading walls with either a straight upright or outturning rim. The diameter 
ranges from 7-14 cm. Traces of black glaze have been noted under the lip of P40 GS5/14. 
The average thickness of the walls is 0.3 cm.  
Type 3 Convex lip (11) 
Two variations of the convex lip jug exist. Type 3a has upright walls and a straight 
neck with an outturning rim. Some examples like B75 GS8 has an overhanging rim with a 
convex lip. Traces of a red slip or glaze are preserved on the inside and outside of the rim of 
J80 C1. The upper rim diameter is consistent and ranges from 11-13 cm.   
The walls of this type of jug are 0.3-0.5 cm thick.  
                                                
615  Personal communication with S. Karapanou in Larissa (15 October 2009). Parallels are from the 
unpublished houses at Pharsalos.  
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A variation of the convex lip form is type 3b, which has flaring walls with an 
outcurving rim, sometimes flattened on top, with the characteristic feature of the convex lip. 
Vessels of type 3b have a slightly larger diameter than type 3a and measure 12-16 cm and the 
walls are 0.5-0.6 cm thick.   
Type 4 Rounded lip (2) 
Type 4 is characterized by a rounded lip. The walls are flaring or straight with an 
outturning rim. One example, H46 GS23, has an internal angle at the rim. The lip is rounded 
and thickened on the outside. The wall thickness is 0.5-0.6 cm. The diameter of the rim 
ranges from 10-15 cm.  
Type 5 Outcurving rim and thickened lip (13) 
This type of jug consists of outward flaring walls with an outcurving rim and an 
overhanging lip thickened on the outside. I73 GS3 has a triple band handle attached to the 
lip. A slight variation of the rim of the jug is visible in K71 GS7, which has a profiled rim on 
the outside and a flattened top. This type displays a greater range in the wall thickness and 
the diameter of the vessel; the walls are 0.3-1 cm thick and the diameter ranges from 8-23 
cm.  
Type 6 Ribbed neck (2) 
There are two ribbed neck jugs, B65 GS6 and C63 GS30. The vessel type consists of 
an upright wall with a short outturning rim. The lip is overhanging and thickened. The 
exterior of the neck, with a diameter of approximately 10 cm, is ribbed. The walls are thin, 
measuring only 0.3 cm.  
Hydria (3)  
Hydriai are closed vessels with a straight neck, an oval body and two horizontal 
handles and one vertical handle. They were used for collecting and carrying water. The 
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identification of hydriai can be difficult without the existence of handles as they have similar 
form to jugs. Three horizontal ring handles have been designated as the body handles of 
hydriai. 
Amphora (4) 
Amphorae were common closed vessels with two vertical handles attached at the lip 
and shoulder. Four handle fragments have been tentatively identified as amphora based on 
their form; these are vertical band handles, oval in section. The thickness of the handles is 
2.6-3.2 cm. All four fragments are medium coarse light fabric with fine well-sorted 
inclusions.  
Jar (19) 
Jars were globular vessels used for holding goods, usually for short-term storage. 
Similarities exist in the form and function of jars and storage bins. Jars tend to be smaller 
and made of finer, better-sorted material; medium coarse ware was used for their 
production. Some of these vessels were portable, while others were quite large and may not 
have been able to be transported far.   
One low straight rim base with a concave inside and flat exterior was found. It has a 
diameter of 16 cm. The other 18 jar fragments are rims. The walls are flaring or spreading 
with an incurving shoulder or flaring wall of a convex shoulder. The neck tapers to a 
constricted mouth, which was designed for lids. The rim is outturning upright rim with a 
flattened lip. Kastro 2005 F71 C2 has a profiled lip.  
The rest of the storage jar sherds were rim fragments with only a small portion of the 
shoulder or wall preserved. However, the form was a flaring or spreading wall with a flat or 
rounded shoulder leading to a vertical rim. The rim is outcurving or upright. The lip of the 
outcurving rims includes: a flattened, collared, convex, beveled, or profiled lip. Upright rims 
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have a flattened lip; the rim of C75 GS4 has an internal angle. K41 GS1 is profiled on the 
outside. There are three sizes of rim diameters of these jars: 1) small 7-17 cm; 2) medium 20-
26 cm; and 3) large 36 and 48 cm. The walls range in thickness from 0.4-1.3 cm.  
Lebes (1) 
Lebes is a spherical shaped vessel without a foot or handle. It would have rested on a 
stand. This shape was not common in the Hellenistic period, however, one lebes, J70 
GS2/3, has been identified. It has a flaring wall with an incurving rim and a slightly convex 
lip. The diameter of the vessel is 24 cm and the walls are 0.8 cm thick.  
Beehive (1) 
E71 C3 has been tentatively identified as a beehive fragment. It is a medium coarse 
red body sherd, 1.4 cm thick, with straight walls, and a band handle attached on the exterior. 
The interior of the vessel is combed, a characteristic feature of beehives.  
Common ware: open vessels  
The classification ‘open vessel’ is used for common wares with an open shape, that 
are multi-functional. Open vessels account for 25% of the assemblage. They could be used 
for a variety of activities including, but not restricted, to short-term storage, food 
preparation, mixing, serving, eating, washing, and pouring. These multi-purpose vessels were 
used in a various situations, inside and outside of a domestic context. Open vessels were 
made predominantly of medium coarse fabric. Mortars tend to have larger and slightly more 
frequent inclusions than most of the medium coarse wares. Three open vessels were made of 
fine grey ware; no other fine fabric is represented. Medium coarse orange was the 
predominant fabric subcategory with 60% of open vessels made of this fabric.  
Lekane (37)  
A lekane is a large household bowl or basin with two horizontal handles attached 
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below the rim and touching the lip. These handles were meant for easy lifting,616 and are the 
distinguishing feature between lekanai and bowls. Lekanai were used in food preparation and 
processing, although a multitude of other household and non-domestic functions may be 
applied to these vessels such as washing, bathing, kneading bread, mixing, and serving food 
and wine.617 Lekanai are common in Hellenistic assemblage and are either deep or shallow 
vessels. The latter are typical of the third to first century B.C.E.618  
The likenesses of lekanai and bowls forms are problematic for classification. Handles 
are the main distinguishing characteristic between the two types, however, the majority of 
the sherds lack this attribute. The types and size of the rims distinguish the forms of lekanai. 
For many of the diagnostic rim sherds, no part of the wall is preserved, and therefore, it is 
not possible to reconstruct the angle of the walls or depth of the vessel.619 Of the identifiable 
sherds in the Kastro Kallithea assemblage, there is a greater number of deep lekanai than 
shallow ones.   
All the lekanai were made of medium coarse fabric, with the exception of one fine 
grey ware. They were predominantly medium coarse orange, although other fabric colors 
were represented. The bases of lekanai were either flat, raised flat, or flaring ring bases. The 
base diameter ranges from 6-28 cm, but is, on average, 15 cm. One handle fragment, K69 
GS8, is a horizontal, plain, bolster lug handle attached under the rim. The rim sherds of 
lekanai have been divided into three categories. There are three size grouping for lekanai, 
which are represented in each lekane type: 1) small lekanai have a diameter of 10-21 cm, 2) 
26-45 cm, and 3) approximately 52-57 cm. 
Type 1 Convex lip (8) 
                                                
616  Rotroff 2006, 108; Beestman-Kruyshaar, 2003, 88.  
617  Rotroff 2006, 109. 
618  Rotroff 2006, 111.  
619  Rotroff 2006,108-109. 
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Type 1 has flaring walls with an outturning rim. The lip is convex or faceted. The top 
of the lip may be grooved, for example, D73 GS4. A slight variation is exhibited by G60 
GS26, which has a flaring wall and an upright rim with a convex lip. On the rim of K72 
GS16 is a semi-circular plastic decoration. The average wall thickness is 0.5-0.7 cm.  
Type 2 Collared lip (12)  
This type is the most common form of lekanai in the assemblage. Type 2 is 
characterized by flaring walls with an outturning rim. The lip is collared and/or beveled on 
the outside. The rim may have an internal angle like G60 GS5, G61 GS4/6, and N41 GS5. 
The walls of these vessels are 0.4-0.7 cm thick.  
Type 3 Overhanging lip (10) 
The walls of the vessels are flaring, spreading, or slightly spreading with an 
outcurving rim. The overhanging lip is flattened on top. A groove on the upper part of the 
lip or on the outer edge has been noted on two sherds. Some fragments with an overhanging 
lip also exhibit a thickening of the lip on the outside. The lip may be concave or undercut, 
for example, A48 GS1. G46 GS2 has an internal angle thickening on the outside. The walls 
range in thickness from 0.3-1 cm.  
Bowl (13) 
With the exception of handles, bowls have the same general form as lekanai. 
Unglazed bowls were made of medium coarse ware, with a preference for medium coarse 
light. The shape of the bowl is similar to its glazed counterpart, although some forms are not 
represented in the unglazed version. The three bases are flaring ring bases with rounded edge 
and concave on the inside and outside. The diameter of the bases ranges from 5-9 cm 
The rims are outcurving with flaring or spreading walls. The lips are of four types 
and include: convex lip, collared lip, overhanging lip, or carinated; the first three categories 
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are the same lekanai. One carinated bowl, O41 GS13, has spreading walls with an outturning 
rim with a carinated lip. The diameter of the bowls ranges from 10-23 cm with an average 
wall thickness of 0.5 cm. Based on the angle of the wall, most of the bowls were probably 
shallow.  
Krater (9) 
Kraters are large open vessels used traditionally for mixing water and wine. At 
Kastro Kallithea, they appear to be a variation of the column krater or the lug handle krater. 
Most of the kraters were made of medium coarse ware, although fine grey fabric was used in 
the production of one krater.  
Three raise flat bases have a diameter of 14-24 cm. Two horizontal ring handles, 
segmental or angular in shape, have also been identified. Two types of rims are present: 1) an 
outturning collared rim with a flat or concave lip, and 2) an outturning rim with a flat lip 
thickened on the outside. Two of the kraters have a diameter of 19 cm, whereas, the other 
two are much larger with a diameter of 35 cm and 48 cm. The walls were flaring and range in 
thickness from 0.6-1.3 cm.  
Mortar (6) 
Mortars are large, heavy open vessels used in food processing, particularly for 
grinding. They are wide-mouthed open vessels with an incurring neck that forms a spout. 
These vessels were made of medium coarse to coarse fabric. The mortars had flat or raised 
flat bases with a concave interior with flaring walls 0.9-1.3 cm thick. The diameter of these 
bases was either 12 cm or 17 cm.  
Two different types of handles were used: horizontal lug handles with rounded 
protruding corners or horizontal bolster handles. A lug handle, K73 GS5, is attached to a flat 
thickened lip. A46 GS3 exhibits an incurving rim leading to the thickened flat lip with a 
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diameter of 32.5 cm; the wall thickness of the upper part of the mortars is 0.9-1.0 cm. A 
fragment of the neck and spout of a mortar, A48 GS2, was also found. The underside is flat. 
The neck curves inwards from the shoulder to form the spout; the channel of the spout is 
preserved on the inside. The extant width of the spout is 1.6 cm with a thickness of 1 cm.  
Strainer (6) 
Strainers would have been used in cooking and food processing, although other uses 
are possible. All the strainers were made of medium coarse orange fabric, with the exception 
of C75 GS6, which was made of fine, grey fabric and had thin 0.2-0.4 cm walls. The fineness 
of this strainer may indicate its use during dining activities, perhaps to strain wine. All the 
strainer fragments were body sherds and range in thickness from 0.8-1.7 cm. The curvature 
of the wall is difficult to reconstruct and may be very subtle. Each sherd has perforated holes 
with one to five full holes preserved, although three to eight partial holes are extant. The 
holes are 0.4-0.7 cm in diameter.  
4.19 Cooking vessels  
Cooking vessels comprise 6% of the diagnostic ceramic assemblage. Other vessels 
may have been used in food processing, however, this category of vessels was used for 
specifically for cooking in the fire. All the cooking vessels were produced using medium 
coarse fabric, divided roughly equally between medium coarse red or orange fabric. Some of 
the vessels exhibit some evidence of burning, a typical characteristic of cooking vessels as 
they were put into the fire.   
Chytra and cooking pot (9)  
Chytrai and cooking pots are combined into a single category as their function and 
form are similar and without a full profile, especially the base, it is not possible to definitively 
distinguish between the two. Chytrai are footless cooking vessels with one, possibly two, 
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vertical strap handles and a wide, concave or angular neck. Some forms have a horizontal 
handle instead of or in addition to a vertical handle.620 All the pots were made of medium 
coarse orange and red fabric, with one exception made of medium coarse light.  
All these sherds are handle, handle and rim, or rim fragments. The handles are 
vertical band or strap handles, oval in section, and range in width from 2.7-4.3 cm. No 
complete handle has been preserved. The handle was attached to the lip, which is flattened 
or thickened on the outside. They have an outcurving rim and a slightly concave neck. M39 
GS1 exhibits a globular form with flaring walls. The diameter ranges from 12-23 cm. The 
walls are 0.5-0.7 cm thick.  
Lopas (3) 
Lopas is a shallow form of a cooking pot with a lid that rests in a groove on the lip 
of the pot. Lopades usually had two horizontal ring handles attached to the underside of the 
rim. Flaring or spreading walls extended to an outcurving or incurving rim with a flattened 
thickened lip on outside and a beveled edge on the inside and outside of the lip. The lip has 
a gentle concaved groove in the center of the lip for the lid. The diameters of the two 
lopades are 24 cm and 27 cm. The walls are measures 0.6-0.8 cm thick.  
Stand ring (3) 
Stand rings were used for placing particular vessels, particularly cooking vessels, on 
while in use. There are two types of ring stands. The first one G61 C3 is a complete profile. 
It is a flaring ring base with an outturning rim with internal angle and a convex lip. The other 
two stands, O40 GS13 and O40 GS37, are straight ring bases with flattened, slightly lipped 
edge. Flaring walls extend to an outcurving rim with a concave lip. The diameters of these 
stands range from 11-15 cm.  
                                                
620  Rotroff 2006, 165-178.  
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Lid (3) 
Lids are usually associated with cooking pots, although they may have been use to 
close other pots as well. J73 GS6 is a wall fragment of a large domed lid with flaring walls 
with a ridge on the transition to the rim; this ridge created a tight fit with the pot. The 
diameter is 36 cm. A solid or hollow knob would have been attached to the top of a domed 
lid to facilitate lifting; two have been found in the survey.  
4.20 Storage vessels 
Storage vessels comprise for 16% of the total diagnostic assemblage. They are heavy 
durable pots used for long-term storage of goods that would typically have been reused over 
an extended period of time. The size and weight of the storage vessels, especially when full, 
would have limited their mobility. Storage vessels are closed vessels and some have incised 
decoration. They are made predominantly out of coarse ware, although some forms, such as 
transport amphorae were made of a medium coarse fabric. The forms of storage vessels are 
relatively consistent over time and cannot be used to assign relative dates.  
Transport amphora (9) 
Transport amphorae were used in the movement of wet and dry goods. They have a 
distinct form, although variations existed throughout the Greek world. It is a long, straight 
neck vessel with two heavy vertical band handles attached below the rim. The body tapers to 
a point at the bottom. The fabric and shape can provide information on the origins of the 
pot and the presence of stamps on the handle can help to identify location and/or 
workshop; however no stamps have been found at Kastro Kallithea. Transport amphorae 
are represented in the assemblage by ten sherds, including base, rim and handle sherds. 
These were made of medium coarse fabrics, primarily of medium coarse light fabric. The 
size and frequency of inclusions vary from fine, well-sorted inclusions rare in frequency to 
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common frequency of large, poorly sorted inclusions. Medium coarse red and light are 
particularly micaeceous fabrics used for this vessel shape. AA48 GS2 is comprised of hard 
reddish medium coarse fabric that appears almost to be fine ware and is powdery to the 
touch. Surface treatment is found on two transport amphora sherds; a body sherd, H71 GS1, 
has an incised line and I74 GS3 has a white slip on the exterior surface.  
Three base fragments were collected. Only F74 GS1 preserves the knob of the 
amphora toe. It is a rounded knob with a slightly flattened underside. It curves in slightly at 
the top of the knob but broke off where the knob attaches to the vessel. It is 3.7 cm thick 
and has an exterior base diameter of 6 cm. The other two base fragments preserve the solid 
lower part of the base but the knob itself has been broken off. The solid foot of J76 GS1 is 
4.6 cm thick and thins out to 0.9 cm at the transition from foot to wall. The solid base 
transitions to a concave interior with straight walls of the body. AA48 GS2, a body sherd, 
preserves this transition from base to wall; the wall was 1.6 cm thick. Another sherd, K50 
GS22, may also be a lower wall fragment because of its curvature and thick 1.3 cm wall.  The 
other two body sherds are 0.8-1.3 cm in thickness and were part of the upper walls or 
shoulder of the vessel.  
Two sturdy, vertical band handles of transport amphorae, oval in section, were also 
collected. The widths of the handles are 3.3 cm and 5.5 cm and are 2.1 cm and 2.8 cm in 
section, respectively. The complete handle has not been preserved nor is the section where it 
would have attached to the body of the vessel.  One handle fragment is preserved 7 cm in 
length.  
Two rim fragments display a similar form with a straight neck and a straight rim with 
a rolled lip that that thickens slightly on outside. I74 GS3 has a slight groove on the top of 
the lip. Both vessels have a diameter of 12 cm and a wall thickness of 0.6-0.7 cm.  
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Storage bin (13) 
Storage bins are large, heavy vessels used for long-term storage of goods, usually 
food stuffs, especially grain. Storage jars have a globular or round body with an angular 
shoulder tapering towards the neck and mouth of the vessel. Handles are attached under the 
rim, on the shoulder, or on the body to facilitate lifting of these heavy vessels. Storage bins 
are made primarily out of coarse, but could also be made of medium coarse ware. These 
vessels do not display any decorative elements. Similarities may be drawn between the form 
of these storage bins and closed-mouth jars.   
The bases of these storage bins were flat or raised flat bases with a concave or 
straight interior. One sherd, N41 GS17, is a straight ring base with a rounded edge. The base 
diameter ranges from 16-24 cm. The base is typically a raised flat or ring base. The lower 
walls of the storage bin may thicken slightly, although in general, the walls are 0.9-2.4 cm 
thick. The wall thickness of M41 GS4, a small storage bin, is 0.5 cm.  
Six rim fragments display the predominant form of the storage vessel. It has a 
spreading wall with an outcurving rim and a flattened lip. Some variations exist, such as an 
overhanging flattened lip, a profiled lip, or an internal angle on the rim. A distinct alternative 
form for a storage vessel is visible in AB47 GS8, which has a straight rim and a flattened 
thickened on the lip. The mouth of the vessels has a diameter ranging from 17-39 cm. 
Pithos (22)  
Pithoi are large durable storage jars and would have been used over an extended 
period of time. Used for long-term storage of food like grain and olives, these heavy storage 
jars were not portable, unlike their smaller storage counterparts. Pithoi were placed in holes 
dug into the floor of the room. The foot of the pithos was relatively small and round. The 
majority of vessels was made of coarse or medium coarse fabric.  
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The pithoi bases are solid, raised flat bases with a concave inside and flat exterior. 
The diameter of three bases ranges from 10-16 cm. The walls of the pithoi were thick and 
range from 1.5-4.1 cm, although the average thickness is 2.3 cm. Three body sherds had 
incised decoration. A large horizontal ring handle, Q42 GS20, has two holes preserved at the 
bottom for attaching it to the vessel. It was very thick and coarse.  
Most of the pithos fragments collected from the survey are rim fragments. Three 
types of rims were found: flaring or spreading wall 1) an outcurving or outturning rim, 2) a 
slightly incurving rim with an inturning internal angle, and 3) a straight or slightly outcurving 
rim with an upright wall. The characteristic lip is an overhanging flattened lip that is 
thickened on the outside. The thickness of the lip ranges from 1.5-6.7 cm on the outside. 
The wall under the lip of A47 GS4 is carinated. The diameter of the pithoi ranges from 16- 
60 cm.  
Large lid (2) 
Lids were used to seal pithoi and large storage vessels. Pithos lids often have a 
central hole used for aerating the contents, access to the contents, or for facilitating lifting 
the lid. Both sherds are made in coarse fabric. Two types of lids were collected. J67 GS1 is a 
round flat lid, 10 cm in diameter, with a central hole 3.5 cm in diameter. It has an upright rim 
and a flattened lip around the central hole.621 The other lid, K72 GS19, is a flat lid with an 
arching band handle attachment in the middle. The diameter of the vessel is 20 cm.  
Tub or pithos (1) 
One base sherd has been identified as either a pithos or tub. I48 C5 is a raised flat 
base with a concave interior with a base diameter of 32-34 cm. It is made of coarse fabric 
with a 2.4 cm thick wall.  
                                                
621 Rotroff 2006, 98.  
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4.21 Vessels for oil and toiletries 
This category includes a variety of vessels used specifically for holding oil and as 
toiletries and comprises 5% of the diagnostic assemblage. Each category has on average only 
a few examples. Only 2.58% of the survey assemblage was of this category. Other 
miscellaneous shapes can be found described in detail in appendix 2.   
Unguentarium (3) 
Unguentaria are small delicate vessels with an elongated body made of fine ware, 
including one made of fine grey fabric. The stem is solid leading to a bulging, round body 
that tapers to the top. Unguentaria display a very clear chronological development in the 
form; over time the body becomes more elongated with a less globular belly, although the 
unguentarium bases are too fragmentary to date.622 The bases of unguentaria were flat on the 
bottom with a solid base; some fragments exhibit a spreading at the lower end of the base. 
The rim is outturning with a slightly projecting or overhanging lip, thickening on the outside. 
One rim, G56 GS9 has a collared rim with a rounded lip. 
Lekythos (4) 
Lekythoi were used for holding oil. The shape is tall with a squat body and a high 
foot. There is usually a single handle and a narrow neck and open mouth. The rims of two 
lekythoi, L73 GS3 and S41 C2, are carinated rims with a flattened lip thickened on the inside 
and outside. The diameter of the mouth is 10 cm and the walls are 0.5 cm thick.  
 The fragmentary nature of the surface assemblage permits only a small proportion of 
the ceramics to be classified according to shape or form. These categories, organized into 
functional groupings, allows for correlations to be drawn between vessel forms and use. By 
classifying vessels and examining individual forms, it is possible to identify common forms, 
                                                
622  Rotroff 2006, 233-234. 
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stylistic preferences, local or regional shapes, and potentially local or imported production. 
Further information can be deduced through an investigation of decoration and dating 
methods. Comparisons of stylistic variations of form, decorative motifs, and chronological 
markers provide a more nuanced picture of the ceramic assemblage at Kastro Kallithea.  
4.22 Decoration 
The ceramics from Kastro Kallithea can be divided into two general categories: plain 
(undecorated) and decorated wares. Plain wares comprise the majority of the surface 
ceramics (94%) and exhibit no signs of surface treatment. A few sherds exhibit a 
smoothening of the surface. In contrast, approximately 6%, of the total ceramic assemblage 
are decorated. Although only a small proportion, these decorated wares are particularly 
informative with regards to dating, production techniques, craftsmanship, and function of 
the vessels. Five types of decoration exist in this assemblage including: 1) incised decoration, 
2) application of a slip or glaze, 3) glaze with paint or incised patterns, 4) moldmade ware, 
and 5) combed ware. In the following section, I will describe each type of decoration, 
provide examples from the Kastro Kallithea assemblage, and assign dates where applicable. 
4.22.1 Incised ware 
Incised decoration is found on six sherds in the assemblage. The patterns are simple 
designs of incised lines or circles/dots. Incised decoration is found on a range of vessel 
types, however, pithos fragments were most common for this decoration. They are usually 
made of coarse and medium coarse wares with no additional surface treatment. One of the 
pithos fragments, M39 GS2, a coarse pithos wall fragment, had a raised band with a 
continuous row of incised running triangles (fig. 57). The pattern of running triangles is 
similarly found on two other pithoi fragments, SW slope 1 and N. slope stray E. hill, 
however the triangles were not straight incised lines but rather were made by a series of 
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incised circles; the latter has a series of double running triangles. A thymiaterion, Q40 GS4, 
was decorated with an incised zigzag pattern. Simple incised lines can be observed on H71 
GS1 and on an uncatalogued wall fragment with incised horizontal lines. GIS stray 1, an 
unknown, medium coarse red body sherd, has an elaborate pattern; it has a short vertical line 
between long horizontal incised lines and a C-shaped groove surrounded by a triangular 
incision at the top.  
4.22.2 Glazed ware 
The application of glaze is the most common form of decoration in our assemblage. 
Approximately 6% of all collected ceramics are glazed. Of the diagnostic sherds, 20% were 
glazed. Glazed wares are made primarily of fine fabric although a few medium coarse orange 
sherds have glazed decoration. Black glaze was most common decoration, although some 
red glazed sherds have also been collected. A small number of body and base fragments (13) 
were decorated with red glaze. A deep shiny black color was the desired effect, although 
variations in other colors occurred due to fluctuations in the firing conditions.623  
The quality of the glaze and firing techniques resulted in variations in the color, 
shine, and hardness of the glaze. In Athens, Rotroff has drawn correlation between the 
quality of the glaze and a general chronological development.624 We must be cautious in 
drawing too heavily on dating parallels from Athens as regional variations and levels of 
craftsmanship may differ in terms of technologies and style. Nevertheless, similar 
correlations appear to occur at Kastro Kallithea. Early Hellenistic black glazed wares are 
hard, lustrous, and are similar to Classical glaze. By the middle of the third century B.C.E. at 
Athens, glaze loses its shiny appearance and becomes metallic or dull. Rare in the early third 
century, this metallic finish becomes increasingly common later in the Hellenistic period. 
                                                
623  Rotroff 1997, 11.  
624  Rotroff 1997, 11. 
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Metallic glaze was an intentional imitation of the shiny finish on metal vessels. With the 
increased circulation of metal wares, the metallic finish grew in popularity as an emulation of 
luxury goods. On the other hand, dull black glaze was the product of poor firing and was 
unlikely an intentional surface finish. In the Late Hellenistic period, the quality of glazing 
diminishes and the number of dull black, red, and brown glazed vessels increases.625  
At Kastro Kallithea, the shiny lustrous finish attests to the high quality of the glaze 
and can be assigned a Late Classical/Early Hellenistic date. The majority of the glaze is of a 
similar high quality and suggests a consistent early date for the glazed wares. The glaze on 
medium coarse wares tends to be of a lesser quality with a dull finish. Glazed medium coarse 
wares may represent local imitation of imported fine wares. It is important to keep in mind 
that exposure on the surface may play a role in the deterioration or wear of the surface 
decoration.  
4.22.3 Painted or incised decoration on glazed ware 
Some glazed wares have additional decoration including painted and/or incised 
decoration. The first type of decoration is the application of paint or clay on top of the black 
glaze. Traces of paint on the base of a kantharos, NE slope stray 7, appear to be red-figure 
decoration but neither the figures nor the scene is identifiable. A lekanis, M72 GS6 and two 
body sherds, F74 GS3 and S. Saddle 1, are red glazed vessels with traces of black paint or 
glaze. Only traces or small patches of the paint are preserved, and therefore, it is difficult to 
determine the style and type of decoration or draw any conclusions about dating.  
Another style of painted decoration is West Slope. This consists of the application of 
white or orange clay on top of the black glaze with incised lines. The repertoire of West 
Slope consists of vegetal, faunal, and geometric or figured motifs. Some motifs were used 
                                                
625  Rotroff 1997, 11.  
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throughout the period, while the popularity of others was short-lived.626 West Slope 
decoration developed in the second quarter of the third century B.C.E.627 At Kastro 
Kallithea, N41 GS19, a plate, has West Slope decoration, which consists of incised ivy 
branches with berries painted in a buff slip (fig. 58).628 The glaze is typical of Classical glaze, 
and thus, probably dates to the first half of the third century B.C.E.  
4.22.4 Molded  
The fourth type of decorated ware is molded. The vessel was pressed into a sculpted 
mold. Molded decoration was used predominantly for semi-hemispherical bowls, which 
became common drinking paraphernalia late in the second half of the third century B.C.E. 
The finish is metallic in appearance and imitates silver and gold vessels. The decorative 
scenes are figured or vegetal/flora. The subject of these figured scenes was taken from 
mythology and literature. Homeric scenes were particularly common and the production 
center at Pherae specialized in Homeric scenes.629 K72 GS22 and K72 C5 have figured 
scenes, probably Homeric, and although the figures and story cannot be identified, a date of 
240-220 B.C.E. has been assigned.630 The other two molded bowl sherds have a guilloche 
pattern in between two lines (fig. 59).631  
4.22.5 Combed ware 
The final decorative motif, combed ware, is not Hellenistic in date, but is 
characteristic of the Late Roman/Early Byzantine period. A combed pattern was made by 
dragging a comb tool over the exterior surface; this resulted in a pattern of multiple incised 
horizontal grooves or lines. Two medium coarse fragments with combed pattern, H74 GS7 
                                                
626 Rotroff 1997, 70-71. 
627  Rotroff 1997, 11.  
628  Rotroff 1997, 39-40. 
629  The city of Pherae, located on the Pagastic Gulf, was a production center for moldmade bowls, particularly 
known for their Homeric scenes. Αραχωβἰτη and Δουλγἐρη-Ιντζεςἰλογλου 2000, 70-81.  
630 Rotroff 1982, 19. 
631 Rotroff 1982, 15-16.  
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and P40 GS4, were found in the survey. Additional combed ware sherds were found in the 
upper topsoil during the excavation of Building 10. The presence of this ware confirms 
some, albeit probably limited, Early Byzantine habitation at Kastro Kallithea 
Decorated wares were primarily tablewares, often drinking vessels. The glazed 
vessels, with or without additional decoration, provide insight into their function. Their 
decoration implies an element of display and ‘public’ use. A dense concentration of black 
glazed sherds were found on the east slope in the residential area and implies private, formal 
dining in domestic contexts. Similarly, the presence of glazed vessels around the sanctuary 
may be associated with ritual dining. Many non-diagnostic glazed body sherds were collected, 
and despite our inability to assign a specific shape, the presence of glazed decoration implies 
their use in consumption and drinking, based on comparisons with diagnostic sherds.632 The 
decoration can, therefore, help to identify function as well as distinguish chronological 
divisions through stylistic differences and technological innovations.  
4.23 Dating 
The chronology of the site is determined in large part by the ceramics. Despite the 
fragmentary nature of the pottery, the absence of full profiles, and limited comparanda from 
regional sites or local secure deposits, it is possible to determine an overview of the 
chronology of Kastro Kallithea. Figure 4.36 illustrates the distribution of datable finds 
according to periods. A more refined chronology is not possible without additional 
comparanda. As mentioned above, a few Byzantine combed ware sherds attests to Byzantine 
activity on the site but there is no evidence of Early Roman material and therefore, there was 
a hiatus in the occupation of Kastro Kallithea during the Roman period before it was 
                                                
632 Non-diagnostic glazed sherds will be included under the category of tablewares in our analysis of the 
functional and spatial distribution of the survey material.  
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reoccupied.633  
Generally speaking, a refined dating of Hellenistic pottery is difficult and 
problematic. Despite an increased interest in Hellenistic ceramics, the lack of securely dated 
archaeological deposits continues to hinder a detailed chronological assessment of the 
material. Fixed reference points for the chronology of Hellenistic ceramics include: the 
destruction of Olynthos in 348 B.C.E., the existence of a Ptolemaic military camp at Koroni 
at 280-261 B.C.E., a series Agora deposits dating to the first half of the third century and the 
foundation of New Halos in 302 B.C.E. and its abandonment in 265 B.C.E.634 These sites 
provide benchmarks for the relative dating of deposits from other sites, however 
comparanda for Hellenistic pottery is limited and local and regional pottery production 
follow individual and distinct trajectories.  
External politics, economics, and cultural influences contributed to advancements of 
pottery production through exposure to markets and the introduction of new techniques but 
also augment the complexities of dating these ceramics.635 Shapes and decorative trends can 
be assigned to the Hellenistic period, however, the local or regional adoption and adaption 
of stylistic preferences restrict our abilities, at this stage, to refine the chronology. Ceramics 
from the test trench and excavation deposits may be helpful as a comparative tool with the 
survey data. Through comparisons with other sites, it is also possible to identify local 
preferences of pottery and perhaps refine our chronology.  
At Kastro Kallithea, we have designated broad chronological markers which are 
loosely correlated with relative dates. The Late Classical period dates to the second half of 
the fourth century B.C.E. The Early Hellenistic period is associated with the end of the 
                                                
633  Some evidence exists to suggest some Byzantine occupation on the site, see ch. 4.2 for discussion of 
building phases including the Byzantine evidence.  
634  Rotroff 1997, 10, 18-23, 31-32; Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003, 81-82. 
635  Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003, 81. 
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fourth/first half of the third century B.C.E., while the Middle Hellenistic period extends 
from the mid-third, perhaps into the beginning of the second century B.C.E. The rest of the 
second century is identified as the Late Hellenistic period. The longevity and continuity of 
some forms results in a chronological designation that overlaps multiple phases or periods. 
Comparisons with ceramics at published sites have been made in terms of form, style, and 
relative dating.636 Close attention has been paid to the ceramics from neighboring Thessalian 
sites, in particular Halos, Pharsalos, and Demetrias in order to possibly identify distinctive 
local or regional preferences for decorative styles and shapes as well as chronological 
divisions.  
 The site of New Halos is particularly useful for comparison because the habitation 
was short-lived and consequently, provides a representative assemblage of Hellenistic 
ceramics from a domestic context that dates from 302-265 B.C.E.637 After the abandonment 
of the fortification walls ca. 265 B.C.E., the southeast gate was re-occupied and converted 
into a farmhouse or agricultural estate. The farmhouse was occupied until the end of the 
third century. The ceramic assemblage from the farmhouse differs from the town houses in 
terms of form, discontinuation and introduction of new shapes, and production techniques. 
The town houses provide chronological reference points for the first half of the third 
century, whereas, the second half of the third century is represented by the farmhouse 
assemblage.  
Ceramics from Kastro Kallithea are comparable to both phases of New Halos and 
confirm a third century date as the main period of occupation. For example, a ribbed neck 
jug, C63 GS30, found at Kastro Kallithea is similar in form and style to ones from the 
                                                
636  Rotroff 1982; Rotroff 1997; Rotroff 2006; Κυπραιου 2000; Δρούγου 1991; Herffort-Koch et al. 1996; 
Kotitsa 1998; Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003.   
637  Reinders 2003b, 231, 239-240. 
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farmhouses at Halos and suggests a post-265 B.C.E. date for its production. Parallels to our 
rotelle handle, B64A GS1, are uncommon at Halos, but can be dated to the late third/early 
second century based on similarities at Pharsalos.638 Some jugs, including ribbed lip, 
carinated lip, and jug with rotelle handle, have comparisons at both Pharsalos and New 
Halos dating to the late third/early second century.639 Similarities in stylistic variation of 
form exist at neighboring Thessalian sites, which allow relative dates to be assigned.  
A technical change in the production method of black glaze wares occurs, probably 
in the Middle Hellenistic period. The term ‘glaze’ is technically incorrect, as a true glaze is 
made by the addition of a vitreous material, which adheres during firing to the fabric of the 
ceramic; the term ‘glaze’ here is used conventionally to refer to the application of a fine slip 
of clay, which when fired produces a lustrous surface, normally black or red. The process of 
glazing shifts from complete glazing to the new technique of semi-glazing or dipping. In the 
production of the former, the entire vessel, including the underside, is glazed, in contrast to 
the latter where the vessel is dipped into the glaze, leaving the underside plain. At New 
Halos, this shift occurs in the late third century B.C.E.640 In Athens, semi-glazing appears to 
be adopted later, dating to the late second century B.C.E. and was used mainly on plates.641 
A similar time frame to Halos may be witnessed at Kastro Kallithea by the correlation 
between form, types of glaze and technique. It may, therefore, be possible to assign a mid-
third century date for the change in glazing techniques in Achaia Phthiotis. Many of the 
black glazed sherds at Kastro Kallithea, however, are wall fragments and cannot be assigned 
                                                
638  Personal communication with C. Beestman-Kruyshaar and S. Karapanou in Larisa 15 October 2009. The 
parallels are from the houses excavated at Pharsalos.  
639  Personal communication with C. Beestman-Kruyshaar and S. Karapanou 15 October 2009.   
640  At Halos, the shift is noted between material found in the houses in the town that were completely glazed 
and those from the farmhouse/SE gate, which were dipped. Personal communication with C. Beestman-
Kruyshaar 15 October 2009.   
641  Rotroff 1997, 11-12, 159-160. 
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to a specific technique.  
Decorated wares provide the most recognizable chronological distinctions, whereas 
plain wares exhibit minute changes over long periods of time and highlight local preferences. 
Although the number of diagnostically datable pieces is limited, by plotting their distribution, 
it is possible to identify general phases of occupation and fluctuations in social practices and 
activities. The distribution of datable ceramics illustrate the predominant period of 
occupation across the entire site of Kastro Kallithea to be the Early to Middle Hellenistic 
period, that is the third century B.C.E. On the eastern slopes, the data shows that habitation 
continued throughout the period perhaps into the first century B.C.E, whereas, on the 
western slopes only one Middle/Late Hellenistic sherd has been found. The scarcity of the 
Late Hellenistic and later material suggests a reduction or decline in habitations, which was 
perhaps transferred exclusively to the east slope.  
4.24 Small finds 
 A total of 135 small finds were collected in the survey. They are associated with a 
variety of activities and functions. These artifacts have been broken down into general 
categories and include: architectural elements and buildings material, weaving equipment, 
ground stone stones, metal objects, industrial by-products, and coins. The distribution of 
individual objects is presented in figure 4.36 and highlights patterns in the spatial distribution 
of some objects. A more detailed description of the objects can be found in appendix B and 
for an analysis of the distribution of the finds see chapter 5.4.  
4.25 Architectural elements and building material 
4.25.1 Roof structure (2) 
A stray find, tentatively identified as an antefix, was found in F58 located on the 
south slope of the saddle. It is 6.5 cm high x 17.5 cm wide and 3.3 cm thick. It is oval in 
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shape tapering to a slight point at the top. The backside is concave and has fingerprint 
marks. The front is convex and has four large grooves with ridges. The fabric is medium 
coarse light with no surface decoration or treatment. Unit F58 contains the foundations of 
Building 7 and this antefix may belong to this building or other structures in the vicinity. It is 
the only architectural element from the upper entablature found at Kastro Kallithea and the 
addition of architectural embellishment may indicate that this structure had a public 
function.  
Opaion (?) 
An unusual fragment, A46 GS4, was found on the southwest slope of the hill. It has 
been tentatively identified as an opaion fragment. An opaion is an opening in the roof for 
the smoke to escape. It was a rooftile with a circular hole in the middle. A46 GS4 has an 
upright inner wall to the height of 7.5 cm with a 3.7 cm thick lip. The interior edge is straight 
and smoothed for approximately 10.5 cm before it curves. The exterior surface has been 
smoothed and slopes downward from the lip tapering to a thickness of 2.9-2.4 cm. It is 
made of a coarse fabric and weighs 1.325kg. The weight of A46 GS4 may be too heavy for it 
to have been part of the roof structure. The opening was not round but would have been 
oval or rectangular with rounded corners. The fragments is very thick and may have been 
too heavy to be part of the roof structure. Its identification is tentative but alternative 
possibilities or comparanda are unknown.  
Painted rooftiles (29)  
Twenty-nine rooftiles are decorated with red, brown, and black paint (fig. 81). On 
two rooftiles, black or red stripes were painted on the surface. Most of the fragments were 
painted in a solid color. Red paint (2.5YR 4/6 red) was the most popular color with 15 tiles. 
There were nine black and five brown painted tiles. Both varieties, flat (Corinthian) and 
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curved (Lakonian), tiles were painted. The tiles were made in coarse and medium coarse 
fabric. These painted rooftiles range in thickness from 1.3-2.9 cm, although the average 
thickness is 1.9 cm. These painted rooftiles were concentrated mainly in K50 on the 
acropolis, although painted tiles were found scattered across the site (fig. 106). The specific 
building, from which these tiles came from, is unclear.  
Nail (13)  
A total of 13 nails were collected in the survey. They were all made of iron and vary in the 
level of preservation. The shaft of the nail is rarely completely preserved, although often a 
small part of the shaft is extant where it attaches to the underside of the nail head. There are 
three possible types of nails: 1) long shaft with round head, 2) small tack, and 3) a vertical T-
shaped head. Because of the state of preservation and the broken shafts, the first two types 
are difficult to securely identify. The third type is preserved in two examples O38 C6 and N. 
slope E. hill 3.642 The vertical T-shaped head is attached to a rounded shaft that is bent 
upwards and tapers to a point. The head is approximately 1.5 cm in length with a width of 
0.7-0.8 cm and the shaft is 1.7-2.5 cm in length. Nails were used for a variety of functions 
and could be associated with the exterior or interior construction of architectural elements or 
structures or as part of wooden objects such as furniture. It is not possible to identify a 
specific associated object or function.  
4.26 Ground stone tool (10)  
Ten fragments of ground stone tools have been collected during the survey. Seven 
sherds are fragments of a hopper-rubber mill and two, possibly three rotary querns. Five 
fragments from L67 fit together and represent one hopper-rubber mill. This mill can be 
reconstructed as a square with a length of approximately 19 cm. Eight of the ground stone 
                                                
642  Parallels can be found at Halos M260, see Hijmans 2003, 131-132.  
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tools are made of andesite, perhaps imported from Phthiotic Thebes, whereas the other two 
were made of an undetermined sedimentary stone.  The ground stone tools were found on 
the east, west, and southwest slopes (fig. 106).  
4.27 Weaving equipment  
 A total of 25 loomweights, five spools, and one spindle whorl has been collected in 
the survey.643 These weaving tools are easily detected on the surface due to their durability, 
distinct shape, and coarseness of the fabric. All weaving equipment was made of medium 
coarse or coarse fabric. The clay appears similar in composition and color to the rest of the 
ceramics and may suggest local production. Some of the loomweights, particularly the 
pyramidal weights, are rough to the touch and have large frequent to abundant inclusions 
visible on the surface. This would suggest, therefore, that the appearance or surface of the 
loomweight was not a concern in the production of these objects. The spools and spindle 
whorls have a more finished appearance on the surface.  
4.27.1 Loomweight (25) 
Two kinds of loomweights were collected: pyramidal and discoid. There is no 
evidence to suggest any chronological distinction between the two kinds nor is there any 
technical reason for the choice of form. The use of pyramidal over discoid was a matter of 
preference.  
Pyramidal loomweights are more common with a total of nineteen. Each of the 
pyramidal loomweights has a single perforation. Three complete loomweight, C63 GS18, 
and NE slope 1, were found, but the majority have a complete or near complete profiles. 
L69 GS3 has the same form as a pyramidal loomweight but is not perforated, and therefore, 
                                                
643  An additional spool (Kastro 2004 J66 GS3) may have been collected, although its identification as a spool is 
uncertain. The cylindrical form thickening at the ends is similar to other spool but is also reminiscent of a 
lid handle. It cylindrical form, thickening at the ends may also suggest it being a lid handle.  
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its function as a loomweight cannot be confirmed. C63 GS18 is a small loomweight, 
measuring 5.1 cm in height and 42 g. NE slope 1 is complete and similar in size and weight 
with L69 GS3. Overall their general height is 7.2-7.4 cm. and is 3.9-4.2 cm wide at the square 
base. The weight ranges from 98-115 g. The fragmentary pyramidal loomweights display a 
great degree of regularity in comparison with the complete weights; they range from 6-7.2 
cm high with a base 3.4-4.4 cm wide; their preserved weight is from 6 g to 110 g. Two 
loomweights, NE slope 1 and 2006 Stray Find 1, have an organic substance in the perforated 
hole, possibly wood, stick or fibers, which may be the remnants of material used to attach 
the weights to the warp of the loom.644  
 Six discoid loomweights were collected. The weights are disc shaped and are 
rectangular or oval in section with rounded edges. All discoid loomweights had double 
perforation at the top. No complete discoid weights were found. The preserved length of the 
discoid loomweights is from 3.2-7.6 cm and weight 23-81 g. The thickness is relatively 
uniform and is 1.4-2 cm with an average thickness of 1.8 cm.  
Spools and spindle whorl (6)  
Five spools have a cylindrical shaft that flares outward at the ends creating a flat 
circular end. F53 GS2/3 is a complete spool measuring 5.5 cm long and 1.65 cm in section; 
the diameter of the ends is approximately 2.9 cm. The other spools are of a similar size and 
shape but are fragmentary.   
Marks or decoration were found on two pieces of weaving equipment at Kastro 
Kallithea. A pyramidal loomweight, K72 GS6, has a gem stone impression on the side; the 
                                                
644 McLauchlin 1981, 79-81; Davidson and Thompson 1943, 68, fig. 30. The attachment of the loomweights to 
the warp threads has been the subject of an extensive debate. It is uncertain whether the threads were 
looped directly through the perforation or were attached to an intermediary. One loomweight was 
preserved with an iron ring through the perforation (British Museum). Stamps on loomweights at Corinth 
and the Pnyx show a rod or stick through the suspension hole of the loomweight. The use of a stick, rod or 
rope as an intermediary is confirmed by archaeological evidence at Nemea where two loomweights were 
found with a piece of wood in the hole.  
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image in the impression is that of a standing figure with a javelin. On the flat end of the 
spool NW slope 1 is an incised marking. It is an “>” or “Λ”. The function or purpose of 
stamps or marking on loomweights is ambiguous and still debated, but may be an identifying 
mark of the owner, the signature of the manufacturer or random decoration.645 Weaving 
equipment is most often found in private domestic contexts as most textile production 
occurred within the house to meet the needs of the individual households.646  
4.28 Industrial by-product and waste (47) 
 The presence of slag attests to industrial activity within the city walls. All slag was 
iron647 and vary in size from very small chunks 1.0 x 0.8 cm to very large piece 10.1 x 9.9 cm; 
the latter piece, C75 GS26, is relatively flat with a curved interior edge and a knob on the 
bottom. The slag weighs 2-532 g. Thirty-seven pieces of iron slag were found in unit C75 
and indicates local smithing activities within the urban area.  
4.29 Coins (4)  
Four coins have been found in the survey: in C74, C75, M76 and a stray find near 
the sanctuary. The four coins found in the survey date to the mid-fourth to roughly the first 
quarter of third century B.C.E. These coins provide evidence for the dating of the early 
occupation of the site. Details on the imagery and dating of the coins will be described in the 
following section.  
M76 GSa is a hemidrachm and was minted at from Elis. The obverse has an image 
of a bearded Zeus wearing a laurel (?) crown. On the reverse is a standing eagle with a snake 
                                                
645  For discussion on the possible use for markings see Davidson and Thompson 1943, 7-8; Davidson 1952, 
153; Tatton-Brown 1992. 220.  
646  Cahill 2002; Ault and Nevett 1999, 45-46; Nevett 1999.  
647  In June 2010, Dr. M. Georgakopoulou has examined all the slag and concluded that it is iron slag produced 
as a by-product of smithing. 
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in its talons. It dates from 343-323 B.C.E.648 The stray coin is a Peuma coin, found near the 
shrine. It has the head of a male (or nymph) wearing an oak crown on the obverse. Rogers 
suggests the figure was Thetis and the crown was made of sea plants. An AX monogram is 
in the center with the letters P E Y M A (T A) around the outside. A helmet may be in the 
field. This is the city coinage of Peuma and dates from 302-286 B.C.E.649 C74 stray find 1 is 
not very well-preserved and the inscription on the reverse is non-decipherable. The images 
are also badly worn but a head of a deity wearing a laurel crown or a nymph in three quarters 
frontal profile is recognizable on the obverse and a bunch of grapes is on the reverse. The 
coin was from Skotoussa, a neighboring city to the north of Kastro Kallithea. It can be dated 
to the fourth century B.C.E.650 A coin from Skiathos dating to ca. 350 B.C.E. was found in 
C75. On the obverse of C75 CS coin is the head of a Hermes (or Apollo) bound with taenia 
(?). The reverse image is of a caduceus, a herald’s staff, in the center with a small object to 
the right and letters on either side. The letters S K I are visible while the letters on the left is 
indecipherable.651  
4.30 Conclusion 
This chapter provides an overview of the architectural and artifactual remains 
preserved on the surface of Kastro Kallithea. The architecture defined the boundaries of the 
urban center and dictated the internal layout and organization of the space into functional 
zones of the city. Structures created spaces of specialized functions, such as residential, 
commercial, civic, religious, or industrial. The surface finds provide a sample of the ceramic 
assemblage in use during the occupation of Kastro Kallithea and pinpoints the diversity of 
                                                
648 SNG Copenhagen 1982, no. 391; Classical Numsimatics Group 1996, 40, no. 2255; personal communication 
with T. Harvey 10 March 2012.  
649 SNG Copenhagen 1982, no. 198; Head 1983, 304; Rogers 1932, 145, no. 442. 
650 SNG Copenhagen 1982, no. 256; Rogers 1932, 172, no. 543. Note that SNG Copenhagen gives a weight of 
6.12g for this coin. 
651 SNG Copenhagen 1982, no. 366; Gardner 1883, 54, no. 1, pl. xi. 17; Rogers 1932, 183, no. 571. 
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activities. Through a detailed examination of the fabrics, forms, decoration, and chronology 
of the ceramics and small finds, in conjunction with their distribution, we are able to identify 
loci of activities and chronological fluctuations in the use of the site. The architectural 
remains demonstrate how the urban space was conceived, used, and manipulated by its 
inhabitants over time. Correlations between the distribution of artifacts and the architecture 
provide a nuanced understanding and reconstruction on how Kastro Kallithea functioned as 
an urban center and will be explored further in chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5 Functional and Spatial Analysis 
5.1 Theoretical discussion of post-depositional processes 
 Surface material comprises the main body of evidence for reconstructing habitation 
and human activity at Kastro Kallithea. Architecture and artifacts are preserved to varying 
degrees of intensity across the site. The architecture provides a sense of the spatial 
organization of the urban environment. The architecture may illuminate spaces for 
functional activities, however, the artifacts provide a more nuanced analysis of human 
behavior and can identify loci of specialized activity and also test interpretations of 
architecture. This chapter examines the possible post-depositional and geomorphological 
processes occurring on the site and assesses, through statistical analyses, if they impacted or 
influenced the distribution and composition of the surface assemblage. Having established 
the validity and representativeness of the surface assemblage, the distribution of finds is 
plotted in a series of maps to illustrate functional variations across the site and highlight 
areas specialized activities. Based on these analyses, interpretations are drawn related to the 
spatial organization and use of space within the city throughout the duration of its 
occupation.   
 The architectural survey reached almost 85% coverage within the fortification walls. 
Individual survey units represent a 30% coverage level of ground collection. The density of 
artifact scatter was recorded in each survey unit. In light of the impact of post-depositional 
and site formation processes on the composition and distribution of surface assemblages, 
artifact scatters cannot be directly associated with precise findspots or subsurface 
assemblages. Schiffer emphasizes the importance of site formation processes and advocates 
for their integration into studies of sites.652 Particularly relevant to the analysis of surface 
                                                
652  Schiffer 1987, xix. 
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remains, natural and cultural activity have modified the taphonomy of sites and artifact 
distribution.653 It is, therefore, necessary to explore the dynamic taphonomic process of the 
landscape, which has led to the composition of, exposure, and preservation of the current 
surface assemblage.654  
 As natural and human processes affect the distribution of cultural material, the 
recognition of these biases and depositional changes in the archaeological record is 
important. It is necessary to identify and assess post-depositional processes in order to 
determine whether patterns in the surface finds are representative of past cultural activities 
or if post-depositional processes have altered the distribution of finds. These post-
depositional processes, either cultural or natural transforms, can alter both the distribution 
and integrity of the artifacts.655 By analyzing the distribution, type, and quality of preservation 
of surface finds, it is possible to identify post-depositional processes and assess their role on 
patterns of distribution.656 
 Natural or organic processes result from the activity of living organisms, such as 
plants, animals, and humans, whereas, inorganic processes are natural, typically related to 
climate or topography.657 Living organisms tend to displace and damage artifacts. Passage, 
kicking, and trampling by hoofed animals and humans damage exposed artifacts.658 Plants, 
earthworms, insects, small burrowing animals, and rodents may also produce bioturbation 
resulting in horizontal and vertical movement of artifacts.659 Vegetation is destructive and 
may displace objects vertically or horizontally. Roots can push through walls, dislodge 
stones, and destroy objects and architecture. It may also, however, impede the rate of 
                                                
653 Allen 1991, 43; Rick 1976, 133; Barton et al. 2002, 156, 166-167.   
654 Allen 1991, 39-40; Rick 1976, 133. 
655 Schiffer 1987, xix; Rick 1976, 133; Last 2005, 133.  
656 Rick 1976, 133.  
657 Last 2005, 133.  
658 James et al. 1994, 395; Govers et al. 1997, 541-552.   
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downslope movement and the risk of erosion through soil stabilization. Vegetal cover 
reduces an object’s exposure and protects against abrasion and breakage.660  
 Climatic variables, such as intense rainfall, wind, and freeze-thaw, impact the 
geomorphology of the site and may alter the integrity and preservation of exposed 
artifacts.661 Entrainment of soil is a primary concern on hill sites in the semi-arid climate of 
the Mediterranean, where soils are vulnerable from long periods of dryness followed by 
intense rainfall.662 The rate of erosion is contingent on multiple climatic and topographic 
factors, including land-use, slope, rainfall, soil saturation, and vegetation cover.663  
 Erosion, the process of detachment and movement of soil, debris and material by 
gravity, natural, or human processes, is one of the main contributors to the alteration of 
ancient landscapes and distribution of artifacts.664 Site-specific characteristics, for example, 
topography, soils, and climate, affect the erosivity. In reconstructing a site’s slope 
pedogenesis, the results of erosion, in terms of the movement of sediment debris and the 
exposure, burial and movement of artifacts, must be considered.665  
 Hydrology and sedimentology contribute to changes in the landscape. Large-scale 
intense erosional episodes can transport significant quantities of soil, boulders, and blocks. 
Non-permanent or permanent rills and gullies may be produced by intense fluvial flow; these 
geological features increase the capacity for soil removal and displace large objects.666 Less 
intense but more frequent small-scale ‘low energy’ events transport fine soils but have less 
impact on the lateral movement of objects, and may indirectly expose, bury, and displace 
finds. Vegetation cover reduces the risk of rill and gully formation and retards soil creep and 
                                                
660 Last 2005, 133; Rick 1976, 134.  
661 Allen 1991, 43; Poesen et al. 1995, 342; Rick 1976, 133.  
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overland flow.667 Therefore, natural aspects of topography, such as soil composition, soil 
susceptibility, vulnerability to erosion of soils, low organic content, and water capacity, all 
contribute to the frequency and rate of erosion episodes.668  
 Archaeological studies have emphasized the role of hydrology and rainfall on post-
depositional processes.669 For semi-arid climates, Wainwright claims that fluvial erosion 
impacts landscapes and artifact movement more than strictly gravitational pull.670 Intense 
heavy rains or flash floods are primary causes of intense fluvial erosion.671 Using rainfall 
simulation and computer models, Wainwright argues that the exertion of a raindrop is 
insufficient to initiate movement of that object. Rainsplash, however, does generate soil run-
off, which may subsequently, and indirectly, transport material downslope.672 It has been 
shown that small lighter objects are more susceptible to movement by overland flow than 
heavier objects as the former requires less momentum and energy transfer.673 The movement 
of artifacts, therefore, is related to rainfall, site hydrology, and sediment capacity.  
  Poor natural drainage and long or intense rainfalls results in soil saturation and 
increases the vulnerability of the slope.674 Exposed, bare soils, especially with agricultural 
cultivation, are more susceptible to sheetwash than land covered with vegetation.675 In their 
study of the middle Thessalian hills, the revenia, Floras and Sgouras illustrate how intensified 
land-use and poor agricultural practices (burning crops, land degradation, irrigation methods) 
affect soil stability and generate high fluvial erosion.676 They have also demonstrated how the 
                                                
667 Poesen et al. 1995, 345.  
668 Poesen et al. 1995, 342; Allen 1992, 43; Bintliff 1992b, 127, 129.  
669 Wainwright 1992, 227-241; Poesen et al. 1995; Floras and Sgouras 1999.  
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increase of vegetation cover decreases potential fluvial erosion.677  
 At Sagalassos, Poesen et al. conducted a series of simulated rainfall experiments to 
quantify the correlation between vegetation cover and production of fluvial erosion caused 
by varying intensities of rainfall. A positive correlation was observed between vegetal growth 
and the time to soil run-off; the denser the vegetation, the longer it takes for the soil to reach 
its run-off threshold.678 Significant run-off may be generated every 2-3 years at these levels of 
rainfall intensity.679 Slope gradient also contributes to the impetus for fluvial erosion as the 
rate of movement is increased proportionally with gradient. On a gradient above 25°, any 
absence of vegetation will generate sufficient soil run-off.680 Climatic conditions, land-use, 
slope, and vegetal growth, all contribute to the intensity of fluvial erosion, which may alter 
the landscape and indirectly transport artifacts.  
 Recent geomorphological and erosional studies have emphasized a balance of 
climatic and anthropogenic factors as the cause of erosional events.681 In Greece, erosion 
studies have demonstrated the relative stability of landscapes throughout the Holocene 
period. Three major catastrophic erosional episodes have been identified in Greece 1) the 
Early Bronze Age, 2) the last centuries of B.C.E., and 3) modern activity.682 Each of these 
episodes coincides or is roughly contemporaneous with patterns preserved in the 
archaeological record of overpopulation, intensification of land-use, agricultural practices, 
and climatic changes.683 These episodes are particularly evident in valleys bottoms and along 
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coastal lines. With the exception of these large-scale erosional episodes, overland flow may 
have had little impact on major changes to the landscape. Frequent ‘low energy’ soil creep is 
witnessed throughout Greece, however, its impact on the preservation and distribution of 
artifacts may be minimal.684 By examining site geomorphology, it is possible to reconstruct 
the evolution of the landscape and its consequences for exposure, destruction, disturbance, 
and re-distribution of cultural remains.685  
5.2. Impact of post-depositional processes on artifact distribution at Kastro Kallithea 
 In order to assess the impact of post-depositional processes on site formation and 
the spatial variability of artifacts, survey teams recorded topographic and cultural evidence 
including: slope, visibility, vegetation type and density, evidence of animals, direction of 
natural drainage, presence of natural or built features, and cultural debris. Each of these 
variables may directly or indirectly impact and be influenced by post-depositional processes 
at Kastro Kallithea. No quantitative study of soil geomorphology has been undertaken to 
date on the hill, and therefore, it is not possible to qualify or quantify soil characteristics. The 
independence and interdependence of four main variables, slope, vegetation, architecture, 
and anthropogenic and faunal activity, will be evaluated to deduce the extent of artifact 
movement and the representativeness of the current spatial distribution.686  
5.2.1 Slope 
 A direct correlation may be drawn between slope and the intensity of overland flow. 
As slope gradient increases, so too does the probability of soil creep, and with it, the 
possibility of the movement of cultural artifacts and debris. Rick argues that artifacts on low 
to moderate slopes are less likely to be transported as far downhill unless kinetic energy is 
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transferred to the object by kicking, eolian or fluvial forces. In contrast, downslope 
movement may be assumed on slopes exceeding 25°.687 At Ccurimachay in Peru, artifacts 
were transported between 20-300 m on gradients of 10-44°, depending on external variables 
of vegetal cover, artifact type, and material.688 On steep slopes, gravity should contribute to 
the transportation of artifacts downslope, unless other variables, such as vegetation or 
architecture, exist to impede this movement. The rate and distance of movement is not 
uniform amongst all artifact categories and movement may be dependent on size, shapes, 
and weight of an object. The form of the slope and presence or absence of architecture also 
contributes to the distance and rate of transportation (see below 5.2.4).689 
 Kastro Kallithea was a terraced hilltop site in antiquity. The current topography is 
the product of post-occupation slope pedogenesis (fig. 60). Eroding terraces likely caused 
soil creep, which may have resulted in the movement of finds and possibly their burial (see 
below 5.2.4). Figure 61 illustrates the steepness of the slope per unit. At Kastro Kallithea, the 
slope angle of the hill ranges from 3° to 57°; the average angle of the slope is 18°. The urban 
terrain is characterized by low gradients on the upper slopes followed by steeper slopes 
towards the bottom of the hill. The urban space constitutes approximately the upper third of 
the hilltop. The lower slopes, outside of the city wall, are very steep. Approximately 37% of 
the survey units exceed a slope of 25°. In these units, slope may be assumed to have 
contributed to the displacement of finds and soils, although other post-depositional variables 
must also be considered.  
 If slope played a significant role in erosional movement of materials, artifacts counts 
should increase in units with steeper slopes. The role of slope in the distribution of finds was 
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assessed through statistical analysis. Regression analysis was used to test the correlation 
between the slope of the unit and artifact density, measured by clicker counts (Table 1). 
When all the surveyed units were analyzed as group (fig. 63), no linear correlation existed 
between the number of artifacts on the surface and slope of the unit (r2 = 0.00013/r= 
0.0114, p= 0.85, Y= 0.0012x + 18.312). Statistically speaking, across the site, slope was not a 
factor in the distribution of finds.  
 To test whether the lack of correlation was the product of the large sample size, 
which may have skewed localized correlations, I divided the site into four groups on the 
basis of topography and architectural groupings: west slope, east slope, south slope and 
saddle (fig. 63-66; Table 1). The acropolis was omitted from this analysis in part because the 
sample is too small to be meaningful, but also, the flat terrain and the surrounding wall 
eliminates slope as a contributing agent in artifact movement.  
 On the west and east slopes, there is a negative correlation between slope and artifact 
density. That is, the greater the slope, the fewer artifacts, whereas, a positive correlation 
exists when as slope increases, so too do the number of finds. The western slope maintains a 
consistent gradient of 11 to 40° downhill, with the northwest slope being less steep than the 
west slope (fig. 61). On the east side, the average gradient ranges from 11-20° and is 
intermixed with units of greater or lesser gradients. Overall, regression analysis (fig. 63) 
shows a moderately strong negative correlation on the west slope (r2= -0.00678/r =-
0.08234, p = 0.37. Y=0.0067x + 20.36). On the upper slopes, and in the vicinity of Gate I, 
(fig. 64) a few shallow sloped units were intermingled amongst those with a steep gradient. 
Density numbers did not appear to be affected by these lesser sloped units. This suggests 
that these concentrated scatters reflect cultural activity rather than strictly post-depositional 
activity. Units, with a gradient of 20°, yielded dense concentrations of artifacts. Units, 
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located immediately adjacent to or abutting the interior face of the fortification wall, yielded 
high artifact counts, however, artifact densities in adjacent or neighboring units drop 
exponentially. This may reflect some degree of downslope movement of material, initiated 
by overland flow or animal activity. This pattern may, also, be the product of its location on 
the hill, that is towards the bottom where materials accumulate, rather than the slope of the 
individual units.  
 Only a very weak negative correlation was calculated for the eastern slope (r2 = 
0.036/r = 0.190, p = 0.06, y=0.0284x + 20.48; fig. 65). The majority of the eastern units 
have a gradient of less than 20°, thus reducing slope automatically as a factor. Some units 
with high concentrations of artifacts coincide with steeper gradients following the contours 
of the hill, but this pattern is not consistent across the east slope. The uniform density of 
artifacts suggests either consistent downslope movement or is representative of cultural 
activity.  
 In contrast to west and east slopes, the south slope and saddle exhibit a positive, 
albeit weak, correlation between slope and artifact density. On the south slope, a very weak 
positive correlation can be detected (r2 = 0.136/r = 0.368, p=0.01; fig. 66). Units in the 
southwest, along the fortification wall, clearly exhibit this positive correlation. Towards the 
lower slope, the increasing gradient, contributed to dense artifact accumulation. The 
consistent slope in the area of the southeast resulted in movement of material and debris, 
following the natural drainage of the hill. In the saddle, low density counts on flat terrain, 
less than 10° are contrasted with comparatively high counts towards the south, which have a 
moderate slope of less than 20°. Overall, a very weak positive (r2 = 0.143/r= 0.378, p=0.02 
respectively fig. 66) is observed. The flatness of the terrain may have limited this 
displacement, and the accumulation of organic material, may perhaps be the product of soil 
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creep from the western slope of the eastern acropolis, which has subsequently buried surface 
remains. It is, therefore, unlikely that material on the south slope of the saddle was 
transported from the northern part of the saddle but derived from activities in the vicinity of 
Buildings 5-7.  
 With the exception of the moderate negative correlation on the western slope, there 
is almost no correlation between slope and artifact density. Slope probably played a role in 
the transformation of the site through overland flow, however, it did not significantly disturb 
or displace artifacts, thus leaving the composition and integrity of the distribution relatively 
intact. Alternative variables, such as vegetation, architecture, and anthropogenic and faunal 
activities, either in isolation or in combination with slope, must also be assessed to determine 
to what extent, if any, they altered the surface assemblages. 
5.2.2 Vegetation 
 There are two ways that surface finds are affected by vegetation: 1) by skewing the 
visibility of surface area in collection strategies, and 2) by impeding the rate and extent of 
artifact movement.690 Survey teams sketched the ground surface as a visual record of survey 
conditions. Taking into consideration all features of the unit, visibility estimates were 
recorded indicating what percentage of the surface area was visually unobstructed. Overall, 
visibility at Kastro Kallithea is relatively low. Of all the surveyed units, 63% have less than 
30% visibility of ground surface. Vegetation is the main surface obstruction on the site with 
grasses, weeds, thistles and shrubbery, especially the Kermes Oak (Quercus coccifera), referred 
to as pournari, covering the entire site (fig. 67). Pournari grows quickly, is resilient, and 
flourishes on the mountainous slopes of the Mediterranean.691 In the years following the 
abandonment of Kastro Kallithea, it is likely that the hill slopes were overgrown with 
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vegetation. The rapid growth of shrubbery was witnessed during our survey with the site 
becoming increasingly overgrown every year. In 2007, local shepherds were asked to cease 
grazing in spring in order to preserve the archaeological remains. The partial absence of 
pastoralism resulted in the rapid growth of grasses and thistles, which blanketed the ground 
surface and significantly reduced visibility for the 2009 survey.  
 Vegetal growth is retarded by fire set by locals, approximately every decade. The 
resilient pournari quickly returns. Burning the overgrowth, coupled with pastoralism on the 
slopes, increases the vulnerability of the surface soils and material, particularly on steep 
slopes.692 Despite the destructive tendencies of pournari roots, these plants stabilize the soil, 
decrease soil saturation, and reduce the possibility of sheet wash by wind, flash floods, or 
heavy rains.693 The presence of vegetation may reduce the rate and distance traveled by an 
object as it acts as a barrier. Vegetation limits the movement of surface material, helps to 
maintain the integrity of the assemblage, while simultaneously reducing visibility and 
potentially skewing the representativeness of the surface assemblage collected (see ch. 2).  
 In order to test whether vegetal cover, and consequently visibility, contributed to the 
distribution of artifacts, regression analysis was conducted (Table 1). When all units were 
considered (fig. 68), no correlation was found between visibility and artifact density 
(r2=0.00011/ r=0.011, p=0.86, Y=0.0019x + 23.63). More meaningful correlations are 
evident when smaller groups of units are analyzed. With the exception of the saddle, a 
positive correlation exists between vegetal cover and density of finds. On the west slope (fig. 
69), a strong positive correlation exists (r2=0.0039/r=0.062, p=0.5, Y=0.007x +16.61). The 
recovery of artifacts was greater in units with less vegetal covering. Some units with very low 
                                                
692 James et al. 1994, 412.  
693 Experiments at Sagalassos (Poesen et al. 1995.) and in the Thessalian revenia (Floras and Sgouras 1999) have 
quantified the degree to which intense rainsplash contributes to soil erosion on how vegetation and land-
use are significant variables in the intensity of the erosion; see also James et al. 1994, 412.  
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visibility yielded the highest sherd counts (fig. 70). The relatively uniform scatter on the east 
slope shows a very weak positive correlation (fig. 71; r2=0.087/r=0.29, p=0.002, Y=0.063x 
+ 21.54). On the south slope, visibility, however, is weakly correlated with artifact density 
(r2=0.42/r=0.21, p=0.21, Y=0.0813x + 18.7; fig. 72). Artifact counts do not necessarily 
reflect either high or low visibility. Greater surface visibility of individual units in the saddle 
produced lower recovery counts (fig. 73). Understanding this moderate negative correlation 
(r2=0.02/r=0.14, p= 0.42, Y=-0.0242x + 37.348) between vegetation and density counts, 
therefore, requires a cultural explanation. 
  Figure 70 illustrates artifact density overlaid with the degree of surface visibility. 
Some western units with very thick vegetation/low visibility have very dense concentrations 
of finds, whereas, on the acropolis and in the saddle, good visibility did not increase sherd 
recovery rates. Visibility, therefore, is an important variable but it is unpredictable. As noted 
above, better visibility does not equal a greater number of surface finds.694 Barton et al. have 
demonstrated that in units of poor visibility, the average recovery rate is greater than in units 
with good visibility for certain categories of artifacts.695 Scholars have attempted to develop 
mathematical equations to correct for visibility.696 Schon, however, argues that these 
calculations merely increase the numbers proportionately to visibility percentage but do not 
account the discrepancies between density and visibility.697 Using data from the Kythera 
survey project, Bevan and Conolly stress the unpredictable nature of the relationship 
between density and visibility, and therefore, argue that it should not be used to manipulate 
                                                
694 A number of factors contribute to collection errors. Certain groups of artifacts are more likely to stand out 
from the surface, experience of walkers, also if the visibility is better, people tend not to look as carefully 
see ch. 2.  
695 Barton et al. 2002, 167-168.  
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calculations on recovery rates of artifacts.698  
 Vegetation is a key variable in collection strategies and in impeding downslope 
movement. Slope and vegetation are interconnected. The absence of vegetation on slopes 
above 25° have been proven to increase the probability of movement by gravitational pull, 
or more likely at Kastro Kallithea, fluvial erosion. The dense vegetation at Kastro Kallithea 
likely restricted the movement of material through obstruction and by stabilizing the soil. 
This would suggest that the distribution of the surface assemblage has been preserved in 
terms of spatial and compositional cohesion.  
 5.2.3 Anthropogenic and faunal activity 
 Human intervention, in the post-abandonment period, contributed to changes in the 
distribution of artifacts and the landscape. Reclamation of finds, re-occupation, and other 
post-occupational activities, such as agricultural activities, digging of ditches or graves, 
construction of roads, and excavations, alter the deposition of finds and contribute to 
changes in site formation.699 At Kastro Kallithea, large-scale permanent construction or 
cultivation is absent but periodic less intense episodes by humans and animals must be 
considered.  
 Pastoralism and hunting of small animals and birds impact the landscape. Cattle, 
goat, and sheep paths, visible across the site, provide evidence for recent pastoral activities. 
The steady flow of grazing animals traipsing across the site has led to trampling and breakage 
of finds and architecture. Trampling compacts soil and vegetation, which in turn, increases 
the potential risk of run-off and erosion.700 High artifact counts but low mean sherd weight 
indicates the possibility that the surface assemblage has suffered from additional breakage by 
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animals.701 This is particularly evident in assemblages near animal paths predominantly found 
on the west and south slopes. Architecture is susceptible to animal interference as they 
frequently dislodge blocks or kick stones. Although we have recorded the presence of 
animals and identified areas of trampling, it is difficult to quantify these processes and their 
impact on the surface assemblage. A correlation between sherd counts and weights can help 
to recognize excessive breakage or damage (see 5.3.2).  
 Pillaging and re-use of architectural blocks are common occurrences on 
archaeological sites. At Kastro Kallithea, the only evidence of re-used building materials 
occurred during the period of ancient occupation. To our knowledge, re-used or looted 
architectural elements have not been incorporated into the construction of structures in 
nearby villages, although, this may have occurred in the past. At Kastro Kallithea, human 
and animal activity have more of an impact on the disturbance and displacement of surface 
finds through kicking, trampling, and looting than on site formation processes.  
5.2.4 Architecture 
The final variable to be considered in post-depositional processes is part of the 
archaeological record itself, that is, the architecture. Architecture may obstruct the 
downslope movement as soil and artifacts accumulate at the base of walls and wall stumps. 
As material continues to be transported downhill, it may bury previously displaced objects 
and potentially may skew the representation of chronological periods or artifact groups in 
the surface assemblage.702 The rate of deposition is dependent on the location of architecture 
and length and steepness of the unobstructed continuous slope.703 Objects, originally 
deposited within a structure, are typically contained within that space and subsequently 
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buried by the decomposing structure.704 Over time post-depositional processes may reveal 
these objects and displace them from their primary context. Exposed objects are more 
vulnerable to intentional or accidental displacement and abrasion.  
Kastro Kallithea was terraced in antiquity. Site formation processes and erosion 
have, over time, resulted in the smoothening of the hillside. Remnants of built terrace walls 
and retaining walls are extant on the eastern slope. In other areas, bedrock outcrops may 
have functioned in this capacity as terraces (fig. 10 marked in blue and grey). As erosion 
occurred, material from a terrace would gradually be transported laterally or downslope and 
accumulate at the base of the structures or walls.705 With the possible collapse of the terrace 
walls, the material they retained would flow downward and accumulated at the base of the 
next terrace wall or by intermittent structures. This transformation of the topography, albeit 
destructive, does maintain some degree of spatial definition and context for the artifacts. The 
preservation and process of structural decay may vary distribution. As walls erode, spatial 
correlation between artifacts and buildings or terraces diminishes and becomes less 
recognizable. Artifacts will be transported along with structural elements and/or trapped 
under architectural debris.  
The architectural preservation is particularly good at Kastro Kallithea with walls and 
building plans visible on the surface. Figure 24 illustrates the high level of preservation 
across the site. In 61% of surveyed units, some form of architecture was preserved (fig. 76). 
In most of these units, isolated walls were extant, however, in 22% of surveyed units, 
buildings have been preserved. Bedrock outcrops are visible across the site in 175 units. 
Large outcrops, low bedrock, or worked bedrock are exposed and may have been used in 
construction, or integrated as part of the cityscape. Bedrock is less visible on the east, which 
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may be the result of dense construction, or vice versa, the absence of bedrock outcrops 
made it conducive, in comparison, for construction. Twenty-two percent of units may have 
both bedrock and architecture, which implies that bedrock was integrated into construction 
and/or left exposed as part of the landscape in antiquity. No architecture has been preserved 
in 39% of the units; many of these units are located on the upper west slope where bedrock 
is prevalent and no architecture is extant. The presence or absence of architectural features 
or structures will impact the distribution of artifacts. 
In summary, the variables described above have, over the last millennia, transformed 
the geomorphology of the terraced hill site of Kastro Kallithea and have affected to some 
degree the distribution of finds. Small-scale erosional episodes are evident in some areas at 
Kastro Kallithea but had a greater impact on the pedogensis of the current terrain of the 
hillside than the distribution of surface finds. The dense vegetation covering the site has 
limited the movement of artifacts and has maintained its general spatial integrity. The 
absence of post-Antique occupation or construction has limited the role of human 
intervention and has preserved the archaeological record, especially the architecture. 
Architecture also played a significant role in maintaining the spatial integrity of the surface 
assemblages by obstructing downslope movement but may also skew the surface assemblage 
through the burial of artifacts. Post-depositional processes are complex and dynamic. Each 
of these variables described above may independently or interdependently affect the 
archaeological record.  
5.3 Distribution of surface assemblage 
 Having assessed the impact of post-depositional processes, I now turn to identify 
and examine distribution patterns of the surface assemblage from Kastro Kallithea. Closer 
examination of sherd density and sherd weight will be conducted to determine to what 
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extent the assemblage is representative of past activities, rather than post-depositional 
processes.  
5.3.1 Overall artifact density  
Total artifact numbers, recorded spatially per unit, show activity across the entire 
site. Fig. 9 provides a base map with labels of the survey unit in order to identify specific 
units under discussion. Artifact density ranges from 1 to 512 sherds, with an average of 77 
artifacts per unit; the median is 46 artifacts per unit (fig. 77). Two distinct patterns emerge in 
the distribution of finds across the site: 1) distribution of finds relative to their location on 
the hill, and 2) relationship with architecture.  
 First, a pattern emerges related to the location of high density areas. Areas with 
dense finds tend to be located further down on the hill, but cultural activity, rather than 
slope, is likely the predominant contributing factor. In units east of Gate I (fig. 61), very high 
recovery rates were recorded in contrast to those with very low counts uphill. Their downhill 
location may be coincidental and these concentrations are connected with cultural activity at 
this location, rather than representative of dramatic downslope movement. This issue of 
location is particularly true of the upper west slope, which devoid of architecture, is unlikely 
to have amalgamated such density of cultural material considering the probable absence of 
extensive or permanent occupation in this location.  
The second trend relates to clustering of finds around architecture; this is particularly 
evident on the east and west slopes. There are two main reasons for this pattern: 1) dense 
architecture suggests a similar intensity of occupation, and 2) standing architecture obstructs 
movement of material. Across the east slope, which is littered with walls or buildings, there 
is a consistent recovery of moderate to high densities, with only a few units with low artifact 
counts. On the west slope, two areas, one uphill from Gate I and the other on the upper 
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southwest slope, yielded high concentrations of material and both were associated with well-
preserved clusters of architecture (fig. 77). The latter has scattered walls within an area of 
roughly 80 x 60 m. The gentle slope, on average less than 10°, dense vegetal covering, and 
scattered architectural remains may have retained the composition of the assemblage and 
indicates occupation on the upper slopes. This area is an anomaly as the rest of the upper 
west slope is devoid of architecture and yieled a consistently low artifact count. The 
correlation between architecture and artifact recovery rates may be further exemplified on 
the lower northwest slope (fig. 77) by the sudden increase in material in units R46 and R47, 
which are the only units on the northern slope with architecture. 
 In the saddle, the distribution of finds both agrees and conflicts with the trend of 
artifact clustering around architectural remains. Despite good visibility, very low counts were 
recorded throughout the northern part of the saddle, regardless of the presence of 
architecture. Immediately to the south, high artifact counts were recovered. The contrast 
between artifact clustering in different parts of the agora may have to do with the type and 
intensity of activities occurring in the area.  
The raw density figures illustrate the general scatter of material across the site (fig. 
77). Units with significantly denser concentrations of finds appear to be particularly 
influenced by their location on the slope and the presence of architecture. To further 
understand the surface distribution for functional analysis, I standardized the raw density 
counts and identified artifact clusters that deviate from site-wide distribution trends, as they 
may represent specialized or intensified activities. To do so, z-scores were calculated for 
artifact densities in each survey unit (fig. 78). Z-scores represent the number of standard 
deviations, either above or below the mean (positive or negative), each artifact density falls. 
In a normal distribution, approximately 68% of the data will lie within -1 and +1. At Kastro 
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Kallithea, 13% or 36 units deviated from this distribution and are grouped in four subareas: 
1) lower west slope inside of Gate I, 2) upper southwest slope below the acropolis, 3) 
southern part of the saddle, and 4) in scattered units along the eastern slope (see appx. C). 
We have already accounted for deviations and variations in terms of the implications of 
slope, vegetation, and architecture. Closer examination of these units, in terms of quantity 
and type of artifacts, may elucidate the type of function and use occurring in these locations 
(fig. 79-82).  
5.3.2 Sherd weights 
 Sherd weight may provide a more nuanced picture of the post-depositional processes 
at Kastro Kallithea. The mean sherd average for all collected sherds is 20.64 g and the mean 
weight of rooftiles is 49.28 g.706 The breakdown of the average weight per unit as well as the 
average weight per type of fabric per unit, is listed in appendix D. The density of an object 
factors into the distance it will travel across the ground surface; heavier pieces are less likely 
to be moved unless enough force is transferred to the object to initiate movement. Lighter 
objects, consequently, will typically move farther than heavier objects.707 Similar to artifact 
density, average ceramic weight per unit was plotted against slope to determine its role, if 
any, in downslope movement. In each area of the site, a negative correlation is present (fig. 
83) and smaller sherds were found further down the hill (appx. c). Abrasion and breakage 
may have occurred during the downslope process accentuating this correlation.  
 High sherd counts with low sherd weights may be indicative of breakage. No 
consistent or predictable correlation can be drawn between number of sherds and average 
weight per unit. On the south and east slopes, there is a negative correlation between 
                                                
706 Rooftiles count and weights are slightly skewed as the collection strategy for rooftiles changed over the 
years. In the first year of the survey, rooftiles were collected in the grab sample but this practice was 
modified. In subsequent years, rooftiles were picked up only as part of the central unit sample.  
707 Rick 1976, 135-136; Last 2005, 140.  
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number of sherds collected per unit and the average weight per unit (appx. c; fig. 84). The 
opposite is observed on the west slope and in the saddle, where a positive, albeit weak, 
correlation exists (fig. 84; appx. c). Erosion and traffic by animals and humans on the west 
slope and saddle may have contributed to breakage and wear of the objects, which would 
increase the quantities while decreasing individual sherd weight. For example, units P39-P42 
(fig. 9) have high sherd densities, similar to the surrounding units, however, sherd weights 
are below average, especially for medium coarse wares, indicating some degree of breakage. 
This may be explained by traffic along this main path leading from Gate I to the acropolis, 
which passes through these units.  
 To further isolate units with anomalies in the distribution of weight, z-scores were 
calculated to identify specific units that deviate from the standardized norm of total weight 
per unit. As illustrated in fig. 85, anomalous units are located across the site regardless of 
slope, confirming that downslope movement cannot be identified as the sole factor. A 
pattern of units with high sherd weights (fig. 85) and units with high sherd counts (fig. 77) 
emerge on the lower west slope inside Gate I, the eastern side of the east slope, the south 
slope of the saddle, and the lower southwest slope. Appendix D presents the z-scores for 
sherd weights in each fabric category (fig. 86), in addition to the overall average sherd 
weights to identify units requiring further investigation.  
5.3.3 Close-ups of areas 
Five areas, either adjacent to or overlying defensive structures, and three areas devoid 
of architecture, were examined in close-up in terms of artifacts distribution and composition 
(see fig. 9 for labeled survey units). Groups of units were laid over sections of the 
fortification systems (city gates, fortification wall, diateichisma, and acropolis wall) to 
determine material associated with defensive systems, variations in activities, intensity of use, 
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and their role in impeding post-depositional processes. The city gates and their surrounding 
fortification walls are, generally speaking, well-preserved. The lower fortification on the 
southwest has suffered damage and only the exterior face of the wall is preserved; dense 
rubble and architectural blocks cover the ground surface below the wall. Rubble lying on top 
of the diateichisma, obstructs the visibiltiy of the wall, and therefore, only short stretches of 
the extant diateichisma are discernible. Large quantities of rubble cover the wall and overflow 
on either side of the wall obscures ground visibility. Lower courses of Acropolis Gate I and 
the acropolis wall are extant, but are covered with and surrounded by rubble. In general, 
units overlying fortification and gates have low artifact counts with very few diagnostic 
sherds.  
In the east, units overlying Gate II have low sherd counts, with the exception of 
Units J78 and J79, which yielded slightly higher numbers (fig. 77). Of the very few sherds 
collected, only six were diagnostic. Units I78, J78, and K78 yielded a mix of rooftiles, coarse 
and medium coarse wares. Rooftiles were associated with nearby structures. Inside Gate II, 
unit J79, yielded few sherds and numerous rooftiles fragments, possibly from a parapet on 
top of the fortification wall. Sherds weights are below the mean sherd weight and indicate 
breakage as a result of traffic and the decomposing structures. Artifacts are concentrated 
along the interior face of the wall, however, the low counts suggest that artifacts were 
arrested by the wall and subsequently buried by later soil creep.  
A similar pattern is evident at Gate I, although the west slope yielded slightly higher 
recovery rates. The majority of Gate I is located within unit O38 with the northern part of 
the gate in P38 (fig. 78). In the area of the gate, unit O38 yielded the highest number of 
finds. The majority of the collected sherds were small medium coarse sherds; the average 
weight of 2.9 g is below average sherd weights of 10.27 g for the rest of the site (appx. C). 
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The majority of artifacts, however, in units P38 and O38, were rooftiles and not pottery. The 
rooftiles likely originated, either from the roof of Gate I, a courtyard gate, or from a parapet 
on top of the fortification wall. In units surrounding Gate I, 18 sherds, 15 rooftile fragments, 
and a nail were collected. A few medium-sized sherds with weights of 17-35 g were 
recovered, but most were small, weighing between 3-6 g. The main path to the site passes 
through the gate, and therefore, repeated traffic over the years may account for some 
breakage and exposure of finds in the vicinity. Unit O39 overlies the lower enceinte with a 
third extending beyond the fortification wall. Outside of the urban area, the gradient of the 
terrain increases to 40-57° and dense pournari bushes 1-2 m tall cover the lower slopes. Low 
visibility and surface conditions may account for the scarcity of finds, however, the 
distribution of finds along the interior face of the wall in O39 suggests that the wall acted as 
a barrier and trapped objects. Along the wall, 53 artifacts, mainly rooftiles, were counted and 
of the collected samples, only two of seven sherds were diagnostic. Units O39 and M39 both 
yielded large coarse wares fragments, which have been identified as storage vessels. A chytra 
and black glazed fish-plate are the only diagnostic sherds from Gate I. The scarcity of 
pottery in contrast to rooftile fragments is to be expected as an area that served as a 
thoroughfare and was not an area of permanent habitation. Slightly to the east and northeast, 
however, a very different pattern emerges in the artifact distribution.  
Z-scores analysis identified the area immediately inside the gate as an anomaly of 
high artifact density (fig. 78). What is particularly striking is the contrast of very high density 
reaching counts of 273-512 in units O40, O41, O42, P40, P41, P42, located approximately 
20-40 m from the gate, with low artifact counts of 11-77 in and immediately around the gate 
in units O38, O39, P38 (fig. 78). The high sherd counts match average sherd weights, 
although anomalies exist in O40, N40 and N41, where artifacts are considerably heavier and 
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better preserved (fig. 85). The contrast in sherd density between adjacent units is noteworthy 
and may be connected with the absence of architecture. Structures were not built up to the 
fortification wall. A gap of 5-10 m was left as a free zone for defensive purposes and the 
passage of traffic.708 Few finds would be expected along this passageway and those found 
here may represent refuse or discard rather than any distinct locus of activity. The low 
recovery of finds, therefore, may be explained by the entrapment and burial of finds at the 
base of the wall or by the absence of activity immediately next to the walls.  
 The southwest slope is sparse with architectural remains running parallel to the 
fortification wall (fig. 80). Located approximately 20 m downhill from extant architectural 
walls, the survey units extend south to the fortification walls and slightly beyond. A series of 
large bedrock outcroppings are intermixed with architecture along the lower slope and would 
have been a visible part of the ancient landscape. These outcrops may have been 
incorporated into the city plan as terrace walls (fig. 10 areas in blue and grey are bedrock 
outcrops). The bedrock traps and obstructs artifacts, and thus dense concentrations were 
recorded around them, for example in A47.  
The southwest slope exhibits evidence of downslope movement with the majority of 
the material concentrated along the base of the fortification wall. The poor preservation of 
the circuit wall has resulted in architectural blocks, artifacts, and soil tumbling or being re-
deposited outside of the urban area. The majority of the sherds were small with low sherd 
weights; this pattern is particularly noticeable moving further downhill towards the wall. 
Artifact counts decline in the eastern units of A49, AA49 and AB49 and this may 
correspond to their increasing distance from nearby structures. From the southwest units, 
however, a number of diagnostic sherds were recovered including six open vessels, two 
                                                
708 Lolos et al. 2007, 285; Haagsma 2010, 23. 
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closed vessels, one vessel for oil, five storage vessels, three cooking pots, two kantharos, two 
black glazed bowls, a loomweight, two ground stone tools and a piece of metal. If 
downslope movement is responsible for this distribution, which I believe it is, these finds 
may be associated with the well-preserved structure immediately north.  
 Laid over the diateichisma, these units (D52, D53, E51-53, and F53) also yielded low 
sherd counts, with the exception of Unit E51 (fig. 77; appx. C). Large quantities of rubble 
obstruct the visibility of the diateichisma and the surrounding ground area, particularly along 
the western side. Unit E53 lies directly over the diateichisma and Tower 42. The finds 
consisted mainly of tile fragments with no diagnostic finds. Rooftiles may reveal 
construction style and architectural features of the tower and wall. The small size of the 
rooftiles across these units infers considerable post-depositional disruption and breakage. A 
pathway through units E51-53 may be, in part, responsible for some of the damage. In 
contrast to its adjacent units, unit E51, located approximately 20-40 m due west of the 
diateichisma, had a relatively high artifact counts comprised mainly of pottery. Material from 
E51 may be associated with nearby isolated walls and suggests activity or occupation in the 
vicinity. Pottery from the central unit sample was quite small and fragmentary; 14 sherds 
weighed a total of 35 g. On the other hand, medium coarse sherds from the grab sample 
were larger, weighing on average 19 g each. Of the collected sherds, however, only two can 
be assigned a vessel form and include a glazed jug and bowl/lekane. The sparse spread of 
material in the western units and the roughness of the terrain east of the diateichisma reinforce 
the assumption of a westward orientation of the towers along the diateichisma. It seems likely 
that this area, immediately inside the wall, was left vacant, which would explain the limited 
number of finds.  
Four units were laid over the acropolis wall and Acropolis Gate I. Rubble and 
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architectural blocks are scattered around the preserved acropolis wall and extend down the 
slope, reducing ground visibility. The assemblage of artifacts was very small and consisted of 
eight sherds and numerous rooftiles, some of which were painted (fig. 81). These units do 
not enlighten the correlation between fortification walls and evidence of activity.  
In two additional areas, the west and southeast slope, further consideration of the 
artifact distribution is required in the absence of architecture (fig. 79). On the west slope, 
architecture is preserved along the fortifications in the northwest and southwest corners and 
below the acropolis; it coincides with dense scatters of artifacts. Running parallel to the 
western fortification wall, units K41, K42, L41, L42, and M41 (fig. 77), have no extant 
architecture although a few isolated walls are located in K41 and L41, approximately 20 m 
from the circuit wall. Artifact recovery rates in these units increase exponentially in 
comparison to adjacent uphill units. A total of four jugs, one bowl, one jar, one storage bin, 
four loomweights, and black glazed body sherds was collected adjacent to the wall. These 
scatters may possibly exhibit some evidence of downslope movement. Very few diagnostic 
sherds were collected from these units on west slope and include: two metal objects, a 
painted rooftile, three pieces of weaving equipment, two lekane, a bowl, four jugs, an 
unguentarium, one storage jar, black glazed fish plate, and non-diagnostic black glazed 
sherds. A consistent low artifact scatter was recovered across the upper slopes. The visibility 
of exposed bedrock, but no architectural foundations suggests that architecture was absent 
here in antiquity. The strip of land in the middle of the west slope appears to have been 
intentionally left vacant. The scarcity of walls may represent the lack of permanent or intense 
cultural activity in the area, but was surrounded by architecture. These artifact scatters could 
represent debris or refuse.  
On the southeast slope, isolated walls are sparsely scattered and only two survey 
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units contained small stretches of architecture (fig. 82) Despite their poor preservation, these 
walls are remnants of permanent features on the slope, however, the intensity of 
construction is uncertain. Nevertheless, z-scores of these units indicate slightly higher than 
the average counts in the lower units. Further to the east, sherd counts and weights decline 
(fig. 78; appx. D). This distribution may provide evidence of isolated downslope movement 
from the eastern acropolis in a southwest direction. It is noteworthy that a number of 
diagnostic sherds was collected in this area. Concentrations of identifiable vessels forms, not 
immediately associated with architecture, are only found in these survey units and in the 
southwest slope by the fortification wall (see above).   
Further to the southeast, a few buildings and walls represent activity in the lower 
southeast corner of the city. To the south, no architecture has been preserved within 
approximately 100-120 m of the fortifications. No archaeological survey was conducted in 
this corner, and therefore, it is impossible to determine how this space was used or to draw 
any functional associations. It is noteworthy that architecture does not appear to extend all 
the way to the fortifications unlike in the southwest and may have been intentionally left 
vacant, perhaps for future urban growth, urban pastoralism, or as space for refuge.  
Immediately below the acropolis, large patches of bedrock are exposed and appear to 
have been worked (fig. 10). This feature appears to have occurred around the entire base of 
the acropolis. Its purpose or function is unclear but it was likely a visible part of the 
landscape in antiquity. 
The analysis, thus far, illustrates the role of post-depositional processes on site 
formation and the distribution of finds at Kastro Kallithea. Although small-scale erosion 
undoubtedly has occurred on the hillside to some extent, overall no significant correlation 
can be drawn between slope and the distribution of finds. Vegetation covering and 
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architecture, on the other hand, has impeded the movement of finds and soil, which has 
identifies anomalies in distribution patterns, which upon further examination may be related 
cultural phenomena and thus, general correlations between the find spots of artifacts and 
architecture are statistically viable. A closer analysis of the types of artifacts in these 
designated areas, which will follow, sheds light on the types of activities occurring which in 
turn leads to the interpretation of how the urban environment and particular areas within it 
were utilized by its inhabitants throughout the duration of occupation at Kastro Kallithea.  
5.4 Analysis and distribution of artifacts 
Surface finds comprise the main body of evidence recovered from the archaeological 
survey for the identification of function and chronology. Of the 3269 sherds collected in the 
survey, only 9% could be assigned a form and function. An additional 5% of the collected 
sherds were glazed body sherds. Despite their unidentifiable form, glazed wares were used 
primarily for consumption, and these non-diagnostic body sherds, therefore, are presumably 
tablewares. Including these sherds, 14% of the collected assemblage is diagnostic (fig. 87). 
Small finds constitute 3% of the collected assemblage and can be assigned a functional 
category, with the exception of 10 miscellaneous iron fragments (fig. 88). The majority of the 
sherds are plain wares of unidentifiable forms. Fragments belonging to the same vessel were 
conserved and catalogued as a single sherd, however, only a few sherds could be matched. 
Due to the fragmentary nature of the assemblage, it was not possible to reconstruct the 
minimum number of vessels found on the site.  
Based on the analysis of post-depositional processes at Kastro Kallithea, surface 
finds have experienced varying degrees of movement from their primary context. None of 
the movement was sufficient to radically affect the composition of the assemblage has been 
retained. As the material has been subject to taphonomic processes and may have drifted, 
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caution must be used in drawing direct correlations between buildings and assemblages. 
General associations and broad spatial boundaries may be drawn to identify the existence 
and location of specialized activity, which can only be corroborated through excavations. 
Test trenches were dug in specific areas to further investigate chronology and function; the 
results of which have both confirmed and challenged the representativeness of surface 
assemblage. 
Much of the assemblage can only be assigned a fabric category, and so I investigated 
the fabric composition to determine if any correlations could be drawn between fabric types 
and vessel forms. The next section will examine the breakdown and distribution of pottery 
according to fabric types. Functional categorization is determined by the identification of 
form. The spatial distribution of vessel types and broad functional categories has permitted 
the functional differentiation of space and the recognition of specialized activities within the 
urban area.  
5.4.2 Fabric 
All pottery was divided into eight fabric categories: fine ware (F), glazed fine wares 
(G), medium coarse red (MCR), medium coarse orange (MCO), medium coarse light (MCL), 
grey ware (GW), coarse (C), and other (O). Closer examination led to subdivisions in fabric 
groups according to clay composition including: size, shape, frequency, and sorting of 
inclusions, color, and texture (see ch. 4.14). For this analysis, broad categories are sufficient 
for understanding the breakdown fabrics of pottery and rooftiles across the site (fig. 54-55).  
Approximately 30% of the overall assemblage of collected ceramics was rooftiles. 
Many of these were collected in the central unit sample, and when they are found in 
association with architecture, they may provide evidence for construction techniques.709 The 
                                                
709 During the first year of survey, rooftiles were collected as part of the grab sample. Due to restrictions of 
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majority of the tiles are small plain broken fragments. Evidence of surface treatment is 
visible on some tile fragments including: indents, concentric circles, grooves, fingerprints, 
and paint (see appx. B). Twenty-nine rooftiles are decorated with red, brown, and black paint 
and are of the flat (Corinthian) and curved (Lakonian) variety. The tiles were made in coarse 
and medium coarse.  
 Medium coarse wares are the most common fabric types, with medium course 
orange being used in the production of 53% of collected sherds (fig. 55). Medium coarse 
light was used in the production of 19% of the pottery, whereas, medium coarse red 
constitutes only 9% of assemblage. The consistently high proportion of medium coarse 
orange ware and the types of vessels made of this fabric suggests that it was probably a local 
fabric type. This fabric was used in the production of most vessel types, although only 
seldom was it used in the production of tablewares, toilet vases, and lamps (table 2). Fine 
and glazed wares comprise 10% of the assemblage with some variation in the clay color and 
sorting. The majority of glazed wares were produced in fine wares but three glazed sherds 
used medium coarse orange fabric. Only 7% of the ceramics are coarse, and while the 
composition of the clay is relatively constant, variations exist in the color, feel of the fabric, 
frequency, size and sorting of inclusions. Grey ware, only 2% of the assemblage, has been 
divided into medium coarse grey and fine grey wares and was used in the production of 
tablewares as well as some common wares and vessels for oil (table 2).  
An examination of the overall fabric composition illustrates the general breakdown 
of the ceramics per fabric group. Upon closer examination of the assemblage by area (fig. 
89-94), the breakdown of fabrics is roughly consistent. The west and east slopes have a 
similar division of fabric groups and parallels that of the overall assemblage (fig. 89-90). Fine 
                                                                                                                                            
storage space, the collection strategy was adapted and rooftiles were collected only in central unit samples 
unless markings or surface treatment was noted.  
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wares comprise a slightly higher proportion of the assemblage on the west slopes than on 
the east slopes. The acropolis exhibits a slightly different pattern. A high percentage, 32%, of 
coarse wares was collected on the acropolis in lieu of medium coarse wares (fig. 92). Fine 
wares are well represented. The proportional breakdown of fabrics on the acropolis requires 
further investigation. In the saddle (fig. 93), tablewares comprise only 4% of the assemblage 
and are mainly non-diagnostic black glazed body sherds, including two red glazed body 
sherds. On the other hand, grey wares are 6% of the saddle assemblage, although only one 
sherd has an identifiable form, that is a pyxis lid (G60 stray). Z-scores of both quantity and 
weights highlight the high proportion of grey wares (appx. D; fig. 95). The south slope also 
yielded a relatively high percentage of grey wares (fig. 94), 5%, however, unlike in the saddle, 
a number of grey ware sherds are diagnostic and have been identified as jugs, bowls, and a 
plate. At least two of these vessels were glazed suggesting the possible use of this fabric in 
high-end products. The use of grey wares may have been reserved for particular vessel types, 
such as jugs, lekane, bowls, vessels for oil, and miscellaneous specialty vessels. The limited 
selection of vessel using this grey fabric may suggest its use for tablewares and toiletries as 
display objects, rather than everyday objects (table 2). The high proportion of grey wares is 
noteworthy in the saddle and on south slope as it comprises only 2% of the overall 
assemblage. Its limited use may indicate an external production of this pottery. Similar grey 
wares have been found at neighboring Pharsalos.710 
As only a small proportion of collected sherds can be assigned a form and function, I 
investigated potential correlations between fabric groups and vessel types by cross-
referencing the two categories. Table 2 lists the different types of vessels found in the survey 
and the type of fabric used in their production. Dining ware, such as drinking cups, plates, 
                                                
710 Personal communication with S. Karapanou June 2011.  
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jugs, and glazed bowls, were made primarily of fine fabric. Toiletries and vessels for oil have 
fine clay composition, whereas more functional objects, such as beehives and thymiaterion, 
were made from medium coarse fabric.  
Cooking wares were all made of medium coarse fabric as were vessels for transport 
and short-term storage, for example, transport amphorae and jars. Medium coarse fabric was 
used for the majority of closed and open vessels. Only a few jugs were made of fine and grey 
fabric or were glazed. Similarly, some bowls made of fine ware; the fine fabric and 
decoration (glaze) suggests that these jugs and bowls were used primarily tablewares. This is 
not to suggest that their plain ware counterparts could not be used in consumption, simply 
that with the higher quality of the vessels suggests an element of display. Kraters, lekanai, 
bowls, and mortars were produced mainly of medium coarse fabric.  
Coarse wares have a limited repertoire of shapes including: pithoi, storage bins, 
tub/basin, and mortars. With the exception of tub/basin, these forms could also be made of 
medium coarse fabric. The fact that coarse ware was not used in the production of these 
forms and since these vessel types are associated primarily with long-term storage, a strong 
correlation exists between coarse fabric and storage vessels. Two exceptions of two coarse 
ware lekanai demonstrate the complication of drawing too strong of conclusions based solely 
on these fabric/shape correlations. Nevertheless, it is plausible to draw tentative correlations 
between ware type and vessel form, which can supplement the fragmentary assemblage.  
Correlations may be drawn between function and fabric, however, vast majority of 
pottery forms are associated with medium coarse wares and do not permit further 
categorization. The quantity of medium coarse wares and the variety of shapes, primarily 
plain common wares, may infer that this fabric was local. Fine wares may also have been 
locally produced, based on similarities in the fabric, however, the variation in fine fabric may 
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imply that it was being produced by multiple workshops, used different clay sources, or was 
imported. There is no evidence of pottery production on the site, which may indicate that 
pottery was being produced elsewhere, perhaps off-site, or that evidence of pottery 
workshops cannot be detected on the surface here. No imported ware from major pottery 
centers has been definitively identified, with the exception of four moldmade sherds and one 
West Slope body sherd, although the latter may be a local imitation.711 The limited quantity 
of grey ware suggests that it too was imported from elsewhere. Its occurrence at Pharsalos, 
but not Halos, may indicate a westward orientation for its production.712 Future petrological 
study of the ceramics may provide additional insight into the provenance of the ceramics. 
By plotting the distribution of all sherds by fabric, it may be possible to identify more 
functional associations in particular areas of the site (fig. 96, 98, 101, 104). Caution must be 
used, however, in assigning or drawing correlations between non-diagnostic sherds and 
vessel types, as multiple body sherds may belong to the same vessel. These distributions may 
confirm or enhance our understanding of function, but cannot be used to increase the 
numbers of specific vessel types. The distribution of non-diagnostic coarse wares per unit 
(fig. 96) shows a wide distribution across the site. The distribution is relatively consistent 
across the east slopes with only two units yielding more than four sherds. A similar 
distribution pattern is visible in the distribution of storage vessels, classified based on rim 
and base fragments (fig. 97). On the west slope, coarse wares are concentrated primarily in 
close proximity to architecture, with dense concentrations in N40 and O40. On the upper 
west slope, units O50 and P50 have numerous coarse sherds yet only one diagnostic sherd. 
A number of coarse sherds were found scattered across the saddle. On the south slopes of 
                                                
711 At least two of the moldmade bowls probably came from Pherae see Αραχωβἰτη and Δουλγἐρη-
Ιντζεσἰλογλου 2000, 70-81. 
712 Personal communication S. Karapanou and C. Beestman-Kruyshaar June 2011.  
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the saddle, diagnostic storage vessels have been identified. Throughout the rest of the saddle, 
only non-diagnostic coarse sherds have been collected, but based on fabric type, these sherds 
can be loosely assigned a storage function. Clusters of coarse ware correlate with the 
presence of storage vessels. We cannot automatically assign a specific storage function to all 
the non-diagnostic coarse sherds, however, their presence reinforces the presence of storage 
facilities in the area.  
Fine and glazed wares, associated primarily with consumption and drinking, were 
recovered across the site with dense concentrations on the east slope and at the west inside 
Gate I (fig. 98). Based solely on identifiable shapes, the distribution of dining activities is 
widespread (fig. 99), however, by incorporating diagnostic and non-diagnostic glazed and 
fine wares, the intensity level of these activities as well as their distribution increases. Areas 
where dining activities probably occurred may be pinpointed. As glazed body sherds are 
often small, we must be careful to avoid drawing one to one correlation between a body 
sherd and a pot. The presence of body sherds simply strengthens the general identification 
of dining activities in any given area.  
In contrast to the distribution of specific common ware vessels (fig. 100), the 
distribution of medium coarse wares (fig. 101) illustrates the density and diversity of 
activities across the site. The uniform scatter of medium coarse wares is punctuated by dense 
pockets on the east slope and vicinity of Gate I. In the saddle, medium coarse vessels were 
found throughout, although were more densely concentrated in and around the buildings on 
the south slope of the saddle. On the upper west slope, the absence of any medium coarse 
wares highlights the limited use or activity of the area. Only a few diagnostic vessels have 
been identified in the vicinity of Gate I, however, the density of non-diagnostic medium 
coarse sherds reiterates concentrated activity.  
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5.4.3 Function 
 Two categories of material, the ceramics and small finds, provide insight into the 
location of specialized activities. Functional categories include: tablewares/consumption, 
cooking, storage, common wares (open and closed vessels), toiletry vessels, and vessels for 
oil.713 Some vessel forms have specific functions, such as chytra or lopas, which were used 
specifically for cooking. Other vessels, such as open and closed vessels, are multi-functional 
vessels and can only be assigned a broad functional category. Of the collected artifacts, 17% 
have been assigned a general function. Small finds are grouped, either according to function, 
such as weaving equipment and ground stone tools, or by material, for example, slag or 
metal; the latter includes nails, possible tools, and miscellaneous fragments. Figures 87 and 
88 divide up all the ceramics and small finds according to use. The distribution of ceramics 
and small finds differs in each area of the site (fig. 103-104). The distribution shows a similar 
pattern to the density map (fig. 77), where concentrated activity is focused on the east and 
west slopes, with little evidence on the acropolis. It is useful to breakdown the composition 
of the surface assemblages in each area and examine its distribution in order to identify and 
differentiate functional use across the urban space.  
5.4.4 Ceramics 
By far, tablewares are best represented across site and comprise 47% of the overall 
assemblage of diagnostic ceramics. The majority of these sherds, however, consists non-
diagnostic body sherds, which have been included based on the fineess of the fabric and 
their glazed decoration. Their abundance may be skewed by collection strategies and issues 
of visibility as black glazed wares are easily recognizable against the soil, especially to 
untrained field walkers.  
                                                
713 I follow S. Rotroff’s (2006) functional organization and categorization plain wares.  
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Tablewares suggest evidence of consumption related to dining and drinking activities. 
Cooking wares and vessels for oil comprise a relatively small proportion, each 4%, of the 
surface assemblage. No cooking vessels were recovered from the acropolis and vessels for 
oil were absent from the acropolis and the saddle (fig. 104-105). Represented across the site, 
storage vessels compose 14% of the assemblage (fig. 97). Approximately 35% of the 
assemblage is composed of open and closed vessels and are evenly scattered across the site, 
with the exception of the absence of any open vessels collected on the acropolis (fig. 100). 
Peaks in quantities and forms of vessels may highlight variation in intensity of activities and, 
coupled with an assessment of their distribution and associated architecture, patterns of 
spatial organization and use emerge.  
5.4.5 Distribution of ceramics and artifacts by area 
The distribution of each functional ceramic category and all small finds was mapped 
in each unit (fig. 97, 100, 104, 106). Through an analysis of z-scores, it is possible to identify 
variances in the distribution of finds. Figure 86 highlights areas with variances in artifact 
densities. To narrow down the significance of these anomalies, z-scores were plotted for 
each broad fabric category (fig. 96). A similar pattern emerges on both z-score distributions. 
The latter (fig. 86), however, presents variation among individual fabric types, which, based 
on fabric types, may inform functional associations. It also pinpoints units where multiple 
anomalies are present in the distribution. As only a small quantity of grey and other wares 
were found in the survey, their presence is considered an abnormality in z-score analysis and 
this anomaly is highlighted in multiple units.  
5.4.6. East slope 
The largest quantity of vessels for each category was collected on the east slope. The 
ceramics and small finds provide evidence for variation in terms of function and level of 
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intensity in this area. Artifacts are clustered around well-preserved architecture and in the 
middle of the east slope, following the contours of the hillside. Further to the south, another 
patch of concentrated activity is centered around unit C75, where discernible structural 
layouts are extant.  
The composition of the assemblage shows the presence of multiple activities and 
Figure 107 shows the variation of individual pottery types. The composition of the total 
collected assemblage is categorized in Figure 108. Cooking activity is poorly represented 
across the site, however, the presence of lopades and cooking lids in five eastern units 
implies that some cooking took place within or near these structures (fig. 104). The 
distribution of storage vessels (fig. 97) is evenly distributed across the east slope, although 
fewer storage vessels and coarse wares (fig. 96) were recovered from the upper slope. Only 
three units contained multiple storage wares. Ten pithoi, two pithoi lids, five storage bins, 
and six transport amphorae are indicative of long-term storage facilities in the area. With the 
exception of one body sherd found in J66, transport amphorae were found on the lower east 
slope, in units parallel to the fortification wall. These and other storage vessels held and 
stored everyday foodstuffs and liquids and relate to household tasks. Vessels for oil, 
including lamps, lekythoi, and unguentaria, follow the distribution pattern of the other 
vessels (fig. 105). These specialty vessels were used for lighting and as toiletries. Open and 
closed vessels comprise 20% of the assemblage on the east slopes (fig. 100). For closed 
vessels, jugs and jars are the best represented, while lekane are the most common open 
vessel. Other objects, such as mortars and strainers, may have been used in kitchen tasks, 
typically associated with food preparation These multi-functional vases could have been used 
for a variety of everyday activities, primarily the preparation and production of food, but 
may be used for short-term storage, mixing, serving, eating, pouring, and washing. The total 
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assemblage is typical of household or domestic assemblages.714  
 The east slopes have yielded the greatest quantity of tablewares (fig. 103). Their 
distribution is clustered across a number of units, following the contours of the hill (fig. 99). 
Units with very large quantities of tablewares are typically centered around architectural 
structures with a defined plan or layout. The uniform distribution of tablewares infers that 
dining activity occurred in many of these structures, for example, around Buildings 8 and 10. 
Dining took place primarily in private spaces within the household. Such widespread 
distribution of dining and drinking wares, in addition to architectural forms and 
organization, supports the identification of these structures across the east slope as private 
residences.  
Two coins found on the southeast and a third on the northeast, provide dating 
information but cannot be used to isolate function or specialized activity; they do of course 
indicate economic activity and trade or interaction with other cities. Five ground stone tools, 
for milling grains and other foodstuffs, were found in L67 with an additional fragment found 
in the adjacent unit (fig. 106). These fragments can be reassembled and belong to a single 
hopper-rubber device. As no other grinding stones were found in this area, this grinding tool 
most likely represents single household production and processing. Additional household 
production activity is represented by the presence of weaving equipment scattered across 
multiple buildings on the east slope (fig. 106). In antiquity, weaving took place in most 
houses in order to meet the clothing needs of the individual household. The density of 
weaving equipment does not suggest large-scale industrial textile production in this area. 
Loomweights, therefore, further substantiate the use of the east slope as domestic space.  
Single pieces of slag, the by-product of smelting and smithing activities, are scattered 
                                                
714 Cahill 2002.  
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across the northeast slope and are intermixed amongst structures (fig. 106). Because of its 
weight, slag did not typically move far from its original place of deposition.715 A large 
concentration of 44 pieces of iron slag was collected in C75. Many of the fragments were 
small, although a few large fragments were found including C75 GS26. The presence of slag 
within the city walls and within a densely populated area indicates smithing activity in or 
around the structures on the southeast. Miscellaneous iron fragments were also found in this 
and adjacent units (fig. 106). This may suggest small-scale industrial production within the 
city. Based on the presence of household wares in this area, including tablewares for dining, 
it may be concluded that at least one household produced metal goods. Small-scale 
household industry has been identified at other Greek cities. The location, somewhat 
removed from the main habitation area, and in a potentially less built-up, may have been 
intentional or mandated as industrial activity can produce by-products, waste, and smells. 
Towards the north, five additional pieces of slag were scattered in different units. The 
dispersed nature of these small fragments does not permit the identification of another 
possible production center and may be the product of downslope movement. It is, however,  
possible that more than one structure on the east slope was involved in smithing.  
The variety of ceramics and small finds collected from survey units on the east slope 
represents a diversity of household tasks, including cooking, short and long-term storage, 
food preparation, personal care, textile production, dining, and drinking. The density of the 
distribution confirms significant occupation of the slopes, and in combination with 
architectural layout and organization, it can be concluded that this area was the main 
residential area of the site.  
 
                                                
715Neustupný and Venclová 2000, 94.  
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5.4.7. Saddle  
A distinct pattern emerges in the spatial distribution of artifacts in the saddle. The 
flat terrain of the northern part yielded very few finds, despite fair to good visibility (fig. 70). 
On the other hand, dense scatters were recovered from the south slopes of the saddle in the 
vicinity of Buildings 5-7. Z-scores illustrate the contrast in the distribution density between 
the two areas in the saddle (fig. 70, 86). The structures in the saddle indicate that this space 
was used but the surface finds suggests a low intensity level of activity.  
No diagnostic sherds were collected from the survey in the northern part of the 
saddle, with the exception of a bowl and a black glazed body sherd found in unit H58, 
partially overlaying Building 2. The eastern part of the saddle, which is devoid of structures, 
produced only a few sherds, including a chytra and a possible krater. The surface finds, 
therefore, provide little insight into the function of this space or the individual buildings. An 
investigation of sherd fabrics provides more clues but reiterates the void of cultural artifacts 
and emptiness of this space. Z-scores of individual fabrics (fig. 80) highlight anomalies in the 
number of grey wares and coarse wares. Based on the breakdown of function and fabric of 
the assemblage (table 2), grey wares of medium coarse fabric were probably open or closed 
vessels. Coarse ware was used for storage and their distribution is noteworthy. Coarse wares 
are the only sherds to be found within the interior space defined by buildings and the street 
wall on three sides. A few medium coarse sherds were found in units approximately 10m 
east of Building 2. Other sherds are found in Building 1 or on the peripheries of the eastern 
area. The interior space is void of artifacts. Perhaps accumulated organic debris, possibly 
resulting from soil creep of surrounding slopes, buried artifacts, resulting in scarcity of 
surface artifact. However, the low density of surface finds parallels the low number of 
subsurface finds revealed in test trenches and corroborates limited or ephemeral activity in 
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the saddle. Overall, surface survey reveals low density of artifacts in the area of the agora; 
this is particularly noteworthy in contrast to high density levels in the southern part of the 
saddle.  
Focused investigation of subsurface assemblages in Buildings 1, 2, and 4 shed some 
light on function of this space. Only a few artifacts were collected during wall clearing and 
they do not illuminate function. The test trench in Building 2 uncovered very little pottery 
but numerous rooftiles. The scarcity of finds either indicates limited activity or activity 
restricted to gatherings that do not leave physical remnants. The test trench revealed a clear 
destruction level with traces of burning and a tile collapse; the nature of the destruction 
implies a suddenness of its abandonment, which did not allow time for the removal of 
objects from within; therefore, the assemblage is representative of use at the time of 
destruction. A test trench in Building 4 yielded a varied assemblage with cooking and kitchen 
wares but no storage vessels. The large size of a thymiaterion points to a non-private, 
perhaps ceremonial or ritual function. Storage vessels, including transport amphorae, 
cooking ware, and closed vessels, were found in excavations in Building 1, which based on 
its plan has been identified as a stoa. The ceramics allude to its use for storage, perhaps for 
public or commercial use. The absence of surface finds limits our understanding of this area 
of the city. Whether the surface finds were buried, the space was cleared of remains, or the 
intensity and type of activities simply did not leave physical traces, this large central extended 
city block, with limited access and monumental architecture, suggests a public or civic 
function.  
To the south, a number of buildings have delineated plans and the majority of the 
surface artifacts are clustered around these structures. The density of the assemblage in the 
south contrasts that of the north saddle. Figure 109-100 presents the classification of the 
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assemblage according to pottery type and function. The types and quantities of vessels 
present in the south saddle are illustrated in Figure 109. Open and closed vessels comprise 
44% of the artifacts (fig. 110). Mainly lekane and jugs, but also kraters, bowls and jars, were 
scattered in the immediate vicinity of Building 5-7 (fig. 100). With the exception of the two 
transport amphorae and two storage bins, all other ceramics may be related to food 
preparation, production, cooking, or consumption. Twenty percent of the assemblage is 
related to dining and drinking activities and emphasized dining activity in this area. The 
storage vessels may have transported and held food and liquids but the absence of pithoi 
may point to limited storage capacity, while drinking paraphernalia suggest specialized 
feasting and drinking. Vessels for oil are the only functional category absent from the saddle 
surface assemblage, however, excavations in Buildings 5 and 7 have revealed a number of 
specialty vases, for example, lamps and thymiateria, which signifies nocturnal and ritual 
activity.716 Surface assemblages have similar composition to the subsurface assemblages 
substantiating the identification of dining and drinking activity in the south saddle. Building 
5 has been identified as a small sanctuary, based on the presence of an altar, and the 
architecture. Building 6, connected to the sanctuary by a retaining wall, contained 13 small 
rooms or workshops and a large open courtyard, which may have accommodated public or 
religious gatherings. Feasting as part of ritual practices may have occurred in the sanctuary by 
the altar or in the courtyard of Building 6. Red and brown painted rooftiles were found in 
the vicinity of Building 6. It is unknown from which building these rooftiles belong but they 
likely came from one of the nearby structures. Two loomweights and a spool were also 
recovered. From their find spots near the sanctuary, it may be deduced that they were votive 
dedications rather than an indication of weaving production.  
                                                
716 Personal communication S. Karapanou June 2011. 
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The surface and subsurface assemblages reflect the intensity of activity on the south 
slope of the saddle surrounding the sanctuary, in contrast to limited use of the agora. In the 
latter area, activity may have been ephemeral, and therefore, the low densities may not reflect 
intensity of use. From the architectural plans, layout, organization of the space, and surface 
assemblages, a public function can be extrapolated for the northern buildings. A religious 
and ritual function is assigned to the south slope of the saddle. Overall, the saddle consists 
of two areas, each associated with different aspects of public life; the civic center in the 
north and the religious center in the south.  
5.4.8 Acropolis  
The acropolis yielded very low artifact recovery rates, despite good ground visibility 
(fig. 70). The flat terrain and enclosure wall of the acropolis restricts the transportation of 
debris by natural or climatic processes. Accumulation of soil and organic material, since 
antiquity, may have buried finds and thus accounts for the limited number of surface finds. 
Very little ceramic evidence was collected with only three functional categories represented 
(fig. 111-112); an amphora, storage bin, and a glazed body sherd were the only diagnostic 
finds. Painted rooftiles, the largest category of diagnostic finds, comprise 83% of the 
assemblage. Seventeen rooftiles were painted red, brown, and black (fig. 81). The majority 
was found in unit K50, which lay partially over Acropolis Gate I (fig. 106), but two were 
found nearby in L51 and another on the acropolis in unit J54. The proximity of the painted 
rooftiles to Acropolis Gate I suggests a possible connection between the painted rooftiles 
and this structure. Acropolis Gate I has been reconstructed as a courtyard gate and may 
account for the large proportion of rooftiles in the vicinity. Acropolis Gate I underwent 
some repair work in the Byzantine period, and if these rooftiles are from the gate, it is 
unclear to which phase of occupation they belong. An alternative possibility for the 
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provenance of the rooftiles are Acropolis Building 1, a semi-circular or circular structure, or 
Acropolis Building 2, a tripartite building but no location can be definitively assigned to the 
primary context of the painted rooftiles.  
It is not possible to extrapolate any information on activity or use of the acropolis 
from the surface assemblage. In 2006, two test trenches were excavated on the exterior and 
interior face of Acropolis Building 1, a semi-circular or circular structure. The acropolis test 
trench assemblage comprises of a large number of vessels for consumption and some 
cooking pots. The quantity of the subsurface deposit, at least in Acropolis Building 1, 
contradicts the limited surface finds and may substantiate the hypothesis that the surface 
finds are not exposed because they have been buried over time. Large quantities of sheep, 
goat, cattle, and pig were found in these test trenches.717 The skeletal remains are fairly 
complete and, coupled with the presence of skulls, may indicate that animals were sacrificed 
or butchered on location. The large number of tablewares and the animal remains suggests 
ritual consumption practices. Lamp fragments also point to nocturnal or ritual activity. The 
fragmentary nature these ceramics, however, is reminiscent of debris or refuse. This circular 
structure, with shallow foundations, may have been used as a dumping pit, perhaps 
associated with clearing in the nearby tripartite building, Acropolis Building 2. The unusual 
shape of the building provides no clues as to its function. If this structure was constructed or 
used as a dumping pit, it is possible that the other six round buildings found across the site 
served a similar function as refuse pits, although this cannot be substantiated as the other 
features have not yet been examined in detail.   
5.4.9 South slope 
 Three distinct clusters of survey units comprise the south slope. Two of the unit 
                                                
717 Preliminary report by Michael McKinnon, who examined all the faunal remains from the survey in 2010-
2011 at the Weiner Lab at the American School of Classical Studies in Athens.  
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groups overlie defensive systems, with a few isolated walls in southwest, while no units in the 
third group contain architecture. Unlike in the east and saddle, the architecture provides no 
clues to function. Overall, each functional category is represented with the exception of 
painted rooftiles and slag (fig. 103-104). The assemblage shows a range of activity (fig. 113-
114), however, upon closer examination of the distribution, it is becomes evident that the 
majority of diagnostic vessels and small finds were recovered on the southwest slope.  
In the lower western units on the southeast slope (A64, A64A, B63, B64, C63, C64), 
anomalies were identified in overall sherd density (fig. 78) and individual fabric groups (fig. 
86). It is primarily from these units that diagnostic sherds were found. Two pithoi and a 
transport amphora have been identified (fig. 97), but the presence of coarse wares in units of 
the lower southwest corner suggests the possibility of additional storage vessels (fig. 96). 
Common wares point to pouring activities with seven jugs and food preparation with one 
mortar fragment preserved. Two bowls were also found but cannot be assigned a specific 
function (fig. 100). Tablewares, including a kantharos, glazed bowl, plate, and glazed body 
sherds, attest to dining activity (fig. 99). Three loomweights were also found in this unit (fig. 
106). The assemblage is similar in composition to those on the east slope but is comprised 
on less objects. If it does represent a domestic assemblage, the absence of cooking wares is 
noteworthy. The absence of architecture on the slope may be to the result of a lack of 
preservation or burial, as a few short stretches of isolated walls are extant surrounding the 
lower units. Neither the assemblage nor its location suggests that this space was open and 
used for exterior activities. The concentration of finds towards the lower part of this slope 
suggests the possibility of downslope movement, following the natural drainage of the slope. 
It is possible that structures, possibly houses, continued around to the upper slopes of the 
eastern acropolis and these artifacts derive from structures, no longer preserved.  
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 Very few finds were recovered from the units overlying the diateichisma. Although 
rubble debris and paths may have reduced visibility, it is probable that this area experienced 
transitory activity, in particular traffic. Scattered architectural remains are preserved 40 m to 
the west of the diateichisma and the survey units may be located with a ‘free zone’, similar, 
albeit wider, to the area adjacent the interior face of the lower enceinte. In unit F53, on the 
east side of the diateichisma, a spool and a lekane were found (fig. 100, 106). The rough 
terrain, large bedrock outcrops, and absence of architecture suggest that the area to the east 
was vacant. Another lekane/bowl, jug, and glazed jug were found towards the east in units 
E51 and E52 (fig. 99-100). No cooking or storage vessels were found in these units. A cattle 
path cuts across the diateichisma and these units, and therefore, passage, trampling and kicking 
by the herds and the shepherds may have displaced finds. The ceramics do not provide any 
insight into specialized activities nor can any association be drawn between the artifacts and 
fortification walls or towers  
 Units in the southwest have a relatively high sherd density in comparison to the 
other units on the south slope. As mentioned above, downslope movement appears to have 
occurred in this area with an accumulation of artifacts at the base of the fortification wall. 
Isolated wall stretches were recorded in a couple of the survey units and another structure, 
approximately 20 m to the north of the surveyed units, was identified, although its interior 
plan could not be delineated. The surface ceramics may have originally been deposit in or in 
association with these structures.  
 The assemblage comprises of all functional groups, although no coins, painted 
rooftiles, or slag were collected. Pithoi, transport amphorae, and storage bins are comparable 
in proportions to those found on the east slope (fig. 97) and the number of coarse ware 
sherds further attests to storage capabilities. Two chytrai and a lopas indicate cooking 
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facilities and two mortars represents food preparation. Two fragments of ground stone tools 
were found and substantiate food production activities. A few open and closed vessels, 
lekanes, bowls, and jugs were also found. Tablewares indicate consumption, although only 
two glazed bowls and two kantharos have identifiable shapes. The assemblage is similar to 
that of the housing district on the east with a strong emphasize on kitchen activities. These 
ceramics may have originally been used and deposited in nearby structures but have been 
transported by post-depositional processes.  
5.4.10 West slope 
 The overall composition of the artifact assemblage from the west slope is similar to 
that of the east slope (fig. 115-116). It is not, however, distributed evenly across the slope 
like in the east, but rather, in pockets of artifact scatters clustered around extant architecture. 
There are three distinct areas of the west slope: 1) the upper slopes, 2) the upper southwest 
slope below the acropolis, and 3) immediately inside of Gate I. The first area is devoid of 
architecture and yielded very few finds and even fewer diagnostic sherds. No cooking wares, 
oil vases or storage vessels were collected on the upper slopes. A number of coarse ware 
sherds, located to the north, may imply some storage but no forms could be assigned (fig. 
96). A few glazed and fine wares were collected scattered in the north (fig. 98) but only one 
fishplate was identified in unit P50 (fig. 99). Open and closed vessels are more common and 
there distribution is similar to the fine wares that were scattered on the north and west 
periphery of the surveyed area. Two isolated jugs were collected in the middle of the upper 
slopes (fig. 100). Exposed bedrock is visible in all the survey units of the upper slopes. It 
may be assumed that this area with bedrock outcrops, absence of architecture and scarcity of 
finds was not built up and activity was limited. The scatter of finds may be represent refuse 
or debris disposed of on the upper slopes.   
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 Immediately below the acropolis on the upper southwest slope is a pocket of extant 
architectural remains. The assemblage contains primarily common wares and tablewares. Of 
all the coarse wares (fig. 96), only one pithos was noted. The spread of coarse wares may 
point to additional storage vessels in the area. A chtyra and cooking lid were also found. 
Additional evidence for cooking and food preparation derives from two lekanai, bowl, 
mortar and strainer (fig. 100, 115). The presence of two ground stone tools further 
substantiates grinding for food production. Pouring and short-term storage facilities are 
represented by the presence of six jugs and three jars. The tablewares are rather fragmentary 
with only two sherds, those of kantharoi, being classified (fig. 115). The assemblage has a 
heavy focus on food preparation, production and perhaps some short-term storage. Some 
evidence of drinking exists to suggest dining activities, but it may be on a limited scale.  
 Units, located in the area immediately inside Gate I, contain walls and buildings and 
yielded very high density counts (fig. 77). Z-scores confirm this high density of finds as an 
anomaly in terms of overall density (fig. 78), sherd weights (fig. 85), and individual fabric 
groups (fig. 86). Fewer diagnostic finds were found on the west slope than the east slope. 
The plans of a couple structures in this area are defined and are surrounded by isolated walls 
or partially preserved structures (fig. 97, 99, 100, 105, 106). Diagnostic sherds are distributed 
around, but not within, these structures, however these structures were likely the primary 
context for many of these vessels.  
 Again the assemblage is similar to that of the east slope but is less uniform in its 
distribution. This area contained long-term storage facilities with at least four pithoi and 
three storage bins (fig. 97). No transport amphorae were found. Two cooking stands and 
two chytrai attest cooking in the area, although this may have been limited. One of the 
chytra was recovered in unit M39, outside of the fortification wall, and was probably 
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transported by overland flow from one of the nearby structures. Open and closed vessels 
(fig. 100) were widely scattered around the area, unlike the tablewares, which are 
concentrated near and in the buildings (fig. 99). Open vessels, particularly a mortar, krater, 
and lekane, suggests food preparation and household tasks. Seven jugs provide evidence of 
pouring and short-term liquid storage. The spread of black glazed vessels, including 
kantharoi, glazed jugs, a plate, and a fishplate, further attests to drinking activities and 
consumption. The limited storage and cooking vessels may indicate a specific type of dining 
or a small group of participants. The distribution of nine loom weights indicates weaving 
activity, perhaps associated with a specific structure or area and thus suggesting a domestic 
location within the household. Their dispersed distribution does not permit us to identify a 
single location, rather it may suggest that weaving took place in one or more locations in the 
area. The overall assemblage of these ceramics and small finds alludes to domestic activities. 
Limited tableware may point to moderate levels of dining. It is possible that these structures 
were living quarters or domestic spaces.  
5.5 Chronological distribution  
The artifacts, rather than architecture, provide the best evidence for the foundation 
date and duration of occupation of the city. Two categories of artifacts, coins, and ceramics, 
provide relative dates. Architectural style and construction technique, while notoriously 
problematic for precise dating, convey some information on possible building phases. Three 
coins were found in survey units in the eastern residential quarters and a fourth stray coin 
was found near the sanctuary in the saddle. All the coins are of an early date probably 
associated with the foundation of the city. A coin from neighboring Skotoussa dates roughly 
to the fourth century B.C.E. Both the hemidram from Elis (343-323 B.C.E.) and a coin from 
Skiathos (ca. 350 B.C.E.) date to the second half of the fourth century B.C.E. The fourth 
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coin is a Peuma coin and dates to 302-286 B.C.E. No coins were found during the survey 
that dates later than the Peuma coin. Additional coins of the Thessalian League were 
discovered in the excavations in the agora, sanctuary, and Building 10 provide evidence for 
continued occupation and economic activity into the mid-second century, possibly into the 
first century B.C.E.718 Coins from the survey clearly show activity on Kastro Kallithea in the 
latter part of the fourth century and suggests occupation of the city had commenced around 
this time.  
The latest material dates to the Byzantine period and comprise two combed ware 
sherds, one on each the east and west slopes, and a Byzantine capital found on the lower 
north slope outside of the city, and the use of mortar in a patchwork repair of Acropolis 
Gate I. The scarcity of recognizable Roman material, such as terra sigillata, implies a break in 
occupation at the site, before it was reoccupied during the Early Byzantine period. As the 
evidence is limited, it is uncertain whether the Byzantine occupation occurred within the 
walls of the ancient city or, if only parts, for example, the acropolis being reused, perhaps for 
defensive purposes.  
While the coins help to identify the early activity at Kastro Kallithea, the ceramics 
provide a more nuanced chronological division of its continuous occupation. Overall, the 
uniformity of forms and types of vessels is typical of Hellenistic assemblages. Hellenistic 
ceramics, however, are notoriously difficult to date because of the lack of securely dated 
stratified deposits;719 this is particularly true of plain wares because local pottery assemblages 
have been poorly studied and published.720 In addition, plain wares exhibit few discernible 
                                                
718 Thessalian League coins have been dated by Rogers (1932) to 196-146 B.C.E., whereas the SNG (1982) 
dates the coins from the Thessalian League 196 B.C.E. to the first century B.C.E.; personal communication 
with T. Harvey February 2011.  
719 Rotroff 1997, 10, 18-23, 31-32; Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003, 81-82; Haagsma et al. 2011, 204-206 
720 Rotroff 1997, 10, 18-23, 31-32; Beestman-Kruyshaar 2003, 81-82. 
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chronological markers. Comparanda from other Hellenistic sites, especially from excavations 
at New Halos and Pharsalos, were used to refine dates and establish local and regional 
comparisons for the assemblage.  
The map (fig. 117) displays the chronological distribution of datable finds at Kastro 
Kallithea. By plotting the distribution of datable finds, it is possible to identify probable 
fluctuations in habitation across the site, including the possible discontinuation of 
occupation in some areas of the site. The distribution of finds shows evidence of activity 
throughout the Hellenistic period. Tablewares provide the most refined dates, however, only 
broad chronological definitions can be securely assigned. The Late Classical period dates to 
the second half of the fourth century B.C.E. The Early Hellenistic period is associated with 
the end of the fourth/first half of the third century B.C.E., while the Middle Hellenistic 
period extends from the mid-third, perhaps into the beginning of the second century B.C.E. 
The rest of the second century is identified as the Late Hellenistic period. Some sherd 
overlap multiple periods but cannot be assigned a more refined date.  
Although only a small portion of the finds is datable, the distribution of ceramics 
clearly shows occupation from the Late Classical through the Late Hellenistic period. The 
Early to Middle Hellenistic period, that is the third century B.C.E., is most commonly and 
consistently represented across the site. Numerous datable finds on the east slope attests to 
significant occupation in the area. At the end of the third century, a shift in the location of 
habitation occurs. With the possible exception of one Middle/Late Hellenistic sherd, no 
ceramics on the west slope date later than the third century B.C.E. No evidence for post-
third century B.C.E. activity can be distinguished on the southwest slope, on the acropolis, 
over the diateichisma, or in the saddle. The absence of ceramics from the later period may 
represent reduced activity and possibly a reorganization of the inhabited area. Only on the 
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east slope is there evidence for Late Hellenistic occupation but this is too limited. Two 
possible Roman sherds, on the east slope and in Tower 44, were found to attest to 
occupation extending possibly into the first century B.C.E. The scarcity of Roman sherd may 
indicate a decline or abandonnment of the settlement or may represent debris from passing 
traffic.  
Very little diagnostic surface material was found on the acropolis and none of these 
finds are datable although much is datable from the test trenches. It has been hypothesized 
that the acropolis is an earlier construction based on the style and technique of the masonry. 
Similarities are noted in construction techniques of fortifications at Gonnos, Soros, and 
likely Phylliadon (Morjes) dated to the Classical period.721 Stylistic comparisons of masonry 
must be used with caution and cannot definitively substantiate an early date for the acropolis 
wall. Ceramics from test trenches in Acropolis Building 1 range from the Late Classical to 
Middle Hellenistic period. A few Late Roman/Byzantine period combed ware sherds were 
found in the upper levels of the test trench, near the surface, and are probably connected to 
late repairs in Acropolis Gate I. A red-figure fragment (46/12) dates to the second half of 
the fourth century as do some of the tableware sherds.722 Despite large quantities of 
tablewares found in Acropolis Building 1, moldmade bowls, the typical drinking vessels in 
the second half of the third B.C.E., were absent. This perhaps suggests that the area was no 
longer in use by the end of the third century B.C.E. The acropolis, therefore, was occupied 
in the fourth through third century, after which it experienced a hiatus of activity until the 
Late Roman/Byzantine period. 
The scarcity of post-third century B.C.E. material may indicate two possibilities: 1) 
the material was buried and is no longer visible on the surface, 2) it was not recognizable in 
                                                
721 Tziafalias et al. 2006, 114; Stählin 1924, taf. 1; Winter 1971. 
722 Red-figure sherd is compared to one in the Almiros museum from Halos in publication.  
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our assemblage, and 3) activity ceased in some areas of the site. Overland flow may have 
displaced later material downslope, which subsequently could have been buried and earlier 
material superimposed on it, thus hiding the existence of later material.  
On the basis solely of the surface remains, occupation activity in the agora is dated to 
the Late Classical/Early Hellenistic period. Two different styles of masonry were used in the 
construction of the buildings in the saddle, which may correlate with different building 
phases or chronological periods. However, the ceramics do not show a distinct break in 
activity and appears that all the buildings were used contemporaneously throughout the third 
century B.C.E. Material found in wall clearing and test trenches, however, have revealed the 
presence of Late Classical to Middle Hellenistic ceramics with no material later than the early 
second century B.C.E. A distinct break in activity occurred in this area at the end of the third 
century/beginning of second century B.C.E. This parallels the cessation of material after the 
end of the Middle Hellenistic period in other parts of the site. Traces of burning, fired 
mudbricks and tile collapse document the destruction of Buildings 1, 2, and 5 in the agora. 
The architectural and ceramic evidence suggests that the agora and sanctuary ceased to 
function as a monumental civic and religious center by the late third/early second century 
B.C.E.723 At this time, it is possible that the city was reduced in size and its focus shifted to 
the eastern sector, which, based on ceramic evidence, continued to be occupied for at least 
another 50 years before it too was abandoned. Public functions may not have ceased but the 
monumentality of the space was no longer desired or was too expensive to rebuild and/or 
maintain. The space appears to have been abandonned and its civic and religious functions 
were possibly reconfigured, transferred to a new location or ceased to exist at the end of the 
Middle Hellenistic period.  
                                                
723 Haagsma et al. 2011, 205. 
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 The number of datable sherds is far greater on the eastern slopes than the rest of the 
site. The eastern slopes were occupied throughout the Hellenistic period, with evidence 
extending into the Late Hellenistic/Early Roman period. The chronological distribution is 
mixed, alluding to the contemporary and continuous occupation of these buildings. The Late 
Hellenistic period is represented on the east slope only, which may indicate reduction and 
reconfiguration of the inhabited space. It is unclear if all or only some of the structures 
witnessed continuous occupation. There is some evidence to suggest re-use of architectural 
elements and blocks on the site, which may be associated with a period of renovations. If the 
urban population was reduced, inhabitants may have had opportunities to expand or 
reorganize the private and public space.  
In summary, the site was occupied throughout the Hellenistic period, with the 
earliest occupation dating to the fourth century B.C.E. By the late third century, civic and 
religious activity ceased in the saddle and the inhabited urban space was contracted and 
shifted to the eastern slopes. It is unclear whether the public/civic space was incorporated 
into the physical structures of the eastern slopes or if the formal space had disappeared and 
the existing institutions and activities were integrated into the other spaces. The 
abandonment of the agora preceding that of the housing area may well indicate that self 
government, local central authority, and control of this small city-state had diminished or 
altogether disappeared in favor of a more centralized form of government seated elsewhere. 
This may reflect the volatile history of this area in the late third and early second centuries 
B.C.E., with the accompanying changes in power structures between the Macedonians, 
Aetolians, and Romans.724 The housing district on the eastern slopes continued to be 
inhabited as domestic spaces, probably until the end of the second/beginning of first century 
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B.C.E. In the Late Hellenistic period, the urban population may have been greatly reduced as 
people left the walled city and returned to the countryside.725 As a result of the changing 
political and economic situation, with the abandonment of the agora, the city experienced a 
period of decline and eventually abandonment.  
5.6 Dividing up the urban space 
The urban survey at Kastro Kallithea provides evidence for understanding the 
function and chronology of this ancient urban center. The city was founded in the late 
fourth century B.C.E. Prior to the establishment of the city, the site was not occupied, 
although some habitation or use of the acropolis, is attested by the possibly early masonry 
style used in the construction of the acropolis wall. With the founding of the city, a major 
planning effort was implemented. The heavy defensive system consisted of three lines of 
defensive: the lower enceinte, the diateichisma, and the acropolis walls. The substantial and 
impressive fortification system demonstrates a collective agenda as well as significant wealth 
and organization for its construction. Likewise, the interior layout of the city further shows a 
unified agenda in the spatial arrangement of the city. The urban space was laid out in an 
orthogonal grid plan. Spatial arrangement of the plan appears to have assigned and 
designated specific functions or activities to certain locations. Specific zones were reserved 
or delineated for residential or domestic, industrial, civic, religious, and military use.  
Domestic use is most clearly defined by both the architecture and the artifacts on the 
eastern slope. Individual plans of structures reveal both pastas and peristyle houses. Typical 
domestic pottery assemblages include cooking pots, long-term storage jars, multi-purpose 
open and closed vessels, and tablewares for private dining. The presence of loomweights and 
grinding stones attest to textile production and processing of wheat to meet household 
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needs. Only in the lower southeast units is there iron slag signifying small-scale industrial 
activity, perhaps as part of the household economy. The eastern sector of the city was the 
main residential area of the city, although other areas, such as the southwest and west slopes, 
also yielded domestic assemblages and may have functioned as private residential spaces.  
The public zone of the city is distinguished by a change in the architectural layout. 
While still integrated into the grid plan, the enlarged central block of the agora differentiates 
this space from the surrounding blocks of the eastern slope. The monumental architecture 
and limited access to this space point to a civic or public function. The limited surface finds 
makes it difficult to identify specific function, however the architecture and spatial 
arrangement of the building imply its use as the agora. Two stele bases were found in this 
area substantiating its civic nature. A number of large flat rectangular slabs were found 
scattered on the eastern side of the agora. We have hypothesized that they are the remnants 
of either an altar or a bema.726 The scarcity of finds in western part of the agora may indicate 
particular ephemeral or transitory activities. On the other hand, scattered pottery in the east, 
away from the structures, may suggest that the eastern side of the agora block was used as an 
open market for buying and selling of goods. These types of consumer activities are 
indicated by the concentrations of storage vessels as well as multi-purpose wares found in 
the agora. The saddle, therefore, was the heart of the city with its civic and public institutions 
nestled between the acropoleis.  
Religious space is clearly demarcated at Kastro Kallithea in two locations. The 
sanctuary and adjacent buildings in the south saddle show clear indications of ritual use. The 
presence of tablewares in the area of the sanctuary indicates that dining activities occurred in 
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and around the sanctuary and probably were associated with religious activities.727 The 
acropolis also appears to be public space in which religious activities occurred. Evidence 
from the survey is limited, however, subsurface assemblages from Acropolis Building 1 
indicated ritual activity in the form of drinking, feasting, and perhaps sacrifice. A small 
tripartite building, accompanying Acropolis Building 2, likely a small sanctuary, may be 
associated with this assemblage and has been identified by Stählin as a shrine or temple.728 
The acropolis, defined by a circuit wall, may have served as another religious center of the 
city.  
The function of the western sector of the city is less clear. Clusters of architecture 
are extant immediately inside the western city gate, running parallel to the fortifications in 
the northwest and southwest and on the upper west slopes below the acropolis. Building 
plans are poorly preserved and provide no insight into their function. Their proximity to 
defensive structures may, by association, connect them to military use. However, the artifact 
assemblage is similar to the domestic assemblage identified in the east. The distribution of 
coarse wares and storage vessels implies the existence of storage facilities, either for 
household use or for commercial storage, perhaps of agricultural goods. The distribution 
patterns of household vessels typically used in food preparation, weaving equipment, and 
tablewares is similar to the eastern housing district, albeit less concentrated, suggesting that 
these buildings were possibly living quarters.  
With the exception of these pockets of architecture, the western slopes are vacant. 
On the vacant upper slopes, very low frequency of artifact scatter is present. The 
fragmentary nature of the ceramics and the limited diagnostic sherds may suggest general 
debris or discard. The exposed bedrock of the upper west slopes suggests that this area was 
                                                
727 Haagsma et al. 2011, 204. 
728 Stählin 1967, 164-167.   
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not built up and was intentionally left vacant. Leaving open spaces within the city wall was 
common practice in Greek cities; space was preserved within the walls for later expansion. 
Extant buildings follow the grid plan visible in the east and imply that this area was 
organized contemporaneous with the laying out of the city and the construction of the 
eastern sector. The entire space may not have been needed at the time of the initial 
occupation and the unneeded space was left vacant. Alternatively, open spaces were also 
used for holding livestock with simple structures associated with them as shelters or small 
storage rooms for tools and animal products. This region of Achaia Phthiotis relied heavily 
on pastoralism and it may be that, with the continuous military conflicts in the Hellenistic 
period, secure space was needed for flocks and herds within the walled city. The rising 
hosilities led the local population to seek refuge behind the walled cities because of the 
endemic of war, while the kings used these walled spaces in order to defend their territory. 
The dual aspects of security led to the establishment of these walled cities and kept people 
behind the walls during this period.  
Throughout the Hellenistic period, security was a primary concern for people living 
in the countryside. Although much of the population migrated to newly constructed or 
fortified cities, some people continued to live scattered around their landholdings, 
particularly those on marginal land at a distance from the urban centers or pastoralists. 
Empty spaces within the city walls were reserved as areas of refuge to accommodate the 
population of the chora in periods of conflict. The westward orientation of the towers along 
the diateichisma suggests the vulnerability of the western fortification and the western slopes 
may also have been intentionally left vacant as a security precaution. The western sector may 
have had a predominantly military nature with military structures, perhaps barracks, and/or 
an area for escape and refuge.  
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The urban space was laid out on a grid but was further organized and subdivided 
functionally. Private space was intermingled across the site with the main residential 
habitation on the east side. The public space was subdivided into categories of activity such 
as civic, religious, and defensive. The organization of the city at its foundation followed 
conventional principles of Greek urban planning. The eastward shift of occupation at the 
beginning of the second century B.C.E. forced the reorganization of the space, which 
potentially included the integration of civic and religious functions into the previously 
demarcated private space.  
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Chapter 6: Contextualizing Kastro Kallithea 
The Hellenistic period is often associated with the death of the polis due to the loss 
of ‘autonomia’ as thee cities became subjects of the Macedonian kings. Nevertheless, city-
states continued to exist and flourished as economic and administrative entities.729 In fact, 
throughout the Greek world, the transformation of the political and socio-economic 
structures initiated the movement of people through military enlistment, emigration, 
immigration, trade, or urbanization, which brought about changes in the demographic 
patterns and altered the landscape. Numerous urban centers were founded or fortififed, thus 
creating a surge of urbanism, particularly in regions like Thessaly that were traditionally ethne 
and not polis-centered societies. These urban centers instigated opportunittes for economic 
growth and interaction between and amongst populations.  
In the late fourth/early third century B.C.E., Thessaly witnessed a surge in urbanism 
attested by the migration into newly established, heavily fortified cities. The cities of 
Demetrias, New Halos, Pharsalos, Goritsa, Phthiotic Eretria, and Phthiotic Thebes, like 
Kastro Kallithea, was constructed during this period. These cities exhibit siimilar 
characteristics in terms of the style of construction, spatial organization, and strong military 
character and were constructed under similar historical circumstances. By examining the 
historical context within this region, it is possible to situate and assess to what extent Kastro 
Kallithea followed contemporary patterns of urbanism and economic development. The 
urban survey at Kastro Kallithea documents its foundation, occupation, and abandonment 
and identifies fluctuations in the physical layout of space and types of functions associated 
with the occupation of these spaces throughout the settlement. Questions remain, however, 
regarding the motivations for its construction and how these developments impacted the 
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local and regional environment. Through an examination of the archaeological remains of 
neighboring urban centers, a picture of urbanism emerges that demonstrates some of the 
ways people adapted to and shifted with the political and economic changes in an 
increasingly turbulent world.  
6.1 Settlement patterns in Thessaly: cities of Achaia Phthiotis, Magnesia and Phthiotis  
 In assessing the shift in settlement patterns at Kastro Kallithea, it is necessary to 
contextualize the site within its regional environment. In the late fourth/early third century 
B.C.E., the cities of Pharsalos, Phthiotic Thebes, and Phthiotic Eretria were fortified and 
their urban space expanded, whereas Goritsa, Halos, Demetrias, and Kastro Kallithea were 
newly established cities with elaborate defensive systems and laid out on a grid plan. These 
fortifications were built to withstand new technological developments of poliorcetics. With the 
development of seige engine warfare, it became pertinent to impede the advancement of the 
opposing army. The spacing of the towers became standardized and placed at intervals to 
maximize trajectory and ground coverage. The height of the towers increased to 
accommodate multiple chambers for catapults as well as an increased number of archers.730  
 The emphasis on defensive structures is exemplified in the use and integration of 
multiple walls and military features as part of the urban construction. Proteichisma and 
batteries, for example at Goritsa and Demetrias, hindered the immediate approach to the city 
walls and served as a first line of defense against the invading army. Diateichisma were 
common features of fortification systems, particulary in Thessaly, and are found at Phthiotic 
Eretria, Halos, Pharsalos, Demetrias, Kastro Kallithea, Atrax, Larissa Kremaste, and Pherae. 
Security concerns as a result of constant civil unrest must have contributed to this increase in 
numbers and elaboration of defensive structures and the nucleation of habitation within 
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fortified settlements. As a result of rising military hostilities, people migrated to the new 
urban environments from which they benefited but also the cities aided in protectung royal 
landholdings. The cities, therefore, played a significant role in the ability of the monarch to 
control his territory and his reign.  
The role of the king in the construction At New Halos, Reinders has argued that the 
city was re-founded by Demetrios Poliorketes in 302 B.C.E., after liberating the Thessalian 
cities of Larisa Kremaste, Pteleon, and Antron to the south. Demetrios may have planned 
New Halos in its strategic location to protect the southern part of the Almiros Plain and the 
passage to Thermopylae.731 The substantial fortifications and prominent location in the plain 
would have served as a visual reminder to those in the territory of the authority and wealth 
of the king and his role as their ‘liberator’ and founder while controlling access into the 
plains.  
Defensive strategies may also have motivated the establishment of the town of 
Goritsa on the promontory along the Bay of Volos. Built in the second half of the fourth 
century B.C.E., it may have been part of Philip II’s fortification program of Magnesia.732 
Philip’s involvement would explain the expertise in design, the military character of the 
urban space, and resources available for this construction.733 The monarchs established and 
fortified Thessaly for military and defensive purposes to protect their investment in the 
territory and its population, but also used these establishments to display their authority, and 
ideologically reinforce their power.  
In Achaia Phthiotis, the construction of defensive structures and new fortified 
settlements coincided with the ‘liberation’ of the region by Demetrios Poliorketes around 
                                                
731 Reinders 1988, 182.  
732 Dem. 1.22; Bakhuizen 1986 as cited in Reinders 1988, 192.  
733 Bakhuizen 1992, 213-226, 313-316; Shipley and Hansen 2006, 55.  
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300 B.C.E. In order to protect their freedom against external threats, walls were constructed 
as a symbol of their autonomy, however, since they were often financed through royal 
patronage, they simultaneously and perhaps inadvertently, displayed their loyalty to the king 
and exhibited king’s authoritarian role. In 290 B.C.E., for example, Demetrios Poliorketes 
founded a Macedonian capital of Demetrias on the Pagasitic Gulf as a central naval base and 
port-side stronghold. The palace or ‘Anaktoron’, centrally located on a slightly raised plateau 
and spread out over a series of terraces, served as a visual symbol of royal power.734 At the 
beginning of the second century B.C.E., the fortifying of the palace with four massive corner 
towers created a stronghold within the city and symbolically reinforced the strength of the 
monarch, while simultaneously, reflecting the upheaval and tension of the period.735 The 
royal authority and patronage is reiterated by the construction of public buildings and 
monuments, such as the heroön at Demetrias, which was reminiscent of mausoleums in Asia 
Minor, and was probably where Demetrios was buried posthumously by Antigonos Gonatas 
in 276 B.C.E.736 The heroön, served as a symbolic display of power and validated 
Macedonian authority in the town. 
 Demetrios Poliorketes seems to have invested considerably in the region of Achaia 
Phthiotis. Because of its location and resources, this region continued to be of strategic 
importance to the Hellenistic kings. Consequently, by fortifying Thessaly, the kings were able 
to provide a sense of security and thus bolstering loyalty, while protecting their own 
territorial investment, organizing and controling the local population, reaping the benefits of 
agricultural production and commerce through taxation and regulatation of the markets, and 
                                                
734 Marzolff 1994, 65.  
735 Marzolff 1994, 65.  
736 Marzolff 1987, 37-38; IG IX² 1099. 1129; Marzolff 1994, 61-62.  
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displaying their authority. Fortifications of these cities, therefore, played an important 
defensive role but were also embedded with multiple tiers of practical and symbolic ideology.  
The establishment of these cities revitalized the economy of villages and towns and 
brought new commerical opportunities. Economically, the coastal cities of Demetrias and 
Phthiotic Thebes flourished. During the Hellenistic period, the prosperity of the ports and 
cosmopolitan population is evident by the urban embellishments, institutions, and multitude 
of sanctuaries. Theaters were built in the coastal cities of Demetrias and Phthiotic Thebes, 
but also, at other prominent Thessalian cities of Larissa and Pherae. Significant investment 
was made in the construction of these theaters early on in the life of the city and later 
renovations show the continuity of their wealth and prosperity. Other public works, such as 
stoas and sanctuaries, attest to the growth of the city, investment in civic institutions, and the 
desire for embellishing the cityscape through private or royal patronage. As commerical 
centers, there was an influx of new goods and trade, which brought increasing contact and 
communication with the international markets. Taxation of these harbors and markets 
accounted for significant returns in the form of revenues for the kings, and therefore, they 
benefitted ideologically and economically from their investment in these cities. 
The influx of foreigners, soldiers, merchants, and civilian settlers further attests the  
integration of these cities into wider global trade routes and markets and the mobility and 
latent instability of the population. Continuity of old sanctuaries, establishment of new 
shrines, and incorporation of foreign cults demonstrate the prosperity of the cities. As port 
cities, the population at Demetrias and Phthiotic Thebes was cosmopolitan in nature. 
Foreigners may have migrated inland to large cities, although as their livelihood was often 
associated with sea trade, they most likely remained near the ports. Inter-city movement is 
attested in the epigraphic sources, mainly dedicatory or funerary inscriptions. The territorial 
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expansion of the Aetolians must have brought new people to the area, however, due to 
limited cultural evidence, the composition of the population of inland cities is unknown. 
Neverthless, the growth of these harbor towns is evident by the influx of new people and 
the wealth invested in the defense and embellishment of the cities.  
The coastal cities of Goritsa and New Halos, on the other hand, were short-lived 
cities and probably were unable to compete economically with the neighboring harbors of 
Demetrias and Phthiotic Thebes. The landing point at Classical Halos may have been used 
to some extent, however, during the Hellenistic period, the inland location of New Halos, 2 
km from the sea, reduced the efficiency of this port. Heavy taxation, competition from 
nearby ports, and the relatively small size of the landing point made it redundant and not 
cost-effective to exploit.737 New Halos, therefore, did not benefit from the increase of 
international trade in the form of harbor revenues.  
In contrast to the coastal cities, the history of occupation of the inland cities of 
Pharsalos, Phthiotic Eretria, Halos, and Kastro Kallithea follows a similar trajectory. They 
were fortified or founded in the Late Classical/Early Hellenistic period and brought people 
into nucleated settlements from the surrounding territory for security and economic 
prosperity. These cities served as political and administrative entities and commercial centers 
or markets for the distribution of goods. The evidence for the economy of these cities is 
limited. Pharsalos had a long occupation and was one of the leading Thessalian cities 
throughout history. Pharsalos must have had a thriving inland economy, focused heavily on 
cereal and vine cultivation. In the mid-fourth century under the rule of Philip II, Halian 
territory was annexed to Pharsalos, which may have shifted the economic orientation of this 
area and altered the relationship between Achaia Phthiotis and Phthiotis, perhaps in the 
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form of increase economic interaction and growth.  
With the decline in the use of the landing point at New Halos, a more inland 
orientation for commerce was probably was established and new markets exploited. The 
reorganization of settlements and possibly land-use and land ownership may have resulted in 
new affiliations and alternative markets. At Halos, specialized pastoralism, perhaps in 
association with a textile production industry, and olive cultivation appear to have been 
extensively practiced in order to generate cash needed to purchase grain that it was unable to 
produce itself.738 This socio-economic system of specialized pastoralism was probably not 
appropriate for habitation in such a large planned urban center. The lack of investment in 
the public and private buildings within the city emphasize a disinterest in cultivating an 
urban environment. The abandonment of the urban center at New Halos, after roughly only 
a generation, may imply that the urban environment, originally established by the 
Macedonian king, was no longer relevant, conducive, manageable, or necessary for the 
political organization or economic activities of the inhabitants of Halos, who relied heavily 
on pastoralism. As ecological factors differed within the region, symbiotic trade relations 
may have developed and flourished between the grain producing tetrads and the perioikoi.739 
These new inland cities may have opened up new markets and alternative trading networks 
during this period.  
Dating to the end of the third/beginning of second century B.C.E., evidence of 
destruction of the walls and/or cities has been observed at Pharsalos and Phthiotic Eretria 
and are associated with the military campaigns of Philip V in Thessaly, known from Livy.740 
These cities continued to be occupied, although in a contracted urban space and/or with a 
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reduced population. The demographics of these cities were changing. After the razing of the 
walls, the city continued to be occupied, albeit on a reduced scale, but people began to 
spread into the suburban environment and back into the countryside. The decline of urban 
population is atttested by two letters between Larissa and Philip V that documents the 
decline of its citizen population in the last quarter of the third century B.C.E. Citizenship 
was granted to non-citizens as a means of boosting the urban population and economy.  
Similar drops in the urban populations and urban activity appears to have occurred 
throughout Thessaly at the beginning of the second century B.C.E. Pharsalos and Kastro 
Kallithea declined and eventually were abandoned. The gradual abandonment of these cities 
may be related to the destabilization of the urban centers and stabilization of the countryside 
in the Late Hellenistic period. In contrast to the coastal cities where habitation continued 
and flourished, the inland cities experienced a short period of growth in the Early Hellenistic 
period before their subsequent decline and abandonment 100 years later. This urban decline 
coincides with the violent destruction of walls and numerous cities by Philip V at the end of 
the third century during the Macedonian wars, the waning Macedonian authority, the 
emergence and victory of the Romans, the liberation of Thessalian cities, and the subsequent 
reorganization of the Thessalian League by the Roman Flaminius in 197 B.C.E. The 
abandonment of these urban centers, shortly after Macedonian control began to wane 
demonstrates the resistance of the Thessalian population to controlled urban living and 
reiterates the emphasis on security in the earlier period. The urban environment or polis 
failed but the population continued to associate themselves and their surrounding territory 
with this civic identity. For example, there are references to Halos and Peuma as poleis or by 
their city-ethnic in the second century B.C.E., long after the abandonment of Halos and 
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possibly simultaneous to the decline at Kastro Kallithea.741 This demonstrates the power of 
the ethne in maintaining their idenity, even in the absence of a functioning civic center.  
The shift from the countryside to cities was determined by the changing political 
situation dominated by the Macedonian monarchies, increasing military hostilities, security 
concerns, and new economic opportunities. The rise of urbanization throughout the 
Hellenistic world illustrates the role of the kings in alternating and manipulating settlement 
patterns, demographics, administration, bureaucracy, and economy. With the decline in 
Macedonian power, the Thesalian population resisted urban life, which did not necessarily 
complement pastoral societies, in favor of a return to the countryside and rural settlements. 
This pattern of urban to rural migration is visible in Thessaly and it is within this historical 
context that the urban center of Kastro Kallithea was situated.  
6.2 Summary of survey results at Kastro Kallithea  
The location of Kastro Kallithea on at hilltop overlooking the Almiros Plain and the 
Enipeus Valley was strategically chosen because it was at the crossroads between Halos and 
the Pagasitic Gulf and the inland cities of Pharsalos and Melitaia. Its position connected 
Kastro Kallithea to a wider defensive and commercial regional network. The historical 
circumstances surrounding the founding of Kastro Kallithea are unknown, although aspects 
can be deduced byu the archaeological evidence and by positioning it within its regional 
context. The identification of the site as the ancient polis of Peuma or Peumata, known from 
coins and inscriptions, is tentative. Reference in the literary sources to this polis is absent 
despite mention of neighboring cities. The urban survey held the promise that definitive 
evidence linking Kastro Kallithea to our historical sources might be forthcoming, but so far, 
nothing from the site has emerged to confirm this identification. We are, therefore, left with 
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the anonymous remains, which allow us to map the city and investigate its chronology, 
spatial arrangement, and loci of activity. Nevertheless, through comparisons with 
neighboring cities, it is possible to contextualize Kastro Kallithea within its regional history 
and drawn correlations between the archaeological and historical evidence to provide an 
more nuanced understanding of the urban center of Kastro Kallithea.  
 The earliest material found on the site dates to the Classical period, although the 
predominant period of occupation is Hellenistic. There is no evidence of earlier habitation 
on the hill, although Iron Age tombs surrounding the base of the hill attest to earlier 
habitation in the area. Prior to the construction of the city, people probably lived scattered 
throughout the countryside, either in small settlements, villages, or on isolated farmsteads. It 
is probable that the majority of the population was drawn from the territory surrounding 
Kastro Kallithea, although foreigners and military personnel may also have settled there. A 
shift towards urban living, perhaps initiated by increasing military and political hostilities and 
the desire of the kings to control settlement patterns, probably led to the construction of 
Kastro Kallithea.  
 The fortified acropolis may pre-date the rest of the city’s foundation and is probably 
Classical in date. In its earliest form, the acropolis may have simply been an outpost or fort 
to secure the coastal-inland route.742 Its construction may be associated with Pharsalian 
acquisition of the Halian territory, after Halos was destroyed by the Macedonians in 346 
B.C.E. This Pharsalos-Halos route, around the Narthakion mountains, would have provided 
Pharsalos with an alternative route to the sea and access to a landing spot that did not 
necessitate engagement with rivaling Pherae. It is, therefore, possible that the Pharsalians set 
up the acropolis at Kastro Kallithea as an outpost in order to protect this newly acquired, 
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perhaps hostile, territory around Halos. Alternatively, if it dates earlier in the Classical period, 
the population of the surrounding territory, possibly in association with the city of Old 
Halos, may have established this fort to protect the countryside against the inland cities of 
Pharsalos and Melitaia. Evidence from both acropolis gates indicate that the gates (Acropolis 
Gate I and II) were inserted into the acropolis circuit, suggesting a later construction phase, 
probably in conjunction with the rest of the lower city. Originally, the acropolis would likely 
have been furnished with a small opening in the wall or small simple gate; the lack of a 
significant earlier gate structure emphasizes purely military function for the 
acropolis.743 Buildings 3 and 4 in the saddle may be associated with this phase but the 
unusual shape, large size, and their later public use raises questions of thier original function. 
There is no evidence on the surface of the acropolis to suggest habitation or domestic 
installations, and therefore, it may have been a small outpost manned by a small population, 
presumably of either civilian or professional soldiers.  
 In the Hellenistic period, heavy fortifications and the coordination of planning a city 
on a grid required substantial resources and a collective agenda. Wealthy cities were able 
finance their own building projects, but for most cities, building costs were so great that 
royal patronage was necessary. It is unlikely that the rural population of Kastro Kallithea had 
sufficient funds to initiate this building project independently, though we have no 
information concerning the founder of the city. As Demetrios Poliorketes ‘liberated’ the 
Thessalian cities in Achaia Phthiotis, the region appears to have experienced a period of 
independence from ca. 300-286 B.C.E. Demetrios seems to have recognized the importance 
of passage through the Othrys for defensive and possibly commercial endeavors.744 The 
foundation of Kastro Kallithea, approximately 300 B.C.E., conicides roughly with other 
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building projects and activity by him in the region. He or another political leader or king may 
have had a hand in the decision to build the city of Kastro Kallithea at this strategic location 
and funded its construction.  
 If, as Reinders suggests, New Halos was constructed by Demetrios, it is likely that he 
also had a hand in the establishment of a network of fortresses or towers between Halos and 
Kastro Kallithea. These fortified sites at Grintja, Tsurnati, and Morjes may correspond to the 
ancient sites of Karandai, Chalai and Phyliadon respectively,745 or may have acted as a 
network of signalling towers, for example at Myli, running along the foothills of the Othrys 
mountains to guard this passage through the hills and into southern Greece.746 Without 
Kastro Kallithea at the western end, the network would have been of no strategic value, and 
therefore, the establishment of Kastro Kallithea must have been part of the design or plan of 
this network of towers. The system links the two contemporaneous, yet independent centers, 
and suggests that if Demetrios, or another monarch, initiated the construction of one of 
these cities, he designed it as part of a whole defensive network. With the abandonment of 
New Halos, this system continued in use, which raises questions related to the importance 
and role of Kastro Kallithea within this system. The dispersal of the Halian population 
throughout the territory may have reinforced the need for this security measure, as dispersed 
or small nucleated settlements were vulnerable in the countryside. The focus may have 
shifted to or reinforced the role of Kastro Kallithea as the urban center in the immediate 
area, especially after the abandonment of the urban center of New Halos.  
A close economic relationship existed between Halos and Kastro Kallithea and this 
network may have secured this passage through the Othrys mountains for defensive as well 
                                                
745Stählin 1924, 169; Cantarelli 1992; Helly 2001, 239-287; Tziafalias et al. 2006a.  
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as for commerce and trade.747 Close trade connections between the cities are exemplified by 
the presence of coins of Peuma at New Halos. It is interesting to note that neither the coins 
of Peuma nor Halos were not widely distributed. Peuma coins have been found at Kastro 
Kallithea and Halos.748 The limited distribution suggests a close economic relationship 
between the two cities, at least in terms of trade. There is no indication that the demise of 
the city of Halos had any negative impact on economic or civic life of Kastro Kallithea, 
which continued to be occupied throughout the third century. The abandonment of the 
urban center at Halos may not have had significant repercussion on agricultural or pastoral 
activities in the countryside, and therefore, did not significantly disrupt any commercial 
activities in the region. The urban center at Kastro Kallithea may have been used as a hub or 
central redistribution center for pastoral activities or was the home base for these short-
distance pastoralists. As a trading or redistribution center, perhaps Kastro Kallithea linked 
the inland cereal producing regions with coastal olive production and pastoral populations. 
This commerical route may have been previously established when Pharsalos controlled 
Halian territory in the second half of fourth century B.C.E., if not earlier, and may have 
continued in use after its independence from Pharsalos in conjuncction with the 
development of Kastro Kallithea from a military outpost to economic center. The network 
of towers would have guarded the trade route, as well as, protected against military 
advancements. As a redistribution center, the prosperity of Kastro Kallithea in its early years 
may have dervied from commerce and may have instigated its attempted territorial 
expansion. If Kastro Kallithea was built by one of the monarchs, the king would have 
acquired not only a defensive, strategic land route but also the revenues from the inland-
coastal trade route of eastern Achaia Phthiotis.  
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 Kastro Kallithea, therefore, was intricately connected to the larger region. If Kastro 
Kallithea developed, as I am proposing, from a military outpost to an independent urban 
center, it happened within a short period of time and was likely instigated by the changing 
political and economic situation. If Peuma, Kastro Kallithea was able to quickly establish 
itself as an independent town and began minting coins shortly after it was constructed. Its 
possible membership in the Achaian Coinage League, along with royal patronage, may have 
aided the rapid growth of this center. In the first quarter of the third century B.C.E., within a 
generation of its foundation, Kastro Kallithea had established itself as a polis and began to 
expand its territory, or at least attempted to, based on evidence in two territorial disputes 
between Peuma and its western neighbors of Chalai and Melitaia and Pereia and Phylladon. 
In both cases, Peuma lost, which implies that it was encroaching on land that traditionally 
belonged to the other cities. The official and unofficial involvement of Melitaia in both cases 
is noteworthy and may indicate that they too were expanding their territory and sought to 
establish alliances and goodwill with towns in the territory between them and Peuma in 
order to secure their authority in the region.749 The rapid growth of Peuma was considered 
enough of a threat that Melitaia became involved to secure their territorial rights and a third-
party had to mediate the dispute.  
The city prospered immediately following its foundation, which may be related to the 
independence experienced by Achaia Phthiotis in the first quarter of the third century, 
possibly related to the reign of Demetrios. They may also have capitalized on some niche in 
the commercial market or as a base for pastoralism. The composition of the urban 
population is unknown; it is assumed that at least part of the population was drawn from the 
surrounding countryside, who as a result of rising hostilities and economic prospects, united 
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behind the walls. The land of Achaia Phthiotis is less fertile than that of the neighboring 
Thessalian plains, and therefore, the peopele likely did not rely exclusively or extensively on 
cereal cultivation as their subsistence base. Reinders and Prummel have shown that the 
inhabitants of Halos practiced short-distance pastoralism in the Othrys Mountains during 
the Hellenistic period.750 It is reasonable to assume that pastoral activities, rather than cerael 
cultivation, was extensively observed and followed in the territory of Kastro Kallithea. 
Without additional data on the use and occupation of the countryside, however, it is not 
possible to speculate from where the urban population came and how the urbanization 
impacted habitation and land-use in the countryside.  
The elaborate network of defensive structures at Kastro Kallithea attests to a 
growing concern for military protection during this period. The site was heavily fortified 
with three lines of defense: the outer circuit wall, the diateichisma, and the earlier acropolis 
wall. The substantial and impressive fortification system demonstrates a collective agenda as 
well as significant wealth and organization for its construction.  
 The interior layout of the city shows a further planning effort in the form of an 
orthogonal grid plan, with N-S running streets and E-W running avenues dividing the city 
into small city blocks. Previous constructions, for example, the acropolis wall and Buildings 
3 and 4 in the saddle, were accommodated and integrated into the new design of the urban 
space. Based on the architecture and artifacts, we can deduce that the residential quarters 
were probably located on the east and northeast slopes. Domestic activities, such as food 
processing, preparation, and small-scale textile production, are attested in these pastas-style 
houses. At least one metallurgical workshop was found on the east slope and provides 
evidence of industrial activities and craft specialization.  
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 A double central city block housed the civic center or agora of the city. Restricted 
access to the internal space may indicate an intentional physical separation of public area, 
and possibly a divide between the civic and market activities within the agora. The 
concentration of monumental architecture on the west side of the block exhibits an element 
of display focused on civic identity. The contiguous open space to the east may have had a 
more informal function as the market of the city, although evidence on the surface cannot 
definitively identify these often ephemeral activities. Two religious spaces have been 
recognized: Building 5 south of the agora and on the acropolis. Building 5 housed a small 
shrine and, possibly in conjunction with its adjacent buildings, held large religious gatherings 
where communal religious or civic feasting or drinking activities occurred.751 Evidence on 
the surface of the acropolis is unclear but a small shrine may be associated with Acropolis 
Building 2 where ritual feasting took place. The debris of these activities may have been 
deposited in Acropolis Building 1. The function of the acropolis may have in part been 
transformed over time from a military outpost to a religious space. Its role as a place of 
refuge probably continued, however, with the addition of monumental acropolis gates, 
contemporaneous with the construction of the city, the religious aspects of the city may have 
dominated.  
 On the west slope, pockets of architecture aligned with the grid confirm that the 
entire city was planned as a single entity, although there were multiple phases of building 
construction. It is uncertain whether or not the entire west slope was built on, or if areas 
were intentionally left vacant, either for future development, animal holdings, or as areas of 
refuge. The orientation of the towers of the diateichisma suggests a military concern with the 
western approach and may explain the reduced density and pockets of occupation. The 
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urban space was protected by an extensive defensive network and shows a comprehensive 
plan dividing the city into residential, public, religious, and perhaps military zones. 
  The results of the survey, therefore, provide us with a sense of the spatial 
organization of the city and loci of activities. Although only a small portion of the finds is 
datable, the distribution of ceramics clearly shows occupation from the Late Classical 
through the Late Hellenistic period. The third century B.C.E. is represented across the entire 
site, whereas, only the eastern slope has evidence for continuous occupation to the first 
century B.C.E. With the destruction of Buildings 1, 2, and 5 at the end of the third/early 
second century B.C.E., the civic space was defunct and civic expression in monumental form 
disappeared from the cityscape.752 By the late third/early second century B.C.E. the volatile 
history and shifting power structures among the Macedonians, Aetolians, and Romans may 
have altered the city politics. For example, the subsequent re-establishement of the 
Thessalian League in 197 B.C.E., in which Achaia Phthiotis was a member, may have 
eliminated the need for local government in favor of a more central seat of government, 
such as that of the Thessalian League.753 The city of Kastro Kallithea continued to be 
occupied, albeit in a contracted space on the east slope, and identify itself as a polis into the 
second century B.C.E. It may be that the population was reduced and some people moved 
elsewhere, either back to the countryside or to other cities and towns.  
The demise of the agora at Kastro Kallithea may be similarly related to turmoil in the 
region caused by the Macedonians or may be related to Aetolian activities in the area. In 
either case, there appears to have been a power shift and decentralization of authority. 
Towards the end of the third century or early second century B.C.E., there is evidence of an 
urban restructuring and a contraction of the inhabited area. Contemporaneously, the 
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Aetolians had expanded their influence into the territory of Achaia Phthiotis. Considering 
Aetolian presence at neighboring sites of Phthiotic Thebes,754 Melitaia, and Pharsalos, it is 
possible that Kastro Kallithea was also occupied. Yet, no evidence from the survey suggests 
Aetolian presence at or hostility towards the site. While Aetolian coins have been discovered 
on the site, they may simply be evidence trade relations.755 The restructuring and possible 
decentralization of government may be related to their integration into the Aetolian League, 
the re-affirmation of a central Macedonian authority, or their membership in the new 
Thessalian League revived by the Romans. Either under Aetolian, Macedonian, or Thessalian 
control, Kastro Kallithea continued to be inhabited, or perhaps only part of it, until the first 
century B.C.E. at which time it was abandoned. There is no evidence to suggest a violent 
destruction. Achaia Phthiotis experienced a brief period of independence before Flaminius 
integrated it into the newly re-established Thessalian League in 197 B.C.E. With the 
abandonment of the urban center, the population probably re-settled the countryside or 
migrated to neighboring towns or cities. The urban centers relay only part of the story and it 
is, therefore, necessary to turn to the countryside to explore the intricacies of the rural 
habitation and assess to what degree, if any, the urban migration altered rural land-use and 
landholdings. Regional studies have illuminated the complex nature of the countryside, 
particularly in terms of fluctuations in rural habitation and land-use, and have identified 
general similarities in settlement patterns throughout the Hellenistic world.  
6.3 Settlement patterns in the Hellenistic World 
                                                
754 Tziafalias et al. 2006a, 231.  
755 There is some evidence for the destruction of Building 2, which may have led to the abandonment of the 
agora and a reorganization of the city in the second half of the third century, however there is no evidence 
to indicate Aetolian involvement. See ch. 4 for more details. The absence of any representatives from 
Peuma being sent as hieronomenos to Delphi suggests that Peuma was never occupied by the Aetolians. 
Reference to a high official from Peuma in the service of Philip V suggests loyalty to the Macedonians.  
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Increased interest in the countryside and landscape by archaeologists has led to 
observations in agrarian and pastoral economies, land-use, community relations, population 
size, and distribution. Regional surface surveys have enabled scholars to recognize general 
diachronic patterns of human activities in the landscape.756 In her essay “Breaking up the 
Hellenistic world”, Alcock synthesized survey data collected from provinces across the 
Hellenistic world to identify general trends and regional variations with respect to population 
movements and settlement patterns.757 According to Alcock’s analysis, the Classical 
countryside was littered with small, dispersed sites identified as farmsteads or seasonal 
shelters for agricultural activities.758 She associates the decline in the number of rural sites 
with the urban migration to both old and new cities, resulting in the depopulation of the 
countryside in the Early Hellenistic period.759 Stewart, on the other hand, has argued that 
although there is a general decline in the number of small rural sites observed in regional 
surveys, this cannot necessarily be equated with the decline in population, but may simply 
reflect changes in habitation, land-use, and landownership.760 Nevertheless, there was an 
surge in the construction of fortified nucleated settlements and a trend of people moving 
into urban environments.   
By the Late Hellenistic period, the political situation had changed again with the 
diminishing power of the Macedonians and the rise of the Romans in Greece. As political 
turmoil ceased and peace was established, there may no longer have been a need for 
protection behind walled cities, and consequently, people abandoned the cities in favor of 
rural living. The earlier depopulation of the countryside, however, had led to its 
                                                
756 Alcock 1994, 175. Survey no longer needs to defend its validity in archaeological investigations.  
757 Alcock 1994, 171-190.  
758 Alcock 1994, 177; Shipley 2002. 
759 Reinders 1988, 194; Alcock 1994.  
760 Stewart 2007, 174-177. For summary of regional surveys in the Peloponnese see Stewart 2007. 
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reorganization and shifts in ownership. An increase in large agricultural estates, owned by 
wealthy elites, replaced small independent farms, which in turn shifted the dynamics of land-
use and the labor force.761 These phenomena are difficult to detect in the surface finds as 
laborers may have lived in ephemeral modest rural accommodations or commuted daily to 
the fields. The general shift from the countryside to cities and back again to rural settlements 
is a visible pattern throughout the empire and likely reflects a series fo transitions occurring 
with the introduction of the Romans.762  
Thessaly was not included in Alcock’s study, as only a few regional surveys have 
been conducted in this region.763 It is, therefore, difficult to assess shifts in the intricacies of 
settlement patterns in the countryside throughout this period. Nevertheless, the study of 
Thessalian cities, particularly in Achaia Phthiotis, has demonstrated that an urban migration 
did occur with people inhabiting new or refurbished cities in the Early Hellenistic period. A 
similar contemporary pattern of intense urbanism also occurred in Macedonia, where surveys 
have recorded this transition.764 This urban migration began slightly earlier in Thessaly than 
in southern Greece, beginning in the second half of the fourth century B.C.E. This 
phenomenon of urbanism was prevalent amongst ethnos populations, who were not 
traditionally not associated with polis cultural. The emergence of new fortified cities 
throughout the landscape must have altered inter-polity socio-economic and political 
relations. How the urbanization of Thessaly affected the rural landscape in terms of 
habitation, settlement hierarchies, and land-use remains unknown. Future regional surveys in 
                                                
761 Alcock 1994, 179; Shipley and Hansen 2006, 61, 63.  
762 Alcock 1994, 188-190. 
763 An intensive survey of the Almiros and Sourpi Plain near Halos was conducted in the 1990s by the 
University of Groningen and the Ephoreia in Volos, however, the results are still preliminary. Extensive 
surveys of the Enipeus Valley and Magnesia were conducted by Décourt (1990) and Wisse (1990), 
respectively.  
764 For a summary of Macedonian urbanism see Alcock 1994, 179.  
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Thessaly will illuminate our understanding of the countryside and reconstruct the socio-
economic complexities of Thessalian society.   
 
6.4 Summary 
 The urban survey at Kastro Kallithea has contributed to our understanding of an 
under-explored region of Greece. We have systematically recorded and mapped the visible 
surface remains on the site. In doing so, the organization of the urban space has come to 
light including the arrangement of activity zones, chronology, and building phases; the 
organization of the urban environment parallels that of cities throughout Greece. Our survey 
at Kastro Kallithea has confirmed the benefits of intensive surface surveys for understanding 
a diachronic overview of occupation on a site. It has allowed us to test our methodology 
through various analyses. The collection strategies have provided sufficient stratified data to 
allow for in depth statistical analysis to be carried out and functional interpretations drawn. 
As a single period site, the survey provides us the opportunity to trace post-depositional 
processes on a hillside without the interference of previous or subsequent habitation. Small-
scale soil creep has resulted in minor transformations of the landscape. As artifacts have 
remained largely in context, it has permitted general conclusions to be made with regard to 
the duration and function of occupation. The survey has provided a tantalizing glimpse into 
the dynamic complexities of the urban society, and when contextualized within its regional 
environment, expands our narrative of the area.  
 The founding of Kastro Kallithea was part of a larger shift towards urban living, 
which is visible in the construction, reconstruction, or reinvestment in the cities of Achaia 
Phthiotis and Thessaly. This urban investment and migration is paralleled to varying degrees 
throughout the Hellenistic world. Changes in the political and socio-economic structure of 
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this region contributed to fluctuations in settlement patterns, local and regional economies, 
trade, and communication. In order to better understand Kastro Kallithea and its territory in 
relation to other poleis and settlements in Achaia Phthiotis, the countryside needs to be 
investigated. A regional survey surrounding Kastro Kallithea would provide data to 
reconstruct shifting settlement patterns and settlement hierarchies to determine where the 
urban population came from and if there is any indication to suggest the impetus for the 
urban migration. From this diachronic perspective, it would be possible to examine the 
political, economic, demographic, and cultural implications that led to these transitions in 
habitation and study the reintegration of the urban population into the countryside during 
the Late Hellenistic/Early Roman period. Although Thessaly never became a ‘superpower’, 
it played an important role in the history of the Greek world. Data collected in the urban 
survey at Kastro Kallithea contributes not only to our knowledge of this Hellenistic city but 
also illuminates its regional importance within this under-explored region of Greece.  
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Area No. of  Units equation 
R 
square
d 
R 
Value 1-r2
(1-r2)/(n-
2)
F 
ratio Prob
% 
prob Strength Pos/Neg
Slope 
All Units 265 y= 0.0012x + 18.312 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.03 0.85 85.26 Very Strong No correlation
West 
slope 112 y=-0.0067x + 20.636 0.01 0.08 0.92 0.01 0.81 0.37 36.93 Moderate Negative
East slope 83 y=-0.0284x + 20.48 0.04 0.19 0.81 0.01 3.63 0.06 6.03 Very weak Negative
South 
slope 33 y=0.0547x + 16.394 0.14 0.37 0.63 0.02 6.65 0.01 1.49 Very Weak Positive
Saddle 31 y=0.0273x + 10.204 0.14 0.38 0.62 0.02 6.67 0.02 1.51 Very Weak Positive 
Visibility
All Units 265 y=0.0019x + 23.625 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.03 0.86 86.44 Very Strong No correlation
West 
slope 112 y=0.007x + 16.614 0.00 0.06 0.94 0.01 0.46 0.50 50.02 Strong Positive
East slope 83 y=0.0628x + 21.539 0.09 0.29 0.71 0.01 9.99 0.00 0.22 Very weak Positive
South 
slope 33 y=0.0813x + 18.699 0.04 0.21 0.79 0.03 1.66 0.21 20.74 Weak Positive
Saddle 31 y=-0.0242x + 37.348 0.02 0.14 0.86 0.03 0.66 0.42 42.21 Moderate Negative
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Table 2 Correlations between Fabric and Vessel Types  
 
 C MCR MCO MCL F BG GW GW  
F 
RG MC-
F 
C- 
MC 
Chytra  4 6 2        
Lopas  2 4         
Strainer   4     1    
Lid  2 3   2      
Stand  2  1        
Pithos 42 1 2        3 
Pithos lid           2 
Storage 
bin 
7 1 2 1       2 
Lebes   3         
Transport 
Amphora 
 3 5 9      1 1 
Jug  5 39 7 4 3 2  1 2  
Juglike   2         
Jug or jar   3         
Jar  5 9 3        
Hydria  1 6 3    1    
Krater or 
hydria 
  3         
Lekythos  2 1     1    
Lekythos 
or 
Unguentari
um 
  1         
Krater  1 5 1       1 
Tub/Basin 2           
Mortar 1  3        2 
Mortar/st
orage 
2           
Lekane/bo
wl 
  6 1        
Lekane 1 10 42 8  1 1   1 1 
Bowl  6 27 14 2 14 1 1 1   
Bolsal      2      
Kantharos  1    15      
Skyphos   1   3      
Cup   2         
Moldmade      4      
Fish Plate     1 2      
Plate    2 1 7 1 1    
Plate/bowl
/cup 
        1   
Fig. 1 View of  Kastro Kallithea from across the plain from the north. Modern village of   
          Kallithea at base of  hill on right. Tzafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 2 
 
Fig. 2 Map of  major cities of  Achaia Phthiotis. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl.1.  
 
Illustrations 
Fig. 3 Map of  Thessaly with division of  tetrads and perioikoi. Reinders 1988, fig. 4.  
 
Fig. 4 Coin of  Peuma: head of  male or Nymph on obverse and         
monogram AX on reverse 
 
Fig. 5 Map of  Peuma (Kastro Kallithea) by Stahlin 1938, taf.  
 
Fig. 6  Plan of K
astro K
allithea w
ith grid of survey units overlying rem
ains 
 
!
Fig. 7 M
ap of K
astro K
allithea w
ith location of tholoi and cist graves surrounding the base of hill. Tzafalias et al. 20006a, pl. 17.  
 
Fig. 8 3-D map of  the topography of  Kastro Kallithea.  
 
Fig. 9 M
ap of K
astro K
allithea w
ith survey grid units w
ith labeling system
. 
 
!
Fig. 10 M
ap of K
astro K
allithea w
ith bedrock outcrops m
arked in blue and shaded grey areas. 
!
Fig. 11
 M
ap of all architectural rem
ains at K
astro K
allithea w
ith proposed street plan. Tw
o buildings 
oriented at 45° angle from
 the rest of the grid are highlighted in yellow. 
'titt I
ln the early seventies a group of Dutch archaeolo-
gisls started to survey the area of Goritsa hill, east of
Vtilos, under the supervision of Bakhuizen (Bak-
Iruizr:n ct al., 1973). The investigation, conducted in
Iorrr carnpaigns, of the remains of the enceinte, quar-
lics irrrtl house walls resulted in the plan of alate- th-
1:1:rrtury town of moderate dimensions with a regular
gritl ol'porpendicularly intersecting roads and hous-
irrg blocl<s of various lengths (Boersma, 1983). No
lirltlrcr cxcavations were carried out to study the
pt:r'iotl ol'occupation or details of the houses. Never-
llrc:lcss, tho plan of Goritsa, which was obtained with
rrrorlonrtc rncans in a short period of time, is of great
irrlr:r'cst lo any student of the history of Greek town
lrlirrrrring ( Ilakhuizen, 1992).
lrrilially, the aim of the fieldwork at Halos was the
slurrc as that of Bakhuizen's survey of Goritsa. The
archtcological remains visible at the surface were
rcconlctl in lL)76 and 1977 (Reinders, 1988). Later the
trrrrphasis shifted to smallscale excavations in order to
ohluin u lrottcr understanding of the plan of the town
rrrrrl invcstigatc the layout of the houses and the pe-
riotl ol'habitation. In 1990 an archaeological survey
ol'llrc tcrritory of Hellenistic Halos was started. The
resrrlls obtaincd in the excavations carried out at the
silc ol'Ncw llalos between 1976 and 1982 were pub-
lislrr:tl in l9tl8. The reader is referred to the first pub-
lit'rrliorr lirr dr:tailccl infonnation (Reinders, 1988). In
llris sor:liorr a gcncral survey of the results will be
givc:rr lo prrvidc a oontcxt fbr the results of the exca-
vrrliorr ol'six houscs prcscntcd in this volume.
1..1. 'l'ltc: lowr.t's cttccintc
'l'lrt' lowrr ol'Ncw lllkrs wits situatcd in the sotlthcrn
lurrl ol'tlrc, Alruit'ris plairr on a narrow stretch ol'llll
lrrrrrl lrr,lwcc:rr Morrnl (')thris iutd a salt ltrarsh atlong thc
l'rrp,irsililir'rs grrll' (l{cindors, l9llt'l). llalos was in itll
prolrrhility lirrrnrlctl irt .102 l](', hy l)ctttctrios Polior'-
kt'lr.'s. 'l'lrc lic,lrlwot'lt c:nt't'ictl ottl in l()7(r cottcctttntlctl
orr rrurgrllirtg lltrr lr:tttititts ol'tlrr: r:ltcciltlc, tlrc btriltlirrgs
rrrrtl lrorrscs llurl wct'c visiblc itl lltc, stu'litcc in thc plirirt
irtrtl ott r ril)ut' ol'Mottttl (')lltris.
'l lris srrlvtry ol'llrt: visihk: r't:rnlrins t't:vt:itlt:tl (lurl llrc
:itlt' ol'Nclv llrtlos t'otttllrisctl lt lowct'pltt'l itr lhc lllirirr
rtttrl rttt ul)lx'l'pru'l tttt llrc lrill wcsl ol'tlrc lttwtl'lowtt
(l'rll. l.lt{). 'l'lrc lowt't' lowit t'ottt;tt'isctl lt lrttill-ttp ltt'clt
ol rrlroul .[0 lrct'lrn't's t'ttt'loscrl hy lttt ltltttosl s(ltlilt't'
rrrt'cirrlr' rttcitsut'ittp1 7(X) " 7(X) rrr, 'l lris cltccittle luttl it
New Halos in Achaia Phthiotis
lolkos
Koloz
Golos
Volo r.
Volos -- -r -r 'so
3l
Pelion
Phthiotic z\ /Thebai ,l \ --.'- lO
I
Py rasos
Demet rion
Thebai
N6a Anch ialos
Ken a ion
tt, 
Pir,on
a
a ^r"l
(_\
'r\ cup" sepias
Cape Ayos Yeoryios
Skt at hos
Sc iatta
Sk i 6thos
Pondiko
Pondtkonisio
+
Bonden it
--.___f50---_/-l r-__
't" /
O Bondenitsa
Menden it sa -'5o-- - --
/Atalante t
Ta land i t
Atal5nti ! \
Irt, I ll"i N:rrnt's ol lowrrs, rsllrrrtls rrrrtl lrrntlrrlrtli,s wlriclr irt'c rncttliottctl
Irvo rvrrlls. crrt'lr witlr l lrrrrgllt ol'ovcl I lirtr. cx"
Ir'rrrlt'rl rrplrill lo ir srtrrrll :rt't'oltolis itl irtt rtllttrttlt' ol'
rrlrorrl .t(X) ttt. l'ltt'st' wirlls wctt' lt'ittlilt'r'rl lvtllr rtl lcrtsl
',(l lirrvcrs. 'l'lrr.' strurll rrt't'oltolts rrl lltt' rt;tt'x wls r('
.,,'r,,r1.1,. lirrrrr llr,. tt,rtllr qirl.. l/r/i.t urrrrll ,rrrl,. ,, ",,t,tt1,.
irr ('hrrptcr l .
.,,,,,,rtf,?*,y tlt:slt'oyt:tl. 'l'ltt: t:nlit'c clstcnr wall, lilr cx-
rrrrrlllc. wils lonr tlowtr irr ll(.\7. Sor)lt: ol'llrc: liltrcslonc
lrkrt'li,s ol'llrc lvirlls tlisrtgrpcrtt'ctl irr litrrc liilrrs. !n l()lili.
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Fig. 12 Sea route and ports between the Malian and Pagastic Gulf.  Reinders 2003, fig. 1.18. 
 
Fig. 13 Spatial organization of  Homeric Thessaly demarcating the extent of  the territories of  the major 
centers. Helly 2006, fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 14 Theoretical division of  Thessaly into civic territories at the beginning of  the 
seventh to second century B.C.E.  Helly 1995, fig. 2.  
 
Fig. 15  Spatial organization of  Thessaly into the four tetrads and the cities they contained at the end 
of  the sixth century B.C.E. Helly 1995, fig. 3.  
 
Plan of  city of  Pharsalos with fourth century expansion down the slopes of  acropolis 
Fig. 16 Plan of  the city of  Pharsalos. Stahlin 1967, fig. 9. 
 
Fig. 17 Plan of  the city of  Phthiotic Eretria. Blum 1992, 165.  
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Fig. 18 Plan of  Phthiotic Thebes. Stahlin 1967, fig. 21. 
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Fig. 19 Plan of  the city of  Demetrias. Grid plan visible in eastern district of  city.  
Sokolicek 2009, taf. 17. 
 
Fig. 20 Plan of  the upper and lower city of  New Halos. Reinders 2003, fig. 1.19. 
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Fig. 21   Plan of  town of  Goritsa. Shipley 2000, 3.9. 
 
Fig. 22 Forts betw
een H
alos and K
astro K
allithea. W
ieberdink 1986, fig. 2.  
 
Fig. 23 Urban plan of  Demetrias. Marzolff  1994, fig. 8. 
 
Fig. 24  Plan w
ith all architecture m
apped during the architectural survey at K
astro K
allithea.  
 
!
!
Fig. 25  A
ll architectural rem
ains, including the num
bering of the tow
ers along the low
er enceinte and diateichism
a, m
apped in 
2004 and 2005. Location of streets and avenues are also plotted. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl.15. 
Fig. 26  M. Chykerda standing next to lower enceinte on east side. The wall is 
preserved up to 3 m high in places.  
 
!
Fig. 27 M. Chykerda sitting on spur wall C of  Gate I. Five courses of  masonry of  Gate I are 
preserved above the surface.  
!  
Fig. 28 Plan of  Tower 5. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 4.  
Fig. 29 Plan of  Gate I, a courtyard gate, with three spur walls 
dividing the interior into two chambers. After Tziafalias et al. 
pl. 5.  
Fig. 30 View of  Gate II, a lateral gate, from the south. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 17.    
 
!
Spur wall A 
Spur wall B 
Spur wall C 
Joint 
with 
enceinte 
Fig. 31 Location of the posterns highlighted w
ith blue circles indicating their alignm
ent w
ith the proposed street plan.  
 
!
Fig. 32 Plan of  architectural remains on acropolis. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 6.  
!
Fig. 33 Section of  acropolis walls.  
!
Fig. 34 Section in acropolis with stone lined compartment.  
!
Fig. 35 Drafted corners of  Acropolis Gate I, probably a Hellenistic renovation of  the 
gate.  
Fig. 36 Plan of  Kastro Kallithea with proposed street plan imposed across the site.  
 
!
Fig. 37 Proposed city blocks laid out over the architectural rem
ains.  
!
Fig. 39 Plan of  Building 8; a possible pastas-style house. Tziafalias et al. 
2006a, pl. 16.  
!
Fig. 38 Location of  Buildings 8, 9, 10 highlighted on the plan. Houses 
were located in the eastern sector of  the site.  
!
!
Fig. 41 Plan of  Building 10 based on the surface remains in 2006; possible pastas-
style house.  
!
Fig. 40 Plan of  Building 9; a possible pastas-style house. Tziafalias et al. 
2006a, pl. 16.  
!
Fig. 42  Organization of  the agora with plans of  individual buildings. After Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 
8. 
!
Fig. 43 Plan of  Building 1; a stoa building. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 9.  
Fig. 44 Regular masonry of  back wall of  Building 1, which acted also as a retaining wall 
 
Fig. 45 A stone column base found in Building 1 (stoa). Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 10.  
 
!
Fig. 46  Plan of B
uilding 2 in saddle. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 11.   
 
!Fig. 47 Plan of  Building 3, an oval shaped structure. Tziafalias 
et al. 2006a, pl. 12.   
 
Fig. 48 Plan of  Building 4. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 13.   
 
Fig. 49 Low street wall defining the agora on the west side. Buildings 3 
and 4 abut this construction.  
 
!
Fig. 50 Plans of  structures to the south of  the agora in the southern part of  the 
saddle: Buildings 5, 6, 7.  Courtesy of   Sophia Karapanou from the 15th Ephorate 
of   Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities in Larissa. 
 
Fig. 51 Plan of  Building 5. A two-roomed shrine building to the west, an altar to the east and 
small single room auxiliary building to the north. Haagsma et al. 2011, fig. 7 
 
Fig. 52 Limestone block with three breast-like protrusions found in the entrance of  
Building 5. Tziafalias et al. 2006a, pl. 14.  
 
!
Fig. 53 T
he location of B
uilding 11 in the w
estern sector of the site.  
 
!
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Fig. 55 Division of all collected sherds into eight subdivisions of fabric groups 
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Fig. 54 Division of  all collected sherds into four broad fabric groups 
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Fig. 56 Division of  diagnostic ceramics into functional categories  
Fig. 57 Pottery sherds with incised decoration 
 
Fig. 58 West slope decoration on plate 
 
Fig. 59 Moldmade bowls with guilloche pattern  
Fig. 60 3-D
 m
ap of site. M
ap by S. G
ouglas  
Fig. 61 
 Slope of all units 
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Fig. 62  Regression analysis for slope in all units 
 
Fig. 63  Regression analysis for slope on west slope 
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Fig. 64  Regression analysis for slope on east slope 
 
Fig. 65  Regression analysis for slope on south slope 
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Fig. 66  Regression analysis for slope in saddle 
 
Fig. 67 Dense ground covering of  Quercus coccifera, referred to as pournari, which covers the site  
 
Fig. 68  Regression analysis for visibility in all units 
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Fig. 69  Regression analysis for visibility on west slope 
 
Fig. 70
  M
ap of artifact density and visibility 
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Fig. 71  Regression analysis for visibility on east slope 
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Fig. 72  Regression analysis for visibility on south slope 
 
Fig. 73  Regression analysis for visibility in saddle 
 
Fig. 74
 M
ap of surface visibility 
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Fig. 75  Percentage of  units with extant architecture 
 
Fig. 76  Histogram with number of  units with extant architecture 
 
Fig. 77
 D
istribution of artifact density (clicker counts) 
 
Fig. 78
 z-scores for artifact density 
 
Fig. 79  Close-up of  density on west slope immediately inside Gate I  
 
Fig. 80  Close-up of  density on southwest slope 
 
Fig. 81  Painted rooftiles 
 
Fig. 82  Close-up of  southeast slope 
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Fig. 83  Regression analysis for average weight per unit and slope 
 
Fig. 84  Regression analysis for number of  sherds and average sherd weight 
 
Fig. 85
 z-scores average w
eight per unit 
 
Fig. 86
 z-score distribution for four broad fabric categories  
 
Fig. 87  Division of  diagnostic ceramics by function 
 
Fig. 88  Division of  small finds by function  
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Fig. 89  Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
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Fig. 90  Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
 
Fig. 91 Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
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Fig. 92 Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
 
Fig. 93 Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
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Fig. 94 Composition of  the ceramics per fabric in west slope 
 
Fig. 95
 z-scores for distribution of coarse w
ares  
 
Fig. 96
 M
ap illustrating the distribution of coarse w
ares  
 
Fig. 97
 M
ap of storage vessel distribution  
 
Fig. 98 
 M
ap illustrating the distribution of fine w
ares 
 
Fig. 99
 M
ap of diagnostic fine and glazed w
ares 
 
Fig. 100
 M
ap of distribution of com
m
on w
ares, open and closed vessels 
 
Fig. 101
 M
ap illustrating distribution of m
edium
 coarse w
ares 
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Fig. 102 Distribution of  ceramics by function in each sector of  the site 
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Fig. 103 Distribution of  small finds by function in each sector of  the site 
 
Fig. 104
 D
istribution m
ap of cooking vessels 
 
Fig. 105
 D
istribution m
ap of specialty vessels 
 
Fig. 106
 D
istribution m
ap of all sm
all finds
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Pottery types on east slopes 
Fig. 107  Histogram of  the types of  vessels in assemblage from the east slope 
 
Fig. 108  Pie chart of  division of  ceramics and small finds by function from the 
east slope 
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Fig. 109  Histogram of  the types of  vessels in assemblage from the saddle 
Fig. 110 Pie chart of  division of  ceramics and small finds 
by function from the saddle 
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Fig. 111  Histogram of  the types of  vessels in assemblage from the acropolis 
 
 
Fig. 112  Pie chart of  division of  ceramics and small finds by function from the acropolis 
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Fig. 113  Histogram of  the types of  vessels in assemblage from the south slope 
 
Fig. 114  Pie chart of  division of  ceramics and small finds by function from the south slope 
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Fig. 115  Histogram of  the types of  vessels in assemblage from the west slope 
 
Fig. 116  Pie chart of  division of  
ceramics and small finds by function 
from the west slope 
 
Fig. 117 C
hronological distribution of artifacts 
 
Table	  1	  Regression	  Analysis	  
Area No. of  Units equation 
R 
square
d 
R 
Value 1-r2
(1-r2)/(n-
2)
F 
ratio Prob
% 
prob Strength Pos/Neg
Slope 
All Units 265 y= 0.0012x + 18.312 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.03 0.85 85.26 Very Strong No correlation
West 
slope 112 y=-0.0067x + 20.636 0.01 0.08 0.92 0.01 0.81 0.37 36.93 Moderate Negative
East slope 83 y=-0.0284x + 20.48 0.04 0.19 0.81 0.01 3.63 0.06 6.03 Very weak Negative
South 
slope 33 y=0.0547x + 16.394 0.14 0.37 0.63 0.02 6.65 0.01 1.49 Very Weak Positive
Saddle 31 y=0.0273x + 10.204 0.14 0.38 0.62 0.02 6.67 0.02 1.51 Very Weak Positive 
Visibility
All Units 265 y=0.0019x + 23.625 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.03 0.86 86.44 Very Strong No correlation
West 
slope 112 y=0.007x + 16.614 0.00 0.06 0.94 0.01 0.46 0.50 50.02 Strong Positive
East slope 83 y=0.0628x + 21.539 0.09 0.29 0.71 0.01 9.99 0.00 0.22 Very weak Positive
South 
slope 33 y=0.0813x + 18.699 0.04 0.21 0.79 0.03 1.66 0.21 20.74 Weak Positive
Saddle 31 y=-0.0242x + 37.348 0.02 0.14 0.86 0.03 0.66 0.42 42.21 Moderate Negative
Table 2 Correlations between Fabric and Vessel Types  
 
 C MCR MCO MCL F BG GW GW  
F 
RG MC-
F 
C- 
MC 
Chytra  4 6 2        
Lopas  2 4         
Strainer   4     1    
Lid  2 3   2      
Stand  2  1        
Pithos 42 1 2        3 
Pithos lid           2 
Storage 
bin 
7 1 2 1       2 
Lebes   3         
Transport 
Amphora 
 3 5 9      1 1 
Jug  5 39 7 4 3 2  1 2  
Juglike   2         
Jug or jar   3         
Jar  5 9 3        
Hydria  1 6 3    1    
Krater or 
hydria 
  3         
Lekythos  2 1     1    
Lekythos 
or 
Unguentari
um 
  1         
Krater  1 5 1       1 
Tub/Basin 2           
Mortar 1  3        2 
Mortar/st
orage 
2           
Lekane/bo
wl 
  6 1        
Lekane 1 10 42 8  1 1   1 1 
Bowl  6 27 14 2 14 1 1 1   
Bolsal      2      
Kantharos  1    15      
Skyphos   1   3      
Cup   2         
Moldmade      4      
Fish Plate     1 2      
Plate    2 1 7 1 1    
Plate/bowl
/cup 
        1   
 C MCR MCO MCL F BG GW GW  
F 
RG MC-
F 
C- 
MC 
Pyxis      1      
Pyxis Lid        1    
Stamos 
pyxides 
   1        
Unguentari
um 
    2   1    
Lamp     2 1  1 1 1  
Thymiateri
on 
 2          
Lekanis??         1   
Beehive  1          
Stopper   1         
 
 
 
 
 
 Survey 
Units
Artifact 
Density 
(#)
z-score 
overall 
density 
No. of  
Coarse
z-
score
No. of  
Medium 
Coarse
z-score 
coarse 
(#)
No. of  
Table
wares
z-score 
(MC 
#)
No. of  
Other
z-
score 
(other 
#)
Total 
Number 
of  sherd 
collected 
(#)
Total 
Pottery 
Weight 
(g)
Average 
Weight 
per unit 
(#)
z-
score
J78 70 -0.08 2 0.72 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 693 99.0 0.9
J79 49 -0.34 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 1 1.04 3 16 5.3 -0.5
J80 20 -0.69 1 0.09 15 0.42 0 -0.61 3 3.88 19 307 16.2 0.1
K41 136 0.73 4 1.99 16 0.50 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 32 576 18.0 0.7
K42 56 -0.25 1 0.09 10 0.00 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 13 69 5.3 -0.4
K43 14 -0.76 1 0.09 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 3 1.0 -0.5
K44 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
K45 12 -0.79 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 2 10 5.0 -0.5
K48 16 -0.74 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 3 0.8 -0.5
K49 29 -0.58 1 0.09 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 7 48 6.9 -0.4
K50 41 -0.43 1 0.09 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 35 274 7.8 0.1
K51 24 -0.64 1 0.09 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 12 3.0 -0.5
K65 10 -0.81 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 1 1.04 3 17 5.7 -0.5
K66 26 -0.62 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 59 11.8 -0.4
K67 21 -0.68 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
K68 97 0.25 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 1 1.04 5 14 2.8 -0.5
K69 130 0.66 0 -0.55 12 0.17 4 1.38 0 -0.37 19 171 9.0 -0.2
K70 97 0.25 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 1 1.04 6 21 3.5 -0.5
K71 80 0.04 2 0.72 18 0.67 5 1.87 0 -0.37 33 115 3.5 -0.3
K72 251 2.14 1 0.09 20 0.84 10 4.36 2 2.46 70 610 8.7 0.7
K73 93 0.20 1 0.09 5 -0.41 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 14 2 0.1 -0.5
K74 75 -0.02 1 0.09 14 0.34 3 0.88 0 -0.37 21 1202 57.2 1.9
K75 26 -0.62 2 0.72 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 13 792 60.9 1.1
K76 55 -0.26 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 3 0.88 0 -0.37 15 30 2.0 -0.4
K78 37 -0.48 0 -0.55 11 0.09 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 14 100 7.1 -0.3
K79 31 -0.56 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 43 6.1 -0.4
K80 28 -0.59 1 0.09 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 165 33.0 -0.2
L41 195 1.46 1 0.09 35 2.09 7 2.87 0 -0.37 48 383 8.0 0.3
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AA46 24 8 8 18.5 2.3 0 0 0.0 8 28 3.5 0 0 0.0
AA47 53 19 18 54.3 3.0 5 147 29.4 12 71 5.9 0 0 0.0
AA48 122 24 23 374.7 16.3 2 667 333.5 15 116 7.7 2 3 1.5
AA49 81 18 18 32.1 1.8 2 18 9.0 8 25 3.1 0 0 0.0
AB47 142 29 27 432.0 16.0 1 390 390.0 17 130 7.6 3 10 3.3
AB48 137 29 29 39.7 1.4 0 0 0.0 19 52 2.7 2 10 5.0
AB49 81 9 9 21.0 2.3 1 4 4.0 7 14 2.0 1 1 1.0
A46 71 11 11 1366.6 124.2 1 1325 1325 5 130 26.0 5 33 6.6
A47 103 22 22 363.9 16.5 2 676 338.0 11 43 3.9 1 2 2.0
A48 88 16 13 270.5 20.8 2 473 236.5 8 133 16.6 3 7 2.3
A49 76 18 18 23.5 1.3 0 0 0.0 11 17 1.5 2 10 5.0
A64 77 19 19 103.9 5.5 2 141 70.5 7 108 15.4 0 0 0.0
A64A 38 37 37 98.9 2.7 6 224 37.3 28 129 4.6 1 1 1.0
A65 19 5 5 23.0 4.6 2 32 16.0 2 4 2.0 0 0 0.0
B63 158 46 45 166.8 3.7 4 412 103.0 24 228 9.5 6 20 3.3
B64 89 41 40 74.0 1.9 3 129 43.0 13 91 7.0 2 2 1.0
B64A 81 19 19 191.1 10.1 2 327 163.5 9 68 7.6 1 1 1.0
B65 28 13 13 109.9 8.5 1 86 86.0 9 35 3.9 1 1 1.0
B71 16 6 6 12.0 2.0 0 0 0.0 4 20 5.0 0 0 0.0
B72 23 5 5 614.0 122.8 1 604 604.0 4 8 2.0 0 0 0.0
B73 18 8 8 61.7 7.7 1 43 43.0 3 35 11.7 1 1 1.0
B74 27 6 6 31.0 5.2 1 0 0.0 2 39 19.5 2 13 6.5
B75 184 29 28 56.3 2.0 2 18 9.0 18 194 10.8 2 3 1.5
C63 218 55 54 111.3 2.1 1 25 25.0 40 290 7.3 1 1 1.0
C64 51 13 13 86.4 6.6 3 193 64.3 5 32 6.4 3 11 3.7
C64A 28 7 7 52.0 7.4 1 39 39.0 5 10 2.0 0 0 0.0
C65 22 11 11 79.0 7.2 2 118 59.0 5 35 7.0 1 3 3.0
C71 19 3 3 266.0 88.7 1 239 239.0 1 24 24.0 0 0 0.0
C72 30 8 8 21.4 2.7 0 0 0.0 5 67 13.4 0 0 0.0
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C73 37 16 16 19.5 1.2 0 0 0.0 9 54 6.0 2 1 0.5
C74 43 13 11 19.2 1.7 0 0 0.0 9 38 4.2 2 2 1.0
C75 203 99 56 605.4 10.8 1 530 530.0 40 316 7.9 6 15 2.5
D52 39 5 5 16.8 3.4 2 5 2.5 3 25 8.3 0 0 0.0
D53 51 17 17 34.5 2.0 0 0 0.0 2 65 32.5 0 0 0.0
D63 10 22 22 1028.3 46.7 1 987 987.0 14 137 9.8 2 9 4.5
D64 39 13 13 32.0 2.5 0 0 0.0 7 98 14.0 0 0 0.0
D64A 51 3 3 21.3 7.1 0 0 0.0 3 46 15.3 0 0 0.0
D71 85 25 25 34.8 1.4 0 0 0.0 11 130 11.8 1 6 6.0
D73 57 14 14 26.4 1.9 0 0 0.0 10 77 7.7 3 8 2.7
D74 44 9 9 25.0 2.8 0 0 0.0 7 98 14.0 0 0 0.0
D75 83 13 13 20.2 1.6 0 0 0.0 4 38 9.5 3 8 2.7
E51 117 25 25 59.3 2.4 0 0 0.0 24 246 10.3 1 6 6.0
E52 39 2 2 10.0 5.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 1 9 9.0
E53 25 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
E63 24 5 3 23.3 7.8 0 0 0.0 3 52 17.3 0 0 0.0
E64 30 1 1 4.0 4.0 0 0 0.0 1 2 2.0 0 0 0.0
E71 54 10 10 36.9 3.7 0 0 0.0 9 197 21.9 0 0 0.0
E72 61 18 18 24.5 1.4 0 0 0.0 10 65 6.5 1 1 1.0
E73 221 32 32 47.6 1.5 0 0 0.0 24 158 6.6 4 4 1.0
E74 81 21 21 35.5 1.7 0 0 0.0 11 141 12.8 3 17 5.7
F53 62 14 12 27.4 2.3 0 0 0.0 12 65 5.4 0 0 0.0
F58 195 16 15 263.0 17.5 1 243 243.0 1 18 18.0 0 0 0.0
F59 212 30 28 705.4 25.2 1 639 639.0 19 436 22.9 2 19 9.5
F60 212 29 28 46.1 1.6 0 0 0.0 15 112 7.5 3 29 9.7
F71 44 20 20 71.8 3.6 1 31 31.0 8 218 27.3 2 3 1.5
F72 68 15 15 27.7 1.8 0 7 0.0 13 22 1.7 0 0 0.0
F73 223 25 23 44.1 1.9 0 0 0.0 9 244 27.1 3 3 1.0
F74 101 30 29 384.3 13.3 2 6 3.0 2 748 374.0 4 5 1.3
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F75 170 24 24 76.1 3.2 1 54 54.0 7 71 10.1 0 0 0.0
G46 166 39 39 121.9 3.1 1 28 28.0 34 524 15.4 2 23 11.5
G47 109 13 12 511.7 42.6 1 486 486.0 10 47 4.7 0 0 0.0
G48 148 17 17 72.5 4.3 1 37 37.0 12 118 9.8 3 5 1.7
G49 46 6 6 26.6 4.4 0 0 0.0 5 88 17.6 0 0 0.0
G55 226 28 27 190.0 7.0 2 286 143.0 21 211 10.0 0 0 0.0
G56 205 30 29 857.2 29.6 1 818 818.0 18 138 7.7 2 1 0.5
G57 277 27 26 139.9 5.4 8 750 93.8 13 158 12.2 0 1 0.0
G58 27 35 35 240.6 6.9 1 197 197.0 18 191 10.6 0 0 0.0
G59 102 32 32 340.1 10.6 4 1148 287.0 20 162 8.1 1 4 4.0
G60 71 36 36 59.9 1.7 0 0 0.0 29 187 6.4 2 5 2.5
G61 86 53 53 330.0 6.2 1 230 230.0 45 587 13.0 2 26 13.0
G62 9 5 5 12.0 2.4 0 0 0.0 2 20 10.0 0 0 0.0
G63 5 3 3 20.3 6.8 0 0 0.0 3 49 16.3 0 0 0.0
G64 1 1 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
G71 26 9 9 9.8 1.1 0 0 0.0 4 11 2.8 2 4 2.0
G72 97 65 65 73.7 1.1 1 14 14.0 30 232 7.7 0 0 0.0
G73 88 39 39 241.5 6.2 4 755 188.8 19 186 9.8 3 15 5.0
G74 136 126 125 303.7 2.4 2 395 197.5 55 382 6.9 14 60 4.3
H46 125 41 40 129.3 3.2 5 236 47.2 31 299 9.6 2 23 11.5
H47 193 43 43 69.0 1.6 0 0 0.0 30 186 6.2 4 15 3.8
H48 265 31 31 57.9 1.9 1 7 7.0 21 113 5.4 4 6 1.5
H49 76 4 4 19.5 4.9 0 0 0.0 4 46 11.5 0 0 0.0
H55 68 26 26 22.8 0.9 0 0 0.0 10 88 8.8 0 0 0.0
H56 32 22 22 27.7 1.3 0 0 0.0 15 71 4.7 0 0 0.0
H57 34 30 29 25.8 0.9 0 0 0.0 13 63 4.8 0 0 0.0
H58 98 11 11 17.5 1.6 0 0 0.0 6 51 8.5 0 0 0.0
H59 17 10 10 1993.0 199.3 1 1992 1992.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
H60 16 3 3 12.7 4.2 0 0 0.0 3 23 7.7 0 0 0.0
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H61 5 9 9 23.3 2.6 2 12 6.0 4 29 7.3 0 0 0.0
H62 3 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
H63 2 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
H64 4 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
H71 71 29 28 53.1 1.9 0 0 0.0 25 269 10.8 3 7 2.3
H72 68 22 21 55.4 2.6 1 36 36.0 7 24 3.4 0 0 0.0
H73 166 60 60 71.2 1.2 0 0 0.0 40 236 5.9 7 16 2.3
H74 88 56 54 567.7 10.5 2 1030 515.0 22 120 5.5 4 37 9.3
I41 27 1 1 8.0 8.0 0 0 0.0 1 6 6.0 0 0 0.0
I46 96 62 62 99.8 1.6 1 15 15.0 39 285 7.3 4 6 1.5
I47 353 43 41 77.6 1.9 3 39 13.0 24 350 14.6 3 15 5.0
I48 125 45 45 900.6 20.0 1 842 842.0 25 190 7.6 4 12 3.0
I49 80 26 26 39.0 1.5 0 0 0.0 19 57 3.0 0 0 0.0
I59 5 3 3 66.3 22.1 3 190 63.3 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
I60 3 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
I61 6 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
I62 7 21 21 23.2 1.1 0 0 0.0 10 52 5.2 1 0 0.0
I63 9 6 6 14.0 2.3 0 0 0.0 1 10 10.0 1 1 1.0
I71 31 27 27 27.9 1.0 0 0 0.0 15 118 7.9 1 1 1.0
I72 90 18 18 26.8 1.5 0 0 0.0 8 84 10.5 3 4 1.3
I73 121 95 93 69.0 0.7 0 0 0.0 29 179 6.2 6 59 9.8
I74 151 91 89 75.9 0.9 0 0 0.0 37 337 9.1 9 34 3.8
I78 18 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
I79 31 18 18 28.7 1.6 0 0 0.0 14 45 3.2 2 5 2.5
J41 60 6 6 24.8 4.1 0 0 0.0 6 77 12.8 0 0 0.0
J42 37 2 2 5.5 2.8 0 0 0.0 2 3 1.5 0 0 0.0
J43 29 9 9 19.3 2.1 0 0 0.0 8 26 3.3 0 0 0.0
J44 22 6 6 15.8 2.6 0 0 0.0 6 23 3.8 0 0 0.0
J45 21 3 2 26.3 13.2 1 18 18.0 3 4 1.3 0 0 0.0
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J46 20 6 6 34.3 5.7 2 40 20.0 4 17 4.3 0 0 0.0
J47 120 32 31 42.1 1.4 0 0 0.0 22 134 6.1 1 1 1.0
J48 43 11 11 38.8 3.5 1 18 18.0 9 25 2.8 1 1 1.0
J49 113 12 12 28.3 2.4 6 57 9.5 5 14 2.8 1 1 1.0
J51 46 13 13 19.9 1.5 0 0 0.0 8 31 3.9 1 1 1.0
J52 7 1 1 9.0 9.0 0 0 0.0 1 8 8.0 0 0 0.0
J53 35 14 14 233.4 16.7 5 1042 208.4 1 7 7.0 1 12 12.0
J54 18 3 3 101.0 33.7 1 100 100.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
J59 11 6 27 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
J60 18 5 18 7.0 0.4 0 0 0.0 1 4 4.0 0 0 0.0
J61 9 1 93 10.0 0.1 0 0 0.0 1 9 9.0 0 0 0.0
J65 42 9 9 25.2 2.8 0 0 0.0 3 56 18.7 2 1 0.5
J66 45 5 4 27.0 6.8 0 0 0.0 2 10 5.0 2 36 18.0
J67 37 7 6 104.5 17.4 2 158 79.0 2 21 10.5 2 18 9.0
J68 78 9 8 29.3 3.7 2 29 14.5 6 23 3.8 0 0 0.0
J69 35 3 3 15.0 5.0 0 0 0.0 2 22 11.0 0 0 0.0
J70 199 9 9 13.6 1.5 0 0 0.0 5 18 3.6 2 2 1.0
J71 30 26 26 550.0 21.2 1 541 541.0 2 8 4.0 0 0 0.0
J72 74 13 12 94.1 7.8 1 66 66.0 8 77 9.6 2 5 2.5
J73 120 35 35 467.6 13.4 1 423 423.0 14 239 17.1 6 9 1.5
J74 142 19 19 1206.4 63.5 5 2921 584.2 5 3001 600.2 1 9 9.0
J75 35 16 16 443.5 27.7 1 399 399.0 4 138 34.5 2 4 2.0
J76 35 11 11 106.0 9.6 1 21 21.0 2 164 82.0 0 0 0.0
J78 70 7 7 349.5 49.9 2 669 334.5 4 24 6.0 0 0 0.0
J79 49 3 3 12.5 4.2 0 0 0.0 2 15 7.5 0 0 0.0
J80 20 19 19 213.8 11.3 1 175 175.0 15 102 6.8 0 0 0.0
K41 136 32 32 129.0 4.0 4 315 78.8 16 260 16.3 1 1 1.0
K42 56 14 13 52.0 4.0 1 27 27.0 10 40 4.0 1 2 2.0
K43 14 3 3 6.0 2.0 1 2 2.0 1 1 1.0 0 0 0.0
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K44 6 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
K45 12 2 2 12.0 6.0 0 0 0.0 1 7 7.0 1 3 3.0
K48 16 4 4 4.0 1.0 0 0 0.0 1 3 3.0 0 0 0.0
K49 29 7 7 50.0 7.1 1 45 45.0 1 2 2.0 1 1 1.0
K50 41 35 35 215.0 6.1 1 146 146.0 2 128 64.0 0 0 0.0
K51 24 4 4 14.7 3.7 1 7 7.0 3 5 1.7 0 0 0.0
K65 10 3 3 14.0 4.7 0 0 0.0 1 12 12.0 0 0 0.0
K66 26 5 5 32.5 6.5 0 0 0.0 2 59 29.5 0 0 0.0
K67 21 1 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
K68 97 5 5 11.5 2.3 0 0 0.0 2 13 6.5 0 0 0.0
K69 130 19 19 38.4 2.0 0 0 0.0 12 152 12.7 4 19 4.8
K70 97 7 6 11.7 1.9 0 0 0.0 3 20 6.7 0 0 0.0
K71 80 33 33 56.1 1.7 2 36 18.0 18 67 3.7 5 12 2.4
K72 251 72 70 274.6 3.9 1 217 217.0 20 347 17.4 10 42 4.2
K73 93 14 14 894.4 63.9 1 843 843.0 5 192 38.4 1 3 3.0
K74 75 21 21 1156.1 55.1 1 1121 1121.0 14 72 5.1 3 9 3.0
K75 26 14 13 397.5 30.6 2 780 390.0 2 5 2.5 0 7 0.0
K76 55 15 15 15.7 1.0 0 0 0.0 4 16 4.0 3 14 4.7
K78 37 14 14 28.1 2.0 0 0 0.0 11 100 9.1 0 0 0.0
K79 31 7 7 18.4 2.6 0 5 0.0 7 38 5.4 0 0 0.0
K80 28 5 5 141.0 28.2 1 125 125.0 4 40 10.0 0 0 0.0
L41 195 49 48 115.5 2.4 1 34 34.0 35 327 9.3 7 22 3.1
L42 160 30 28 455.8 16.3 1 404 404.0 22 204 9.3 2 3 1.5
L44 9 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
L45 12 5 5 19.4 3.9 0 0 0.0 5 47 9.4 0 0 0.0
L50 6 2 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
L51 59 12 12 203.0 16.9 1 202 202.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
L65 9 2 1 5.0 5.0 0 0 0.0 1 3 3.0 0 0 0.0
L66 9 2 2 5.0 2.5 0 0 0.0 1 2 2.0 0 0 0.0
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L67 68 9 4 16.0 4.0 2 0 0.0 2 22 11.0 0 0 0.0
L68 66 17 16 618.0 38.6 1 586 586.0 6 132 22.0 1 1 1.0
L69 67 8 7 52.2 7.5 1 28 28.0 6 85 14.2 0 0 0.0
L70 79 9 8 16.7 2.1 0 0 0.0 3 26 8.7 1 1 1.0
L71 41 24 23 37.6 1.6 0 0 0.0 14 151 10.8 6 17 2.8
L72 37 11 10 39.0 3.9 1 19 19.0 4 40 10.0 0 0 0.0
L73 40 18 18 24.0 1.3 0 0 0.0 8 64 8.0 0 0 0.0
L74 67 24 24 20.6 0.9 1 4 4.0 7 39 5.6 0 0 0.0
L75 112 34 34 29.8 0.9 0 0 0.0 9 111 12.3 2 7 3.5
L76 79 37 36 28.3 0.8 0 0 0.0 10 113 11.3 2 2 1.0
M39 25 4 4 437.7 109.4 1 415 415.0 3 50 16.7 0 0 0.0
M41 222 22 22 149.1 6.8 3 326 108.7 15 156 10.4 0 0 0.0
M42 44 7 7 21.3 3.0 0 0 0.0 6 50 8.3 1 1 1.0
M43 21 2 2 1.0 0.5 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
M44 21 3 3 21.0 7.0 0 0 0.0 2 36 18.0 0 0 0.0
M45 61 8 22 21.8 1.0 0 0 0.0 4 55 13.8 0 0 0.0
M46 14 2 23 22.0 1.0 0 0 0.0 2 36 18.0 0 0 0.0
M47 37 3 13 10.3 0.8 0 0 0.0 3 13 4.3 0 0 0.0
M50 5 2 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
M71 12 7 7 11.0 1.6 0 0 0.0 3 15 5.0 0 0 0.0
M72 41 18 18 19.7 1.1 0 0 0.0 7 26 3.7 4 8 2.0
M76 65 17 16 15.4 1.0 1 0 0.0 5 27 5.4 0 0 0.0
N38 11 4 4 6.0 1.5 0 0 0.0 1 5 5.0 0 0 0.0
N39 16 5 5 8.0 1.6 0 0 0.0 1 5 5.0 0 0 0.0
N40 160 65 64 200.7 3.1 8 1007 125.9 31 182 5.9 0 0 0.0
N41 229 38 38 1253.0 33.0 1 1196 1196.0 17 249 14.6 3 25 8.3
N42 120 14 13 32.1 2.5 0 0 0.0 9 127 14.1 0 0 0.0
N43 33 7 7 12.7 1.8 0 0 0.0 6 10 1.7 0 0 0.0
N44 6 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
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N45 58 15 15 28.8 1.9 0 0 0.0 12 57 4.8 0 0 0.0
N46 20 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
N47 18 1 1 3.0 3.0 0 0 0.0 1 1 1.0 0 0 0.0
N50 5 1 1 32.0 32.0 0 0 0.0 1 31 31.0 0 0 0.0
N71 41 21 21 28.6 1.4 0 0 0.0 5 73 14.6 4 12 3.0
O38 77 11 10 16.9 1.7 0 0 0.0 7 20 2.9 0 0 0.0
O39 53 7 7 440.0 62.9 2 415 207.5 4 25 6.3 1 10 10.0
O40 512 114 114 304.0 2.7 11 1619 147.2 75 664 8.9 9 36 4.0
O41 331 37 37 66.9 1.8 0 0 0.0 22 390 17.7 5 46 9.2
O42 273 28 28 68.5 2.4 2 29 14.5 24 241 10.0 1 1 1.0
O43 65 10 10 122.0 12.2 1 101 101.0 4 56 14.0 0 0 0.0
O44 17 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
O45 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
O46 13 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
O47 19 1 1 10.0 10.0 0 0 0.0 1 8 8.0 0 0 0.0
O48 6 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
O49 4 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
O50 14 19 19 41.2 2.2 10 72 7.2 6 78 13.0 2 2 1.0
P38 19 1 1 37.0 37.0 0 0 0.0 1 35 35.0 0 0 0.0
P39 185 23 23 20.0 0.9 0 0 0.0 6 48 8.0 0 0 0.0
P40 337 86 85 156.2 1.8 3 144 48.0 61 284 4.7 2 3 1.5
P41 286 49 49 140.8 2.9 2 109 54.5 38 226 5.9 5 7 1.4
P42 422 83 80 101.9 1.3 0 0 0.0 52 399 7.7 8 26 3.3
P43 276 45 45 56.4 1.3 0 0 0.0 28 178 6.4 5 10 2.0
P44 17 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
P45 4 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
P46 3 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
P47 10 2 2 14.5 7.3 0 0 0.0 2 21 10.5 0 0 0.0
P48 18 9 8 27.1 3.4 0 0 0.0 8 97 12.1 0 0 0.0
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P49 19 1 1 13.0 13.0 0 0 0.0 1 11 11.0 0 0 0.0
P50 17 18 18 30.8 1.7 1 0 0.0 12 94 7.8 3 9 3.0
Q38 139 24 24 39.9 1.7 0 0 0.0 17 83 4.9 1 1 1.0
Q39 143 23 23 40.3 1.8 0 0 0.0 15 170 11.3 0 0 0.0
Q40 395 44 44 100.2 2.3 1 14 14.0 40 407 10.2 1 1 1.0
Q41 278 16 16 24.0 1.5 0 0 0.0 1 21 21.0 1 1 1.0
Q42 153 92 90 315.3 3.5 4 840 210.0 58 378 6.5 5 9 1.8
Q43 90 35 35 68.4 2.0 1 13 13.0 25 134 5.4 1 1 1.0
Q44 7 2 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
Q45 2 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
Q46 4 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
Q47 45 7 7 86.0 12.3 1 5 5.0 6 408 68.0 0 0 0.0
Q48 10 2 2 9.5 4.8 0 0 0.0 2 11 5.5 0 0 0.0
Q49 35 7 7 90.5 12.9 1 74 74.0 4 26 6.5 2 4 2.0
Q50 34 3 2 3.0 1.5 0 0 0.0 2 2 1.0 0 0 0.0
R38 68 11 10 21.0 2.1 0 0 0.0 7 49 7.0 1 1 1.0
R39 139 15 14 33.8 2.4 0 0 0.0 12 141 11.8 0 0 0.0
R40 150 18 18 33.2 1.8 0 0 0.0 15 33 2.2 1 2 2.0
R41 234 71 71 141.4 2.0 1 63 63.0 35 166 4.7 6 22 3.7
R42 142 14 14 30.1 2.2 0 0 0.0 8 89 11.1 3 15 5.0
R43 61 27 27 437.4 16.2 3 1122 374.0 18 367 20.4 1 8 8.0
R44 22 2 2 7.0 3.5 0 0 0.0 2 6 3.0 0 0 0.0
R45 22 1 1 12.0 12.0 0 0 0.0 1 10 10.0 0 0 0.0
R46 108 20 20 46.4 2.3 5 56 11.2 13 55 4.2 0 0 0.0
R47 96 23 23 42.2 1.8 0 0 0.0 18 111 6.2 1 1 1.0
R48 71 8 8 26.5 3.3 0 0 0.0 8 100 12.5 0 0 0.0
R49 17 4 4 14.3 3.6 0 0 0.0 4 25 6.3 0 0 0.0
R50 26 3 3 11.0 3.7 0 0 0.0 3 15 5.0 0 0 0.0
S39 58 26 26 32.0 1.2 0 0 0.0 9 135 15.0 0 0 0.0
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S40 73 12 12 26.3 2.2 0 0 0.0 9 39 4.3 1 4 4.0
S41 19 9 9 19.4 2.2 0 0 0.0 8 27 3.4 0 0 0.0
S42 45 2 2 13.5 6.8 0 0 0.0 2 21 10.5 0 0 0.0
S43 30 3 3 8.5 2.8 0 0 0.0 2 7 3.5 1 1 1.0
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AA46 0 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
AA47 1 1 1 0 1 11 0 0 0 1 0 0
AA48 1 3 3 1 13 1 1 1 0 1 3 65
AA49 3 12 4 0 7 1 0 0 1 2 5 101
AB47 1 5 5 1 11 5 0 3 0 1 5 55
AB48 3 10 3.3 2 8 9 1 1 0 3 5 21
AB49 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
A46 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 2 0 0 0 0
A47 0 0 0 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 8 360
A48 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 3 0 0 0 0
A49 3 60 20 0 3 8 1 1 0 3 2 40
A64 2 39 19.5 4 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 175
A64A 0 0 0 0 22 6 1 0 0 0 2 82
A65 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 18
B63 1 2 2 3 19 2 3 3 0 1 10 511
B64 1 25 25 0 6 7 2 0 0 1 21 568
B64A 0 0 0 1 7 1 0 1 0 0 7 90
B65 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 0 0 1 29
B71 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 21
B72 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
B73 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 50
B74 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 7
B75 0 0 0 8 7 3 1 1 0 0 6 88
C63 0 0 0 2 35 3 0 1 0 0 12 505
C64 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 1 0 0 2 219
C64A 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 33
C65 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 3
C71 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 20
C72 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 92
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C73 0 0 0 2 2 5 0 2 0 0 5 80
C74 0 0 0 2 3 4 0 2 0 0 0 0
C75 0 0 0 6 18 16 0 6 0 0 9 423
D52 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
D53 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 15 648
D63 0 0 0 0 12 2 1 1 0 0 5 230
D64 4 4 1 2 5 0 0 0 4 0 2 191
D64A 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D71 0 0 0 4 2 5 1 0 0 0 13 129
D73 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 3 0 0 1 48
D74 0 0 0 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 20
D75 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 1 0 0 6 308
E51 0 0 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 0 0 0
E52 1 5 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
E53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E63 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 122
E64 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E71 0 0 0 2 4 3 0 0 0 0 2 49
E72 0 0 0 2 5 3 1 0 0 0 7 75
E73 0 0 0 9 7 8 3 1 0 0 4 86
E74 0 0 0 0 6 5 1 2 0 0 7 184
F53 0 0 0 0 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
F58 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 12 1664
F59 0 0 0 2 12 5 1 1 0 0 6 727
F60 0 0 0 2 12 1 1 2 0 0 10 1517
F71 0 0 0 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 9 105
F72 0 0 0 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 9
F73 0 0 0 4 3 2 1 2 0 0 11 379
F74 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 21 348
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F75 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 16 799
G46 0 0 0 2 30 2 1 1 0 0 2 29
G47 0 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 67
G48 0 0 0 0 11 1 3 0 0 0 1 25
G49 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 45
G55 3 33 11 3 8 10 0 0 0 3 1 260
G56 0 0 0 2 10 6 0 2 0 0 8 400
G57 4 9 2.25 4 5 4 0 0 0 4 1 229
G58 0 0 0 1 13 4 0 0 0 0 15 1841
G59 3 58 19.3 0 14 6 0 1 0 3 5 502
G60 1 1 1 3 18 8 1 1 0 1 5 636
G61 1 10 10 8 19 18 0 2 0 1 4 1647
G62 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 97
G63 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
G64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 123
G71 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 3 19
G72 0 0 0 9 12 9 0 0 0 0 34 654
G73 0 0 0 7 8 4 0 3 0 0 13 195
G74 1 30 30 11 26 18 3 11 1 0 53 1828
H46 0 0 0 6 19 6 1 1 0 0 2 351
H47 0 0 0 1 28 1 4 0 0 0 9 316
H48 1 1 1 1 20 0 2 2 0 1 4 43
H49 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H55 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 16 975
H56 0 0 0 2 6 7 0 0 0 0 7 1031
H57 1 39 39 0 7 6 0 0 0 1 16 651
H58 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 5 576
H59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 636
H60 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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H61 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 144
H62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H71 0 0 0 6 9 10 0 3 0 0 0 0
H72 1 1 1 2 5 0 0 0 0 1 12 236
H73 1 1 1 13 9 18 0 7 0 1 13 199
H74 0 0 0 4 10 8 4 0 0 0 22 283
I41 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I46 0 0 0 3 33 3 0 4 0 0 18 691
I47 0 0 0 4 14 6 3 0 0 0 12 511
I48 0 0 0 1 21 3 1 3 0 0 15 545
I49 0 0 0 0 17 2 0 0 0 0 7 116
I59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I62 2 0 0 1 5 4 1 0 0 2 8 201
I63 1 15 15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 90
I71 0 0 0 0 4 11 0 1 0 0 11 296
I72 1 1 1 2 4 2 0 3 1 0 6 193
I73 0 0 0 15 9 5 2 4 0 0 58 1386
I74 1 1 1 3 22 12 0 9 1 0 42 1906
I78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I79 1 45 45 0 8 6 2 0 0 1 1 25
J41 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J42 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J43 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 90
J44 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J45 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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J46 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J47 0 0 0 1 12 9 0 1 0 0 8 397
J48 0 0 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
J49 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
J51 0 0 0 2 5 1 0 1 0 0 4 39
J52 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
J53 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 7 1618
J54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 275
J59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 704
J60 2 16 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 28
J61 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
J65 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 4 270
J66 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
J67 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
J68 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
J69 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 51
J70 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 0 2 131
J71 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 23 871
J72 0 0 0 1 6 1 1 1 0 0 1 11
J73 0 0 0 4 7 3 1 5 0 0 14 608
J74 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 8 1659
J75 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 9 99
J76 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 170
J78 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 98
J79 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
J80 3 30 10 0 13 2 0 0 0 3 0 0
K41 0 0 0 0 13 3 0 1 0 0 11 370
K42 0 0 0 0 8 2 0 1 0 0 1 17
K43 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 194
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K44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
K45 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
K48 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 174
K49 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 148
K50 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 32 6319
K51 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
K65 1 5 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 92
K66 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 584
K67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 63
K68 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 157
K69 0 0 0 4 5 3 1 3 0 0 2 61
K70 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 54
K71 0 0 0 3 9 6 1 4 0 0 8 106
K72 2 4 2 3 10 7 1 9 1 1 37 1478
K73 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 7 76
K74 0 0 0 3 9 2 0 3 0 0 3 56
K75 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 9 712
K76 0 0 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 9 726
K78 0 0 0 0 8 3 0 0 0 0 3 40
K79 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
K80 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
L41 0 0 0 0 33 2 6 1 0 0 5 80
L42 0 0 0 1 17 4 0 2 0 0 3 439
L44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L45 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 107
L51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 1359
L65 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L66 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
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L67 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 50
L68 0 0 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 0 8 796
L69 0 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
L70 2 10 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 22
L71 0 0 0 2 8 4 0 6 0 0 3 109
L72 1 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 4 147
L73 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 10 95
L74 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 16 311
L75 0 0 0 3 2 4 1 1 0 0 23 577
L76 0 0 0 2 4 4 1 1 0 0 24 355
M39 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
M41 0 0 0 0 12 3 0 0 0 0 4 490
M42 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
M43 1 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 88
M44 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 20
M45 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 216
M46 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M47 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 158
M71 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 114
M72 0 0 0 1 6 0 1 3 0 0 7 409
M76 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 10 662
N38 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 105
N39 1 40 40 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 195
N40 3 27 9 3 24 4 0 0 1 2 22 774
N41 0 0 0 0 16 1 0 3 0 0 17 563
N42 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 4 55
N43 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 224
N44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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N45 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 3 116
N46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N47 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N50 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
N71 1 20 20 4 1 0 0 4 0 1 11 205
O38 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 3 75
O39 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
O40 0 0 0 5 53 17 4 5 0 0 19 1002
O41 0 0 0 3 15 4 3 2 0 0 10 464
O42 0 0 0 0 17 7 0 1 0 0 3 66
O43 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 5 285
O44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O47 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O50 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 0 0 0 1 132
P38 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P39 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 17 928
P40 0 0 0 1 37 23 2 0 0 0 19 801
P41 2 2 1 2 35 1 0 5 0 2 2 360
P42 2 10 5 0 37 15 7 1 0 2 19 1176
P43 0 0 0 0 20 8 5 0 0 0 12 689
P44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P47 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P48 0 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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P49 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P50 0 0 0 5 2 5 0 3 0 0 2 18
Q38 0 0 0 1 16 0 1 0 0 0 6 209
Q39 0 0 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 0 8 217
Q40 0 0 0 1 33 6 0 1 0 0 2 19
Q41 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 14 1132
Q42 0 0 0 0 35 23 2 3 0 0 23 694
Q43 0 0 0 0 23 2 1 0 0 0 8 89
Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 48
Q45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q47 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q48 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q49 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
Q50 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
R38 0 0 0 0 6 1 1 0 0 0 2 45
R39 0 0 0 0 10 2 0 0 0 0 2 35
R40 0 0 0 0 14 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
R41 0 0 0 1 33 1 2 4 0 0 29 932
R42 0 0 0 0 6 2 3 0 0 0 3 124
R43 0 0 0 2 12 4 1 0 0 0 5 129
R44 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R45 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R46 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 2 118
R47 0 0 0 0 17 1 1 0 0 0 4 686
R48 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
R49 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R50 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S39 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 14 570
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S40 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 1 0 0 2 19
S41 1 12 12 0 7 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
S42 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
S43 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
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28 AA46 28 28 28 0 7 10 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
219 AA47 219 71 71 147 0 35 36 0 0 0 1 1 0
789 AA48 789 116 116 667 24 87 5 3 2 1 3 3 0
55 AA49 55 25 25 18 0 24 1 0 0 0 12 11 1
535 AB47 535 130 130 390 30 50 50 10 0 10 5 5 0
72 AB48 72 52 52 0 5 24 23 10 5 5 10 10 0
19 AB49 19 14 14 4 0 13 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1488 A46 1488 130 130 1325 0 120 10 33 4 29 0 0 0
721 A47 721 43 43 676 0 32 11 2 0 2 0 0 0
613 A48 613 133 133 473 0 85 48 7 0 7 0 0 0
112 A49 112 42 42 0 0 17 25 10 5 5 60 60 0
228 A64 288 108 108 141 79 29 0 0 0 0 39 39 0
354 A64A 354 129 129 224 0 88 41 1 1 0 0 0 0
36 A65 36 4 4 32 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
662 B63 662 228 228 412 45 179 4 20 11 9 2 2 0
247 B64 247 91 91 129 13 30 48 2 2 0 25 25 0
396 B64A 396 68 68 327 2 59 7 1 0 1 0 0 0
122 B65 122 35 35 86 14 21 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
20 B71 20 20 20 0 0 15 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
612 B72 612 8 8 604 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
79 B73 79 35 35 43 5 29 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
52 B74 52 39 39 0 35 4 0 13 0 13 0 0 0
215 B75 215 194 194 18 123 44 27 3 0 3 0 0 0
316 C63 316 290 290 25 45 240 5 1 0 1 0 0 0
236 C64 236 32 32 193 0 31 1 11 6 5 0 0 0
49 C64A 49 10 10 39 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
156 C65 156 35 35 118 0 20 15 3 3 0 0 0 0
263 C71 263 24 24 239 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
67 C72 67 67 67 0 26 33 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
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55 C73 55 54 54 0 13 7 34 1 0 1 0 0 0
40 C74 40 38 38 0 6 26 6 2 0 2 0 0 0
861 C75 861 316 316 530 11 90 215 15 0 15 0 0 0
30 D52 30 25 25 5 10 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
65 D53 65 65 65 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1133 D63 1133 137 137 987 0 124 13 9 6 3 0 0 0
102 D64 102 98 98 0 44 54 0 0 0 0 4 0 4
46 D64A 46 46 46 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
136 D71 136 130 130 0 62 4 64 6 6 0 0 0 0
85 D73 85 77 77 0 9 58 10 8 0 8 0 0 0
98 D74 98 98 98 0 51 6 41 0 0 0 0 0 0
46 D75 46 38 38 0 0 38 0 8 6 2 0 0 0
252 E51 252 246 246 0 5 127 114 6 0 6 0 0 0
14 E52 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 5 5 0
0 E53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 E63 52 52 52 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 E64 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
197 E71 197 197 197 0 85 91 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
66 E72 66 65 65 0 5 36 24 1 1 0 0 0 0
162 E73 162 158 158 0 64 60 34 4 3 1 0 0 0
158 E74 158 141 141 0 0 73 68 17 1 16 0 0 0
65 F53 65 65 65 0 0 30 35 0 0 0 0 0 0
261 F58 261 18 18 243 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0
1094 F59 1094 436 436 639 41 218 177 19 18 1 0 0 0
141 F60 141 112 112 0 9 99 4 29 5 24 0 0 0
252 F71 252 218 218 31 95 28 95 3 3 0 0 0 0
29 F72 29 22 22 7 14 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
247 F73 247 244 244 0 97 56 91 3 2 1 0 0 0
759 F74 759 748 748 6 711 1 36 5 2 3 0 0 0
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125 F75 125 71 71 54 8 55 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
575 G46 575 524 524 28 38 466 20 23 10 13 0 0 0
533 G47 533 47 47 486 7 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
160 G48 160 118 118 37 0 111 7 5 5 0 0 0 0
88 G49 88 88 88 0 0 86 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
530 G55 530 211 211 286 64 74 73 0 0 0 33 33 0
957 G56 957 138 138 818 5 70 63 1 0 1 0 0 0
918 G57 918 158 158 750 15 46 97 1 0 1 9 9 0
388 G58 388 191 191 197 18 87 86 0 0 0 0 0 0
1372 G59 1372 162 162 1148 25 126 11 4 0 4 58 58 0
193 G60 193 187 187 0 36 106 45 5 0 5 1 1 0
853 G61 853 587 587 230 68 396 123 26 0 26 10 10 0
20 G62 20 20 20 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 G63 49 49 49 0 0 22 27 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 G64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 G71 15 11 11 0 0 5 6 4 2 2 0 0 0
246 G72 246 232 232 14 66 101 65 0 0 0 0 0 0
956 G73 956 186 186 755 72 90 24 15 0 15 0 0 0
867 G74 867 382 382 395 60 237 85 60 40 20 30 0 30
558 H46 558 299 299 236 81 164 54 23 7 16 0 0 0
201 H47 201 186 186 0 11 162 13 15 15 0 0 0 0
127 H48 127 113 113 7 9 104 0 6 4 2 1 1 0
46 H49 46 46 46 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
88 H55 88 88 88 0 14 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
71 H56 71 71 71 0 13 30 28 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 H57 102 63 63 0 0 33 30 0 0 0 39 39 0
51 H58 51 51 51 0 6 2 43 0 0 0 0 0 0
1992 H59 1992 0 0 1992 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 H60 23 23 23 0 10 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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41 H61 41 29 29 12 15 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 H62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 H63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 H64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
276 H71 276 269 269 0 117 117 35 7 0 7 0 0 0
61 H72 61 24 24 36 10 14 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
253 H73 253 236 236 0 93 36 107 16 0 16 1 1 0
1187 H74 1187 120 120 1030 11 76 33 37 28 9 0 0 0
6 I41 6 6 6 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
306 I46 306 285 285 15 1 281 3 6 1 5 0 0 0
404 I47 404 350 350 39 36 225 89 15 15 0 0 0 0
1044 I48 1044 190 190 842 2 186 2 12 2 10 0 0 0
57 I49 57 57 57 0 0 28 29 0 0 0 0 0 0
190 I59 190 0 0 190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 I62 52 52 52 0 2 21 29 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 I63 26 10 10 0 0 10 0 1 1 0 15 15 0
119 I71 119 118 118 0 0 88 30 1 0 1 0 0 0
89 I72 89 84 84 0 41 14 29 4 0 4 1 0 1
238 I73 238 179 179 0 50 109 20 59 5 54 0 0 0
372 I74 372 337 337 0 9 202 126 34 0 34 1 0 1
0 I78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
95 I79 95 45 45 0 0 25 20 5 5 0 45 45 0
77 J41 77 77 77 0 0 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 J42 3 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 J43 26 26 26 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 J44 23 23 23 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 J45 22 4 4 18 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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57 J46 57 17 17 40 4 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
135 J47 135 134 134 0 18 58 58 1 0 1 0 0 0
44 J48 44 25 25 18 0 19 6 1 0 1 0 0 0
72 J49 72 14 14 57 0 7 7 1 1 0 0 0 0
32 J51 32 31 31 0 2 25 4 1 1 0 0 0 0
8 J52 8 8 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
1061 J53 1061 7 7 1042 0 0 7 12 12 0 0 0 0
100 J54 100 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 J59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 J60 20 4 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 16 16 0
9 J61 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
57 J65 57 56 56 0 6 50 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
46 J66 46 10 10 0 5 5 0 36 27 9 0 0 0
197 J67 197 21 21 158 0 21 0 18 14 4 0 0 0
52 J68 52 23 23 29 0 21 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 J69 22 22 22 0 0 5 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 J70 20 18 18 0 0 17 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
549 J71 549 8 8 541 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
148 J72 148 77 77 66 25 33 19 5 1 4 0 0 0
671 J73 671 239 239 423 119 99 21 9 2 7 0 0 0
5931 J74 5931 3001 3001 2921 2973 24 4 9 3 6 0 0 0
541 J75 541 138 138 399 112 24 2 4 0 4 0 0 0
185 J76 185 164 164 21 0 0 164 0 0 0 0 0 0
693 J78 693 24 24 669 0 17 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 J79 16 15 15 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
307 J80 307 102 102 175 0 75 27 0 0 0 30 30 0
576 K41 576 260 260 315 0 157 103 1 0 1 0 0 0
69 K42 69 40 40 27 0 38 2 2 0 2 0 0 0
3 K43 3 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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0 K44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 K45 10 7 7 0 0 7 0 3 3 0 0 0 0
3 K48 3 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
48 K49 48 2 2 45 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
274 K50 274 128 128 146 59 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 K51 12 5 5 7 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 K65 17 12 12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 5 5 0
59 K66 59 59 59 0 0 41 18 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 K67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 K68 14 13 13 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
171 K69 171 152 152 0 4 113 35 19 8 11 0 0 0
21 K70 21 20 20 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
115 K71 115 67 67 36 7 36 24 12 5 7 0 0 0
610 K72 610 347 347 217 34 253 60 42 1 41 4 3 1
2 K73 1038 192 192 843 0 192 0 3 0 3 0 0 0
1202 K74 1202 72 72 1121 10 27 35 9 0 9 0 0 0
792 K75 792 5 5 780 0 5 0 7 7 0 0 0 0
30 K76 30 16 16 0 1 6 9 14 14 0 0 0 0
100 K78 100 100 100 0 20 55 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 K79 43 38 38 5 35 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
165 K80 165 40 40 125 0 5 35 0 0 0 0 0 0
383 L41 383 327 327 34 0 323 4 22 17 5 0 0 0
611 L42 611 204 204 404 8 137 59 3 0 3 0 0 0
0 L44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
47 L45 47 47 47 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 L50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
202 L51 202 0 0 202 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 L65 3 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 L66 3 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
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22 L67 22 22 22 0 1 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
719 L68 719 132 132 586 0 20 112 1 1 0 0 0 0
113 L69 113 85 85 28 24 22 39 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 L70 37 26 26 0 0 16 10 1 0 1 10 10 0
168 L71 168 151 151 0 52 95 4 17 0 17 0 0 0
61 L72 61 40 40 19 0 40 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
64 L73 64 64 64 0 0 9 55 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 L74 43 39 39 4 0 9 30 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 L75 118 111 111 0 7 20 84 7 1 6 0 0 0
115 L76 115 113 113 0 30 22 61 2 1 1 0 0 0
465 M39 465 50 50 415 0 40 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
482 M41 482 156 156 326 0 125 31 0 0 0 0 0 0
51 M42 51 50 50 0 0 50 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
5 M43 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0
36 M44 36 36 36 0 0 34 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 M45 55 55 55 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 M46 36 36 36 0 34 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 M47 13 13 13 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 M50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 M71 15 15 15 0 0 9 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 M72 34 26 26 0 2 22 2 8 2 6 0 0 0
27 M76 27 27 27 0 4 9 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 N38 5 5 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 N39 45 5 5 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 40 40 0
1216 N40 1216 182 182 1007 15 93 74 0 0 0 27 23 4
1470 N41 1470 249 249 1196 207 37 5 25 0 25 0 0 0
127 N42 127 127 127 0 0 127 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 N43 10 10 10 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 N44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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57 N45 57 57 57 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 N46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 N47 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 N50 31 31 31 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0
105 N71 105 73 73 0 70 2 1 12 0 12 20 0 20
20 O38 20 20 20 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
440 O39 440 25 25 415 0 15 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
2319 O40 2319 664 664 1619 21 479 164 36 23 13 0 0 0
436 O41 436 390 390 0 96 188 106 46 38 8 0 0 0
271 O42 271 241 241 29 0 173 68 1 0 1 0 0 0
157 O43 157 56 56 101 0 2 54 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 O47 8 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
152 O50 152 78 78 72 2 66 10 2 2 0 0 0 0
35 P38 35 35 35 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
48 P39 48 48 48 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
431 P40 431 284 284 144 8 184 92 3 3 0 0 0 0
344 P41 344 226 226 109 15 205 6 7 7 0 2 2 0
435 P42 435 399 399 0 0 272 127 26 25 1 10 10 0
188 P43 188 178 178 0 0 133 45 10 10 0 0 0 0
0 P44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 P45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 P46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 P47 21 21 21 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
97 P48 97 97 97 0 4 92 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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11 P49 11 11 11 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
103 P50 103 94 94 0 15 6 73 9 0 9 0 0 0
84 Q38 84 83 83 0 7 76 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
170 Q39 170 170 170 0 0 137 33 0 0 0 0 0 0
422 Q40 422 407 407 14 86 303 18 1 0 1 0 0 0
22 Q41 22 21 21 0 0 21 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1227 Q42 1227 378 378 840 0 246 132 9 6 3 0 0 0
148 Q43 148 134 134 13 0 122 12 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 Q44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Q45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Q46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
413 Q47 413 408 408 5 296 112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 Q48 11 11 11 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
104 Q49 104 26 26 74 0 10 16 4 4 0 0 0 0
2 Q50 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 R38 50 49 49 0 40 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 0
141 R39 141 141 141 0 0 122 19 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 R40 35 33 33 0 0 28 5 2 2 0 0 0 0
251 R41 251 166 166 63 5 155 6 22 8 14 0 0 0
104 R42 104 89 89 0 0 81 8 15 15 0 0 0 0
1497 R43 1497 367 367 1122 9 27 331 8 8 0 0 0 0
6 R44 6 6 6 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 R45 10 10 10 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
111 R46 111 55 55 56 13 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
112 R47 112 111 111 0 0 106 5 1 1 0 0 0 0
100 R48 100 100 100 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 R49 25 25 25 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 R50 15 15 15 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
135 S39 135 135 135 0 0 134 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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43 S40 43 39 39 0 0 39 0 4 0 4 0 0 0
39 S41 39 27 27 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 12 12 0
21 S42 21 21 21 0 15 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 S43 8 7 7 0 0 7 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
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AA46 24 -0.64 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 8 28 3.5 -0.4
AA47 53 -0.29 5 2.63 12 0.17 0 -0.61 1 1.04 18 219 12.2 -0.1
AA48 122 0.56 2 0.72 15 0.42 2 0.38 1 1.04 23 789 34.3 1.1
AA49 81 0.06 2 0.72 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 3 3.88 18 55 3.1 -0.4
AB47 142 0.81 1 0.09 17 0.59 3 0.88 1 1.04 27 535 19.8 0.6
AB48 137 0.74 0 -0.55 19 0.76 2 0.38 3 3.88 29 72 2.5 -0.4
AB49 81 0.06 1 0.09 7 -0.25 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 9 19 2.1 -0.5
A46 71 -0.07 1 0.09 5 -0.41 5 1.87 0 -0.37 11 1488 135.3 2.5
A47 103 0.33 2 0.72 11 0.09 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 22 721 32.8 1.0
A48 88 0.14 2 0.72 8 -0.16 3 0.88 0 -0.37 13 613 47.2 0.7
A49 76 0.00 0 -0.55 11 0.09 2 0.38 3 3.88 18 112 6.2 -0.3
A64 77 0.01 2 0.72 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 2 2.46 19 228 12.0 0.0
A64A 38 -0.47 6 3.26 28 1.51 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 37 354 9.6 0.2
A65 19 -0.70 2 0.72 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 36 7.2 -0.4
B63 158 1.00 4 1.99 24 1.17 6 2.37 1 1.04 45 662 14.7 0.8
B64 89 0.16 3 1.36 13 0.25 2 0.38 1 1.04 40 247 6.2 0.0
B64A 81 0.06 2 0.72 9 -0.08 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 19 396 20.8 0.3
B65 28 -0.59 1 0.09 9 -0.08 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 13 122 9.4 -0.3
B71 16 -0.74 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 6 20 3.3 -0.5
B72 23 -0.65 1 0.09 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 612 122.4 0.7
B73 18 -0.72 1 0.09 3 -0.58 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 8 79 9.9 -0.3
B74 27 -0.61 1 0.09 2 -0.67 2 0.38 0 -0.37 6 52 8.7 -0.4
B75 184 1.32 2 0.72 18 0.67 2 0.38 0 -0.37 28 215 7.7 -0.1
C63 218 1.74 1 0.09 40 2.51 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 54 316 5.9 0.1
C64 51 -0.31 3 1.36 5 -0.41 3 0.88 0 -0.37 13 236 18.2 0.0
C64A 28 -0.59 1 0.09 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 49 7.0 -0.4
C65 22 -0.67 2 0.72 5 -0.41 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 11 156 14.2 -0.2
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C71 19 -0.70 1 0.09 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 263 87.7 0.0
C72 30 -0.57 0 -0.55 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 8 67 8.4 -0.4
C73 37 -0.48 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 2 0.38 0 -0.37 16 55 3.4 -0.4
C74 43 -0.41 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 2 0.38 0 -0.37 11 40 3.6 -0.4
C75 203 1.55 1 0.09 40 2.51 6 2.37 0 -0.37 56 861 15.4 1.2
D52 39 -0.46 2 0.72 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 30 6.0 -0.4
D53 28 -0.59 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 17 65 3.8 -0.4
D63 10 -0.81 1 0.09 14 0.34 2 0.38 0 -0.37 22 1133 51.5 1.8
D64 39 -0.46 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 4 5.29 13 102 7.8 -0.3
D64A 51 -0.31 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 46 15.3 -0.4
D71 85 0.11 0 -0.55 11 0.09 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 25 136 5.4 -0.2
D73 57 -0.24 0 -0.55 10 0.00 3 0.88 0 -0.37 14 85 6.1 -0.3
D74 44 -0.40 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 9 98 10.9 -0.3
D75 83 0.08 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 3 0.88 0 -0.37 13 46 3.5 -0.4
E51 117 0.50 0 -0.55 24 1.17 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 25 252 10.1 0.0
E52 39 -0.46 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 1 -0.11 1 1.04 2 14 7.0 -0.5
E53 51 -0.31 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
E63 24 -0.64 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 52 17.3 -0.4
E64 30 -0.57 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 2 2.0 -0.5
E71 54 -0.27 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 10 197 19.7 -0.1
E72 61 -0.19 0 -0.55 10 0.00 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 18 66 3.7 -0.4
E73 221 1.77 0 -0.55 24 1.17 4 1.38 0 -0.37 32 162 5.1 -0.2
E74 81 0.06 0 -0.55 11 0.09 3 0.88 0 -0.37 21 158 7.5 -0.2
F53 62 -0.18 0 -0.55 12 0.17 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 12 65 5.4 -0.4
F58 195 1.46 1 0.09 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 15 261 17.4 0.0
F59 212 1.66 1 0.09 19 0.76 2 0.38 0 -0.37 28 1094 39.1 1.7
F60 212 1.66 0 -0.55 15 0.42 3 0.88 0 -0.37 28 141 5.0 -0.2
F71 44 -0.40 1 0.09 8 -0.16 2 0.38 0 -0.37 20 252 12.6 0.0
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F72 68 -0.10 0 -0.55 13 0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 15 29 1.9 -0.4
F73 223 1.80 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 3 0.88 0 -0.37 23 247 10.7 0.0
F74 101 0.30 2 0.72 2 -0.67 4 1.38 0 -0.37 29 759 26.2 1.0
F75 170 1.15 1 0.09 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 24 125 5.2 -0.2
G46 166 1.10 1 0.09 34 2.01 2 0.38 0 -0.37 39 575 14.7 0.7
G47 109 0.40 1 0.09 10 0.00 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 12 533 44.4 0.6
G48 148 0.88 1 0.09 12 0.17 3 0.88 0 -0.37 17 160 9.4 -0.2
G49 46 -0.37 0 -0.55 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 6 88 14.7 -0.3
G55 226 1.84 2 0.72 21 0.92 0 -0.61 3 3.88 27 530 19.6 0.6
G56 205 1.58 1 0.09 18 0.67 2 0.38 0 -0.37 29 957 33.0 1.4
G57 277 2.46 8 4.53 13 0.25 0 -0.61 4 5.29 26 918 35.3 1.3
G58 27 -0.61 1 0.09 18 0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 35 388 11.1 0.3
G59 102 0.31 4 1.99 20 0.84 1 -0.11 3 3.88 32 1372 42.9 2.3
G60 71 -0.07 0 -0.55 29 1.59 2 0.38 1 1.04 36 193 5.4 -0.1
G61 86 0.12 1 0.09 45 2.93 2 0.38 1 1.04 53 853 16.1 1.2
G62 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 20 4.0 -0.5
G63 5 -0.88 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 49 16.3 -0.4
G64 1 -0.92 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
G71 26 -0.62 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 2 0.38 0 -0.37 9 15 1.7 -0.5
G72 97 0.25 1 0.09 30 1.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 65 246 3.8 0.0
G73 88 0.14 4 1.99 19 0.76 3 0.88 0 -0.37 39 956 24.5 1.4
G74 136 0.73 2 0.72 55 3.76 14 6.34 1 1.04 125 867 6.9 1.2
H46 125 0.60 5 2.63 31 1.76 2 0.38 0 -0.37 40 558 14.0 0.6
H47 193 1.43 0 -0.55 30 1.67 4 1.38 0 -0.37 43 201 4.7 -0.1
H48 265 2.31 1 0.09 21 0.92 4 1.38 1 1.04 31 127 4.1 -0.2
H49 76 0.00 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 46 11.5 -0.4
H55 68 -0.10 0 -0.55 10 0.00 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 26 88 3.4 -0.3
H56 32 -0.54 0 -0.55 15 0.42 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 22 71 3.2 -0.4
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H57 34 -0.52 0 -0.55 13 0.25 0 -0.61 1 1.04 29 102 3.5 -0.3
H58 98 0.27 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 11 51 4.6 -0.4
H59 17 -0.73 1 0.09 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 10 1992 199.2 3.5
H60 16 -0.74 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 23 7.7 -0.4
H61 5 -0.88 2 0.72 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 9 41 4.6 -0.4
H62 3 -0.90 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
H63 2 -0.91 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
H64 4 -0.89 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
H71 71 -0.07 0 -0.55 25 1.26 3 0.88 0 -0.37 28 276 9.9 0.1
H72 68 -0.10 1 0.09 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 1 1.04 21 61 2.9 -0.4
H73 166 1.10 0 -0.55 40 2.51 7 2.87 1 1.04 60 253 4.2 0.0
H74 88 0.14 2 0.72 22 1.01 4 1.38 0 -0.37 54 1187 22.0 1.9
I41 27 -0.61 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 6 6.0 -0.5
I46 96 0.24 1 0.09 39 2.43 4 1.38 0 -0.37 62 306 4.9 0.1
I47 353 3.39 3 1.36 24 1.17 3 0.88 0 -0.37 41 404 9.9 0.3
I48 125 0.60 1 0.09 25 1.26 4 1.38 0 -0.37 45 1044 23.2 1.6
I49 80 0.04 0 -0.55 19 0.76 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 26 57 2.2 -0.4
I59 5 -0.88 3 1.36 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 190 63.3 -0.1
I60 3 -0.90 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
I61 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
I62 7 -0.85 0 -0.55 10 0.00 1 -0.11 2 2.46 21 52 2.5 -0.4
I63 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 1 1.04 6 26 4.3 -0.4
I71 31 -0.56 0 -0.55 15 0.42 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 27 119 4.4 -0.3
I72 90 0.17 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 3 0.88 1 1.04 18 89 4.9 -0.3
I73 121 0.55 0 -0.55 29 1.59 6 2.37 0 -0.37 93 238 2.6 0.0
I74 151 0.92 0 -0.55 37 2.26 9 3.86 1 1.04 89 372 4.2 0.3
I78 18 -0.72 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
I79 31 -0.56 0 -0.55 14 0.34 2 0.38 1 1.04 18 95 5.3 -0.3
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J41 60 -0.20 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 6 77 12.8 -0.3
J42 37 -0.48 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 3 1.5 -0.5
J43 29 -0.58 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 9 26 2.9 -0.4
J44 22 -0.67 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 6 23 3.8 -0.4
J45 21 -0.68 1 0.09 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 22 11.0 -0.5
J46 20 -0.69 2 0.72 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 6 57 9.5 -0.4
J47 120 0.54 0 -0.55 22 1.01 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 31 135 4.4 -0.2
J48 43 -0.41 1 0.09 9 -0.08 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 11 44 4.0 -0.4
J49 113 0.45 6 3.26 5 -0.41 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 12 72 6.0 -0.4
J51 46 -0.37 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 13 32 2.5 -0.4
J52 7 -0.85 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 8 8.0 -0.5
J53 35 -0.51 5 2.63 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 14 1061 75.8 1.6
J54 18 -0.72 1 0.09 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 100 33.3 -0.3
J59 11 -0.80 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 27 0 0.0 -0.5
J60 18 -0.72 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 2 2.46 18 20 1.1 -0.5
J61 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 93 9 0.1 -0.5
J65 42 -0.42 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 2 0.38 0 -0.37 9 57 6.3 -0.4
J66 45 -0.38 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 2 0.38 0 -0.37 4 46 11.5 -0.4
J67 37 -0.48 2 0.72 2 -0.67 2 0.38 0 -0.37 6 197 32.8 -0.1
J68 78 0.02 2 0.72 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 8 52 6.5 -0.4
J69 35 -0.51 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 22 7.3 -0.5
J70 199 1.50 0 -0.55 5 -0.41 2 0.38 0 -0.37 9 20 2.2 -0.5
J71 30 -0.57 1 0.09 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 26 549 21.1 0.6
J72 74 -0.03 1 0.09 8 -0.16 2 0.38 0 -0.37 12 148 12.3 -0.2
J73 120 0.54 1 0.09 14 0.34 6 2.37 0 -0.37 35 671 19.2 0.9
J74 142 0.81 5 2.63 5 -0.41 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 19 5931 312.2 11.4
J75 35 -0.51 1 0.09 4 -0.50 2 0.38 0 -0.37 16 541 33.8 0.6
J76 35 -0.51 1 0.09 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 11 185 16.8 -0.1
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J78 70 -0.08 2 0.72 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 693 99.0 0.9
J79 49 -0.34 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 1 1.04 3 16 5.3 -0.5
J80 20 -0.69 1 0.09 15 0.42 0 -0.61 3 3.88 19 307 16.2 0.1
K41 136 0.73 4 1.99 16 0.50 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 32 576 18.0 0.7
K42 56 -0.25 1 0.09 10 0.00 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 13 69 5.3 -0.4
K43 14 -0.76 1 0.09 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 3 1.0 -0.5
K44 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
K45 12 -0.79 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 2 10 5.0 -0.5
K48 16 -0.74 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 3 0.8 -0.5
K49 29 -0.58 1 0.09 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 7 48 6.9 -0.4
K50 41 -0.43 1 0.09 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 35 274 7.8 0.1
K51 24 -0.64 1 0.09 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 12 3.0 -0.5
K65 10 -0.81 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 1 1.04 3 17 5.7 -0.5
K66 26 -0.62 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 59 11.8 -0.4
K67 21 -0.68 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
K68 97 0.25 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 1 1.04 5 14 2.8 -0.5
K69 130 0.66 0 -0.55 12 0.17 4 1.38 0 -0.37 19 171 9.0 -0.2
K70 97 0.25 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 1 1.04 6 21 3.5 -0.5
K71 80 0.04 2 0.72 18 0.67 5 1.87 0 -0.37 33 115 3.5 -0.3
K72 251 2.14 1 0.09 20 0.84 10 4.36 2 2.46 70 610 8.7 0.7
K73 93 0.20 1 0.09 5 -0.41 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 14 2 0.1 -0.5
K74 75 -0.02 1 0.09 14 0.34 3 0.88 0 -0.37 21 1202 57.2 1.9
K75 26 -0.62 2 0.72 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 13 792 60.9 1.1
K76 55 -0.26 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 3 0.88 0 -0.37 15 30 2.0 -0.4
K78 37 -0.48 0 -0.55 11 0.09 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 14 100 7.1 -0.3
K79 31 -0.56 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 43 6.1 -0.4
K80 28 -0.59 1 0.09 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 165 33.0 -0.2
L41 195 1.46 1 0.09 35 2.09 7 2.87 0 -0.37 48 383 8.0 0.3
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L42 160 1.03 1 0.09 22 1.01 2 0.38 0 -0.37 28 611 21.8 0.7
L44 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
L45 12 -0.79 0 -0.55 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 5 47 9.4 -0.4
L50 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
L51 59 -0.21 1 0.09 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 12 202 16.8 -0.1
L65 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 3 3.0 -0.5
L66 9 -0.83 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 1 1.04 2 3 1.5 -0.5
L67 68 -0.10 2 0.72 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 22 5.5 -0.5
L68 66 -0.13 1 0.09 6 -0.33 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 16 719 44.9 0.9
L69 67 -0.11 1 0.09 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 113 16.1 -0.3
L70 79 0.03 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 1 -0.11 2 2.46 8 37 4.6 -0.4
L71 41 -0.43 0 -0.55 14 0.34 6 2.37 0 -0.37 23 168 7.3 -0.2
L72 37 -0.48 1 0.09 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 1 1.04 10 61 6.1 -0.4
L73 40 -0.45 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 18 64 3.6 -0.4
L74 67 -0.11 1 0.09 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 24 43 1.8 -0.4
L75 112 0.44 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 2 0.38 0 -0.37 34 118 3.5 -0.3
L76 79 0.03 0 -0.55 10 0.00 2 0.38 0 -0.37 36 115 3.2 -0.3
M39 25 -0.63 1 0.09 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 465 116.3 0.4
M41 222 1.79 3 1.36 15 0.42 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 22 482 21.9 0.5
M42 44 -0.40 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 7 51 7.3 -0.4
M43 21 -0.68 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 1 1.04 2 5 2.5 -0.5
M44 21 -0.68 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 36 12.0 -0.4
M45 61 -0.19 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 22 55 2.5 -0.4
M46 14 -0.76 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 23 36 1.6 -0.4
M47 37 -0.48 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 13 13 1.0 -0.5
M50 5 -0.88 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
M71 12 -0.79 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 15 2.1 -0.5
M72 41 -0.43 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 4 1.38 0 -0.37 18 34 1.9 -0.4
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M76 65 -0.14 1 0.09 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 16 27 1.7 -0.4
N38 11 -0.80 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 5 1.3 -0.5
N39 16 -0.74 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 1 1.04 5 45 9.0 -0.4
N40 160 1.03 8 4.53 31 1.76 0 -0.61 3 3.88 64 1216 19.0 1.9
N41 229 1.87 1 0.09 17 0.59 3 0.88 0 -0.37 38 1470 38.7 2.5
N42 120 0.54 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 13 127 9.8 -0.2
N43 33 -0.53 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 10 1.4 -0.5
N44 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
N45 58 -0.23 0 -0.55 12 0.17 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 15 57 3.8 -0.4
N46 20 -0.69 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
N47 18 -0.72 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 1 1.0 -0.5
N50 5 -0.88 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 31 31.0 -0.4
N71 41 -0.43 0 -0.55 5 -0.41 4 1.38 1 1.04 21 105 5.0 -0.3
O38 77 0.01 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 10 20 2.0 -0.5
O39 53 -0.29 2 0.72 5 -0.41 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 440 62.9 0.4
O40 512 5.34 11 6.43 75 5.43 9 3.86 0 -0.37 114 2319 20.3 4.2
O41 331 3.12 0 -0.55 22 1.01 5 1.87 0 -0.37 37 436 11.8 0.4
O42 273 2.41 2 0.72 24 1.17 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 28 271 9.7 0.0
O43 65 -0.14 1 0.09 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 10 157 15.7 -0.2
O44 17 -0.73 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
O45 10 -0.81 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
O46 13 -0.78 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
O47 19 -0.70 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 8 8.0 -0.5
O48 6 -0.86 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
O49 4 -0.89 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
O50 14 -0.76 10 5.80 6 -0.33 2 0.38 0 -0.37 19 152 8.0 -0.2
P38 19 -0.70 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 35 35.0 -0.4
P39 185 1.33 0 -0.55 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 23 48 2.1 -0.4
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P40 337 3.20 3 1.36 61 4.26 2 0.38 0 -0.37 85 431 5.1 0.4
P41 286 2.57 2 0.72 38 2.34 5 1.87 2 2.46 49 344 7.0 0.2
P42 422 4.24 0 -0.55 52 3.51 8 3.36 2 2.46 80 435 5.4 0.4
P43 276 2.45 0 -0.55 28 1.51 5 1.87 0 -0.37 45 188 4.2 -0.1
P44 17 -0.73 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
P45 4 -0.89 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
P46 3 -0.90 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
P47 10 -0.81 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 21 10.5 -0.5
P48 18 -0.72 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 8 97 12.1 -0.3
P49 19 -0.70 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 11 11.0 -0.5
P50 17 -0.73 1 0.09 12 0.17 3 0.88 0 -0.37 18 103 5.7 -0.3
Q38 139 0.77 0 -0.55 17 0.59 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 24 84 3.5 -0.3
Q39 143 0.82 0 -0.55 15 0.42 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 23 170 7.4 -0.2
Q40 395 3.91 1 0.09 40 2.51 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 44 422 9.6 0.4
Q41 278 2.47 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 16 22 1.4 -0.5
Q42 153 0.94 4 1.99 58 4.01 5 1.87 0 -0.37 90 1227 13.6 2.0
Q43 90 0.17 1 0.09 25 1.26 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 35 148 4.2 -0.2
Q44 7 -0.85 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
Q45 2 -0.91 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
Q46 4 -0.89 0 -0.55 0 -0.83 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 0 0 0.0 -0.5
Q47 45 -0.38 1 0.09 6 -0.33 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 7 413 59.0 0.3
Q48 10 -0.81 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 11 5.5 -0.5
Q49 35 -0.51 1 0.09 4 -0.50 2 0.38 0 -0.37 7 104 14.9 -0.3
Q50 34 -0.52 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 2 1.0 -0.5
R38 68 -0.10 0 -0.55 7 -0.25 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 10 50 5.0 -0.4
R39 139 0.77 0 -0.55 12 0.17 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 14 141 10.1 -0.2
R40 150 0.90 0 -0.55 15 0.42 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 18 35 1.9 -0.4
R41 234 1.93 1 0.09 35 2.09 6 2.37 0 -0.37 71 251 3.5 0.0
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
Artifact 
Density 
(#)
z-score 
overall 
density 
No. of  
Coarse
z-
score
No. of  
Medium 
Coarse
z-score 
coarse 
(#)
No. of  
Table
wares
z-score 
(MC 
#)
No. of  
Other
z-
score 
(other 
#)
Total 
Number 
of  sherd 
collected 
(#)
Total 
Pottery 
Weight 
(g)
Average 
Weight 
per unit 
(#)
z-
score
R42 142 0.81 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 3 0.88 0 -0.37 14 104 7.4 -0.3
R43 61 -0.19 3 1.36 18 0.67 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 27 1497 55.4 2.5
R44 22 -0.67 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 6 3.0 -0.5
R45 22 -0.67 0 -0.55 1 -0.75 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 1 10 10.0 -0.5
R46 108 0.39 5 2.63 13 0.25 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 20 111 5.6 -0.3
R47 96 0.24 0 -0.55 18 0.67 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 23 112 4.9 -0.3
R48 71 -0.07 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 8 100 12.5 -0.3
R49 17 -0.73 0 -0.55 4 -0.50 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 4 25 6.3 -0.4
R50 26 -0.62 0 -0.55 3 -0.58 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 3 15 5.0 -0.5
S39 58 -0.23 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 26 135 5.2 -0.2
S40 73 -0.04 0 -0.55 9 -0.08 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 12 43 3.6 -0.4
S41 19 -0.70 0 -0.55 8 -0.16 0 -0.61 1 1.04 9 39 4.3 -0.4
S42 45 -0.38 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 0 -0.61 0 -0.37 2 21 10.5 -0.5
S43 30 -0.57 0 -0.55 2 -0.67 1 -0.11 0 -0.37 3 8 2.7 -0.5
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
AA46 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 28 3.5 -0.2
AA47 5 147 29.4 0.0 12.0 71 5.9 0.2
AA48 2 667 333.5 1.5 15.0 116 7.7 0.4
AA49 2 18 9 -0.4 8.0 25 3.1 -0.2
AB47 1 390 390 0.7 17.0 130 7.6 0.6
AB48 0 0 0 -0.4 19.0 52 2.7 0.8
AB49 1 4 4 -0.4 7.0 14 2.0 -0.2
A46 1 1325 1325 3.4 5.0 130 26.0 -0.4
A47 2 676 338 1.5 11.0 43 3.9 0.1
A48 2 473 236.5 1.0 8.0 133 16.6 -0.2
A49 0 0 0 -0.4 11.0 17 1.5 0.1
A64 2 141 70.5 0.0 7.0 108 15.4 -0.2
A64A 6 224 37.3 0.2 28.0 129 4.6 1.5
A65 2 32 16 -0.3 2.0 4 2.0 -0.7
B63 4 412 103 0.8 24.0 228 9.5 1.2
B64 3 129 43 0.0 13.0 91 7.0 0.3
B64A 2 327 163.5 0.5 9.0 68 7.6 -0.1
B65 1 86 86 -0.2 9.0 35 3.9 -0.1
B71 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 20 5.0 -0.5
B72 1 604 604 1.3 4.0 8 2.0 -0.5
B73 1 43 43 -0.3 3.0 35 11.7 -0.6
B74 1 0 0 -0.4 2.0 39 19.5 -0.7
B75 2 18 9 -0.4 18.0 194 10.8 0.7
C63 1 25 25 -0.3 40.0 290 7.3 2.5
C64 3 193 64.3 0.1 5.0 32 6.4 -0.4
C64A 1 39 39 -0.3 5.0 10 2.0 -0.4
C65 2 118 59 -0.1 5.0 35 7.0 -0.4
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
C71 1 239 239 0.3 1.0 24 24.0 -0.7
C72 0 0 0 -0.4 5.0 67 13.4 -0.4
C73 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 54 6.0 -0.1
C74 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 38 4.2 -0.1
C75 1 530 530 1.1 40.0 316 7.9 2.5
D52 2 5 2.5 -0.4 3.0 25 8.3 -0.6
D53 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 65 32.5 -0.7
D63 1 987 987 2.4 14.0 137 9.8 0.3
D64 0 0 0 -0.4 7.0 98 14.0 -0.2
D64A 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 46 15.3 -0.6
D71 0 0 0 -0.4 11.0 130 11.8 0.1
D73 0 0 0 -0.4 10.0 77 7.7 0.0
D74 0 0 0 -0.4 7.0 98 14.0 -0.2
D75 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 38 9.5 -0.5
E51 0 0 0 -0.4 24.0 246 10.3 1.2
E52 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
E53 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
E63 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 52 17.3 -0.6
E64 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 2 2.0 -0.7
E71 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 197 21.9 -0.1
E72 0 0 0 -0.4 10.0 65 6.5 0.0
E73 0 0 0 -0.4 24.0 158 6.6 1.2
E74 0 0 0 -0.4 11.0 141 12.8 0.1
F53 0 0 0 -0.4 12.0 65 5.4 0.2
F58 1 243 243 0.3 1.0 18 18.0 -0.7
F59 1 639 639 1.4 19.0 436 22.9 0.8
F60 0 0 0 -0.4 15.0 112 7.5 0.4
F71 1 31 31 -0.3 8.0 218 27.3 -0.2
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
F72 0 7 0 -0.4 13.0 22 1.7 0.3
F73 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 244 27.1 -0.1
F74 2 6 3 -0.4 2.0 748 374.0 -0.7
F75 1 54 54 -0.3 7.0 71 10.1 -0.2
G46 1 28 28 -0.3 34.0 524 15.4 2.0
G47 1 486 486 1.0 10.0 47 4.7 0.0
G48 1 37 37 -0.3 12.0 118 9.8 0.2
G49 0 0 0 -0.4 5.0 88 17.6 -0.4
G55 2 286 143 0.4 21.0 211 10.0 0.9
G56 1 818 818 2.0 18.0 138 7.7 0.7
G57 8 750 93.8 1.8 13.0 158 12.2 0.3
G58 1 197 197 0.2 18.0 191 10.6 0.7
G59 4 1148 287 2.9 20.0 162 8.1 0.8
G60 0 0 0 -0.4 29.0 187 6.4 1.6
G61 1 230 230 0.3 45.0 587 13.0 2.9
G62 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 20 10.0 -0.7
G63 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 49 16.3 -0.6
G64 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
G71 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 11 2.8 -0.5
G72 1 14 14 -0.4 30.0 232 7.7 1.7
G73 4 755 188.8 1.8 19.0 186 9.8 0.8
G74 2 395 197.5 0.7 55.0 382 6.9 3.8
H46 5 236 47.2 0.3 31.0 299 9.6 1.8
H47 0 0 0 -0.4 30.0 186 6.2 1.7
H48 1 7 7 -0.4 21.0 113 5.4 0.9
H49 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 46 11.5 -0.5
H55 0 0 0 -0.4 10.0 88 8.8 0.0
H56 0 0 0 -0.4 15.0 71 4.7 0.4
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
H57 0 0 0 -0.4 13.0 63 4.8 0.3
H58 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 51 8.5 -0.3
H59 1 1992 1992 5.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
H60 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 23 7.7 -0.6
H61 2 12 6 -0.4 4.0 29 7.3 -0.5
H62 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
H63 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
H64 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
H71 0 0 0 -0.4 25.0 269 10.8 1.3
H72 1 36 36 -0.3 7.0 24 3.4 -0.2
H73 0 0 0 -0.4 40.0 236 5.9 2.5
H74 2 1030 515 2.6 22.0 120 5.5 1.0
I41 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 6 6.0 -0.7
I46 1 15 15 -0.4 39.0 285 7.3 2.4
I47 3 39 13 -0.3 24.0 350 14.6 1.2
I48 1 842 842 2.0 25.0 190 7.6 1.3
I49 0 0 0 -0.4 19.0 57 3.0 0.8
I59 3 190 63.3 0.1 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
I60 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
I61 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
I62 0 0 0 -0.4 10.0 52 5.2 0.0
I63 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 10 10.0 -0.7
I71 0 0 0 -0.4 15.0 118 7.9 0.4
I72 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 84 10.5 -0.2
I73 0 0 0 -0.4 29.0 179 6.2 1.6
I74 0 0 0 -0.4 37.0 337 9.1 2.3
I78 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
I79 0 0 0 -0.4 14.0 45 3.2 0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
J41 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 77 12.8 -0.3
J42 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 3 1.5 -0.7
J43 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 26 3.3 -0.2
J44 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 23 3.8 -0.3
J45 1 18 18 -0.4 3.0 4 1.3 -0.6
J46 2 40 20 -0.3 4.0 17 4.3 -0.5
J47 0 0 0 -0.4 22.0 134 6.1 1.0
J48 1 18 18 -0.4 9.0 25 2.8 -0.1
J49 6 57 9.5 -0.2 5.0 14 2.8 -0.4
J51 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 31 3.9 -0.2
J52 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 8 8.0 -0.7
J53 5 1042 208.4 2.6 1.0 7 7.0 -0.7
J54 1 100 100 -0.1 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
J59 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
J60 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 4 4.0 -0.7
J61 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 9 9.0 -0.7
J65 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 56 18.7 -0.6
J66 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 10 5.0 -0.7
J67 2 158 79 0.0 2.0 21 10.5 -0.7
J68 2 29 14.5 -0.3 6.0 23 3.8 -0.3
J69 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 22 11.0 -0.7
J70 0 0 0 -0.4 5.0 18 3.6 -0.4
J71 1 541 541 1.2 2.0 8 4.0 -0.7
J72 1 66 66 -0.2 8.0 77 9.6 -0.2
J73 1 423 423 -0.8 14.0 239 17.1 0.3
J74 5 2921 584.2 8.1 5.0 3001 600.2 -0.4
J75 1 399 399 0.7 4.0 138 34.5 -0.5
J76 1 21 21 -0.4 2.0 164 82.0 -0.7
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
J78 2 669 334.5 1.5 4.0 24 6.0 -0.5
J79 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 15 7.5 -0.7
J80 1 175 175 0.1 15.0 102 6.8 0.4
K41 4 315 78.8 0.5 16.0 260 16.3 0.5
K42 1 27 27 -0.3 10.0 40 4.0 0.0
K43 1 2 2 -0.4 1.0 1 1.0 -0.7
K44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
K45 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 7 7.0 -0.7
K48 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 3 3.0 -0.7
K49 1 45 45 -0.3 1.0 2 2.0 -0.7
K50 1 146 146 0.0 2.0 128 64.0 -0.7
K51 1 7 7 -0.4 3.0 5 1.7 -0.6
K65 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 12 12.0 -0.7
K66 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 59 29.5 -0.7
K67 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
K68 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 13 6.5 -0.7
K69 0 0 0 -0.4 12.0 152 12.7 0.2
K70 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 20 6.7 -0.6
K71 2 36 18 -0.3 18.0 67 3.7 0.7
K72 1 217 217 0.2 20.0 347 17.4 0.8
K73 1 843 843 2.0 5.0 192 38.4 -0.4
K74 1 1121 1121 2.8 14.0 72 5.1 0.3
K75 2 780 390 1.8 2.0 5 2.5 -0.7
K76 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 16 4.0 -0.5
K78 0 0 0 -0.4 11.0 100 9.1 0.1
K79 0 5 0 -0.4 7.0 38 5.4 -0.2
K80 1 125 125 0.0 4.0 40 10.0 -0.5
L41 1 34 34 -0.3 35.0 327 9.3 2.1
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Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
L42 1 404 404 0.8 22.0 204 9.3 1.0
L44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
L45 0 0 0 -0.4 5.0 47 9.4 -0.4
L50 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
L51 1 202 202 0.2 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
L65 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 3 3.0 -0.7
L66 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 2 2.0 -0.7
L67 2 0 0 -0.4 2.0 22 11.0 -0.7
L68 1 586 586 1.3 6.0 132 22.0 -0.3
L69 1 28 28 -0.3 6.0 85 14.2 -0.3
L70 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 26 8.7 -0.6
L71 0 0 0 -0.4 14.0 151 10.8 0.3
L72 1 19 19 -0.4 4.0 40 10.0 -0.5
L73 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 64 8.0 -0.2
L74 1 4 4 -0.4 7.0 39 5.6 -0.2
L75 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 111 12.3 -0.1
L76 0 0 0 -0.4 10.0 113 11.3 0.0
M39 1 415 415 0.8 3.0 50 16.7 -0.6
M41 3 326 108.7 0.5 15.0 156 10.4 0.4
M42 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 50 8.3 -0.3
M43 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
M44 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 36 18.0 -0.7
M45 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 55 13.8 -0.5
M46 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 36 18.0 -0.7
M47 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 13 4.3 0.6
M50 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
M71 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 15 5.0 -0.6
M72 0 0 0 -0.4 7.0 26 3.7 -0.2
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Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
M76 1 0 0 -0.4 5.0 27 5.4 -0.4
N38 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 5 5.0 -0.7
N39 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 5 5.0 -0.7
N40 8 1007 125.9 2.5 31.0 182 5.9 1.8
N41 1 1196 1196 3.1 17.0 249 14.6 0.6
N42 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 127 14.1 -0.1
N43 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 10 1.7 -0.3
N44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
N45 0 0 0 -0.4 12.0 57 4.8 0.2
N46 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
N47 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 1 1.0 -0.7
N50 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 31 31.0 -0.7
N71 0 0 0 -0.4 5.0 73 14.6 -0.4
O38 0 0 0 -0.4 7.0 20 2.9 -0.2
O39 2 415 207.5 0.8 4.0 25 6.3 -0.5
O40 11 1619 147.2 4.3 75.0 664 8.9 5.4
O41 0 0 0 -0.4 22.0 390 17.7 1.0
O42 2 29 14.5 -0.3 24.0 241 10.0 1.2
O43 1 101 101 -0.1 4.0 56 14.0 -0.5
O44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
O45 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
O46 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
O47 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 8 8.0 -0.7
O48 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
O49 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
O50 10 72 7.2 -0.2 6.0 78 13.0 -0.3
P38 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 35 35.0 -0.7
P39 0 0 0 -0.4 6.0 48 8.0 -0.3
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Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
P40 3 144 48 0.0 61.0 284 4.7 4.3
P41 2 109 54.5 -0.1 38.0 226 5.9 2.3
P42 0 0 0 -0.4 52.0 399 7.7 3.5
P43 0 0 0 -0.4 28.0 178 6.4 1.5
P44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
P45 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
P46 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
P47 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 21 10.5 -0.7
P48 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 97 12.1 -0.2
P49 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 11 11.0 -0.7
P50 1 0 0 -0.4 12.0 94 7.8 0.2
Q38 0 0 0 -0.4 17.0 83 4.9 0.6
Q39 0 0 0 -0.4 15.0 170 11.3 0.4
Q40 1 14 14 -0.4 40.0 407 10.2 2.5
Q41 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 21 21.0 -0.7
Q42 4 840 210 2.0 58.0 378 6.5 4.0
Q43 1 13 13 -0.4 25.0 134 5.4 1.3
Q44 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
Q45 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
Q46 0 0 0 -0.4 0.0 0 0.0 -0.8
Q47 1 5 5 -0.4 6.0 408 68.0 -0.3
Q48 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 11 5.5 -0.7
Q49 1 74 74 -0.2 4.0 26 6.5 -0.5
Q50 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 2 1.0 -0.7
R38 0 0 0 -0.4 7.0 49 7.0 -0.2
R39 0 0 0 -0.4 12.0 141 11.8 0.2
R40 0 0 0 -0.4 15.0 33 2.2 0.4
R41 1 63 63 -0.2 35.0 166 4.7 2.1
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Survey 
Units
No. of  
Coarse wares 
(#)
Weight of  
Coarse ware (g)
Avg 
weight C 
per unit 
(g)
z-score 
coarse 
weight
MC
Total Weight 
MC
Avg Weight 
MC
z-score 
MC weight
R42 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 89 11.1 -0.2
R43 3 1122 374 2.8 18.0 367 20.4 0.7
R44 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 6 3.0 -0.7
R45 0 0 0 -0.4 1.0 10 10.0 -0.7
R46 5 56 11.2 -0.2 13.0 55 4.2 0.3
R47 0 0 0 -0.4 18.0 111 6.2 0.7
R48 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 100 12.5 -0.2
R49 0 0 0 -0.4 4.0 25 6.3 -0.5
R50 0 0 0 -0.4 3.0 15 5.0 -0.6
S39 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 135 15.0 -0.1
S40 0 0 0 -0.4 9.0 39 4.3 -0.1
S41 0 0 0 -0.4 8.0 27 3.4 -0.2
S42 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 21 10.5 -0.7
S43 0 0 0 -0.4 2.0 7 3.5 -0.7
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Table 
Weight
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Average 
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Other per 
unit 
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other 
weight
AA46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
AA47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
AA48 2 3 1.5 -0.2 1 3 0.3 0.1
AA49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 3 12 0.3 1.2
AB47 3 10 3.3 0.6 1 5 0.2 0.3
AB48 2 10 5.0 0.6 3 10 0.3 0.9
AB49 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
A46 5 33 6.6 3.0 0 0 0.0 -0.3
A47 1 2 2.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
A48 3 7 2.3 0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
A49 2 10 5.0 0.6 3 60 0.1 6.9
A64 0 0 0.0 -0.5 2 39 0.1 4.4
A64A 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
A65 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B63 6 20 3.3 1.7 1 2 0.5 0.0
B64 2 2 1.0 0.3 1 25 0.0 2.7
B64A 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B65 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B71 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B73 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B74 2 13 6.5 0.9 0 0 0.0 -0.3
B75 2 3 1.5 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C63 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C64 3 11 3.7 0.7 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C64A 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C65 1 3 3.0 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey Units Table
Total 
Table 
Weight
Average 
Weight 
Fine 
z-score 
fineware 
weight
Other Total Weight 
Other 
Average 
Weight 
Other per 
unit 
z-score 
other 
weight
C71 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C73 2 1 0.5 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C74 2 2 1.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
C75 6 15 2.5 1.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D52 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D53 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D63 2 9 4.5 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D64 0 0 0.0 -0.5 4 4 1.0 0.2
D64A 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D71 1 6 6.0 0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D73 3 8 2.7 0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D74 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
D75 3 8 2.7 0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E51 1 6 6.0 0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E52 1 9 9.0 0.5 1 5 0.2 0.3
E53 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E63 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E64 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E71 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E72 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E73 4 4 1.0 -0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
E74 3 17 5.7 1.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F53 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F58 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F59 2 19 9.5 1.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F60 3 29 9.7 2.6 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F71 2 3 1.5 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey Units Table
Total 
Table 
Weight
Average 
Weight 
Fine 
z-score 
fineware 
weight
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Other 
Average 
Weight 
Other per 
unit 
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other 
weight
F72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F73 3 3 1.0 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F74 4 5 1.3 0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
F75 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G46 2 23 11.5 2.0 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G48 3 5 1.7 0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G55 0 0 0.0 -0.5 3 33 11.0 3.7
G56 2 1 0.5 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G57 0 1 0.0 -0.4 4 9 2.3 0.8
G58 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G59 1 4 4.0 -0.1 3 58 19.3 6.7
G60 2 5 2.5 0.1 1 1 1.0 -0.2
G61 2 26 13.0 2.3 1 10 10.0 0.9
G62 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G63 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G64 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G71 2 4 2.0 -0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G73 3 15 5.0 1.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
G74 14 60 4.3 5.9 1 30 30.0 3.3
H46 2 23 11.5 2.0 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H47 4 15 3.8 1.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H48 4 6 1.5 0.2 1 1 1.0 -0.2
H49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H55 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H56 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey Units Table
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Table 
Weight
Average 
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Other per 
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other 
weight
H57 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 39 39.0 4.4
H58 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H59 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H60 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H61 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H62 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H63 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H64 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H71 3 7 2.3 0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
H72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
H73 7 16 2.3 1.2 1 1 1.0 -0.2
H74 4 37 9.3 3.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I41 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I46 4 6 1.5 0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I47 3 15 5.0 1.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I48 4 12 3.0 0.8 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I59 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I60 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I61 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I62 1 0 0.0 -0.5 2 2 1.0 0.0
I63 1 1 1.0 -0.4 1 15 15.0 1.5
I71 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I72 3 4 1.3 -0.1 1 1 1.0 -0.2
I73 6 59 9.8 5.8 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I74 9 34 3.8 3.1 1 1 1.0 -0.2
I78 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
I79 2 5 2.5 0.1 1 45 45.0 5.1
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
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J41 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J42 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J43 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J47 0 1 0.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J48 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J49 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J51 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J52 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J53 1 12 12.0 0.8 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J54 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J59 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J60 0 0 0.0 -0.5 2 16 8.0 1.6
J61 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J65 2 1 0.5 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J66 2 36 18.0 3.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J67 2 18 9.0 1.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J68 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J69 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J70 2 2 1.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J71 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J72 2 5 2.5 0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J73 6 9 1.5 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J74 1 9 9.0 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J75 2 4 2.0 -0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J76 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
Survey Units Table
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Table 
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J78 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
J79 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
J80 0 0 0.0 -0.5 3 30 10.0 3.3
K41 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K42 1 2 2.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K43 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K45 1 3 3.0 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K48 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K49 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K51 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K65 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 5 5.0 0.3
K66 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K67 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K68 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
K69 4 19 4.8 1.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K70 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
K71 5 12 2.4 0.8 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K72 10 42 4.2 4.0 2 4 2.0 0.2
K73 1 3 3.0 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K74 3 9 3.0 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K75 0 7 0.0 0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K76 3 14 4.7 1.0 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K78 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K79 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
K80 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L41 7 22 3.1 1.9 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
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L42 2 3 1.5 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L51 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L65 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L66 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 1 1.0 -0.2
L67 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L68 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L69 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L70 1 1 1.0 -0.4 2 10 5.0 0.9
L71 6 17 2.8 1.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L72 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 2 2.0 0.0
L73 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L74 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L75 2 7 3.5 0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
L76 2 2 1.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M41 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M42 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M43 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 5 5.0 0.3
M44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M71 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
M72 4 8 2.0 0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
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M76 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N38 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 40 40.0 4.5
N40 0 0 0.0 -0.5 3 27 9.0 3.0
N41 3 25 8.3 2.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N42 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N43 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
N71 4 12 3.0 0.8 1 20 20.0 2.1
O38 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O39 1 10 10.0 0.6 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O40 9 36 4.0 3.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O41 5 46 9.2 4.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O42 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O43 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O48 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
O50 2 2 1.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P38 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
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P40 2 3 1.5 -0.2 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P41 5 7 1.4 0.3 2 2 1.0 0.0
P42 8 26 3.3 2.3 2 10 5.0 0.9
P43 5 10 2.0 0.6 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P48 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
P50 3 9 3.0 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q38 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q40 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q41 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q42 5 9 1.8 0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q43 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q47 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q48 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q49 2 4 2.0 -0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Q50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R38 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R40 1 2 2.0 -0.3 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R41 6 22 3.7 1.9 0 0 0.0 -0.3
Appendix D  z-scores data for overall density, and weights and nubmers per unit 
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R42 3 15 5.0 1.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R43 1 8 8.0 0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R44 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R45 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R46 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R47 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R48 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R49 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
R50 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
S39 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
S40 1 4 4.0 -0.1 0 0 0.0 -0.3
S41 0 0 0.0 -0.5 1 12 12.0 1.2
S42 0 0 0.0 -0.5 0 0 0.0 -0.3
S43 1 1 1.0 -0.4 0 0 0.0 -0.3
